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THE SOLE SURVIVORS.
By George A. Henty,

CHAPTER I.

^ U//j1^
FTER many troubles, and having been

=1 several times on the vei-ge of ruin, the

A\ colony of Virginia appeared, in the be-

fjhA^
ginning of March 1G22 to have sur-

MfJ mounted its difficulties, and to be on a

I fair way toward prosperity. In 1609 the

number of colonists had been reduced to sixty,

and these were on the point of embarking for

Newfoundland when Lord Delaware arrived with

supplies and more emigrants. In 1611 fresh arrivals,

including a large number of women as well as men,

raised the number to seven hundred, and the colony

then advanced rapidly in prosperity.

Friendly relations had been maintained with the

Indians, this ])eing due chiefly to the marriage

of John Rolfe and Pocahontas, the daughter of

Courage ami Coiitlict. A



2 THE SOLE SURVIVORS.

Powhatan, the most powerful chief in Virginia. This

chief died in 1618, and was succeeded by his younger

brother.

The settlements of the colonists were scattered

over a wide extent of country on both sides of the

James River. The largest of these villages consisted

of wooden huts raised round a large and substantial

building, the abode of Mr Reginald Neville, who had

been one of the settlers that had come out in 1607.

He brought with him, in a craft of sixty tons that

he chartered for the purpose, fifteen farm-labourers

and their wives, together with implements of hus-

bandry and a store of commodities likely to be

pleasing to the natives.

Neville, a gentleman of much resolution and energy,

had emigrated in consequence of a quarrel that had

taken place between himself and one of the Scottish

noblemen who had come to England with James I.

In spite of the lack of success that attended the

previous expeditions, he believed that there was a

great future for those who were early in the field

in the colony ; and the fact that those who had

been taken out by Grenville in 1585, had, after

great hardships, been brought back to England by
Sir Francis Drake ; that fifty taken out the follow-

ing year by Grenville all perished ; and that of a

hundred and fifteen others left there the following

year no trace whatever could be found in 1590, in

no way shook his belief in the future. Consequently,

when he decided upon leaving England, he disposed

of all his property, and joined the little party who
went out in 1607 under the auspices of the London
Company.
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It was not long before he separated himself from
tlie others. They were persons of very different rank

and quality, quarrels frequently sprang up among
them, and all would have perished had not one of

their number, John Smith, a man of great energy,

assumed the direction of their affairs. Reginald

Neville saw at once that if success was to be

obtained, it was only to be found by separating

himself entirely from these people. Accordingly

he journeyed with his own party some fifty miles

south of the James River—or, as it was then called,

the Powhatan—and purchased from the chief of

that name a tract of ground in exchange for the

clothes, axes, and other articles he had brought out

for that purpose.

The plantation, called Cumberland by its owner,

in remembrance of his native county, stood within

a mile or two of the site now occupied by Cum-
berland Courthouse, a name familiar to the world

from its associations with the Civil War, The river

near which it stood, and which served as their

highway to Jamestown, was the Appomattox. Here

he had lived undisturbed and unmolested during

the various troubles between the colonists and the

Indians.

He had, two or three months before leaving

England, lost his wife ; and it was this, as much
as anything else, that had induced him to break up

his home and adventure into a far country. He had

brought with him his child, who was less than a

year old. The baby was tended by the woman who
liad been its nurse. She had just married one of

the young men whom Mr Neville took out with him.
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Mr Neville's life at the little colony which he

had founded was a quiet and peaceful one. The
labourers he had brought with him were all married

;

he had picked his men judiciously; and none of

them had ever sought to leave him, the troubles

and misadventures of the main body of colonists

plainly enough showing them that they were far

better off with their master than they would be

were they to embark in affairs on their own account.

The government of Reginald Neville was patriarchal

in its character. Each couple had their own dwelling,

and a portion of ground that they could till on their

own account, having one day's liberty in each week
for the purpose. All were fed from a common store,

and provided with all that was necessary. He had

brought with him several pigs and some poultry

;

they had greatly increased in numbers, and now pro-

vided no small portion of the meat for the general

consumption. Game was abundant in the forests,

and could be obtained from the Indians for a few

beads, a small mirror, or other trifles. The men
raised in the fields an abundance of grain for their

wants, and the surplus could always be exchanged

with the Indians. The principal crop, however, after

it had been discovered that the soil and climate

were suitable for it, was tobacco, which was sent

to England as opportunity offered, and fetched good

prices, since, in spite of the ojjposition of the king,

it was rapidly growing in favour there.

The women aided in the lighter field work, and

in the gathering in and curing of the leaves ; they

spun and wove the linen, the flax being grown for the

purpose on the plantation. All wore soft leathern gar-
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ments, purchased from the Indians, who were highly

skilled in the preparation of the skins of the animals

the men killed in the chase.

Besides superintending the general work of the

little colony, Reginald Neville devoted himself to the

education and training of his son.

'It is well, Guy,' he said to the lad, who was ex-

tremely fond of outdoor exercise, and was skilful in

the use of the bow, as well as of the arquebuse and

pistol, ' that you should learn many things that do

not appear of much use here; for as the colony fills

with new-comers, many of our own degree will come

out to make their home here, and you would blush

to find that you could not make a good tigure among
them. Moreover, it is possible that the Indians may
become alarmed at the increase in our numbers, and

may make comiuon cause against us; so, as has hap-

pened before, we may be attacked in such numbers

that we cannot make head against them. Those,

then, who could do so would have to return to

England, or go to the colony farther north, or to

the island of Newfoundland ; and if you could not

hold your own as an English gentleman, capable of

serving in our army or of holding an appointment

in the colonies, things might go hard with you.

Moreover, it behoves one of good blood always to

bear in mind that wherever he may be, or in what-

ever circumstances, he is yet an English gentleman,

and must bear himself in all ways as worthy of that

rank.'

In 1620 Mr Neville, having been down to James-

town with the boats laden with the last crop of

tobacco, returned, bringing with him, to the astonish-
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inent of Guy, a negro lad some eighteen years of

age.

'I have bought him,' his father said. 'A Dutch

ship-of-war had sailed in just before I arrived there,

and had landed twenty of these blacks, whom they

offered for sale. As you know, I do not approve of

selling human beings like cattle, and have always

refused to buy any of those sent out, for various

offences committed at home, to be sold here for ser-

vice. This case is different. This lad has doubtless

been either sold by his countrymen or kidnapped

by the Dutch, and, were he free, could do naught

here but work in the fields for his living, with, per-

haps, some rough master, who might cruelly ill-use

him. Assuredly he will not be misused here. Doubt-

less he will soon learn to speak our language, and

I intend him to be an indoor servant in place of

John Davis, who is now old enough to be put to

field work. I intend him, also, to be specially your

own attendant when you go abroad. You are getting

to be adventurous, Guy, and several times have caused

me uneasiness by being so long away in the woods.

I know that you have picked up a good deal of

Indian woodcraft from young Ponta, the chief's son;

but many things might happen which would render

it advisable that you should have some one with you.

You might get mauled by one of those great cats

in the forest, or you might be tripped up by a

trailing plant or a projecting root of a tree, and

break or sprain a limb, and might die before you
could be found. The young fellow looks good-tem-

pered and intelligent. When I bought him a week
ago he had a sullen, hopeless look ; but when he
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saw that I meant kindly to him, and when by signs

I assured him that he would be well treated, he

speedily plucked up heart. Without being ordered,

he aided with the boat as soon as we started. He
had evidently never taken hold of an oar before,

but he fell into it rapidly, and did fully his share

of work as we came up the stream; and when we
landed at night he tried in every way to make
himself helpful to me. I think that we shall find

him very useful.'

' He is very ugly, father. I never saw any one with

a black face like that,' Guy said.

'I have seen them at home, Guy. They have been

brought home by Bristol ships that trade along the

African coast, and they are, I am told, to be met

with in Egypt, and are found rowing in the Moorish

galleys. It seems that all Africa, save the northern

coast, is peopled by men of this colour, and many
of them have been bought by merchants from the

Moors, and are held in esteem as servants in Venetian,

Genoese, and Spanish families.'

The negro more than justified Mr Neville's pre-

diction. He very speedily picked up a knowledge

of English, and performed all his household duties

with a quickness and alacrity that contrasted very

favourably with the slower movements of the boys

who had hitherto, one after another, assisted Jane

Harris in the duties of the house. Jane herself lived

with her husband and family in a house of their

own hard by. She came in to cook, and her two
eldest girls assisted her in the general arrangements.

It was evident, however, that, although willing and

eager to do any work allotted to him, Slianti—for such,
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they made out, was his name—was never so happy as

when he accompanied Guy upon his rambles in the

forest.

He soon showed that in his native country he had
been accustomed to the chase, for the first day he was
out he manufactured a rough bow and arrows; and
although this bore no comparison, as a weapon, with
the English longbow that Guy carried, Shanti was
able at a short distance to bring down a bird with
unerring aim. Guy's bow was a source of much
astonishment to the negro. Although firearms were
fast superseding the bow in England, the latter was
still largely used as a pastime, and on every village

green shooting was regularly practised. Guy, who
had been taught to draw a tiny bow at the age of

five, could now draw one of almost full strength, to
the astonishment of the young negro; for, although
more than four years his senior, and a powerful
young fellow, he found that he could scarce bend
the bow that Guy could without efibrt draw to the
ear.

A few days after his arrival, Guy took Shanti down
to the stream, where, in the hollow of a fallen trunk,
lay a small birch-bark canoe that Ponta had made
for Guy. Shanti gave a cry of surprise and delight
as he drew it out, and expressed in unmistakable
gestures his admiration at the lightness and make;
and Guy gathered that, although accustomed to canoes
of some sort in his own land, Shanti had never seen
anything approaching this in lightness and skilful

manufacture. Kneeling down beside it, he examined
it most minutely, inspecting every fastening, and
touching with extreme care and gentleness the frao-ile
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covering. He drew back as Guy lifted the boat and

placed it in the water, being evidently afraid of

injuring it by his touch.

He stood by and watched how Guy seated himself,

or rather knelt, in it, and then, on Guy's nodding to

him, took up the other paddle, and as carefully took

his place. When Guy began to use his paddle, Shanti

dipped his own very cautiously in the water, being

apparently doubtful whether in so frail a construction

it would be safe to use his strength ; but after a few

strokes, finding that all was well, he began to work
hard, uttering two or three wild cries of satisfaction

;

and Guy was astonished at the speed with which

the canoe flew along, its speed being even greater

than when the young redskin chief had rowed with

hhn.

CHAPTER II.

WO years had passed, and Guy was now
nearly sixteen ; and although Shanti still

performed general work in the house when-
ever Guy was there, he was his insepar-

companion at other times, and, with good
and kind treatment, had developed into

a powerful young man. On his expeditions

he still carried a bow and arrows, although he had
learned to handle arquebuse and pistol. He did

not take to the sword, but greatly preferred a heavy
axe, which he always wore in his belt, and which in

his hands seemed a most formidable weapon. It had,

indeed, proved so ; for on one occasion they came
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suddenly upon a great panther engaged in devouring

a deer that it had killed. It turned suddenly, on

hearing their footsteps, and, without a moment's hesi-

tation, sprang at Guy. Taken wholly by surprise, the

latter, in endeavouring to evade the spring, tripped and

fell ; the animal passed harmlessly over him, and was

in the act of turning to seize him, when Shanti's axe

fell with such tremendous force, just behind the head,

that it almost severed the spine, and the great cat

fell over dead without a struggle. On hearing what

had happened, Reginald Neville had at once drawn up

a paper giving the black his freedom. At first the

latter absolutely refused to accept it.

' Shanti no wish to be free,' he said. ' What he do

widout a massa to take care ob him ?

'

'You would stay with us just the same, Shanti, but

you would be paid wages, like other free men.'

'What Shanti M^ant wid wages, massa? He got

clothes, he got food, he got eberyt'ink dat he wants.

Shanti hab no use for money.'
' Yes, you have all that,' his master agreed ;

' but I

should not like the man who saved my son's life to

remain a slave ; therefore, if only to please me, you

must take this paper. It need make no difference to

you. Put it away in some place where you can find it

if you need it. Everything can go on just the same as

before. My son will value your services even more

than ever. He has long regarded you as a friend

rather than as a slave ; but for him also it would be

pleasanter to feel that your services are rendered from

affection, and not as a duty.'

' IJcry well, sah ; me take de paper and hide him
away ; den it can't do any hurui. Slianti gib his life



' iSliaiiti no wish to be free,' lie said.

Paue 10.
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willingly for young massa, just de same a3 if you

write no paper/ he replied.

One day, in the middle of March 1622, Ponta, who
had not visited the settlement for some time, met Guy
as he was about to start—for once unaccompanied by

Shanti—to look at a party who were at work planting

freshly turned up soil with tobacco. Ponta came and

stood by Guy without speaking.

' Why, Ponta,' the lad said in the Indian language,

which he and his father had both come to speak fairly

well, ' 'tis fully three moons since you were here last
!

'

The young chief took the hand Guy held out to

him.
' Ponta could not come before,' said he. ' He has

made a long journey. It was at sunrise yesterday

that he left his village to hunt the deer, as he said.

None know that he has come hither. He has been

with his father at the village of the great chief,

Powhatan's brother. He is not like his brother,

who was friends with the English after one of them
had married his daughter, Pocahontas.'

' He has always appeared very friendly,' Guy said.

' My father visited him but three months ago, with the

usual presents, and he received him as warmly as

usual.'

' Wise man has two faces,' the Indian said. ' Things

have changed in the four years since Powhatan died.

Many ships come up the river, all full of white men and
women, and their houses are scattered all over the

ground where the Indians have hunted ever since they

came into the land, so far back as their traditions tell

them
; and the Indians see that if this goes on their

land will all have passed into the hands of the white
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strangers. Tliere is much talk about it among the

chiefs; and even my fatlier, though always friendly

with the wise sachem, your father, who has been true

to his word and just in his dealings, is troubled in his

mind, and his face has become dark toward the whites.

I am but a young chief, and am not invited to the

great councils of our tribes, and know nothing for

certain as to what is said there ; for the warriors are

silent if I approach one of the fires, and I feel that

they doubt me; for it is known that I have been

much here, and am a friend to you and your father.

However, I fear that there is danger, and have come

to warn you. I know not what is the danger, but I

fear that there is trouble at hand.'

' I thank you deeply, Ponta, for coming to warn us

;

but I trust that, although they may feel uneasy at the

number of new settlers, there is no real animosity on

the part of your people against us. We see no differ-

ence in the behaviour of those who come here. It was

but yesterday that a party arrived with some deer that

they had slain. They were as friendly as usual, and

departed exceedingly well pleased with the goods they

received in exchange.'

' An Indian is not like a rattlesnake,' Ponta said

shortly. ' He does not make a noise to warn an enemy

when he is going to strike. I have no more to say

I have told you all I know. There is danger. When
it will come, or how, I know not. But it will come

;

and not upon this place only, for all know that your

father has always been just and honourable, and none

bear him ill-will personally; the danger is a general

one, and threatens all tlie whites in our land. When
one sees a dark cloud one can tell that a storm is
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coming, but none can say where the bolts of the great

Manito will fall, or whom they will strike.'

' Will you not come in and have a meal before you

start back again ?
' Guy urged, as the Indian held out

his hand.

He shook his head. ' I killed a deer yesterday,' he

said, ' and have some venison still in my hunting-bag.

I have a long journey back, and may lose time ; for I

must, when I enter camp again to-morrow morning,

have the haunches of at least a couple of deer to show

that I have been hunting. Besides, were I to stay

even for a short time, some of my countrymen might

arrive ; and were these to report that they saw me
here, it might be suspected that I had come to warn
you, and might cost me my life. Farewell ! Tell your

father what I have said. I know not wliat had best

be done, but he is wise, and will decide for himself.

I can only say, danger threatens. More than that I

know not.' And he started at a rapid pace that

showed how little the long journey which he had

performed had affected his sinewy frame.

' Back so soon, Guy ?
' his father said when his son

entered the house. ' I thought that you had gone to

the new plantation.'

' I was on my way there, sir, when I met Ponta.'

' Why, where is he ? Why did you not bring him

in ?'

' I asked him in, but he would not come, sir.' And
Guy then related the conversation that he had just

had. Mr Neville was silent for a minute or two
after Guy had finished.

'It is a serious matter, Guy,' he said at last; 'but

I hope that the young chief's fears are unfounded.
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We have heard no whisper of trouble until now ; and
had aught come to his ears, the governor would have
sent round to all the outlying villages and plantations

to warn us to be on our guard. I can well understand
that the arrival of so large a number of settlers as

have come over in the last two years has caused un-
easiness among the Indians. It is only natural that it

should be so ; and I regret to say that the behaviour

of many is by no means calculated to cause a con-

tinuance of the friendly relations we have had for the

last fifteen years with the Indians. Instead of behav-
ing as if, as is truly the case, they were settled upon
ground rightfully belonging to the Indians, they bear

themselves as if they were here by right of conquest,

and treat the Indians as if they, instead of us,

were interlopers. The friendship of Powhatan has

been so valuable that men have forgotten what hap-

pened before, and that the colony was destroyed no
less than five times, on two occasions not a single

survivor remaining to tell the tale. Since the great

chief's death his brother has given no cause for us

to suppose that his feelings toward us differed from
those of Powhatan. But it was the same thino^ before.o
The Indians appeared friendly enough, until they

suddenly fell upon the colonists and slew them all.'

' Ponta seemed sincere,' Guy said.

'Although I in no way doubt that this friendly

young chief has some cause for believing thai there is

danger in the air, his news is not certain enough for

us to relinquish all that we have done during the past

fifteen years, and leave our houses, our plantations,

and all we possess to the mercy of the first band of

redskins that comes aJong,' said Mr Neville. 'It will
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be well to take precautions. Wlien they return from

tlieir work this evening- I will suniiuon all the hands

together, and tell them that there is an unfriendly-

spirit abroad among the redskins, and until that

abates it will be wise for us to be upon our guard.

The women shall no longer go into the fields. We
will connect the outside houses with palisading; a

party of men shall go into the wood the first thing

to-morrow morning and fell trees for the purpose.

All shall henceforth carry arms when they go to their

work. I will serve out among them the twenty

arquebuses that I brought out with me, and at night

four shall always be placed on watch. I will to-

morrow morning send off a messenger to Jamestown

to inform the governor that I have heard a report that

there is a feeling of uneasiness among the natives, and

that danger may come of it. I am afraid that such a

warninfi-, in the face of the apparent good-will shown

by them, will have but slight effect. Still, it may
cause him to make further inquiries ; and should any

confirmation of it be obtained, he will doubtless send

warning to all the outlying settlements. I have no

fear that Jamestown and the other principal places

will not be able to repulse any attack, but it will go

hard with the settlers scattered over hundreds of miles

on each side of the river.'

For the next three or four days, the men, aided by.

the stronger boys, worked hard at raising a palisade

connecting the outlying houses and buildings together.

While they were so engaged Indians came and went

as usual, looking on with an air of surprise at the

work that was being done. However, they asked no

questions, and went oflf a^pparently well satisfied with
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their usual presents of tobacco, in addition to the

goods exchanged for their lish or meat. In four

days the work was complete, and the men went out,

as before, to the fields, six of them always remaining

behind to protect the village in case of a sudden

assault. At night the guards were changed every

few hours, Guy or his father going round several

times to see that the sentries were watchful.

The evening of the 22nd of March was dark and
threatening.

* I think we shall have a storm, Guy,' his fatlier said

when, at ten o'clock, he returned from making his

round. 'There is scarcely a breath stii-ring.'

Guy went round at one o'clock. The night was
intensely dark, save when flashes of lightning beyond

the hills lit up the scene momentarily, while the roll

of thunder was almost unbroken. As his father would

go out at three, Guy now turned in to sleep until day-

break. It seemed to him that he was no more than

sound asleep when he was roused by Shanti's voice.

' Jump up, massa ! De redskins are upon us !
' Shanti

exclaimed.

' Nonsense, Shanti. It is the roar of the thunder,'

Guy mumbled dreamily.

' No, no, massa,' Shanti said, shaking him. ' Massa

Neville run off, and he shouted to Shanti to wake you

and tell you dat de redskins are attacking all round !

'

Thoroughly awake now, Guy sprang up from the

bed. He had lain down the night before partially

dressed.

' Put on doublet, Marse Guy. White shirt no good

on dark night.'

Mechanically Guy thrust his arms into liis doublet.
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his feet into his shoes, buckled on his sword, canoht

up his arquebuse, dropped his two heavy pistols into

his pockets, and ran out.

For a moment he was bewildered by the din. The

storm was still at a distance, but the air rang with

shouts and yells, and the screams of women. Now and

then an arquebuse was fired ; but from the sounds it was

but too evident that the defence had already broken

down. There was a tone of triumph in the Indian yells

;

flames were rising at two or three points ; and there

could be no doubt that the redskins had crawled up

unseen, and that their presence had been unnoticed by

the sentries until they were already pouring over the

palisades and making their way into the houses.

As he was still hesitating in which direction to run,

he heard a stentorian shout in his father's voice :
' To

the house, every one of you ! We must fight it out

there. The village is lost
!

'

Already frightened women, carrying their children,

were rushing in.

' See that all the shutters are closed and safely

barred, Shanti ! I will stand here so that I can guard

the door until the men arrive,' cried Guy.

The light of the flames brightened rapidly, and Guy
could see the fugitives pouring out from every house,

while at the end of the little street a few men gathered

together were fighting desperatel}^ against a crowd of

dark figures, whose tomahawks now and then flashed

in the light of the flames.

Suddenly some Indians rushed out from between

the houses, to cut ofl" tl>e retreat of the little party.

Guy took a steady aim, and fired ; and a moment

later Shanti's arquebuse was discharged. Two of the

Courage and Conflict. B
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Indians fell, and the rest turned to meet this new and

unexpected attack.

' Here are your bow and arrows, massa. Shoot

quicker wid dem. Gun too slow.'

Arrow after arrow was discharged with great

rapidity, and Shanti's bow also twanged fast ; and the

Indians, astonished at the deadly discharge of arrows,

leaped back into shelter with much diminished numbers.

Still facing the foe, Mr Neville and his party re-

treated steadily. When they came within a short

distance, Guy and the negro joined them. They had
reloaded their arquebuses, cramming them to the

muzzle with bullets, and the discharge effected such

terrible execution among the Indians that, for a

moment, those able to do so ran back.

'Now is your time! Into the house!' the master

shouted ; and before the Indians had again rallied,

all were within the door, and the heavy oaken bars

were up.

CHAPTER III.

%\^
ANTING and exhausted, the little party of

colonists looked round to see who had

'vS^JBs'^^
entered and who had fallen without. Of

(^^^^^ the fifteen men and the score of young

^^ fellows between fifteen and twenty who
had been counted as part of the defending force,

only twelve had entered the house, and not one

of these but bore marks of the desperate fray. No
small portion of the number missing had not joined

in the last struggle, but, taken by surprise, had been
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killed almost imreRistino;ly when the Indians first

obtained an entrance. All who were able had, accord-

ing to the arrangements made beforehand, hurried

to the main street as soon as they found that the outer

defences had already been carried, and by the steadi-

ness with which they had kept together under their

master, had given time for many of the women and

children to make their way into the house. Yet even

this, the object for which they had fought so stoutly,

had but partial success; for, entering at a dozen

points simultaneously, the greater part of the red-

skins scattered at once, and not more than a third

of the women and children had reached the refuge.

There was, however, no time for determining who

had been saved and who had fallen.

'To the loopholes!' Mr IS'eville shouted, 'or we

shall have fought our way here in vain.'

There remained but six arquebuses besides those

in the hands of Guy and Shanti. These were the

only firearms that had been discharged more than

once, for there had been no time to reload, and the

men had clubbed their pieces, and, all being powerful

fellows, had found them more than a match for the

Indian tomahawk and knife. At the master's words

all shook off the feeling of horror and despair that

had fallen upon them the instant their tremendous

exertions had ceased and they found themselves in

shelter. Those who had firearms at once reloaded

them, and Guy ran down from above with a number

of bows and a great sheaf of arrows tliat had been

long lying in an attic. Since their arrival all the men
had practised archery once a week, and all the boys

had been trained in the use of the bow.
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In addition to the firearms originally brought out,

Mr Neville had since received twenty-five pairs of

pistols from home. These had been kept in reserve

at his house, for it was evident that, should trouble

arise with the natives, it was here that the defence

must be made. A barrel of powder was brought

up from the storehouse in the cellar and opened,

together with a great bag of bullets, which had been

cast by the women during the past week. So far,

after the first rush at the door, no attack had been

made, the Indians having scattered to gather plunder,

and to kill any who might have lingered too long

in their houses to make their escape. The master

went round the house assigning each man and boy
to a post, keeping six in the downstairs chamber,

ready to hurry to any point where the enemy might
be attacking most vigorously.

Great fires were made up, and the women set over

them water to boil, in every vessel that could contain

it. Others pumped at the well that had been sunk
in the floor of the kitchen when the house was first

built, so as to be available in case of an emergency
like the present. The pails, as fast as they were

drawn up, were carried to a great, square wooden
cistern in the roof. The house had been originally

built with an eye to defence. Mr Neville had been

aware that in case of an Indian war defence might

be fruitless ; for, removed from any possibility of

succour, and with a certainty that other colonists

would be in as perilous a position as himself, it was
only against attacks by any band of marauding

Indians that he could hope for success, until the

chiefs with whom he had established terms of friend-
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ship could come to his assistance ; and it was with

this view, and to some extent with the idea that in

case of the worst he and his men would sell their lives

dearly, that he had planned his house.

It was a square, solidly built structure, composed

of massive logs, carefully squared, laid on one another,

and pinned together. On the ground floor each of

the logs was two feet square, and he believed that

these could resist any body of fire that the Indians

could pile against them.

On this floor there was but one door. This was
flush with the outside, was composed of four-inch

planks, and opened outward ; but it was not upon
its thickness that he depended. Above the door was
fixed a pair of hinges of great strength. Above this

again was a second door, eighteen inches thick. This

hung against the wall, and was held there by a strong

catch. The room had been built over twelve feet hifh

to permit of this arrangement. Beyond the fact that

once, every six months, the catch had been lifted,

and a dozen men had stood at the ropes by which

it was hauled up and allowed it to fall down into

its place, to see that it was in proper working order,,

it had never been used until now. When it was
dropped, precisely filling up the aperture, flush with

the inside walls, and the massive bolts were lowered

into the holes in the lower frame, a feeling of com-
parative security was experienced.

The hall was lighted by a line of loopholes, eight

feet from the ground. Four and a half feet below

these was a shelf on which the defenders could stand

to shoot. The loopholes were considerably wider

outside than at the inner face, both to admit more air
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and light into the room, and to enable the defenders
to command a wider extent of ground. On the Hoor
above, the windows were large, but were furnished
with thick shutters pierced by loopholes. The logs

employed in the erection of this part of the house
were but nine inches square. The roof, instead of

being constructed as usual, was very steep, and formed,
like the upper story, of nine-inch logs, very carefully

squared and fitting closely together. Over them a
sheet of canvas was nailed to prevent the wet from
running through the interstices. This roof had
the double advantage of keeping the house cool in

summer and warm in winter, and of being fireproof

;

for were the canvas lighted, it would scarcely singe

the face of the wood.

At distances of six feet apart, near the ridge of the

roof, was a series of small dormer openings, through
which water could, if necessary, be poured over the

surface. These served the purpose of ventilation, and
the attic room was used as the general storehouse for

tobacco and other products.

After seeing that everything was in readiness, Mr
Neville called Guy to him.

' You did well to keep the door, Guy. You would
have done no good had you been with us, and had
it not been for those two heavy discharges of balls,

I do not think that any of us would have got in here
alive. However, it is but postponing the end, for

there is no doubt what it must come to. That these

savages will show any mercy is altogether beyond
hope. I have no question that the movement is a
general one, and it is probable that at the present

moment those in this house are the last survivinf*-
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whites in Virginia. We may defend ourselves stoutly
;

we may kill numbers of the redskins ; but in the end

the result must be the same. If we were lighting

with a civilised foe, whose word could be trusted, we
mioht hold out long; enouo;li to obtain terms for our-

selves ; but as they have shown now, and have shown
before, no trust whatever can be placed in their word

;

and I would rather bring up all the powder from the

store-room and blow the house into the air than yield

on the promise of our lives being spared. We have

heard of the horrible tortures these people inflict upon
their prisoners, and when the time comes that we can

resist no longer, we will perish in the ruins of the

block-house,'

' I wonder they don't attack us, father.'

' Without doubt they are perfectly aware of the

strength of the building. The house has always been

open, and all received a welcome whenever they chose

to come. You may be sure that they have noticed

the overhanging frame, and have taken note that

when lowered into its place it would make the door

as strong as any other part of the building. Many
of them were present at the time that we erected it,

and, indeed, took part in the work ; for I paid the

chiefs what was to them a considerable amount in

goods, to send a number of their people to help us in

the work. It was not much help that they really

gave us, for if there is one thing that the redskin

hates, it is work of any kind, except hunting and

paddling a canoe.

'Still, it kept them friendly, and their squaws did

enough field-work for us to supply us with food,

while the men felled the trees and squared the logs.
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As it was, it took us a full year before the building

was completed ; for after the lower story was built we
took matters quietly, feeling that we had already a

castle that could defy any ordinary assault.'

Day was breaking. The houses that had been first

fired had burned themselves out, and no others had
been lighted. Often an arrow was shot through a

loophole from a window of one or other of the houses

round about, but not an Indian showed himself after

the light had once broadened ; for several had already

been killed by arrows or shots from the arquebuses

as soon as their figures had been perceived.

'They know what they are doing,' Mr Neville

said to his son as he looked out from one of the

shutter-holes in the upper story. ' They will not burn

the village, but will keep it intact as a shelter for the

besiegers. I am curious to know how they will begin

;

for I tell you fairly that, though I have seen some-

thing of war in the Low Countries, I should be

puzzled if I had to attack this place without cannon

;

and to these Indians it must seem a castle of immense

strength.'

' You have no hope of their going away, father, and

leaving us to ourselves ?

'

'Not the slightest. This fellow, who is their great

war chief, has waited patiently for four years since

his brother's death, and has all the time maintained

an appearance of friendship that has deceived us all.

Nothing could have been better laid than his plans.

Had it not been for the warning Ponta gave you, we
should all have been massacred without a shot being

fired. They must know that we have enough corn

in store to last us for a year, and that there is no
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fear of water running short. Had it been otherwise,

they would doubtless have tried to starve us out. As

it is, I believe that they will try some stratagem.'

Two hours later an Indian, holdinp; a orreen boiiGfh

in his hand, stepped out from one of the houses,

and stood motionless in the middle of the street. Mr
Neville threw open the shutter of a window facing

tha.t way, and w^aved a white cloth. Two chiefs,

unarmed, at once stepped from the house, and, followed

by the bearer of the emblem of peace, advanced to

wdthin twenty yards.

' The rascals !
' Neville muttered. ' I wonder, after

their doings last night, they dare to show themselves

even under the shelter of a flag of truce.—What
have you to say, Attah Quebra ?

' he said aloud. ' I

wonder, after attacking us as you have done, you
venture to show yourselves.'

' We have no enmity against the Sachem Neville,'

one of the chiefs said. ' We love him, for he has

always been true to his promises, and no Indian has

ever suffered harm at his hands. But it has not been

so with others. A few white men came to our shores

;

they asked leave to build houses and till the land.

Our fathers gave them leave. But others have come,

more and more ; they have spread over our land ; they

have turned our woods into plantations ; they have

driven away the game; they hold themselves as if

they were masters of our land. Life became so hard

with us that we must either have moved away alto-

gether or died. Where were w^e to go ? Other tribes

would have refused to give us their hunting-grounds,

and we should have had to fight against our brethren.

Thus, then, we saw that either we must fight against
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the men of our own race and strive to take their land,

or we must destroy these white men who have pos-

sessed themselves of ours, and who, nob content with

despoiling us, treated us as if we were dogs beneath

their feet. We have made our choice. Clouds of

smoke rise from every spot where the white men have

planted themselves, and heaps of ashes alone remain

of their homes; but our hearts are soft toward the

man who has treated us as friends, and we say to him,
" The way is open to you to the sea. Go down with

those belonging to you, and none shall harm you on

the way. There are ships on the Powhatan River.

Take one of these, and sail away to your own land."

Attah Quebra has spoken.'

'Your words are fair, chief, but they agree not with

your actions. If you had such esteem for me as you

profess, why did you not come with your green bough

yesterday, and say, " To-night every settlement will

be attacked, and every white man slain ; but because

you have been true to your prouiises, and your doors

have always been open, and no Indian has ever been

denied food, therefore you and yours shall to-morrow

have free passage to the river, and a ship to carry you

away ? " Had you said this I might have believed

your words; but instead of this, what did you do?

You attacked us treacherously; you killed more

than half my men
;
you cruelly murdered many of

my women and children ; and had it not been

that some of us escaped here, there would not have

been one white left to see the sun rise this morning.

I can have no faith in your promises. Have not

you and the other chiefs vowed friendship with us ?

Have you not over and over again been my guests
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here ? And yet, in spite of all, you have thus attacked

us. Weak indeed should I be did I believe in the

faith of those who have broken all faith, wlio have

proved themselves perfidious and treacherous, and

who now seek with false words to tempt me to leave

the place where I can defend myself against you.

Come to me again ; bring with you your king's chil-

dren, and those of all your great chiefs ; hand them to

me as hostages to be held by us until we are embarked

on board a ship, and I will listen to you and trust

you. But without such guarantee nothing shall tempt

me to leave a place I can defend, were every redskin

in Virginia to join in the attack against me. I have

spoken.'

The chief bent his head. ' The house of the white

sachem is strong,' he said, ' but the sachem puts too

great a trust in it. He may one day regret that he

refused our ofter.' Then the two chiefs turned, and,

without once looking back, retired to the house from

which they had come.

CHAPTER IV.

yHE day passed slowly in the besieged

house. In the first place the wounds of

the defenders were properly attended to

and bandaged. Then a mournful silence

reigned. Some of the men had found

their wives and children among those who had

gained the house, but in the majority of cases

they had lost all they loved. So among the women

:

the greater portion of them were widowed. The very
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strength of the place added to the general depres-

sion. Action of any kind would have been welcome.

Every man was thirsting for revenge, and the enforced

inactivity goaded them well-nigh to madness. In the

afternoon Mr Neville called them all together.

' My friends,' he said, ' I know what you are all

feeling, and, indeed, I do not wish to disguise from

you that the prospect is as dark as it can be. There

is, however, one feeble hope, namely, that some of our

fellow-countrymen may have managed to gain their

ships and to make down the river. When they reach

England with the news, it will be as it has been

before. An expedition will be fitted out, without loss

of time, to retrieve this disaster and to punish the

Indians. As the company will know that a very

strong force will be needed for the purpose, we may
be sure that a very strong force will be sent ; and by

it we may sooner or later be rescued. But months

must elapse before this can happen, and, until then,

we must bear ourselves as men and as Englishmen,

firmly and bravely trusting in God to send rescue to

us in time.

' What we have to fight against is not the Indians,

but against our own feelings. We must not let de-

jection, still less despair, enter here. I know what
you are thinking, and I have the same feeling. Had
we but ourselves to consider, we would sally out and

die fighting ; but we have here, under our charge, very

many women and children, and for their sake we must

be strong and patient. We may hope that the Indians

will give us something to do. It is not likely that

they will content themselves with blockading us here,

for they know that we have large stores of provisions.
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* What devices they will attempt I know not ; but

they are crafty as well as brave, and we may be sure

that we shall not be left in peace. When they

attack us we shall have opportunities, of which we
will make the most, to punish them for the evil

that they have wrought us. We, on our part, need

not remain altogether inactive; if we find that they

do not attack us, we ourselves will take the offensive

and strike a blow at them. They know that we are

weak, and will scarce expect us to attack them ; but

they do not know what white men can do. When
some little time has passed, and they are lulled into

security, we will make a sortie at night, surround

one or two of the houses nearest, rush in, and slay

all there, and then retire before an overwhelming

force can arrive against us.'

There was a movement of satisfaction, and a chorus

of approval among the men.

'We will not sally out by means of the door,' the

master went on. ' We have the great baskets in

which we take the tobacco up to the store-room, and

the pulleys and ropes that we use. We can easily

descend by them at night from the windows above at

the other side of the house. The women can lower us

and pull us up again, and so we can fall upon the

Indians where they are least expecting us. Half the

number must go, and the rest remain at the windows,

with bow and arquebuse, so as to cover the retreat of

the assaulting party. If we choose a night when the

wind is blowing strongly, and take with us bundles

of straw dipped in pitch, we can fire half-a-dozen

houses, and the flames will spread throughout the

villnge. One or two such expeditions, and we may.
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with God's lielp, destroy all their shelters, and be able,

in the daytime, to move out of the house without fear

of attack. Great things can be accomplished by a

body of determined men, and whatever can be done,

I think that we are the men to do it.'

Whether Mr Neville believed it possible to carry

out the plans he had sketched is doubtful ; but his

speech answered its purpose, which was to stir the

spirits of the men and give them something to plan

and think of. The air of dejection and hopelessness

vanished at once, and was succeeded by one of grim

determination. Men shook hands silently, as if

pledging themselves to bear their part to the death.

That nioht the man on the look-out at one of the high

windows in the roof saw a number of little flames of

fire flash suddenly up from the village. While he was
wondering what this meant, some twoscore of arrows,

with blazing tow wrapped round their points, fell on

the roof. He at once gave the alarm. The men all

rushed up, each as he came filling a bucket from the

cistern, and then ascended to the platform, three feet

wide, that ran along below the windows. Already the

canvas was alight in a number of places.

' Do not throw the water out,' their master shouted.

' Better let the canvas burn ; if we do not do so, we
shall have an alarm every night. The fire will do no

harm to the wood, and when it is once burned they

may shoot as many arrows as they like, without any
fear of the timber catching fire.'

In a minute the roof was a sheet of flame, and tlie

yells of the Indians rose high in triumph. This,

however, was short-lived, for in almost as short a time

the flames died out again. Their liglit, however, had
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proved fatal to eight or ten natives ; for, as these came

out of the houses to watch the result, the defenders

below, and those above, all of whom had brought up

their arms, seized an opportunity of firing a shot or

loosing an arrow. When tlie canvas had burned out

there still remained a few spots where light, flickering

flames showed that some little unevenness at the joints

of the timber had caught fire.

' Now empty your buckets !

' Mr Neville cried to

the men ; and in a minute or two the last sparks

were extinguished, and the men returned below, well

satisfied that some, at least, of their assailants had

fallen at their hands. No lights whatever were shown
in the upper story, for the Indians shot their arrows so

thickly through the loopholes in the shutters that it

was dangerous in the extreme to show a light in the

room behind. On the ground floor the lights were

kept burning all night, for arrows that entered the

loopholes there simply struck the beams of the ceiling

and there remained fixed, and, being pulled out next

day, added to the store of ammunition of the besieged.

At nine o'clock on the fourth evening of the siege,

the men on watch on the first floor reported that,

although they could see nothing, they could hear

various movements outside. The men were at once

called to the loopholes. A ball as big as a man's head,

composed of old rope, soaked in pitch and thickly

coated with gunpowder, was lighted and thrown out

of the window. Its light betrayed a number of

Indians carrying great faggots, beams of wood, trusses

of maize, brush, and other materials. The guns flashed

out. This time the natives did not retreat, but, throw-

ing their burdens to the ground, lay down behind
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them and replied to the fire with volleys of arrows.

Fire-ball after fire-ball was thrown; but the Indians

held their ground, and kept up so continuous a flight

of arrows from behind every wall, house, and shelter

that the besieged were unable to take a steady aim,

still less to see what was really being done below.

'They must be up to something, Guy,' his father

said. ' They would not run the risk that they are

taking unless an advantage was to be gained by it.

I am beginning to feel uneasy. We have had a man
killed, and four others wounded. I see now we made
a mistake in placing the shutters inside the windows
instead of outside. If they had been outside, by open-

ing one a few inches we should have been able to look

down ; whereas now it cannot be done without opening

them so wide that it would be certain death for any
one to show himself. These demons make such a

terrible noise with their yelling that there is no

hearing any other sound.'

It had indeed been a terrible mistake, when the

house was built, that a projection had not been thrown

out over the doorway, so that the defenders might not

only look down through a trap-door, but throw out

missiles or boiling water over any party attacking

the door. Experience afterwards taught the settlers

always to construct their log-houses with such means
of defending the entrance ; but at the time Mr
Neville established himself there they were altogether

ignorant of the Indian tactics.

About midnight a horn sounded, and instantly the

crowd of natives leaped to their feet, seized their

burdens, and rushed towards the door. Several fell,

but the rush continued until about two or three
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hundred men had carried out their purpose. None
were seen to retire, and the besieged had no doubt

that they had kept along close by the side of the

house, and so entered the shadow behind. When the

last fire-ball burned out no more were thrown, but

presently those at the loopholes were confident that

men with lighted torches were passing along below

them. A minute later there was a flash, and the

ground in front of the house was lighted up as if by

daylight.

' They have fired the wood. Gay, and I fear that

the look-out is a bad one. For aught we know, all the

time that we have been exchanging fire with the forty

or fifty men lying behind their bundles in front of

us, hundreds may have been coming and going along

the foot of the wall ; and the pile may be so huge a

one that even these thick timbers, especially as they

are dry with fifteen years' sun, may catch.'

The natives had, indeed, raised a bank of inflammable

materials, containing a large proportion of heavy beams

and logs taken from the huts farthest from the house,

nearly to the level of the loopholes. Along the whole

front a dense smoke at once poured in, and soon a

sheet of flame rose before each loophole. Arms were

laid aside ; the women drew pails of water from the

well ; the men dashed water out at the loopholes ; while

others, going up to the store-room, poured water from

the cistern through the windows, so that, running

down the roof, it might fall upon the mass of fire

below. Soon, however, the smoke in the upper part

ot" the house became so intolerable that all assembled

in the rooms behind the hall, where the heat was
rapidly becoming unbearable.

Conrapre and Conflict. O
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'Men,' Mr Neville said, ''tis but too clear that

the natives have succeeded. In this strait your

opinions are worth as much as mine. What shall we

do? We cannot sally out through the door; but we

men might lower ourselves by ropes from the story

above and die fighting, though you may be sure that

escape is out of the question ; they will be gathered

thickly all round the house, and will cut us off if we

attempt to escape. Those who have women and chil-

dren here will, I know, prefer to perish with them.

The others may, if they choose, descend and fight

;

but they must bear in mind tliat unless they are killed

their fate will be a hundredfold more terrible than

that which we shall meet here. We have at least the

choice of alternatives. Those who like may ascend

to the rooms above, where assuredly they will die

of suffocation long before the flames reach them. I

myself intend to bring all our powder—of which we

have three barrels—up here, and at the last moment

to fire my pistol into it and blow up the building.

The one death is an easy one, the other a swift one.

I would recommend the women to take their children

upstairs, to sit down upon the floor there, and to pray

as long as sense remains to them. Those who love

them can go with them, while we who have no ties

will gather round the powder. All who like to make

the attempt to escape are free to do so.'

' 'Tis well said, master,' one of the oldest of the men

said. 'I would fain die fighting; but since it cannot

be so, we must even take the death that is sent us.

My wife and children have gone before me. I will

wait here with you ; let those who have women and

children mount the stairs/
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There was a murmur of assent : among the women
there were a few sobs, but none showed craven fear

of death.

' God bless you all, my friends,' Mr Neville said.

'Now let us say a short prayer, for time presses. Even

here it is difficult to breathe, and the fire is creeping

through all the loopholes.'

All fell on their knees, and the master said a few

words of earnest prayer that God would take them

all painlessly to Himself. ' Now let us sing
;

' and he

began one of the hymns that they were accustomed

to sing at their Sunday gatherings. Still singing, the

men, and the women who belonged to them, made

their way upstairs, carrying their children with them.

Then the master moved aside with Guy, who was

standing next to him.

* Now, Guy, I can trust you, can I not, to obey my
last commands ?

'

* Surely, father.'

'Then, my son, I order you to attempt to escape,

taking Shanti with you. I gave the choice to the

others ; none have accepted it, and I think that they

were wise. I consider it possible, however, that you

and the black may make your way through. You
and he are accustomed to the woods

;
you are hunters,

and would be able to exist where any of these poor

fellows would die of hunger. I know that the chances

of your getting through are small ; and I say to you,

put two loaded pistols in your belt, and should the

savages catch you, place one to your head and draw

the trigger. It is not lawful to take one's own life,

but when the choice is between doing so and dying by

horrible tortures, I consider the act is justifiable.'
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' I would rather stay and share your fate, father.'

'I believe you, Guy ; but you will, I know, obey my
order. I have faith that you will escape, and the

hope will lighten my last moments. I have placed a
rope at the window above. Take your bow and arrows,

your pistols and sword, and tell Shanti to do the same.

He is devoted and intelligent, and his companionship
will be invaluable. Bid him also shoot himself without

hesitation if he should fall into the hands of the red-

skins. Now go, lad ; lose no moment ; the smoke grows
more and more stifling.'

' Why should you not come too, father ? If we can

escape, why should not you ?
' Guy said, with sudden

hope.

' It is my duty to stay here, Guy, with those whom
I brought out into this wilderness with me. They
have trusted me, and have always been faithful to me,

and I will share their fate. And now fai-ewell ! May
God keep and protect you, my son, and take you
safely home through all the dangers that may beset

you, even when once away from here !

'

Guy knelt at his father's feet, took his hand, and
kissed it ; and then, as the latter turned away to see

about the powder, he joined Shanti and told his faith-

ful friend what his father had ordered.

The black face lighted up. ' Dat right, Massa Guy,'

Shanti exclaimed ;
' no good stop here to be roasted.

We get t'roo dose red debils, neber fear.'

Arming themselves as Mr Neville had directed,

they ran up the stairs, half-blinded and nearly suffo-

cated by the thick smoke.
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CHAPTER V.

UY and the negro were half-sufibcated before

they reached the window and drew in long

breaths of air at the loopholes of the

^ shutter. No sound was to be heard in the

nearer apartments, but from below half-a-

dozen men's voices still joined in the hymn.

The shutter was opened sufficiently for one

to pass out at a time, and the rope, one end of which

was securely fastened to a piece of heavy furniture,

was lowered.

' When you get to de bottom, lie down straight,

Massa Guy. I stop and pull de shutter-to behind me
when I come out. Slide down quietly ; no jump down
on de ground.'

The sky was so lighted up by the blaze in the front

of the house that Guy felt sure that any one on the

watch could not fail to see them, forgetting that to

others standing behind, the house would loom up

black against the glow of the tire on sky, cottages,

and trees. He slid down rapidly, and, the instant his

feet touched the ground, threw himself flat, and lay,

pistol in hand, expecting every moment to see the

form of a savage bending over him. Shanti joined

him almost instantly.

' Now, marse, which way you t'ink ob going ?
' he

asked in a whisper.

' I have not the least idea, 8hanti. You lead the

way.'

' We must wriggle along like snakes, sah. Turn

your belt so de sword come on your back ; if it strike
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against stone, all up wid us, sure 'nough. Must go

bery slow, marse
;

plenty ob time. When we once

t'roo dem, we run ; if you hear noise, j'^ou no stir ; if

we"come across skulking redskin, me quiet him !

'

Drawing his long knife and placing it between his

teeth, the negro started, moving with an absolute

noiselessness that Guy found it hard to imitate. They
were now in the garden in which the vegetables for

the household use were grown. The negro bore away
obliquely towards the right until he reached the spot

where some rows of maize had already gained a

height of eighteen inches. Guy wondered that he

had not thought of these, which certainly afforded a

shelter from sight, unless he and Shanti came right

upon some Indian posted there. They had gone some
twenty yards when Guy's hands fell upon the negro's

foot, and found that he had stopped. Feeling sure

that there was some obstacle in the way, Guy also

lay motionless, and, looking fixedly ahead, made out

something dark a pace or two in front of the negro.

Presently the latter pushed Guy's hand with his foot,

as if to bid him remain where he w^as; then it was
withdrawn.

Still watching, Guy made out the outline of an

Indian with a head-dress of tall feathers. He was

squatting as motionless as if carved in stone ; his eyes

were fixed on the back of the house, but Guy fancied

that he was listening intently. Suddenly the figure

became blurred, and there was a dull sound. Shanti

had crept up to within a yard, and then, gathering

his feet under him, had suddenly sprung upon the

Indian. Grasping him by the throat with the left

hand, Shanti buried his knife deep in the redskin's
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body. There was a moment's pause, and then Guy
again saw the plumed head, and, to his dehght, came

Shanti's whisper

:

'Come on, marse; dat bad Indian gib no more

trouble.'

Guy could not help shuddering as he crawled past

the dead body of the Indian. Once or twice they

stopped again, and through the blades of maize Guy
saw a dark figure standing but a few paces away.

When they came to the end of the row there was a

ditch, a foot or so deep, for carrying off the water in

times of heavy rain ; and Shanti turned into this.

They could hear the sound of many voices round them,

and knew that they were now close to the spot where

a number of redskins were on the watch to inter-

cept fugitives. Suddenly a great light flashed up, the

ground shook, and there was a deep roar, followed by
a heavy, rumbling sound, above which rose yells of

astonishment and alarm from the Indians, who could

be heard rushing away in all directions.

For a moment Guy lay motionless. The necessity

for devoting all his energy to the work of crawling

noiselessly, and the expectation of momentary attack,

had so occupied his thoughts that, beyond a deep feel-

ing of pain and oppression, he had been able to give

but slio-ht thought to those he had left. Now all was

over; his father and all those among whom he had

been brought up were no more ; and deep sobs of pain

burst from him.
' Come on, Marse Guy,' the negro said. ' No time to

weep for fader now
;
plenty ob time afterward ; now

de time to get as far away as we can ; lose libes if we
stop here.'
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Thus urged, Guy moved forward again ; and they

presently came to a wall, by the side of which the

drain ran. By this time the yells of alarm of the

Indians near the house had changed to cries of

triumph ; the shouts were repeated by those who had

lately fled, and they could be heard running toward

the house. Looking back, Guy saw that the roof was

gone, and a portion of the uj^per story ; the light of

the fire had greatly decreased, owing, no doubt, to

timbers of the upper part having fallen upon it.

' Can get up and run now, marse. No fear ob meet-

ing redskin—all gone to look at house.'

Guy was glad indeed to rise to his feet, and to run

along, though stooping so that his head should not

show above the top of the wall. A quarter of an

hour later they were far out in the plantation.

* Which way now, Massa Guy ?

'

* We will make for the canoe.'

' Good job, dat,' Shanti said approvingly. ' Water

leab no trace Indian can find.'

' There is no fear of their trying to track us, Shanti

;

they will suppose that every one has perished,' Guy
remarked.

'No, marse; dey not t'ink dat; when daylight come
dey look about, and dey bery soon see dat rope hang
from window.'

'I never thought of that!' Guy exclaimed. 'How
unlucky ! But I don't see how we could have got it

down.'
' Couldn't get it down,' the black said. ' Too much

smoke to untie knot, and if cut him, hab to jump,

and dey hear de sound for sure. Bad job, marse,

but couldn't help it. Directly dey find rope, dey look
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about, follow track, find dead redskin, den dey set out

on hunt. Still, we get four or five hours' start, and dat

a long time. We go up de stream or down, massa ?

'

* Up the stream,' Guy replied. ' It is certain that

the whole of the plantations and small villages have

been destroyed, even if Jamestown has successfully

defended itself—which I fear will not be the case. At

any rate, the whole country between this and the

town will be occupied by the Indians, and I do

not think that there would be a chance of getting

through ; though I might try if I were sure that

Jamestown was safe.'

It was not until long afterwards that Guy heard

that Jamestown and a few settlements near it had

escaped destruction. The day before the attack, an

Indian had warned a white who had rendered him

a great service that the town and every settlement

would be attacked that night, and the whites mas-

sacred, and implored him to go on board a ship and

sail down the river at once. He went, however, straight

to the governor, and gave information of the intentions

of the natives. Although he had attached no credence

to the message that Mr Neville had sent him, the

governor saw that this confirmation of it was serious

indeed. The whole of the whites were at once called

to arms, and messengers were sent ofi^ on horseback

to two or three other small towns on the river. The

consequence was, that when the attack was made it

was repulsed with heavy loss, and the natives, discom-

fited at finding that their plans had been betrayed,

made no attempt to renew the attack.

Everywhere else, however, they were completely

successful. The whole of the outlying plantations and
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villages were destroyed, the whites in all cases bein^

taken entirely by surprise, and murdered before they

could offer any resistance. Three hundred and forty-

seven settlers lost their lives on that fatal night.

Half-an-hour's running brought the fugitives to the

spot where the canoe was concealed among the bushes

near the river-bank. The black, at Guy's request,

took his place in the bow, as he was able to see far

better in the darkness than his master. The river

was some twenty yards wide, and the trees branched

far over it on each side. Alone, Guy would have had
to wait until daylight; but the negro kept the boat

in the middle of the stream without difficulty, and
the light canoe flew rapidly along under the powerful

strokes of the paddles.

When daylight broke, the stream had narrowed and
was but a few yards wide, the trees meeting over-

head. They had now gone many miles beyond the

highest point that they had reached in their hunting

expeditions.

' Can't go much farder, Marse Guy.'

'No; we have come pretty well to the end of the

stream. We will land as soon as we get to a spot

where we can go ashore without leaving marks. Look
out for a little clump of dry ground or a fallen tree.'

' Which side we land ?

'

'It does not matter. By the light in the sky, we
must be heading nearly due south. I have been think-

ing while we rowed, Shanti, and it seems to me that

our only plan is to make for a river that I have often

heard the Indians speak of. They said that as far

south as can be walked between sunrise and sunset

—

which means, I think, about forty miles—is another
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river, not so large as the James, but still a large river,

which rises among the mountains to the west only a

few miles distant from the point where the James

runs through them. We cannot be very many miles

from that river now. I should say that we had better

keep south-west, because they said that the farther the

river goes, the farther it is from the James ; and they

described the country where it runs into the sea as

being wet and swampy.'
' Ob course we take canoe, massa ?

'

' Yes ; it is not a great weight to carry ; but we
shall have to be very careful that it does not get

damaged going through the forest.'

' Dat so, massa ; Shanti could make anoder canoe,

but not one like dat.'

' Besides, we have no time to waste ; we know how
those redskins can follow the trail of the deer, and,

from the stories I have heard them tell, I have no

doubt that they can follow the trail of an enemy just

as easily. As soon as they discover that we have

gone, they will follow at full speed to the point where

we launched the canoe ; then some will, no doubt, go

down the stream, and some will come up. There were

certainly two or three hundred of them engaged in the

attack on our house. Many will go off in other direc-

tions, but twenty or thirty may be sent in pursuit of us.'

' Dey soon get tired, massa, when dey not find us.'

' We must not count on that, Shanti. I have heard

many stories of how they have tracked a foe for

weeks, and finally overtaken and slain him. The

Indians are hunters, and I believe that they prefer

hunting man to any other creature ; they will follow

our trail until they lose it altogether, or until we
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arrive in the country of some tribe at enmity with

them. However, we have the satisfaction of knowing
tliat we have a start of some twenty miles ahead of

them, at least, even if they find the rope and take up
the trail the first thing this morning. Probably at

first only half-a-dozen will follow ; but as soon as

they tind that we have taken to the river, they will

see that more will be required, and there will be little

loss of time before two parties are formed, one to go

up the river, and the other down. Of course they will

have to divide again, so as to follow both banks ; they

will know exactly how far the river goes, and will

have to examine the bank most carefully as they

move along, and I doubt whether they will be here

till late this afternoon. When they tind where we
left the stream—which I think they are sure to do,

however careful we may be—they will no doubt

follow until it gets dark, and will then probably camp
until morning. I am not sure whether even Indians

could follow the trail by torchlight; so that even if

the river is twenty miles from here—I should hardly

think that it was so far by what I have heard of it

from the Indians—we ouo'ht to be afloat lono; before

they reach it. Then we shall have the stream with

us, and I should think that we would be safe from

further pursuit.'

A spot on the bank free from bushes was soon

found. They stepped out, and lifted the canoe ashore.

' Better take ofl" boots, massa ; naked feet no' leab

much mark ; dose heels ob your boots make mark
easy to see wid half an eye.'

Guy at once pulled off his boots, and placed them in

the canoe. In this they also laid their heavy pistols,
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and then lifted it on to their shoulders, and struck

into the forest. Once they were away from the stream,

there was little undergrowth ; the trees stood thickly

together, forming a shade so dense that, except wliere

the light penetrated, at places in which trees had fallen

from age, or a space had been cleared by some great

storm, the ground was clear of all obstacles. Botli

had sufficient forest experience to be able to keep

their course without hesitation. Patches of moss or

lichen were sufficient indication to them as to the

points of the compass ; while, as the sun rose high

enough for its rays to find a passage here and there

through the canopy of leaves, it furnished so unerring

an index that it was unnecessary even to glance at the

indications given by tree-trunks.

Their only difficulty consisted in crossing two lanes

where tracts a hundred yards across had been cleared

by hurricanes. One of these tracks was a recent one, and

they stopped dismayed when they arrived at its edge.

The trunks were all lying one way, as if some gigantic

roller had been dragged along across the forest ; but

their boughs were twisted in the wildest confusion, while

a thick undergrowth, some fifteen feet in height, had

already sprung up between the trunks and branches.

' What to be done, Marse Guy ?

'

' There is nothing that I can see but to cut through

it. I know that these lanes often extend for many
miles, and we have no time to go round it. It is

lucky that you brought your axe instead of a sword.

Let us begin at the point where that trunk, in falling,

'rested on the one next to it. We can crawl under

that; afterwards we must take our chances.'

It was terrible work. They took turns of using the
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axe, finding no difficulty where only the fresh-grown

underwood had to be chopped through, but having

enormous labour in crossing the fallen trunks and

hewing a way through the tangled branches. The most

extreme care had to be taken to prevent the canoe from

being damaged by the rough ends of broken branches,

and it was not until after two hours of incessant toil

that they reached the other side of the barrier.

The second lane was of much longer standing, and

the trunks of the fallen trees were already crumbling

into dust from the influence of the climate and the

attacks of insect foes. Half-an-hour's work, therefore,

sufficed to take them across.

Guy had put on his boots when they arrived at the

first obstacle, and, knowing that the redskins would

have no difficulty in following up their track, con-

tinued to wear them. Darkness was already closing in

when they saw the trees open before them, and a few

minutes later they arrived on the bank of a consider-

able stream.

CHAPTER VI.

^^'^W'J'^T was fortunate that Guy had travelled

iWi south-west instead of south, for not far

/^fj^ from where he found the Roanoke, the

river of which the Indians had spoken,

its waters take a sudden turn to the

south, and it would have taken him two if

^ not three days before he came to it.

' Thank Heaven !
' Guy exclaimed when they reached

the river. ' We are safe so far. Put the canoe in the

water. Shanti : we will ca,mp on the other side. X
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sliall sleep a deal more comfortably with the river

between us and our foes. I know they cannot possibly

arrive here before morning, even if they are on the

track all night ; still, one would keep on fancying that

one heard sounds in the wood.'

'Dat so, Marse Guy; dar is some sounds dat me
should be bery glad to hear.'

' What sounds are those ?

'

' Me should like to hear de grunt ob a pig, or de

call ob a gobbler. Jus' dis time las' night we take

our meal, and me dat hungry I could eat mos' anj^-

t'ing,' Shanti answered.
' I suppose I am hungry too, Shanti ; thougli I

haven't given it a thought until now,' Guy replied,

with a look of surprise. 'There has been no time

to be hungry.'

'Me been finking 'bout eating, massa, and dat

make me wonderful hungry. To-morrow morning,

first t'ing, make bow and arrows. No use run away

from Indians and den die ob hunger.'

' That is true enough. Of course we have our

pistols, if we see anything to shoot ; but I should not

like to fire them off unless in extreme necessity. There

is no saying who may be about in the woods, and the

sound might bring a score of redskins upon us.'

By this time they had reached the opposite shore.

The canoe was carried a few yards into the forest,

and then they threw themselves down ; and even

the thought of the loss they had suffered, and the

danger that surrounded them, was insufficient to keep

Guy awake for more than ten minutes after he had

lain down, while the negro fell asleep almost the

instant his head touclied the ground.
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The sun had not yet risen when Guy was awakened.

Shanti was shaking}" him bv the shoulder, exclaiming,

' Wake up, massa, quick, and get canoe into water.'

Guy sprang to his feet with the idea that they

were about to be attacked, and without a word seized

one end of the canoe and carried it to the water, took

his place, and seized the paddle.

' Where, Shanti ?
' he exclaimed.

' Dere, sab, half-way cross de riber. Paddle for yo'

life.'

Mechanically Guy struck his paddle in the water,

but without having an idea what the negro meant.

Leaning a little on one side so as to look directly

ahead in the direction in which they were speeding,

he saw what had so excited Shanti, and at once put

more vigour into his strokes; for above the water he

could see the head and antlers of a stag. The animal

had already taken the alarm, and was swimming
strongly; but the canoe flew along, and overtook it

within ten yards of the shore. The negro laid down
his paddle, seized one of the antlers, and with his

knife cut the deer's throat. Then he dragged the

carcass into the canoe.

'T'ank de Lord, massa, here am breakfast and

dinner!' was Shanti's exclamation.

'That is good indeed,' Guy said, 'How was it that

you happened to see him ?

'

' Shanti went down to de bank to get a drink,

massa. Just as he stooped he hear a rustle in de

bushes. He keep bery still ; den he see a stjig come

out fifty yards away, and stop to drink. Me w^ould

have run to canoe and got pistol, but 'membered

what massa said, and me bite my teeth to t'ink ob
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all dat good meat, and not able to get um. Den me
saw stag going to cross riber ; den me ran and woke

yo' up. We go back and land ?

'

*No, Shanti ; we will paddle two or three miles

down the river first. The redskins might reach the

bank before we had finished breakfast, and might

swim across when we camped to-night. It is better

to throw them off the track altogether. When they

come here and see no signs of us, they will most likely

give up the search ; for we might, for all they can tell,

have paddled all night, and by this time be forty miles

away.'

The negro made no reply, but it was evident from

the vigour with which he at once began to paddle

that he was determined to get his breakfast as soon

as possible. In half-an-hour they landed, carried up

the canoe, and then set about collecting perfectly dry

sticks ; for when hunting with Ponta, Guy had been

taught that the Indians always burn dried wood, so

that no smoke, which might betray them to an enemy
on some distant eminence, should issue through the

tree-tops. As soon as sufficient w^as collected, dry moss

and lichen were gathered, and Guy drew the charge

from one of his pistols, scattered a portion of the

powder among the moss, and then, renewing the prim-

ing, flashed the pistol into it. A flame at once sprang

up. Small twigs were laid over it, and then larger

ones, until a bright, smokeless fire was obtained.

While he was doing this, Shanti had skinned the deer,

cut slices of meat from one of the haunches, and

spitted them on the ramrod of his pistol. As soon as

the fire was well alight, he got two stones, and placed

them on the fire at a distance apart that would permit
Coiira.se anil Conflict. D
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the ends of the ramrod to rest upon them. Then he

filled the otlier rod with meat, in readiness to take its

place as soon as the first batch was cooked.

' Where are you going ?
' Guy asked as the negro

turned and walked abruptly away.
' Me going out ob reach ob him smell, massa ; if stop

here, must eat him before he is ready. Pity to do

dat.'

Guy laughed ; but he himself was experiencing the

same feeling, and it was not long before he called the

negro to him. It could not be said that the food was

well done, but they enjoyed it thoroughly, and were

able to wait patiently until the second supply was

well cooked. As soon as the meal was over, they hid

the canoe very securely, and then started through the

forest to look for a tree the wood of which Indians

use for their bows. It was not long before they found

one of the right age, and cutting it down, Shanti

hewed off a piece six feet long. Next they cut some

wood suitable for arrows, having a straight grain and

splitting easily, and then returned to their fire. As

the negro was far more skilled at bowmaking than

Guy, the latter left the matter to him, and, as he

worked, sat apparently idle, but really thinking

deeply.

'It all seems so uncertain,' he said at last. 'We
know that the Tuscaroras who inhabit the country

through which we shall pass, although at present good

friends with those of Virginia, have often been engaged

in fierce wars with them ; but I fancy that some of

them must have joined in the uprising. If that was

the case, we are not likely to meet with mercy if we

fall into their hands on our way down to the sea;
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therefore we mnsfc take every precaution, travelling

at night and hiding during the day.

' I have heard that the journey by this river is twice

as long as it is by the James down to the sea ; so it

will take us a week at least. Once we get near the

mouth of the river, the danger from the Indians will

be comparatively small. Ponta described the swamps
as being terrible, inhabited by fierce monsters and

great snakes, and declared that few Indians would
venture into them in search of game, although they

abounded with wild-fowl. He said that there were

great ponds, or lakes, among the swamps, and that

everywhere there were little creeks and water-courses

that could be traversed by canoes ; that the ground in

most places was so swampy that a man who placed

his foot on it would sink down out of sight, but that

in some places the ground was higher, and that here

men who had for some ofiences been expelled from

their tribes, or who had drawn upon themselves the

vengeance of some powerful chief, would build huts,

and live by fishing and fowling until their friends

could make terms for them by payment in skins and
other things prized among them.'

' Does de sea eber go ober dis low ground, Marse GuyV
'No; great seas do not break on that part of the

coast. Our people have sailed along it, and I heard

from my father that there is, some miles farther out,

a narrow strip of land. It starts a short distance

sovith of Cape Henry, which is at the mouth of the

bay into which the James runs ; it extends south one

hundred and fifty miles, or thereabouts, to a cape

called Hatteras, and then south-west over a hundred

miles. At some points this strip of land is twenty or
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thirty miles from the shore of the mainland, at others

not more than three or four miles. There are several

islands in the enclosed water, and there are two or

three points where there is a break in the barrier.

Farther on there is another reef of the same kind, but

much closer to the land. My father said that fisher-

men sometimes established themselves on these low

sandy islands, catching and drying fish. When they

had a boat-load they took it to Jamestown or sold it

to the settlers near the river. Our best chance of

escape is to find some of these fishermen ; but it may
well be that when they get news of the destruction

of the settlers in Virginia, they will leave the place,

and hide somewhere near the mouth of Chesapeake

Bay, so as to row ovit and warn any ship that may
arrive, and secure a passage in her back to England.

Still, we may hope that some will remain, thinking that

when the news reaches England reinforcements will

be sent out.'

' How do dey get water, massa ?

'

' I have no idea. In fact, I know no more than

you do about them. Anj'how, I think that our best

chance will be to establish ourselves on some ground

high enough to be dry in one of these great swamps.

As for the monsters that they talk about, it will be

hard if, with our pistols, arrows, sword, and axe, we
cannot defend ourselves. There are sure to be some

sorts of beasts that one can eat—bears, for instance;

and we are sure to be able to catch fish or snare

wild-fowl. At any rate, I would rather have a battle

with wild beasts than with redskins.'

' Me suppose de creatures must be like dose in de

ribers ob ni}^ own countiy, sah.'
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' What are they like, Shanti ?

'

' Dey are long, and cohered all ober wid t'ick

scales dat cannot be pierced by spear or arrow. Dey
hah big, big mouths, full ob teeth ; dey hab short

legs and a long tail. Dey are bery like de little

lizards dat run about on de walls and banks, but

twenty, t'irty feet long.'

' Well, I should not feel very comfortable in our

little canoe if a brute like that were to lift his head

out of the water close to us ; and I should certainly

like a boat that was stronger or more solid. There

maybe many such creatures lurking everywhere in the

swamps there. By the way, Slianti, I don't see why
you carr}'' that big feather head-dress about.'

' No take up much room, sah ; might be useful. If

we paddle along one dark night, and Indian canoe

pass by, dey just make out Shanti paddling wid dese

plumes on him head ; too dark to see him black man

;

dey t'ink he chief.'

' They would soon find you out when they spoke to

you,' said Guy, laughing.

'Yes, marse; but me know dat de redskins not

talk much to each oder. Two white men meet on

path, dey stop and talk ; two redskins meet, dey walk

straight past each oder—perhaps gib grunt, perhaps

not. But if dey speak, me say not'ing ; and den if

dey paddle close to see who it can be, den me shoot

arrow into dem, or knock dem on de head wid paddle,

and get rid ob dem.'

Guy smiled at this. ' It all sounds very nice and easy,

but I am afraid that it might not go off so smoothly as

you think. However, Shanti, keep your head-dress of

feathers, anyhow ; it may prove useful.'
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CHAPTEK VII.

i^HE two spent the day lying hidden behind

a bush on the bank. Their lire had been

extinguished as soon as they had finished

their breakfast. The deer was cut into

quarters and hung up from the bough of a

,y^ .ree to save it from marauders—wolves and
' ^ bears, both common in the great forests that

extended over the greater part of the country. Three

times during the day canoes passed along the river.

One was large, and contained some ten redskins.

All were in full war-paint, and a pile of garments,

blankets, and other articles showed that they had

made a successful raid.

' Villains !
' Guy muttered. * No doubt they have

been helping in the massacres. If there were half-a-

dozen of us here with guns, we would astonish them.'

The other canoes were small, each containing two

men, who were engaged in fishing.

' Golly ! dat is a big fish,' the negro exclaimed, as

one of some twenty pounds in weight was pulled

from the water. 'We do bery well if we had some

lines and hook, Marse Guy, or even de spears de

redskins use when dey fish at night.'

' I have been out several times with them,' Guy
said, ' and I have tried my hand at it, but I confess

I have never succeeded in spearing one. Somehow
they never were where they seemed to be, and all

I got for my pains was a ducking, for three or four

times I overbalanced myself and fell into the water.'
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'Me spear him, massa, if me had spear. Used to do

dat when me boy in my own country. De village

was near a phice where riber bery shallow and run

ober rocks. Used to get on stone in quiet place wid

torch ; fish come up to see 'bout it, den spear him

easy.'

' Well, there are no shallows and no spears, Shanti,

so we must put that off for the present. At any rate,

we have seen enough to make us cautious. No doubt

there are a good many villages on the bank of the

river; perhaps there is one within half a mile of us

now, so we shall have to be very cautious. I have

thought that I heard a dog bark several times, but

I should not like to be sure of it. There is one

thing : as the Indians here are not at war at present

with the tribes higher up the river, they will not

be keeping any vigilant watch, and we may hope to

pass them in the dark.'

While watching the river the negro had continued

his work, and by nightfall had finished two bows and

two dozen arrows. For the strings, he had, before

he began, cut oft" long, thin strips of deerskin, scraped

off the hair, and laid them in the river to soak. He
now took them up, rubbed them with some of the

fat of the deer, and then plaited them, binding with

fine sinews the part where the notch of the arrow

would wear the cord.

'Dere, massa, dey not what Shanti would like; dey

stretch too much at first: but dey are bery strong,

and must make dem do till we can find somet'ing

better.'

'They will be all right when they are dry,' Guy
said. ' I think that you have made a capital job of
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them—a good deal better than I thought you would

be able to do. Now all we want are feathers and
arrow-heads.'

* Soon get feathers, but cannot get iron heads ; must
do same as Indians—get flat pieces of stone ; dey do

well enough if not shoot too far.'

The negro, who had become accustomed to the

English longbows, had made the weapons on their

model rather than like those of the Indians. They
were thicker and heavier than English bows, for the

wood was not so tough as yew ; but as Guy strung

and bent one, he felt that the effort necessary to

draw it was about equal to that required for his

own weapon, and that when the arrows were made
he would be able to shoot much farther and stronger

than any Indian could do. Before it became quite

dark they cooked and ate some more of their venison,

and, when night closed again, cooked the remainder

of the meat, and paddled quietly down the river.

' There is no occasion for us to exert ourselves,

Shanti ; the stream will help us along, and all we
have to do is to keep up a quiet, regular stroke. But
even a splash would not be likely to attract attention,

for I have heard several large fish rise in the last

few minutes. What we have to do is to save our

strength in case we are chased.'

' Dey no catch us,' Shanti said confidently ;
' you

know we hab often raced Indian canoes, and always

found dat we go quite as fast as de redskins.'

' That is so,' Guy agreed ;
' and of course our always

paddling together gives us a great advantage. But I

doubt whether these Indians have ever paddled their

best. They are not fond of exerting themselves unless
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there is a reason for it, and I would much rather not

have a race for life or death with them.'

During the night they passed four Indian villages.

It was too dark even to see the outlines of the

wigwams ; but the dull lights of the fires, which the

Indians always keep alight all night, marked their

positions, and the occasional barking of dogs, or the

sound of angry growling over a bone, told that these

animals at least were awake. They ceased paddling

altogether as they passed the villages, fioating with the

stream until well below them. As soon as the faintest

light appeared in the sky they landed, liid the canoe,

as usual, and went some little distance into the forest.

' What are you going to do ?
' Guy asked, in surprise

;

for the negro, instead of sitting down, swung his bow

over his shoulder.

' Me going to try and find gobbler. Dere are plenty

ob dem in de woods here, just as dere were round de

old plantation
;
you know me often shoot dem dere.'

' Yes ; I know that you were a good hand at it, but

I have no great faith in these arrows.'

' Not for deer, massa, but good 'nough for gobbler.

You know how dey sit on de boughs just at de edge

ob a clearing ; if dey are about, me find dem, sure.'

' I will go with you,' Guy said, getting up ;
' my

arms are a bit tired and my back is stifi', but my legs

want stretching.'

It was now growing light, and they made their

way noiselessly through the trees, listening intently

for any sound. Guy had often accompanied the

negro on such expeditions, and felt that, should

there be turkeys near, he would be sure to find

them. Presently Shanti stopped abruptly.
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'Dar, massa, do you hear dat liT noise? Dat old
gobbler waking up, saying to de rest, "Time to get
up and look for breakfast." Dis way, sah; but be
bery quiet.'

Presently they came to a spot where a number of
trees had been laid by a storm. The negro gave a
low imitation of a turkey's call, and was instantly
answered from a tree some forty yards away. Movino-
cautiously, so that the trunlvs of trees always in-

tervened between him and the spot where he had
heard the sound, the negro led the way, and when
within a few yards of it, stepped out with his bow
drawn and the arrow laid on the cord. On a bough
some twenty feet from the ground were six great
birds. Five of them were squatted down, mere balls

of feathers, evidently considering that the gobbler was
premature in his summons to them to get up. The
turkey-cock himself was standing erect, with 'his head
on one side, evidently listening for the intruder who
had ventured to challenoe him.

CD

' You take him, massa,' the black whispered.
The two bows twanged at the same moment, and

the cock and one of the hens fell off the bough and
struck the ground with a dull thud. Guy gave a
shout of triumph, and the other birds, startled by
the sound, at once spread their wings and flew off.

'Arrow not so bad after all,' the negro said as he
ran forward. ' But we should hab had dem all if you
had not called out.'

' I have no 'doubt we should, Shanti ; but we have
got as much meat now as we can eat for the next
three or four days.'

'Dat true enough, marse,' the negro agreed as he
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picked up the fallen birds, drew out the arrows, and

smoothed their feathers. ' Bery fine gobbler; him
weigh twelve pounds, for sure. Hen nice bird too.'

They retraced their steps, and after eating a slice

or two of venison that had remained over from suppei",

they lay down in the buslies by the side of their canoe.

Now that they knew there were many Indian villages

on the river, tbey thought it as well always to hide

themselves during the day, lest some Indian hunter

might light upon them. Both slept for some hours.

When they awoke, Guy proposed that in future one

should always keep watch, and that they should sleep

by turns. The clump of bushes in which they were
lying stood alone, there being no others within fifty

yards.

' What we do 'bout fire, sah ?

'

'We muit have a fire, Shanti, but we must be very

cautious over it. I tell you what will be the best

plan. One of us sliall light a fire at the foot of

that tree ten yards away, and roast that big turkey.

Of course it won't be roasted whole ; that would take

much too long; you had better cut off the legs, wings,

and breast, and roast them together. While you cook,

I will stay here and keep watch.'

'Dat good plan, massa; me do de cooking, you
keep watch.'

'Very well; but before you go out we had better

pluck and cut up the bird, so that no time will be

lost when your fire is once alight.'

The negro nodded. 'Yes, sah, and get feathers for

arrows ; dat bery good.'

While Guy picked the bird, Shanti trimmed feathers-

suitable for the purpose, and fastened them to the
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arrows with thread-like strips from the deer's sinews.

This took some time, but Guy agreed that it was of

more importance than breakfast, as the arrows could

not be trusted to fly true if unfeathered, especially as

the points were still without stones. When the negro

had feathered two or three of them, Guy took them
out and tried them, and found, to his great satisfaction,

that they flew well and truly up to forty or fifty

yards, and maintained a fairly correct course con-

siderably beyond this. As soon as the bird was ready,

Shanti collected dry wood for the fire, lighted it, and
set about the work of cooking, while Guy took his

place in the clump of bushes, with his bow and arrows
in readiness.

The turkey meat was soon frizzling in the flame.

Guy watched the operation, from time to time looking

round and scanning every tree-trunk. Suddenly his

eyes became fixed and his figure rigid, for he fancied

he had caught a momentary sight of something mov-
ing behind one of the trees. A minute later the head

of an Indian peered out from behind it. Shanti's

back was towards him, and a moment later, with swift

but silent action, the redskin had moved forward to

the next tree. Guy's first impulse was to call out

to warn the negro ; but an instant's reflection told

him that if he did so, the redskin would escape and
bring the whole of the men of his village down upon
them. He therefore fitted an arrow to the string,

and drew his bow. By stealthy advances the Indian

arrived within ten yards of Shanti. His tomahawk
was in his hand. He crouched for a spring, and in

another moment would have leaped upon the negro

had not Guy loosed his arrow, uttering as he did so
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a sliont of warning^ Shanti sprang to his feet; but

the occasion for action was over.

Guy's arrow had struck the redskin full in tlie

chest; his spring was arrested, the tomahawk slipped

from his hand, and he fell to the ground.

'Dat a bery close t'ing, Marse Guy,' the negro said,

his black face paling a little from the suddenness of

the danger. ' Wliy you no shout before ? If you had

missed him it would hab been bery bad for me !

'

' Ah, but I wasn't going to miss him, Shanti ! I

am not so clumsy witli my bow as to miss a man
at twenty yards—which is about the distance.' And
he then explained why he had not given the alarm

on first seeing the Indian.

' Quite right, sah ; if dat fellow got away we hab

bery bad time. What we do wid him, massa ?

'

' It would be better not to let him remain here

;

another of his tribe might come along and find him.'

The negro went to the river-bank, and walked

along a short distance. ' Big clump ob bushes growing

jus' on edge ob water ; drop redskin in dere ; body

no' float away. Don't you trouble, marse ; me carry

him easy 'nough. Look, sah ; he one ob dose who
hab been to settlement,' and he pointed to a tuft of

hair hanging from the tomahawk ;
' dat is a white

man's hair.'

Any compunction Guy might have felt over having

killed the Indian vanished in a moment, and he turned

away while the negro lifted the Indian without diffi-

culty on to his shoulder and walked away with him.

It was a few minutes before he returned, carrying,

to Guy's surprise, the buckskin hunting-shirt, leggings,

and moccasins of the Indian,
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'Dey may come in bery useful, Marse Guy. If

want to scout near redskin village, me can put clem

on, and wid dem fe'ders go along quite bold. Here
am him hunting-pouch, wid t'ings dat may be handy;
here am two coils ob le'der, and a packet ob de paints

dey use for deir faces; here also him knife, dat he use

for skinning beasts or scalping enemies. We may as

well take him arrows too ; dey short, and no good for

long distance, but can use close. If we hab to shoot

a man, better use Indian arrows dan ours. Dey see at

once our strange arrows, and dat set dem on de hunt

for us; if one ob deir own arrows, dey t'ink he kill

in quarrel. Oh dear ! you not tend to turkey, massa

;

me 'fraid he done too much ;

' and he ran to the fire,

took off the meat, and examined it. ' Only li'l' burnt

—plenty good.'

They carried the meat into the bush and ate it

there. Then they slept by turns during the rest of

the day, and as soon as it was dark set off again.

Towards morning they heard a deep, roaring sound.

At first Guy thought that it was distant thunder ; but

he was soon convinced that it was too continuous for

that. They rested on their paddles and listened. ' It

is a fall,' he said after a pause. 'I have heard from

'the Indians that many of the rivers make a great fall

when they reach the edge of the higher country. Let

us paddle on, so as to get as near as we can before

day breaks.'

The roar of the fall grew louder and louder, and

after another hour's rowing they saw that the current

was increasing in speed.

'We had better get to the bank at once,' Guy said.

' To-morrow we must find out how far it is to the falls,
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and what they are like, and how we can best carry

our canoe round.'

They soon gained the shore. The bed of the stream

was here rocky, and the banks from fifteen to twenty

feet in height, smooth and water-worn, showing the

volume of water that was swept down in times of

flood. They carried the boat farther into the wood

than usual, and after making a meal upon cokl

turkey, started at once, as Guy was eager to ascertain

the prospect before them. After walking for upwards

of a mile, they arrived at the edge of a large clearing

with patches of cultivation here and there, and a

score of wigwams standing on an eminence which

they knew must be on the river-bank. Skirting

the clearing, they came, after another half-hour's

walking, to a spot where the ground fell rapidly

away, and keeping along the brow, presently arrived

at a point where the fall of a giant tree had cleared

a considerable space of smaller growth and created

an opening from which a wide view could be obtained.

Immediately in front of them stretched a sheet of

water, broadening as it went until in the far distance

it widened out to' the horizon. On right and left

of this sound, which was, where they could first see

it, about half a mile across, stretched a wide expanse

of flat country, covered for the most part with thick

foliage; but in places there was a gleam of water,

and Guy knew that these were the great swamps of

which he had heard.
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CHAPTER VIII.

t^E are at tlie end of our river journey,'

Guy said, after they had gazed silently

at the view for some minutes. 'That

sheet of water is a great sound, like

Chesapeake Bay, into which the James
runs. All that flat country on Loth sides is a

swamp, and it is there that we shall have to

hide for a bit. I cannot see the line of sand that

separates these waters from the sea. I suppose that it

is too far off. However, we know it is there. I should

think that we are five hundred feet above the water-

level, and can see thirty or forty miles ; but there is

notliing to go by. I don't think that we shall have

any trouble in getting down to the lower level. Of
course it will be steep in some places, but not enough

to stop us, I should say, as far as one can judge by the

line of the tree-tops. However, we may as well go

down the hill and find out what it is like.'

Although in some places the slope was gradual

enough for them to be able to descend with ease, at

others there were almost perpendicular precipices,

where it was necessary to make long detours to find

a spot where, by the aid of the tree-trunks, they could

manage to descend.

' One thing is certain : we cannot get down here at

night,' Guy said. ' We will go up to the top again

and have a good long sleep, go back to the canoe late

this afternoon, start just as it is getting dusk, strike

the edge of this clearing, and keep along just inside
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the forest. It would never do to try to take the canoe

straight through the wood at night; we should be

sure to damage it. When we get to this side of the

clearing we will lie down until morning begins to

break, and then make the descent, and strike the

river where it widens out into the sound.'

The negro, as usual, assented without comment. It

was a hard climb up to the crest again. When they
reached it they lay down in a clump of bushes, and
slept until the sun was far down the crest ; then they
started, and circling widely round the clearing, came
down upon the spot where they had left the canoe.

'We shall have to be very careful to-moi'row,' Guy
said. ' I have no doubt there is another Indian village

—probably a large one—somewhere below the rapids

at the bottom of the fall. There would be sure to be
good fishing, and no doubt the natives also go out
into the sound to fish there, and have a fleet of

canoes. We must be sure to get beyond that village

before we strike the water.'

Half-an-hour later they agreed that it was dark
enough to start, and after two hours' walking, reached
the farther edge of the clearing. Guy had taken to

the Indian moccasins ; the black, as usual, went bare-

footed
; therefore their trail would be so slight that it

was scarcely likely to be noticed by any Indians who
might next day go out from behind the village to hunt.

As soon as it became light enough to find their way
through the trees, they were afoot again ; but it cost

them eight hours' hard work before they were fairly

at the bottom of the slope, so great was the difiiculty

of lowering the canoe down the rough places without
risking damage to its sides. The heat below was much

Couiage and Conflict. E
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greater than it had ])een above, and they were glad

to take a long rest before proceeding farther. They

had gone but a few hundred yards when they came

upon an Indian trail. This was evidently much used,

and they had no doubt that it led to the village at the

foot of the rapids, and was the path that was used

by the braves when going up to hunt on the higher

ground, or on the face of the descent, which was just

the place that bears and mountain lions would choose

for their haunts.

' This is fortunate,' Guy said. ' We certainly could

not make our way throup,h the trees at night, and,

with a large village near, it would be very risky to do

so by day. But I think that we could keep on the

track safely on the darkest night. We could tell by

feeling if we were to leave it, and if the one in front

held his bow well out across him it would touch any

tree that might be in the way, and cause a suddeji

bend in the trail.'

'Dat so,' Shanti agreed ; 'me sure dat me could keep

on trail. Bare feet tell at once if leab it; mus', ob

course, go slow and careful.'

' Then that is settled. We will go back fifty yards,

and hide up in that clump of bushes till it gets dark,

which it will do in two or three hours. We had better

wait even longer than that, so as to give time for any

hunter to return.'

While they were waiting they saw several Indians

pass along the trail, all carrying game of some kind

;

and it was not until three hours after sunset that they

thought they could safely go forward.

As Guy had expected, they found little trouble in

keeping the track. The negro went first. He carried
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the prow of the canoe on one shoulder, so that it did

not project more than a foot in front of him ; then

with both hands he held out his bow at arm's-length

across him. It was well that he did so, for the trail

frequently made sharp bends to avoid trees that grew

in the direct line. The darkness was so intense that

the trunks could not be seen even at arm's-length ; but

the bow at once gave warning, and enabled them to

keep on the track. They moved slowly, and it was

nearly two hours before they saw by a faint light

ahead of them that they were approaching the edge

of the forest.

They paused when they issued out into the open.

Two hunih'cd yards away four or five fires were

blazing, and by their light it could be seen that the

village was very large. In the openings between the

wigwams many figures could be seen moving about.

The sound of women's voices could be plainly heard as

they called each other or their children. Boys shouted

and dogs barked.

They kept along by the edge of the trees, and after

walking another quarter of a mile, turned off across

the open ground, and in five minutes stood by the side

of the river, here two or three hundred yards wide.

They were, however, obliged to follow the bank for

another two miles; for several canoes, with occupants

holding lighted torches, were out on the water. They

could see the Indians standing in the bows, darting-

spears deeply down, and seldom without success, as

was seen by the gleam of the torches on the white

bellies of the fish thrown backward into the canoes.

'Me gib a good deal for one ob dem spears !' Shnnti

murmured.
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' Yes ; it would be very useful ; but as I am afraid

we cannot do any barter at present, we must wait for

some better chance of getting one/ whispered Guy, in

a joking way.

When they thought that they were bej'ond the last

of the canoes, they put their boat in the water, and
quietly paddled along, keeping some twenty yards

from the bank. They forgot that any canoe coming

up from the sound would also probably hug the bank

to avoid the force of the current ; so when they had

gone about a mile, they were startled by being suddenly

addressed by some Indians whose canoe had kept so

close under the bank that they had not perceived it.

What they said Guy knew not, for the dialect was
different from that of the Indians in Virginia. Again

some question was put, and Guy thought it better to

remain silent than to speak in what would be at once

detected as a strange dialect. The boats were now
abreast ; the Indians had ceased paddling. There were,

he could see, four of them. He and Shanti were

paddling steadily, though without apparent haste, and,

the tide helping them, they rapidly shot past the other

canoe at a distance of some fifteen yards. They could

hear the Indians talking together, and then, glancing

back, saw them turning their canoe. Evidently the

fact that no reply had been made, and that the boat

was going out at the time when most of the others

had nearly finished their fishing, seemed strange and

mysterious to them. It might be, too, that the outline

of the paddlers' figures had struck them as unfamiliar,

in spite of the fact that Shanti was wearing the Indian

feathers.

' They are coming after us, Shanti. Don't quicken
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your stroke at present ; it may be a long chase. They
have three paddles to our two ; but they have the dead

weight of one sitter, and probably carry a load of fish.'

The Indians rowed hard, but soon saw that the

strange canoe held its distance some hundred yards

ahead. They were now convinced that something was

wrong. The tribe was not at war, for some of those

who had returned from the attack on the settlements

had brought back the n.ews that the white strangers

had all been killed. Who, then, could these two men
be ? That they were whites did not occur to them,

but from the glance they had obtained at their figures

the Indians were convinced that they were not men
of their tribe. After a few words toofether, the man
in the stern took the paddle from the man next to

him, and the latter, with one of his companions, set

to work to throw overboard the fish that the}^ had
captured, and with which the canoe was half-filled.

Before this was accomplished the strange canoe had
gained another two hundred yards ; but with an
empty boat and three paddles, the Indians had no
doubt that they would speedily overhaul them.

It was past midnight when Guy and his companion
had embarked, and half-an-hour later when the chase

began. From time to time Guy looked back over his

shoulder.

' They have got rid of all their fish, and are working
their three paddles again ; we must set to in earnest

now.'

At the end of another hour there was but little

dift'erence in the relative positions of the canoes. The
Indians had gained some fifty yards, but, in spite

of their exertions, they were not now lessening the
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interval. They had, however, one advantage—that

of a spare hand ; and at the end ot" the hour one of the

others handed his paddle to the passenger, and their

boat again began to creep up.

When daylight broke there was but a hundred yards

between them. The Indians had made frequent

changes, and, owing to the relief thus afforded, were

still paddling strongly, while the continued strahi was
telling upon Guy and his companion.

' We shall have to fight for it,' the former said. ' It

is a bad business, and I would have done anything to

avoid it ; for if we could have got into the swamps
without being noticed, we should have been quite safe

unless we had accidentally run against them. When
it is once known that we are here, we shall have the

whole tribe after us.'

'No one mus' go back to tell 'bout it, sah; we
t'rash dem easy. We know some of deir tribe were

among dose who kill our peoj)le ; we quite right

to kill dem back. Besides, if we no kill dem, dey

kill us. Paddle a little easy, massa; we mus' get

breath to shoot straight. You bring dem down wid

arrow.'

' No, no, Shanti ; it is likely enough they have not

got bows and arrows with them, and if I were to

shoot one of them, the others might turn and paddle

off.'

' See, massa ! black speck on de water ahead. Me
t'ink anoder canoe coming dis way.'

' That settles it, then
;

paddle quietly till they

are within fifty yai-ds, and when I give the word
swing her head round. You have got your pistols

ready ?

'
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' Dey ready, sah ; saw to priming dis abternoon.'

The Indians were paddling their hardest, believing

that the fugitives were completely exhausted, and they

gave an exclamation of surprise as the strange canoe

suddenly swung round when they were four or tive

lengths away, and they saw that one of the occupants

was white and the other blaclc. White men they knew,

as they had been concerned in the killing of the settlers

;

but it was evident from their exclamations of astonish-

ment that they had never seen or heard of a black

man. Before they could do more than drop their

paddles in order to grasp their tomahawks, the boats

were alongside of each other ; but as the Indians

sprang to their feet, shots were discharged, and two

fell across their canoe, upsetting it instantly. As the

heads of the other Indians came above water Shanti

fired again, and one of them threw up his hands and

sank. Guy did not fire. Deep as was his feeling of

hatred for those who had so treacherously massacred

his father and countrymen, he could not yet bring

himself to fire upon an unarmed man in cold blood.

' That will do,' he cried ;
' I cannot kill the wretch,

and now that another canoe is coming, his death will

not ensure our safety. Bring your axe down on that

canoe and stave it in. That is right. Now make for

the shore.'

'Wait one moment, Marse Guy;' and leaning over

the canoe, the negro turned it over, and, with a shout

of satisfaction, seized three fish-spears that were float-

ing under it.

They had during their flight passed several openings

into the swamp, but Guy had not adopted Shanti's

suggestion that they should head for one of them.
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'They know the swamp, and we don't,' he had snid.

' We might find the opening only extended a short

distance, and should be caught in a trap. No; we
will hold on as long as we can, and then fight.'

The canoe coming up the sound was still nearly a

mile away; but the sun was almost behind it, and
they could see by the quick flash of the paddles that

the Indians were working their hardest. They must
have seen the encounter between the two boats, and,

still more, the sound of the shots must have reached

them.

The shore was but a quarter of a mile distant when
the fugitives' canoe shot away from the scene of conflict

towards an opening which lay nearly opposite to them,

and in two or three minutes dashed into the channel.
' Easy, now, Shanti ; there is no chance of their

following us when they hear from the man w-e spared

how we disposed of his comrades, and that we have

the arms that to them are so terrible,' said Guy. ' Not
many of these Indians can have seen them used, but no
doubt stories of the wdiite man's "fire-stick" have gone

from mouth to mouth through the whole country.

The canoe was a large one, and I should think that

there must have been four rowers and perhaps two or

three others ; but they would hesitate to follow men
whom they must consider to have appeared among
them in some supernatural manner. Besides, I could

see by their faces, when they caught sight of you,

that they had never seen one of your colour before,

and perhaps never even heard of one ; and, for aught

I know, they may take you for a particular friend of

mine from the infernal regions.'

'I hope dey hab, massa; don't want to hab to fight
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whole tribe ob redskins. Dismal-lookini]f sort ob place

dis, sail—somet'ing like African riber, but more big,

high trees.'

' Yes ; those are splendid pitch-pines,' Guy agreed.

' There are some of the same sort growing in the woods

near our place, but they are nothing like so fine as

these. We call them pitch-pines because the wood is

full of pitch ; it is much harder and also heavier than

other pines.'

' Pitch may be useful to us, sah ; if anyt'ing happen

to canoe, can mend bery easy if hab got pitch.'

' Keep a sharp look-out for floating timber, or for

snakes, or any kind of obstacles, Shanti. This swamp
is a dismal sort of place. The ground here is but an

inch or two above the water, and one can see that at

times of flood the water rises only two feet higher

;

you see, there are little channels every few yards apart.

Although the sun is up, it is quite twilight here, the

vegetation is so rank and strong.'

For half-an-hour they followed the windings of the

channel, which was sometimes ten or twelve yards

across, sometimes only as many feet. Presently, to

Guy's astonishment, what he thought was a log by
the edge of the bank slid into the water with a

loud splash.

'Dat's him !' Shanti cried excitedly. 'Dat's one ob

dem t'ings I was telling you 'bout
!

'

' Then stop paddling ; we will charge our pistols

again; that fellow is big enough to break the canoe

in two pieces.'

' He big 'nough, massa ; but he no' do it. If we were

to hurt him he might rush at de boat; but neber

do dat if let alone. Dey are cowardly beasts ; canoe
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frighten dem. As long as we in boat, if we leab dem
alone, dey leab us alone.'

' Well, that is a good thing, Shanti ; we certainly

don't want to meddle with them.'

Presently the channel forked ; and as the two

branches were about the same size, Guy and his

companion took the one on the left, as it would lead

them farther from the land and deeper into the heart

of the swamp. Ere long the channel again subdivided,

and they found themselves presently in a labyrinth of

sluggish water, sometimes so narrow that they could

touch both sides with their paddles, at others opening

out into sheets of water a quarter of a niile across.

' Dis awful place to get lost,' the negro said as they

stopped paddling in the centre of one of these ponds.

' Him worse dan de forest eber so much.'

Guy agreed. ' But you see there are the same signs,

Shanti. Look at those mosses hanging down in great

clumps. Those trees that are higher than the others

all seem bent over one way, and as the sun is in the

east, we can see that the winds from the sea are

stronger than those from the land. We shall soon be

at home here. Well, we need not be afraid of pursuit,

for the swamp has this advantage over the forest, that

we leave no tracks behind us. If the Indians do light

upon us, it will be by pure accident. Now that we are

certain on that point, we must find a place to land. I

suppose the deeper we get into this swamp, the more

likely we are to find such a place.'

' Me no see much change yet, sah,' the negro said,

looking round at the almost submerged shore.

' That is so ; still, we may feel sure that there are

places where the ground is higher. I suppose this
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part was once above the sea-level, and was like other

land, with some undulations. Nobody ever saw a

tract thirty or forty miles square as flat as the top of

a table. No ; there must be some dry places, if we
can but find them. Fortunately, we have got enough

meat to last us a couple of days, and I hope we shall

find a place before night. It is early yet, and we
have the whole day before us, and that reminds me
that I am hungry.'

' Me been finking so for some time, massa.'

They finished the remains of the turkey, took a

drink of the water, which tasted brackish, then

paddled quietly on again, taking care to go always

toward the east, so as to avoid passing over the same
ground twice. An hour later Guy exclaimed, ' There

is rising ground ahead of us. Do you see that ? It

rises sharply up from the water's edge.'

A dozen strokes and they were alongside, and the

negro, who was in the bow, stepped ashore.

' Sure 'nough, it am hard ground,' he exclaimed joy-

fully.

He steadied the canoe while Guy landed. They
pulled it a short distance up, and then, taking their

weapons, set out to examine the place. The ground
rose rapidly until it was some fifteen feet above the

water-level ; it maintained this height for some thirty

yards, and then sloped down again. They followed it

to the water, and made a detour until they again

reached the canoe.

'We shall do very well here, as long as we choose

to stay,' Guy said.

' Yes, massa,' the nigger replied, in a tone of doubt

;

' but what are we to eat ?

'
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' To begin with, there are water-fowl ; we saw many
of them on the ponds we passed through, and they

seemed perfectly tame. Then we have the fish. There

must be fish here ; I don't see what else those big

monsters feed upon.'

' Me clean forgot de spears, Massa Guy ; sure

'nough, w^e get plenty fish.'

' We will set about it to-night, for those joints of

venison have been kept too long already, and will soon

be uneatable.'

' Dey do for bait,' the negro said.

'But we have no hooks, Shanti.'

' Me make hooks out ob de bones ob de f us' big

fish we catch.'

' The first thing, Shanti, is to clear all these low

bushes away. Fortunately, they don't grow here as

they do in the swamps; if they did, it would be a

heavy job to clear them. However, we will get rid

of them over a good, large space. There may be

snakes here, and at least we will keep them as far

away from us as possible. This is about the middle

of the rise, and we can begin by cutting down those

four young pitch-pines. You can split iip the tops

for torches, and chop up the rest into logs ; they will

make a splendid fire. There is one comfort : we need

not be afraid of making a bright one. There is no

chance of lurking Indians ; even a redskin could not

find his way through these channels after dark.'
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CHAPTER IX.

/O^^K'EAVING the negro to clear the ground,

^^i Guy went down to the canoe.

\^0 ' Massa, don't get losed ! If you go away
you neber find your way back again, and

me soon die ob hunger widout canoe,'

said Shanti.

'I will take care not to get lost. We took

only two turns, both to the right, after we left that

last pond. However, I will cut down two or three of

the tall rushes at each turn I make, and I cannot then

well lose my way. But we will agree that if I do not

come back in about two hours, you fire a pistol, and

keep on doing so every five minutes. I shall be sure

to hear it; for if by any chance I should lose my way,

I shall not try to find it, but will remain where I am
until I hear the pistol.'

However, little more than an hour had gone when
Guy returned. ' We need have no fear about food,' he

said as he threw six ducks on the ground by the side

of the fire that the negro had already made. ' They
are so tame that they scarcely attempted to swim
away when I paddled towards them, and I shot this

half-dozen in a few minutes. It is quite evident that

the Indians seldom come so far into the swamp as

this to hunt ; for if they did so the birds would not

be so careless. Why have you left those four young
trees standing together ? I see that you have cut off

their tops and stripped off' their bark.'

' Yes, sah. Not nice to sleep wid snakes all 'bout.

When we hab cooked two ob dem ducks, we make
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sort of li'l' ladder 'bout ten feet long; den we climb

lip and tie four cross-poles between dem trees ; den get

oder short poles and lay dem side by side; den go
down and cut rushes and cober ober dem t'ick. Dat
make first-rate bed. When we get up dere, we pull

up de ladder, and we laugh at de snakes.'

'I think that is a very good idea. I don't like

snakes myself. I suppose you cut off the bark to

make it more difficult for them to climb up the

trunks ?

'

Shanti nodded.
' I don't suppose any of them could climb up ; I am

sure the rattlesnakes couldn't, and they are the worst.

I should hardly think, though, that there would be

many of them in these swamps. They like sunny

places.'

By the time it had become dark the negro had com-

pleted the platform. Two torches were then lighted,

and taking a supply of others with them, the two
adventurers went down to the canoe and pushed off

again, having first piled up the fire high with logs of

pitch-pine.

' We shall be able to niake that out a good way off,

Shanti ; and if we cannot see the fire itself, we shall

certainly see the glow among the trees,' Guy remarked.

The fish-spears of which they had obtained pos-

session had shafts some ten feet in length, a cord

being attached to the upper end. At the other end

were two prongs. These were formed of the back-

bones of some large fish ; they were pointed, and each

had four or five side-bones cut so as to form barbs.

' I will let you do the spearing, Slianti. I will hold

the two torches,' Guy pi'oposed.
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* All right, massa. If dere am fish in de pool, you

see me bring dem up all right.'

Shanti stood in the bow, holding a lance *in the

right hand, with a piece of leathern cord twisted round

his wrist. He had lighted another torch, and held it

above his head ; while Guy, seated a short distance

behind him, held a torch out on each side some two

feet above the water. Presently the negro said in

a whisper, ' Plenty fish here, Massa Guy. Me see

some big ones.'

A moment later he threw the spear some three feet

in front of the canoe. It went straight down, entirely

disappearing from sight.

' Got him, massa,' the black said, in delight.

Then Guy saw the use of the thong ; for as soon

as the negro began to pull this in, it was violently

agitated. He kept on a steady strain, and presently

the top of the shaft came to the surface. The black

gave one more pull, and then seized it.

' Look out, Massa Guy !
' he said as he raised it,

and then with a sidewise sweep threw a great fish into

the canoe. ' Mind, sah ; he bite !

'

Guy seized a paddle, and brought the handle down
on the back of the fi'sh's head. It gave two or three

more flaps, then there was a quiver, and the fish was

dead.

' What a huge fish !

' Guy exclaimed. ' He must be

over thirty pounds.'

' 'Bout dat, sah, I guess.'

' Well, that will be enough for us.'

' Wait a minute, sah. Me catch two or free liT

ones. Dere am some dere diflferent shape from dis.

Perhaps dey am better to eat.'
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In five minutes three fish, each four or five pounds

in weight, were lying beside the large one in the

bottom of the canoe, and the negro somewhat reluc-

tantly agreed with Guy that enough had been caught.

They were soon back at their island, and carried the

fish up to the hre.

' What are they, do you think ?

'

' Me not know, sah. Me not hab seen fish like dese

at de plantation.'

'I don't know whether they are sea fish or fresh-

water fish,' Guy said. 'However, we shall soon find

whether they are good eating ; we will try them both.'

One of the small fish was split open and laid over

the fire, with a slice, three or four pounds in weight,

of the large one grilling by its side. It was agreed

that the small fish was excellent, but the large one

was of a muddy flavour.

After they had been there for a week, Guy said,

' It is quite time for us to decide what we are going

to do next, Shanti. Of course, we cannot take up our

abode here for life, and if we are to go we must be oflf

before the wet season sets in. I should say this place

is unhealthy enough now, but in the time of the

rains it must be pestilential.'

'Yes, sah; dis bery well two, free weeks, but get

bery tired ob it abterwards. Big animals in all de

creeks, and we hab seen some mons'rous big snakes.

Me quite ready to go.'

' But we can't go without preparations. The first

thing to do is to lay in a supply of food. We have

been killing only enough for each day's consumption
;

now we must lay in a store of fish and birds.'

' But how are we to keep dem, sah ? Dis water bad
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to drink, and i£ we hab not plenty ob fish to eat, and

can go wid bery li'l' water, we soon be in bad way
;

de water not salt 'nough to salt t'ings to make dem

keep.'

' No ; but we can smoke them. We have plenty of

pine wood, and that and a little of the pitch-pine would

soon smoke both the birds and the fish ; and I should

say that they would keep any length of time.'

' Dat great idea, Massa Guy. Dat do de trick.

We soon get supply.'

During the next week they caught as many fish

and shot as many birds as they thought the canoe

would be able to carry. The fire was kept very low

during the day, as a column of smoke would show the

natives in what part of the swamp they were hidden

;

but at night they threw on chips of pitch-pine and

other wood, making a dense smoke that penetrated

fish and fowl in a very short time. It was true that

they tasted somewhat strongly of pitch ; but this was

a minor matter, and they M^ere well satisfied when
the task was done, and they had some three hundred

pounds of dried fish and a hundred and fifty ducks of

various kinds. During the month that they had been

in the swamp, vegetation had made great progress,

and they came upon large quantities of gourds of

different kinds, and other semi-tropical productions.

These were gathered and stored, the gourds being

emptied of their contents and scraped. Many were

very large, and would hold a gallon of water.

' But where am de water to come from, Massa Guy ?

'

the negro asked when Guy told him to cut plugs of

soft wood to act as corks. ' As long as we hab plenty

fresh fish, we get on bery well ; but wid smoked fish

Courage and Conflict. F
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we get beiy t'irsty, and we go mad if we drink dis

water/
' I quite see that,' Guy said. ' We must have fresh

water. My idea is that we should keep north through

these channels till we are at the edge of the swamp

;

then we will paddle along close under the bushes till

we get to within four or five miles of the falls. At

night we will paddle up till, on rowing out, we find

til at the current is strong. Of course the current is

formed by the water of the river coming over the falls,

and probably it runs some distance before it gets

mixed with the brackish water of the sound; and

directly we find the water is sweet, we have but to

fill our gourds, put in the stoppers, and row down
with the stream.'

The negro looked at Guy with beaming admiration.

' Dat am splendid, massa. How 3'ou t'ink ob all dese

t'ings is more dan me can say. Shanti neber t'ink ob

such t'ings, neber t'ink ob smoking food, neber t'ink

ob getting water in dat way. He just poor foolish

fellow, good only to paddle boat and chop wood.'

' Nonsense, Shanti. You don't think of things

because you leave it to me to do so. Why, what

should I have done without you ? I should have been

killed that night when we left the plantation. You

have done all the really hard work since we came

here. You are twice as strong as I am
;
you can turn

your hand to almost anything. And if I think of

things a little quicker than you do, it is because I

have been more accustomed to think, and have heard

from my father many stories of adventure, telling how
men managed in straits something like our own.'

Some twenty large gourds were prepared. The
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negro hero was able to give useful advice, telling Guy
that in his country they prepared gourds for holding

water by filling them with sand or dry earth, which pre-

vented them from shrinking and cracking. As the two
fugitives had no sand, a bank of earth was made up

round the fire, and this, when thoroughly dry, was

pounded and poured into the gourds. By the time

these were in condition to be used all was in readiness

for a start.

It was with deepest satisfaction that, one morning

at daybreak, they took their places in the canoe, and

left the spot that had been their home for some weeks.

It took them all day to find their way out of the

swamp, so intricate were the passages. They were

obliged to go slowly and watchfully, for some parts

were so infested with snakes that they M^ere forced

to turn back.

At all times they went with the greatest caution,

keeping their eyes fixed upon the boughs above, and
paddling with their arms ready at hand. Many of

the creeks abounded with caymans, or alligators; but

although some of these creatures swam after the canoe

for a time, spitefully snapping their jaws, they did not

attempt an attack. It was with a feeling of deep

relief that, an hour before sunset, they issued out into

the broad water of the sound. Their first action was
to take a long drink of water. In addition to the

Roanoke, Albemarle Sound receives the waters of

other rivers, and these greatly modify the saltness of

the sea-water, of which a comparatively small amount
makes its way in through openings between the long

barrier of sand-hills. (Any and Shanti watched until

dark without seeing a single canoe pass.
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' I suppose they do not come down so far as this to

fish,' Guy said. ' We must be thirty or forty miles

from the village at the foot of the falls. It may be,

too, that our encounter with that canoe has frightened

them. The whole thing must have been a mystery to

them, and the account given of our appearance by the

man whom, I have no doubt, they picked up must

have seemed so strange that, superstitious as they are,

they may since then have been afraid to venture far

away from their village. I hope it may be so, and in

that case we may be able to get our fresh water

without a risk of meeting with them.'

Before starting they slept for four or five hours,

and then paddled along at the edge of the swamp
until dawn, by which time they judged that they

were within five or six miles of the head of the sound.

Then they hid in among the bushes, and watched by

turns ; but as no canoe appeared on the water, they

concluded that Guy's supposition was correct, and that

the Indians were still under the influence of super-

stitious fears. They therefore started again, as soon

as it was dark, with some confidence; and after

paddling for another half-hour, they rowed out for

some distance, and finding the water perfectly fresh,

filled all their gourds, and then moved oif, seaward

this time, following the northern shore, where the

ground was for the most part much higher than that

on the southern side. Before morning they rowed

some distance up one of the rivers falling into the

sound, and on the following day continued their

easterly course until they saw ahead of them the

sand-banks of the seaward ridge.
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CHAPTER X.

IP^ HANK Heaven,' Guy said earnestly as

^ they stepped ashore on the sand-dunes,

' we have now come safely through three

of the dangers we had to face. First

there was the escape from the plantation

and the journeys on the rivers; then there

was the passage through the Indian country

down to the foot of the falls; and third we have got

through the dangers of the swamp. Now we are free

from all fear of the Indians, with a good store of

provisions, water enough to last us for some time, and

means of living here as long as we choose ; for the

channel we see running north between the sand-hills

and the land is not more than two or three miles wide,

and it seems to me that there are some islands in it

farther up. We ought to be able to spear fish enougli

to keep us alive, though of course there cannot be

as many here as there were in that pool in the swamp.

As for water, we passed, on our way down, the mouths

of at least half-a-dozen rivers, and we may expect to

find some streams running into this channel; and, at

the worst, it would not be more than a couple of

hours' row froui liere to the last we passed. I can see

there are numbers of birds flying about, and we may
find eggs. Altogether, we are a thousand times better

ofi" than shipwrecked mariners would be if cast upon

a shore like this.'

' Shall we take t'ings out ob de canoe, Massa Guy ?

Him too heaby to drag up now.'
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'No; you can just pull the bow up on to the sand,

stick one of the spears in a few feet higher, and tie

the head-rope to it so as to prevent any possibility of

its drifting away, and then we will explore.'

They mounted the sand-hills, and on getting to the

top, stood looking with delight at the waves breaking

in long lines of foam at their feet. Guy had never

seen the sea before, or at least not to his knowledge,

as he was but a year old when he had been brought

out; and the sight of the great expanse of water,

with the heaving waves and breaking surf, filled him
with pleasure. It was not new to the negro, but he

too felt gladness at the sight. It recalled to him the

daj's when he, with his boy companions, had swum
out on pieces of wood through the far heavier surf

that beat on his native coast. He said as much to

Guy.
' I can quite understand your feelings, Shanti, and

doubtless you would like to be there again.'

The negro shook his head. ' No, sah ; no. Always

wars dar ; kill people and make slabes ob dem. Me
no want to go back. Mos' ob my people killed. Me
bery happy here. Had two year bery good time

at plantation. Massa bery good to me. Me want
not'ing better, stay always wid Massa Guy. Help

him kill de bad red men who burnt down house and

kill ebery one but Massa Guy and Shanti.'

' I shall be glad to take a share in punishing them
when the time comes, as I have no doubt it will,

Shanti. I hope after that there will be no more

trouble with the Indians. And you may be sure that

as long as I live you will be my friend and companion.

You know that you are already fret;, and though you
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call me " Massa," we have been, ever since you saved

my life, real friends, and shall be closer still, now we
have gone through all these dangers together. Of

course I don't know what I shall do yet. When we
have punished the Indians it will be difficult to get

hands to till the plantation, unless by some good for-

tune Jamestown has escaped destruction. My father

had moneys placed with Master Hopwood, the chief

merchant there, who was the agent that sent his

tobacco home for sale, and bought such goods for him

as he required. He is an honourable man, and will,

I am sure, account to me for the moneys he has in his

hands, if he has escaped from the massacre. No doubt

the company will send out many more colonists, and

I shall be able to hire men for our work ; but if, as

I fear, all the whites have been killed, I have no idea

what we shall do, and maybe we shall have to begin

afresh on some small grant of land near the town,

where we shall be safer from troubles than when so

far off as we were before. Or perhaps, as I speak the

Indian language, and none of the new-comers will be

able to do so, I may be able to obtain a post with some
trader and do well in that way. At any rate, what-

ever I may do in the future, Shanti, j^ou may rely

upon my promise that you and I will always be

together.'

Wandering along the sand-hills, they found that

clumps of bushes grew in the sheltered hollows, and
that on the western side of the spit there were many
logs and branches that had been brought down by
the rivers into the sound, and driven on to the sands

by winds from the hills, or left there in times of

Hood.
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'We shall have no difficulty as to lires/ Guy said;

' and i£ we have to stay here through the rainy season,

I should think that we might manage to erect a hut.

Many of these logs still have their bark on, and we
could roof it with that ; and even if the rain came
through, we might get the canoe inside, turn it over,

and sleep dry under it. However, in the first place,

we must go up as far as this channel behind the

islands extends. I believe that it runs up almost as

far as Cape Henry, the entrance to Chesapeake Bay.

I know, because my father said tliat even tlie best

navigators could not reckon upon striking the mouth
of the bay, and that they generally preferred making
the land to the south, rather than to the north, be-

cause the sand-hills ran in a straight line, and there

were no dangers be^'ond them, wdiereas beyond Cape

Charles, on the north side of the entrance, there were

many islands upon which they might be cast; and

he said that the sand-hills with their inner water

extended to within some fifteen or tw^enty miles of

Cape Henry. Therefore, from that spot we might

well make out any ship arriving from England.'

Having no occasion for haste, they took matters

quietly. As the canoe might have been made out

from the opposite shore if they rowed along by day-

light, they always laid her up during that time,

moving only at night. They paddled for two or three

miles, spending the day in exploring the shore from

their last halting-place, encamping always in hollows

where the light of a fire would not be visible from the

mainland. They varied their diet of dried fowl and

fish by shooting or knocking down the birds that

abounded in oreat numbers on the sand-hills. These
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creatures were so unaccustomed to the sight of man that

they would allow Guy and Shanti to approach so clo.se

that they could almost touch them with their hands.

Occasionally a nest of eggs was found, but the

enormous number of broken shells which lay in every

depression showed that the breeding season was over,

and the eggs they found were doubtless a second lay.

The flesh of the wild geese and ducks was very pala-

table, but that of most of the sea-fowl they found so

rank as to be uneatable.

At the end of a week, making out an opening in

the mainland opposite, they rowed across at night,

and found, as they expected, a small stream, and from

it refilled their gourds. They came upon two or three

huts among the sand-hills. These had evidently been

erected by fishermen, and showed signs of having been

deserted in some haste, as in one they found some

lines and hooks, and in another two iron pots and

a coil of rope. The find of the lines was very valu-

able to them. They were afraid to fish by torch-

light, lest the Indians, making out the light from the

mainland, might come across to see who were there

;

but with lines they would be able to fish at night

without fear of discovery, and thus obtain an ample

supply for their sustenance.

They were glad to be able to keep their store of

smoked food for an emergency, for the flavour of tar,

not unpleasant at first, palled upon them, although

they were able to lessen it to souk? extent by soak-

ing the fish and birds in watcn- for some hours before

cooking them. The pots also came in useful, as the^^

enabled them to vary their diet by boiling instead

of Iiaving always to giill the^ir food.
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' I would not have believed, if I had not tried

it,' Guy said one day, ' that one could do without

bread; and yet we keep in very good health, and

certainly have not lost strength. However, I would

give a good deal, if I had it to give, for enough bread

for one day's eating, wnthout touching fish or fowl.

I know that the redskins, when hunting, live entirely

upon meat ; but I would not have believed that I

could go two months without bread or meal of some
sort.'

It was three weeks after their landing on the sand-

hills before they reached the northern extremity of

the sound. After ascertaining that a small stream

ran into it here, they went back some three miles,

and established themselves in a deserted hut on the

seaward face of the sand-hills. Three skeletons lay

outside, showing that the fishermen here had been

taken by surprise and killed on the night of the

massacre. The hut had been completely stripped of

every movable.
' The Indians are hardly likely to come back again,'

Guy said. ' They cannot dream that there are any
white men here. We must be careful never to light

a fire during the day, for none of this wood is dry

enough to burn witliout smoke. We will bring the

canoe across and hide it in that clump of bushes a

hundred yards aw^ay. We will take out most of the

food that remains, leaving always three or four gourds

of water and enough dried fowl for three or four days,

so that we can lift the canoe and run it down at once

in case of alarm. During the day w^e will never cross

the line of sand-hills ; for the channel is but a mile

wide, and the Indians could see us easily from the
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other side. One of us will always keep watch night

and day, and we will walk about as little as possible,

so as to avoid leaving footprints.'

A month passed ; and then, soon after daybreak one

morning, Shanti, who had been on guard, ran into the

hut.

' A ship, Massa Guy ! A ship is coming along !

'

Guy leaped up, and saw to the south a sliip making
its way up, about a mile from the shore. Seizing

their arms, which were their only possessions, they

ran to the canoe, launched it, and rowed out and met
the vessel as she came nearly opposite to the hut.

Deeply tanned with the sun as he was, and dressed

in buckskin, Guy was at first taken to be a redskin,

and, to his surprise, an arquebuse was fired when he was
a hundred yards from the ship, and the ball struck the

water close alongside. He stood up in the canoe.

'What are you doing?' he shouted. 'I am an

Englishman.'

Then he sat down again, and they paddled to tlie

ship's side. It was crowded with men, and a babel

of questions rose as he stepped on to the deck

:

' What is your news ?
'

' Have the Indians attacked

again ?
' 'Is all well ?

'

'I can tell j^ou nothing,' he said when at last he

obtained a hearing. ' I escaped three months ago

from my father's plantation, which was attacked

by Indians. After many dangers we arrived here,

and have been hiding, hoping that some ship would
come along. I know nothing of what has happened

in the colony. I heard that the Indians intended to

massacre all the whites that night, but whether they

succeeded I know not.'
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* We have heard of that bad business,' a man, who
was evidently the captain of the ship, said. 'The

news came that all the outlying settlements had been

destroyed and the people murdered—four or five

hundred of them; but the governor got news a few

hours before, and at Jamestown and other places

where they had time to receive warning the Indians

were beaten off. A vessel sailed the next day for

England with the news, and the company at once

prepared to send a strong force over to the assistance

of the colonists. This is the first ship that sailed, but

three or four others are to follow us.'

'That is joyful news indeed!' Guy exclaimed. 'I

feared that their treachery had everywhere been suc-

cessful, and that I and this faithful companion alone

had escaped Avith our lives. My name is Neville;

my father and all the others with him perished after

a desperate defence of his house.'

' I have heard of Mr Neville,' the captain said,

' having taken over many bales of tobacco raised

by him. I have been trading across the seas for

the last ten years. I heard of him as a most honour-

able gentleman, and as one who lived on excellent

terms with the natives.'

' It was so,' Guy replied ;
' and little did we think

that those who had always been so well treated

by him would so treacherously fall upon us
!

"

Guy found that there were upwards of a hundred

and fifty men, all well armed, on board the ship.

He was hosj^itably entertained in the cabin allotted

to those of good position, and presently gave them a

sketch of his adventures, and of the defence of his

father's house.
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' It was/ he said, ' the largest plantation in the

colony, for there were nigh sixty souls living there,

the wives and children of the fifteen men who
came out with my father when the colony was first

established. He had selected the land as being the

most fertile that he could find, and as it was on a

river, the expense of carriage was but small ; and the

natives all appeared so friendly that he did not con-

sider that there was any danger to be feared from

them, though he took the precaution of building a

house that could, he thought, resist any attack that

might be made upon it.'

Four hours later the ship rounded Cape Henrj^, and
the next day dropped anchor off Jamestown. The
reinforcement was most joyfully received, although

all fear of attack by the Indians had subsided.

Several expeditions had been sent against them, eveiy

man in the colony being for the time converted into

a soldier. Several battles had taken place, in which
the Indians had been signally defeated, being unable

to stand against the firearms of the whites. Their

principal villages had been burned, and great numbers
of the redskins killed.

On landing, Guy went at once to the house of

Mr Hopwood, who received him as one from the

dead.

*I have been troubled greatly,' he said, 'as to what
to do with the moneys in my hands, and resolved that

I would write home, asking if any relations of Mr
Neville could be found. I knew that he came from

Cumberland, and thought it likely that some of his

kin might still be living there. I have six hundred
pounds of his money in my hands.'
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Six huncU'ed pounds in tliose days was a large sum,

and Guy felt that he should be able with it to work
the plantation as before, as soon as hands could be

obtained. He at once enrolled himself and Shanti

among the list of those capable of bearing arms, and,

from his knowledge of the Indian language and

Indian mode of warfare, was appointed an officer

in one of the companies. In three weeks the other

ships arrived, and having now a force sufficient

to cope with any number of redskins, the war began

in earnest, and in six months the Indians in Virginia

were either exterminated or forced to leave the colony

and take refuge among other tribes.

Emigrants poured in apace, and when hostilities

were concluded Guy was able to hire fifteen men to

work on the plantation. A new house was built, a

quarter of a mile from the ruins of the old one. No
remains of any of the defenders were found ; for the

logs of which the house was composed had burned

for days, forming a funeral pyre for the brave

defenders. The skeletons of those who had fallen in

the village were carefully collected and buried. Soon

after he had established himself, a message arrived

from his friend Ponta, saying that he had not taken

part in the massacre, being, indeed, held prisoner

until the rest of the Indians had set out ; and that

he had since then been living among the Tuscaroras,

where he now was.

Guy had already related to the governor how he

had been warned by the young chief, and that it was

his message that had been sent by Guy's father a week

before the massacre. He had, therefore, no difficulty

in obtaining from the governor a paper testifying that
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the young chief had throughout been a friend of the

whites, and was to be allowed to return and dwell

in the colony in peace. Of this privilege, however,

Ponta did not avail himself, being adopted into the

Tuscarora tribe ; but he paid occasional visits to the

plantation, and was always warmly welcomed.

Six years later Guy married the daughter of one

of tlie chief officers in the colony. The plantation

flourished. Many ships had arrived with negroes, and

some fifty of these were from time to time purchased

by Guy, and they had reason to congratulate them-
selves on having fallen into the hands of the kindest

and best master in the colony.
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A SEASIDE ADVENTURE.
By George Manville Fenn.

WAS in rather a poor state of health,

caused by long and assiduous attention to

business in the tirm to which I belonged

in Crutched Friars. My physician recom-

mended rest and sea-air. I was to go to

^^ some quiet spot on the seaside, live simply,

avoid late hours and all causes for harassment.

It would be a great thing if I could night after night

get a sound sleep, and be for a time free of any
anxiety. Rest for the brain was to be the sovereign

cure. Acting on this pleasant advice, I chose

Lulworth in Dorsetshire, as quiet and dull a place

as could possibly be discovered. To help the cure,

I was medically recommended to avoid the glare of

sunshine, to wear blue spectacles, and have my hair

cut short; all which, with other advices, I attended

to.

Passing over any account of the journey—except

that a fisherman, of the name of Vye, who happened
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to be at Wool (the little station for Lulworth), drove

me across in his gig to my destination, and proved

to be a very agreeable companion—behold me at

Lulworth, poking about for lodgings, and finding-

accommodation at an old-fashioned inn called the

Cove Hotel. As for dullness, nothing could match

the situation. The only living objects to arouse

curiosity were a lady and her daughter, who, walking

about, seemed to be borne down by some awful

sorrow. I saw that the daughter was an extremely

interesting girl, with a pair of eyes which, as they

met mine, imparted even through my blue spectacles

a peculiar sensation.

For days and days I spent the most monotonous

and regular life, by degrees extending my walks

along the cliffs, and making the acquaintance of the

coastguard, ensconced in his turf shelter just above

the cove. Wherever I went, there were the two

ladies, peering about, and exciting curiosit}^ in their

movements, wander where I would along the cliffs.

They appeared to be for ever on the outlook for

some object on the horizon. There w^as a mysterj^

about them I could not fathom.

Well, three weeks passed, and one afternoon, after

a heavy sea-fog, which had lasted for six-and-thirty

hours, I strolled far away across the downs, and

struck the coast almost at the extreme western end

of the range of tall chalk cliffs. It was the farthest

point I had just reached, and it revealed the altered

character of the country and shore, which here

gradually flattened out, until it was nearly a dead

level, stretching towards the distant town of Wey-
mouth. The solitude of the spot, the balmy autumnal

Courage and Conflict. G
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air, the smooth sea, and pleasant sandy beach, all

suggested a batli. Clambering down the rocks, I was
about to undress under the lee of the cliffs, when I

was startled at hearing, as I imagined, a footstep

in the loose shingle. Yet no human creature was
visible. I concluded that the sound was a mere
fancy ; and, so assured, I was soon in the full enjoy-

ment of a delightful bath in the placid ocean before

me.

By swimming out to some rocks that rose above

the sea, I abandoned myself to the pleasant novelty

of the situation. Only by chance did I cast my
eyes landward, and there; to my vexation, was a

stranger on the beach. It must have been his foot-

step I had heard, and how he had concealed himself

I could not divine. Yet there he was ; and, to add

to my consternation, he began to take off his own
clothes and to dress himself in mine. My first im-

pulse was to call out, and next to swim hastily to

the shore and give chase. All my efforts were vain.

Before I touched the shingly beach the stranger

—

or thief I must call him—had donned my garments

and vanished among the cliffs. I was naked and

helpless. My only resource was to put on the

clothes which the wretch had left as his own.

Here was an extraordinary source of perplexity.

The thought of having to put on these clothes

filled me with disgust. A more motley and coarse

attire I had never seen, only fit, as I imagined, for

a mountebank of the lowest character. There was,

however, no choice, unless I wished to walk to

Lulworth in the costume of our first parents. It

was some consolation that this incomprehensible
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dress was tolerably clean, and was not, on the

whole, a bad fit. The odd thing was the diversity

of colours and marks. There were conspicuously

stamped the letters P. S., and below them the

figures 5755. Ridiculous as was this strange attire,

it was clear that I should hasten to the nearest

coastguard station and give notice of the robbery.

As the afternoon was waning, there was no time

to be lost.

On straggling, hatless, up the side of the clifi",

I noticed two figures watching me curiously from

above. They were boys, who, as I approached them,

waved their caps, and, with a sudden shout, ran off

at top of their speed. Gaining the crest of the

high down, I again caught siglit of the boys, still

running. Presently two men met them ; they spoke

together, the boys waved their hands excitedly in

my direction, then all advanced towards me. I, in

my turn, moved to them, and as I approached I

saw one was a coastguardsman, the otlier a police-

man. As we neared each other the boys fell back

behind the men, and the men themselves half-halted,

seemingly hesitating and irresolute.

But I went on, and as soon as I was close enough

to speak, said to the policeman, ' Ah ! you 're just

the man I wanted.'

' Funny, isn't it ? You 're just the man we wanted,'

was the reply; and in another second the coast-

guardsman had seized me by the arms, whilst his

companion slipped a pair of handcuffs on ni}' wrists

before I was well aware that it was done.

In my confusion and surprise the truth did not as

yet dawn upon me. This strange treatment added
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only another mystery to the affiiir ; bnt I well

remember that, in spite of my perplexity, I was
diverted by the behaviour of the boys as, with a

yell of triumph, they scampered back in the direction

whence they had come. What followed next is less

distinct in my recollection. I know only that I

protested, remonstrated, and begged my captors to

explain. It was all in vain—the sailor's lips seemed

hermetically sealed ; and all I could elicit from the

policeman was a dry ' All right
;
push on, or we

sha'n't get to Portland before it's locked for the

night.'

I was evidently taken for an escaped convict, and,

looking at my dress, there were grounds for the

supposition. Of course, I protested against such a

belief, told who I was, and mentioned how it was

my clothes were stolen while bathing. All was in

vain. I was only laughed at, and heard that a

reward of five pounds was offered for my recovery.

' We 've got you, and will keep you,' said the

policeman. ' Here comes the chaise to pick us up.'

So into the chaise I was j)ut, in spite of all remon-

strance.

Away, in the twilight gloaming, till at length we
emerged upon the long flat causeway that tops the

Chesil Bank and joins Portland to the mainland.

Miles high it seemed, that hill, a terrible ascent,

steep as the climb that faces many who have also

travelled this road if, when once again free, they

seek to struggle from crime to honesty. My courage

sank somewhat during that long gradient, and by

the time we reached the gloomy portals of the

prison it was at its lowest ebb. The place was
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lonely and silent as the tomb ; a solitary lamp
tlickered above the heavy gates, touching with spots

of lustre the tips of the steel nails that studded

all their panels. One of my escort jumped out and
touched a deep-toned bell ; and the next minute a
little window, some six inches square, was opened
in the door, and through it I saw the gleam of two
white eyeballs, belonging, doubtless, to the same head
from which came now a very gruif and threatenino-
' Well ?

'

' We 've got him !

'

Instantly the voice changed. It was clear the

escape was the source of deep anxiety to all at

Portland, and that this was joyful news.

'What! Raschkotf? For these and all other mer-
cies, the Lord's name be praised.' As if I, in my
character of Raschkoff, was a ver}^ excellent dinner
about to be digested by the establishment.

With a solemn clanging sound the heavy doors
swung back upon their hinges, and I was inside.

Almost like clockwork they closed again behind
me, and although I knew my incarceration was
certain to be short, I felt quite as if hope were
altogether extinguished from my breast. At that

moment I would gladly have purchased immediate
release at any price, and I asked indignantly to see

the governor at once.

'He says he's Mr John Wray of Crntchod Friars,'

said the policeman, with a grin.

'Always was th' artfullest villain out,' replied the
gatekeeper, pointing to me menacingly with his

heavy key. 'It's not the first time he's done it,

neither ; calls himself a gentleman, because he was
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convicted for 8ome genteel crime, forgery, or like

that. He was away six months last time, but we
nabbed him then, jnst as you have now. But he

made his "guy" a-^ain this morning in the fog, and

got away as smooth as butter. It 's here to-day with

him, and gone to-morrow.'

'Ay, and back again at night,' said the sailor

profoundly.

'I insist on seeing the governor at once,' I said,

interrupting the dialogue.

'That you will, .and sooner than you care to,

either. He'll be in his office about nine to-morrow

morning, and he'll have something to say to you,

I suspect, private and particular.'

' There 's no call for us to wait,' said the police-

man ;
' we can look up this way in the morning for

the reward.'

' Off you go, then ; but j^ou 'd better stay in the

village to-night; the major might want to speak to

you to-morrow. Good-night.'

' Good-night.'

The gates were opened again, my late companions

issued forth, and in another minute I heard the

sound of their wheels retreating down the hill.

Immediately afterwards I was ordered to move on

to the inner gate.

There was a second gate under the archway, a

dozen feet from the outer doors. This was of open

ironwork, and through the bars I could see the

tall outlines of the prison buildings. Just as we got

to this inner gate a man approached from the inside.

' Did you ring, Mr Tootle ?
' he asked. He was a

tall man in uniform, wearing a long-waisted, well-
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fitting greatcoat; at his side was a sword, on his

belt a bull's-eye lantern, and in the left hand a

bunch of keys. ' Did you ring ?
' he repeated.

'I did, sir. It's that Raschkoff; the police have

brought him back.'

' That 's the best piece of news I 've heard since

noon. Hand him over. Have you sent word to the

governor ?

'

' I 've rung his bell. He or the deputy will be

here directly. It's close on lock ing-up time.'

With these second gates, as they closed behind

me, there seemed to fall another barrier between

me and freedom, nor did my new escort encourage

me to hope for much consideration.

Through more gates and doors, all of which were

first unlocked, then locked, then relocked, and locked

again, till it seemed as if I was now as safe as

the crown jewels, or a toad entombed alive in a

p-ranite rock. At lenoth we reached a block of

buildings a little apart, with double doors through

which we passed, as we had the others, and I

found myself on the ground-floor of an unmistak-

able prison. There were three rows of cells, tier

above tier, the upper with a narrow landing and a

bright steel railing. As we entered another warder

met us; he was in slippers, and walked noiselessly,

like a ghost. In a sepulchral voice he said, ' Forty-

six, sir, and all correct.'

' This will make forty-seven, Mr Mounsey,' said

my conductor ;
' it 's that Raschkoft".'

' Shall I put him in the dark, sir ?
' was the eager

query.

' No ; in an ordinary cell ; but keep an eye on
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the trap, and watch him carefully, or he'll break

prison again—he 's clever enough.'

I was introduced forthwith into an ' ordinary

cell '—four bare walls, with a loophole window well

barred and wived over. There was nothing- in the

place but a gutta-percha pint pot, and a bed of

smooth, bare plank a little raised from the floor.

' Keep silence, will you !
' said, for the thousandth

time, the superior warder, as, for the thousandth

time, I tried to protest that I was not RaschkofF.

'Mind, Mr Mounsey, you don't let him talk to

you in the night ; he '11 be trying it on again, you
may depend. Give him his bed, and fill his pint

—

there;' and they left me.

Alone, at last, and in a solitary cell in Portland

Prison ! The dreadful truth was difficult to realise

;

but bars and bolts and iron doors are solid facts

not easily explained away. I felt as miserable now
as if I was doomed to be hanged next morning.

As I have said, from the first moment of my
capture I had treated my mishap as an unpleasant

joke—no more ; and all along I had buoyed myself

up with the knowledge that at the prison itself

the mistake would be at once discovered. Of course,

I had said to myself, the officials there will know I

am not not the real Raschkoft' the runaway. But
it seemed as if no one knew anything of the sort.

I had already passed through the hands of three,

and though all had scanned my features closely, no

syllable of doubt of my identity had followed their

inspection. What if I should be kept to serve out

the real convict's time, seeking vainly from day to

day, and year to year, to make my protest plain ?
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This would be too severe a dose indeed. Yes, I

was most miserable. Cold, wretched, and nearly

starved, for no food had crossed my lips since noon,

I gathered myself together, and sinking utterly

dejected upon the hard pallet, tried to groan myself

to sleep.

I must have slept; but the slumber at first was

fitful, and often disturbed by the click of a latch

at my cell door, and a flash of bright light through

a narrow slit turned on to where I lay. It was the

warder on the alert to prevent another escape. Even

the strangeness of this wore off, and I became

thoroughly unconscious, to be roused at last by a

deafening peal of bells, rung just above my head.

The dawn was struggling in pale, sickly tones through

the wirework of the tiny window, and I guessed that

this was the prison-bell, the signal to begin the labours

of the day. I was hardly at all refreshed by my
sleep, and terribly faint from want of food.

' Can I see a doctor ?
' I asked, as two new warders

came into my cell and told me peremptorily to stand

up and strip.

' Of course you can. But first of all, we must search

you ; it ought to have been done last night, only you

took us all by surprise—as you did, too, when you

hooked it. How did you get away, Raschkoff?'

*I tell you I'm not Raschkoff!'

Both the officers laughed heaitily. ' You '11 be the

death of us, Raschkoff'! But there—wash yourself;

it's close on breakfast-time, and after that you shall

see the young doctor.'

They brought me a pannikin of scalding hot cocoa,

and a small loaf, which I devoured eagerly. They
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were capital; there was milk in the cocoa, and the

bread was fresh and white. I got new courage from

the food. Surely, said I to myself, there must be

some one here who will confess that I am right—some

one who can swear to the real Raschkofi*. And then

it occurred to me that I would let matters take their

course, and desist from speaking another word in my
own defence. I wondered only how long the farce

would continue. I had plenty of visitors in the next

hour or two. First, the ' young ' doctor, as he had

been styled, though he was old enough to have gray

hair and a corporation. He was an airy, offhand

gentleman, wearing a stethoscope, like a flower, in his

button-hole.

' There 's nothing wrong with you,' he said angrily.

' Why did you send for me ?

'

' I feol faint.'

* Faint
!

' The ntter contempt of these words made
my blood boil. ' Were you faint yesterday morning

when you ran four miles and jumped the dike in the

fog ?

'

I sank back almost in despair. Happily nine

o'clock was now approaching, and preparations began

for my trial in the governor's office. I was again

stripped and searched ; my boots were taken from me,

and I got a pair of list slippers. Then, all at once

echoing along the passages, came a cry for ' Rasch-

kofF;' and Raschkoff'—^that is to say, I, John Wray
of Crutched Friars—shambled up two flights of narrow

stairs, and entered a little dock, on the farther side

of which stood a warder with a baton ; while in front,

some way off, was seated a portly, imposing personage

at Ii high desk, and surrounding him a group of
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officials, among whom were my friends the coastguard

sailor and the policeman.

'5755 Raschkoff! charged with making his escape,

resisting the police, insolence to the gatekeeper, and

giving the assistant-surgeon unnecessary trouble.'

All this the aforesaid portly gentleman read aloud,

and then, without waiting to hear me plead, called

upon my captors to give their story.

This has already been told. It was a little em-

bellished, no doubt, to glorify their courage. Next

caine Dunkley, the father of seven children, whom
I, in my character of Raschkotf, was about to rob of

their bread. Dunkley was about to plunge into

details of the daring manner in which I had eluded

his observation, when all at once his face fell.

' Here at last,' I said, ' is some one who knows I

am not Raschkoff.'

' Go on, Mr Dunkley, go on,' said the governor. But

Dunkley could not go on ; already, with self-interest

quickening his intellect, it had dawned upon him that

they had caught the wrong man, that Raschkotf was
still at laro'e, and that, therefore, the seven miniature

Dunkleys were far from secure from want.

I saw my opportunity.

' I wish to observe '

' Silence !

'

* I wish to observe,' again.

' Silence !
' again, and more peremptorily,

' I will speak !
' I said, growing resolute. ' I wish

to observe that my name is John Wray of Crutched

Friars.'

At which annoiuicement the little court was im-

mediately convulsed with laughter. Evidently the
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joke of my alleged mistaken identity was considered

highly amusing.
' I repeat, my name is Wray, and not Raschkoff.'

The governor for the moment looked as if he woukl

eat me, and his myrmidons \vei"e little less aghast at

my persistent insolence.

But Dunkley at last found his tongue. ' He 's

right, sir ! He 's not Raschkoff at all
!

'

'Not Raschkoff!' from the governor, who felt him-

self still one short of his total number.

'Not Raschkoff!' from the policeman, who felt

himself a fool, and five pounds poorer.

'Not Raschkoff!' from the pious gatekeeper, from

the first warder to the second, to the third, and so on

along the scale, as all in turn expressed their surprise.

But there was no doubt about it—Dunkley was posi-

tive ; and other officers corroborated his statement.

There were plenty now who knew the real Raschkoff

by sight; warders with whom he had been in daily

contact, and who saw at once that I was quite a

different man. It was my misfortune that, on the

previous evening, none of these had been on duty;

but in a prison containing nearly two thousand felons

the mistake was more than possible.

At last the governor spoke, and angrily :
' Oh ! but

this is too absurd. What were you about, all of you ?

It 's disgraceful !—And you, sir ! '—this to me— ' how
dare you come here to insult us, and make us look

like fools ?

'

One might have thought that I had been guilty

of breaking into the prison by force, and that I had

insisted they should keep me there for the rest of my
life.
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'But let me tell you, sir,' he went on, 'that there

is such a thing as connivance, and that it is felony

to assist a convict to escape; and that, before you

are many hours older, you will be by the heels in

Dorchester Jail for trial at the next assizes.'

'And let me tell you, sir,' I replied hotly in my
turn, ' that there is such a thing as action for false

imprisonment; and that if you do not instantly set

me free, if there is any law in the land, before you are

many months older jon will be cast in heavy damages

in the Court of Queen's Bench.'

' Nonsense, sir ! I insist on hearing your ex-

planation.'

My explanation ! as if I hadn't wanted to give it

these twelve hours past

!

Then, in a few hurried words, I told him the whole

story.

' But can this be corroborated ? Have you any one

within reach to speak to your identity ?

'

'There is the innkeeper at Lulworth, and others

there. Or, stay ; telegraph to my firm, Stokes, Wray,

& Co. of Crutched Friars.'

' Will one of the partners come down ?

'

'Yes, no doubt, if it's urgent.'

'It is urgent. I am sorry to appear discourteous,

or to disbelieve your story ; all I ask is, that you will

remain here '

' In prison ?

'

' By no means ; in my house, as my guest,' said the

governor, with the bow of a finished courtier. ' All

I ask is, to be quite convinced. I trust you will

understand that I am bound, in my serious and
responsible situation, to take nothing for granted.'
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' And my clotlies ?

'

' I dare say we can fit yon ont,' said the governor,

with a slight smile. ' We keep a large stock of ready-

made clothes—no, not convicts', but free men's, for

prisoners on discharge. Step into my private room,

and you shall make the change at once.'

In half-an-hour I was at breakfast, and at the right

side of the gates, with my host.

' Our Mr Stokes ' arrived that evening by five, with

full proof of my identitj^ ; the governor was satisfied

;

and I left Portland gladly enough within half-an-hour

afterwards. Mr Stokes went back to town at once,

but I got out at Wool, intending to walk to the inn.

Strangely enough, there was V^^e, who had taken me
and my luggage in his cart from the station on my
first arrival three weeks before. I hailed him. He
evidently did not recognise me in the least.

'No wonder you don't know me,' I said. *A nice

time I 've been having of it these last four-and-twenty

hours.'

My voice alone seemed to bring back a gleam of

intelligence into his face. Slowly his ej^es opened

wide, and his lower jaw dropped.

' Surely,' he said, ' I saw you a-goin' away last night

quite late with the two ladies. They sends down to

the Cove and orders a fly just afore ten—says they

are obliged to go unexpect, and must catch the mail-

train ; and as I was a-comin' over top o' Cliurch Hill

I see yon a-standing at corner o' cross-roads. Then

I remember the moon was a-shining pretty -nigh as

bright as the sun at day. I was coming down towards

you, when up comes the ladies' fly, and in you gets

lono- afore I could near you. I tells my missus, and
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slie- says, "Tend upon it, the gentleman's eloped;"

and when I heard at the Cove this morning as yoii

'adn't been home all night, I thought she was about

right; mayhap'
Here Vye stopped abruptly, looked round as he saw

the station-master coming out of the office, and called

to him: 'Here, Muster Coombs, didn't the two ladies

go away last night with the gentleman in blue

barnacles and brown billycock, same as I drove over

to the Cove three weeks ago ?

'

' Yes ; surely,' answered Mr Coombs, but with a

little hesitation as he looked at me. ' I certainly

thought it was the same gentleman, from his dress

and short hair ; but we were rather busy, and I didn't

take very close notice. Wasn't it he, after all ? Now
I look at you again, sir, how is it ? You have just

came from Weymouth, I don't rightly remember
you, either. Anyhow, I gave the two ladies and
the gentleman I took to be you three first to

Southampton b}' the 10.45 last train ; more I can't

say.'

Here was a complication ! What association could

there have been between the convict and those two
ladies ? And was it really he, disguised in my dress,

that Vye and Mr Coombs had seen ?

As I pondered for a moment, the station-master had
gone back to his office, and come out again with a

large brown-paper parcel in his hand. ' By the way,
Vye,' he said, ' you may as well take this to Richards

at the Cove. I'd almost forgotten it—came down
midday; there's nothing to pay;' and he handed it

to the fisherman.

Of course, it was not unusual to make Yye a
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carrier; and very soon he and I were once again

jolting towards Lulworth.

The parcel lay in the bottom of the cart at my feet,

and I remember observing quite casually that it was
directed merely to the ' Proprietor of the Cove Hotel,

Lulworth,' and that the handwriting was that of a

lady, and had rather a foreign character about it.

Intense consternation and wonder prevailed on my
arrival at the inn. Everywhere it had been clearly

settled that I had eloped ; and though none of the

gossips I spoke to had seen the man in the blue

spectacles and brown billycock go off with the ladies,

except Mr Vye, his account of that event and my
absence were the two and two which, put together,

left no doubt in the minds of the astute natives.

Indeed, I could not tind that anybody, coastguards-

man, or the owner of the lady's lodgings, had seen the

fellow ; and but for the station-master's confirmation

of Vye's story, I should not have believed it.

My room and belongings had been left undisturbed,

and it was with no small relief that I once more found

myself wearing clothes of my own. Whilst I was
setting myself a little to rights, and puzzling over the

connection which there seemed to be between the two
ladies and the man to whom I owed so much misery,

the landlord appeared, with the parcel we had brought

from the station in his hand.

' This 'ere 's for j^ou, sir, I 'spect, 'cording to the

direction inside it.'

He had undone thft outer cover, and within was

a second parcel, directed as follows :
' For the Gentle-

man w^ho wears Blue Spectacles staying at the Cove

Hotel' I cut the string, and found—what ? My
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clothes and wide-awake, and the contents of the

pockets intact

!

As I examined them a sheet of note-paper fell to

the floor. On it were written, in the same hand as

that on the two directions, these words :
' Beyond

restoring the enclosed articles, it is improbable that

any reparation can ever be made to the gentleman to

wdiom they belong for the outrage to which he has

been subjected. If his looks have not belied him,

however, it is just possible that he may find some

consolation, and an apology, in learning that his clothes

have been the accidental means of restoring to a

mother's and sister's arms an erring and repentant

man. If the law has been outraged, the gentleman

has been at least an unintentional accessory, and

whether this fact allaj^s his scruples or not, it is

believed that, by the time these words are in his hands,

the culprit will be beyond the reach of any efforts he

may be the means of helping the authorities to make
towards a recapture.'

As far off" as ever, almost, from the details which
led to this strange affair, broadly speaking, the letter,

nevertheless, gave me an inkling of the truth.

Whether it was a preconcerted plan between the

unhappy ladies and their unhappy relative, this meet-

ing on the Dorsetshire coast; whether he had managed
to escape for the second time, knowing where they

were ; whether they, in their misery, were led to that

out-of-the-way retreat by a helpless longing to be near

him, and had so for ever been sittincr watchino' his

rocky prison, and that he as accidentally lighted on
them as he had on the opportunity my clothes gave
hiui for getting out of the way, I shall never know.

Courage and Conflict. H
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It was quite enough for me to remember that young
girl's face to stay any promptings I might have had
to aid the law. Her appealing look had more than

once made me long to help her, and I had done so,

if through no merit, at least through no fault, of

my own, and I was not a detective.

More than ten years have passed since all this

happened. I have been long married, and it chanced

that I spent last autumn at Weymouth with my
family.

One day I paid a visit to Portland Prison—a second

visit. How different from the first ! Governors had

been changed ; the system of discipline, as is observ-

able from late reports, so immensely improved as to

render an event such as I have described next to

impossible. The chief warder, though he did not

remember me, remembered the escape of ' 5755

RaschkoftV 'Yes, sir;' and '5755 Raschkoff is still

at laro-e
!

'
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THE BRAVEST BRITON AT
WATERLOO.

By E. Bruce Low, M.A.

Tlie success of the battle of Waterloo turned upon the closing of

the gates of Hougoniont.

—

AVellington.

^jR CONAN DOYLE has told, and Sir Homy
Irvini^- has reah'sed for us in life-tints

on the stage, the story of Corporal

Gregory's daring deed at the great North
Gate of Hougomont, in dashing through

the flames with a wagon-load of ammunition
for the defenders ; but another heroic incident

took place at the same spot, which was of even
greater interest, and certainly produced results of

much greater importance.

All British and French writers agree that the

defence of the chateau and farmhouse of Hougomont
was the key to Wellington's position at Waterloo.

When Lord Uxbridge asked the Duke which was
the material point of his operations in case any
accident should overtake him, tlie reply was, ' Keep
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Hougomont.' Victor Hugo, describing the battlefield,

writes :
' Hougomont : this was the beginning of the

obstacle, the first resistance which that great wood-

cutter of Europe called Napoleon encountered at

Waterloo—the first knot under the blows of his axe.

Behold the court, the conquest of which was one

of Napoleon's dreams. This corner of earth, could

he but have seized it, would perhaps have given

him the world likewise.'

To hold this vital point in his line of battle

Wellington chose the Coldstream Guards, under

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir James MacDonnell, a gigantic,

broad-shouldered Highlander from Invergarry; and

to these same broad shoulders and the 'perfervidiitn

ingeniwm Scotorum, which at the supreme moment
and crisis of the assault refused to yield, Wellington

after the battle accorded the laurels of victory.

When appealed to, in awarding the prize of five

hundred pounds bequeathed to 'the bravest soldier

in the British army at Waterloo,' Wellington wrote

:

' The success of the battle of Waterloo turned upon

the closing of the gates of Hougomont. These gates

were closed in the most courageous manner at the

nick of time by Sir James MacDonnell. I cannot

help thinking, therefore, that Sir James is the

man to whom you should give the five hundred

pounds.' Like a true Highland gentleman, Mac-

Donnell handed over the money to the stalwart

sergeant who, shoulder to shoulder with this colonel

of the Guards, had forced back the door on its

hinges in face of an overwhelming force of the

enemy.

The foUowino- details of this soul-stirring incident
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are gathered from the most reliable French and

English sources :

The Coldstream Guards, who, with the 3rd or Scots

Guards, formed the Second Brigade of General Cook's

Division of Guards, arrived on the field of battle

at five o'clock on the evening of the 17th June,

Avearied with the long march from Quatre Bras,

where they had helped the Higbland Brigade to win
a costly victory. It was then a tine evening ; but

at seven o'clock, when MacDonnell's men advanced

to take possession of the chateau and grounds, a

tremendous storm of rain, wind, lightning, and loud

thunder broke over the country. Nor were they a
moment too soon; for hardly had they closed the

gates before a party of French cavalry ajiproached

at full speed and sought to seize the orchard. A
short and sharp encounter satisfied the enemy that

the attempt with their numbers was fruitless.

All that night the small garrison were kept at

work by MacDonnell in strengthening the buildings

for defence ; and in the morning they started to pierce

the brick walls of the orchard and garden for loop-

holes, and to erect low platforms for a second firing-

line who should shoot over tlie walls. All the

gates giving access to the chateau or the farm were
barricaded with flagstones, beams, broken wagons,
and the like ; but the great North Gate leading to

the British ridge was left open to allow of free

ingress for anniiunition and reinforcements if neces-

sary. This open gateway constituted a source of much
danger, as a rush of the enemy might at any moment
in the conflict force an entrance before a sufficient

number oi" the defenders could rally to the spot.
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Early in the morning of the 18th, Wellington and

his staff rode down to the spot. Miiffling, the

Prussian officer, and other foreigners were with him.

Taking a survey of the defences, the Duke ex-

pressed himself well satisfied. ' Now Bonaparte

will see how a general of Sepoys can defend a

position,' he said ; and was about to remount, when
Muffling expressed some doubt as to the possibility

of the post being held against assault. Wellington

merely pointed to MacDonnell, to whom he had

been giving some final instructions, and remarked,
' Ah ! you do not know MacDonnell.' After the

battle
—'after Napoleon had sent his brother Jerome

against Hougomont; after the divisions of Foy, Guil-

leminot, and Bachelu had hurled themselves against

it; after nearly the entire army corps of Reille

had been employed against it, and had miscarried

;

and Kellerman's iron hail had exhausted itself on

this heroic section of wall'—Wellington again met

Muffling near the chateau, and shouted exultingly

to him, ' Well, you see, MacDonnell held Hougomont

after all.'

The first French gun was fired at half-past eleven,

and was the signal for a general advance of their

Sixth Division, under Jerome Bonaparte, which at-

tacked the wood on the south side of the position

with great impetuosity, in the face of a heavy

artillery fire from Major Bull's howitzer horse battery

—to whom the Duke gave orders in person—with

the efiect that the French columns were twice checked

ere they entered the wood and drove off' the Hano-

verians and Nassauers posted there. Time after

time the attack was renewed, the defenders con-
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testing every inch of ground and making a rapid

advance at the first indication of hesitancy in tlie

attaclc. Slowly and surely the French infantry

pressed back the skirmishers of the Guards through

the beech-wood into the alley of holly and yew-

trees running round the north and west sides of the'

position. Under the belief that this hedge formed

the only obstacle to a rush into the garden and

orchard, the Frenchmen, mistaking the red colour

of the brick wall for the British uniform, sprang

rapidly forward, only to find themselves the target

for a deadly fire, which burst upon them from loop-

holes and platforms along the garden wall. Though

staggered for a time, the assailants, rendered frantic

by the unexpected obstacle and constantly reinforced

from the main body, rallied, and obtaining a vast

preponderance of force, swept round the flanks of

the farmhouse, and, like the onward sweep of a tidal

wave, carried all opposition before them. The

French had ascertained that the defenders received

their supplies of ammunition and were being rein-

forced from time to time by way of the great North

Gate. It was therefore determined to make a fierce

onslaught on this portion of the line of defence. To

this point, accordingly, General Bauduin, the com-

mander of the First Brigade of Jerome's Division,

directed the advance of the 1st Regiment of Leger

Infantry. Later, seeing Bauduin fall mortally

wounded just before the gateway was reached, the

colonel, Cubieres, assumed the direct command, and

with loud shouts rode forward towards the one

vulnerable spot in the armour of the defence. In

order to beat down all opposition he ordered for-
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ward a party of Sapeurs, at whose head he placed

a brave young- officer, the Sous-Lieutenant Legros,

but better known among the soldiers as ' L'enfonceur,'

otherwise ' the smasher,' who, though at the time an

officer of Light Infantry, had served for a period

with the Engineers, and was recognised by all as a

brave and capable leader for the task in hand.

Seizing a hatchet and waving his comrades to

follow, Legros rushed past the blazing haystack, the

dense black smoke from which filled the lane and

hid from the defenders the terrible danger which now
threatened their position. At this critical moment
the group of Guardsmen who had been holding

tenaciously to the lane leading to the gateway were

compelled by the overwhelming smoke and heat pro-

duced by the burning hay, and now by the rapidly

increasing pressure of their enemies, to relinquish

their post. Seeing themselves about to be outflanked

and their retreat cut off by a force now entering

tlie ' friendly hollow way ' from the other or east

end, tlie Guards withdrew into the great courtyard

of the farm, and hastened to close the great North

Gate.

This handful of Guardsmen, uj)on wdiose courage

and devotion to duty must now depend the fate

of Hougomont, and, in Wellington's own words, 'the

success of the battle of Waterloo
:

' who were they ?

From contemporary newspapers, from short obituary

notices, and from the lists of Yeomen of the Guard,

Bedesmen of Westminster Abbey, Tower and Chelsea

Pensioners, and the like, it has been possible to trace

a few of these brave men. How difficult the task

has become is shown by the fact that Mr Dalton's
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Roll-call, published in 1890, contains the names of

but a few out of the many who fought in the rank

and file of the regiments of Foot-Guards, Thou-

sands are as forgotten as ' autumnal leaves that strew

the brooks in Vallombrosa.'

The party now retiring slowly into the courtyard

consisted of men from the light companies of the

Coldstreams and of the 8rd or Scots Guards. Among
them were two brothers, Graham by name, natives

of the County Monaghan ; also two sergeants of the

Scots Guards—Bryce M'Gregor, a native of Argyll-

shire, who enlisted at Glasgow in 1799, and remained

in the service till 1822 ; and Sergeant-Major Ralph
Fraser, a veteran who had served with distinction

in Egypt in 1801, in Hanover, at Copenhagen, and
in the Peninsula, where he was twice badly wounded.

Upon these men then fell the brunt of the deter-

mined attack of Cubieres' regiment, headed by Legros

and his Sapeurs.

A fierce hand-to-hand fight now ensued. Step by

step the gallant defenders were forced to give ground.

Then, in order to create a diversion, Sergeant Fraser,

while his comrades made for the gate, rushed for-

wai-d into the thickest throng of the enemy, alone

and at great personal risk, and attacked the mounted
officer whom he saw urging his charger forward with
the obvious intention of preventing the heavy gates

from being closed. With a powerful thrust of his

sergeant's halberd he pulled the officer, who was
no other than Cubieres himself, from the saddle

;

and then, with a swiftness which utterly disconcerted

the Frencliraen around him, he ' rode into the court-

yard on the Frenchman's horse' before the surprised
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assailants had realised his daring design. Fraser was,

however, closely followed by Legros and about a

hundred of the enemy, who, parrying the vigorous

bayonet-thrusts of the defenders, threw their com-

bined strength upon the partially closed gate; and,

amid the crash of falling timbers and the rattle

of crumbling masonry, the great North Gate of

Hougomont was captured.

Only for a moment did victory rest with the

Frenchmen, Attracted by the loud shouts of ' Vive

I'Empereur
!

' and the counter-cries for help from

the hard-pressed defenders of the gate, MacDonnell,

calling the three officers near him to follow, made
for the courtyard. The sight which met his gaze

was sufficient to stagger even the bravest heart.

Already a hundred Frenchmen had entered the gate-

way, and some had penetrated as far as the wicket-

gate of the inner yard by which he and his party

must pass from the garden to reach the North

Gate. Here a dozen Frenchmen of the 1st Leger

Regiment had been surrounded by a number of

Hanoverian infantrymen, who had been driven into

the garden from the orchard by the overwhelming

numbers of the enemy. In a few moments the fight

here was over, and the intruders hunted down

;

but not before the Frenchmen had the satisfaction

of seeing a young Hanoverian lieutenant. Wilder

by name, pursued by another party of Frenchmen

towards the farmhouse, and, at the moment when
he grasped the handle of the door, cut down by a

ferocious Sapeur, who hewed off his hand with an

axe.

On entering the courtyard, MacDonnell saw that
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the Guai-dsiiien there were defending themselves at

the entrance to the cowhouse and stables which

ran eastwards from the gate, and that several of

their number were lying wounded at the doorway.

Among these latter was one of the brothers Graham

of the Coldstreams. From the windows of the

parlour, 'from behind the walls, from the summits

of the garrets, from the depths of the cellars,

through all the air-holes, through every crack in

the stones, the Guards, now in ambush, were firing

upon the French in the yard. At the chateau, the

defenders, besieged on the staircase and massed on

the upper steps, had cut off the lower steps.' To-day,

the ends of these broken stones resemble broken

teeth of some monster as they project from the

ruined wall, and among the nettles around still lie

the blue slabs which formed the steps ; above, but

inaccessible, are the stairs where the Guards hekl

their ground. Well may Victor Hugo declare :
' Tliis

corner of the earth, could Napoleon have held it,

would have given him the sovereignty of the world.'

However, it was not to be. MacDonnell, as we
have said, was a man of giant stature and breadth

of frame; and when he rushed like an infuriated

lion upon the Frenchmen around the gate they scat-

tered before him. With him were the handful of

young officers, whose names have been honourably

preserved to us by Siborne, the Kinglake of the

Waterloo campaign. They were, like Colonel Mac-

Donnell, all officers of the Second Battalion of the

Coldstreams. Captain Harry Wyndham (afterwards

General Sir H. Wyndham, K.C.B., M.P.) was a sou

of the third Earl of Egremont, and had already seen
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eight general engagements in the Peninsular war,

although on the day of the battle of Waterloo he

was not yet twenty-five years old. Besides earning

immortal fame by the heroic deed which we are

now about to relate, Wjmdham is remembered by

an incident which occurred immediately after the

battle, as darkness was falling upon the field. Press-

ino- on in the general pursuit of the French, he saw

one of the Imperial carriages attempting to escape,

and soon ascertained that the occupant was none

other than Napoleon's brother Jerome, against whose

columns he had been fighting all day. Quick as

thought he opened the carriage-door, only to catch

a glimpse of Jerome as he leapt out by the other

door and disappeared in the darkness.

Following Wyndham into the courtyard came

Ensigns Gooch (afterwards Colonel) and Hervey

;

and as they approached the small tower and well

in the centre of the farmyard they were joined by

Sergeant John Graham of the light company of their

regiment, wdio, as already described, had, with his

now wounded brother and Sergeants Fraser and

M'Gregor, been holding the enemy in check and

preventing them from setting the stables and barn

near the great North Gate on fire. As this small

party approached the gate there appeared before them,

at the farther end of the narrow way, a strong re-

inforcement of French infantry pouring in from both

flanks. The British officers became at once roused

to frenzy by the thought of the dire calamity which

must befall the whole army if they should fail. With

Hougomont taken, Napoleon would entrench himself

in the key to the British position, enfilading the
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right wing and opening the highway by the Nivelles

road direct to Brussels.

The impetuous rush of the little party of officers

no sooner burst in fury upon the Frenchmen near the

gate than they turned tail and broke up into several

parties, some taking refuge in the open cart-shed

adjoining the gate, and others making for the barn,

where many of the British wounded were lying, and

through which there was a direct road to the south

or French side of the position. The remainder stood

their ground, awaiting the arrival of the reinforce-

ments now in sight. In less time than it takes to

relate, MacDonnell and Sergeant Graham placed their

broad shoulders against the open gates; and while

their comrades engaged and overcame the daring

spirits among the enemy who struggled to resist, the

heavy doors were swung together, and—Hougomont

was saved ! Immediately stone slabs, broken beams,

and the remains of wagons and farm implements

were heaped against the gate, and then the storm of

baffled and impotent rage burst against the outside.

In another instant the heavy cross-bar which held

the doors together was fixed by Graham, and the

infuriated blows of hatchet and baj^onet beat un-

availingly on the solid planks of wdiicli the gate was

composed. Long afterwards the imprint of blood}^

hands upon the gate-post and timbers told the tale

of the frantic disappointment and passion of the

assailants, which became fiercer as the piercing cries

of the hunted Frenchmen still within the yard became

gradually silenced in death. As at Quatre Bras the

42nd Highlanders (the Black Watch) received the

French cavalry into the still unformed square, then
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closing its ranks, turned upon the intruders and ex-

terminated them, so now the Guards at Hougoniont

proceeded to dispose of Cubieres' Light Infantry one

by one.

So fierce now became the pent-up wrath of the

baffled enemy that an effort was next made to scale

the high brick archway above the gate, and for this

purpose a tall French Grenadier, amid the shouts of

liis comrades, mounted on their shoulders, and lean-

ing over the top, took deliberate aim at Captain

Wj'ndham, who at the moment was holding a musket
in one hand while directing Sergeant Graham Avhere

to rest a massive beam of wood which Graham had
brought to strengthen the gate. Noticing the French-

man's movement and intention, Wyndham calmly

handed the musket to Graham, who was a marksman
of note, and wutli a significant gesture indicated the

sharp-sl looter, whose musket was levelled, and who
had merely to draw the trigger. Instantly grasping

the situation, Graham took aim and tired. Two shots

rang out, but the Frenchman's weapon discharged

itself harmlessly in mid-air, and he fell backwards

on the heads of his companions, pierced through the

brain. At the same moment the assailants were

taken in rear by a force of four companies of the

Coldstream Guards under Colonel Alexander Wood-
ford, a Peninsular veteran, who afterwards rose to

the rank of Field-Marshal, and survived till August

1870. Woodford's men fixed bayonets and charged.

'J'he enemy immediately gave way and ' withdrew

from the contest
;

' which enabled Woodford to enter

the farm by a side-door in the lane. Woodford had

come at the personal request of Wellington himself
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to assist MacDonnell ; but although senior in rank

to that gallant officer, he refused to supersede him.

The French continued during the whole of the day

to renew their attack, but at no time were they able

to enter the farm. As already stated, the attack had

begun at half-past eleven; the assault on the great

North Gate took place at one o'clock, and was suc-

ceeded by a series of determined attacks by the whole

of Bachelu's Division till three o'clock, wiien it became

apparent to Napoleon that these troops were being

thrown away without result, and that now a different

line of action must be adopted. He resolved to make

the position untenable by setting the whole of the

buildings on fire. Among the two hundred and fifty

pieces of artillery which Bonaparte had brought into

the field of battle were a number of howitzers, which

he directed to be formed into a powerful battery

in order that their fire miglit be concentrated upon

the chateau and farm. It was not long ere the

incendiary projectiles thrown among the inflammable

materials accumulated in the farm caused them to

burst into flame. The great barn, filled, as we have

seen, with wounded Guardsmen, was tlie first to

catch fire ; then followed the outhouses on the north

side of the chateau and the farmer's house; and,

finally, the chateau itself burned furiously. Amid
dense volumes of black smoke, which attracted the

attention of the combatants far and near—producing

a temporary hdl in the general engagement—the

roofs of these buildings were seen to fall in, in quick

succession, sending vast sheets of flame upwards,

with brilliant eflect. It speaks well for the discipline

of the defenders that although many of the Guards-
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men had brothers and kinsmen lying wounded within

the burning buildings, it was recognised by all that

the defence of their various posts was the first duty
of each man, and not one left his rank, terrible as

was the anxiety to save the wounded, until the per-

mission of the officer in command had first been

obtained.

It was at this moment that Sergeant Graham,
whose post was now at the hastily improvised ban-

quette composed of benches, tables, chairs, and other

like materials, appealed to Colonel MacDonnell to

allow him to withdraw from the fighting-line. Mac-
Donnell consented ; but he asked Graham, whose
bravery was well known to him, why he should

retire when matters were at such a critical point.

'I would not,' said Graham, 'only my brother lies

wounded in that outbuilding which has just caught

fire.' Leave was cheerfully granted; and Graham,
laying down his musket, ran into the blazing building,

lifted his brother to a place of safety in a ditch close

by, and was back at his post almost instantly.

Graham's wounded brother survived to thank his

commanding officer, who in his turn repeatedly

expressed his admiration for the high sense of duty

and the brotherly affection shown by these lads from

County Monaglian. Nor did MacDonnell forget the

sergeant's gallant behaviour ; for not only did he

keep him in mind in various ways till Graham died

at Kilmainham on 23rd April 1843, but when the

Duke of Wellington awarded the Norcross bequest

of five hundred pounds to Colonel MacDonnell as

'the bravest soldier at Waterloo,' it was to Graham
that he passed on the gift, with the remark, ' I cannot
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claim all the merit due to the closing of the gates

of Hougoniont ; for Sergeant John Graham, who saw

with me the importance of the step, rushed forward,

and together we shut the gates.' The other brave

fellows who had held the post at the lane and gate

till succour arrived were not altogether forgotten

;

for it appears that Sergeant-Major M'Gregor retired

after twenty-two years' service with a considerable

pension, and was selected as one of the Yeomen of

the Guard, and was thus well provided for till his

death on 27th November 1846. Sergeant-Major

Ealph Fraser was, after his discharge in 1<S18,

appointed a Bedesman in Westminster Abbey, where

he continued till he was over eighty years of age.

Besides receiving from Wellington the high honour

of being credited with the ' success won at Waterloo

'

through his stout defence, MacDonnell was recognised

by the Prince Regent and by the Emperor of Austria,

who made him a Knight of the Order of Maria

Theresa. He afterwards became General Sir James
MacDonnell, G.C.B., Colonel-in-Chief of the Highland

Light Infantry. Of this officer, it is interesting to

note that his family, the MacDonnells of Glengarry,

Inverness-shire, were of very ancient descent from

the Lords of the Isles, and that Colonel Alexander,

the eldest brother of Sir James, was the Fergus

Maclvor of Sir Walter Scott's Waverley. The family

were much reduced and the estates heavily mortgaged

in consequence of the prominent part taken by them
in the Jacobite risings of 1715 and 1745, when, as

official documents show, they brought five hundred

clansmen into the field. The result was that at the

death of Colonel Alexander MacDonnell, in 1828, the

Conrase and Conflict. 1
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whole of the estates were sold, and tlie chieftain's son

and immediate followers emigrated to Australia. The

hero of Hougomont survived till 15th May 1859, and

with him ended the direct male line.

On the French side. General Baron Bauduin died

of the wounds received in the attack, aged forty-

seven; and at the door of the little chapel of the

chateau, to which, when the gate was closed, he had

fled for safety, was found the corpse of Sous-Lieu-

tenant Legros of the 1st Leger Regiment, still holding

the axe in his hand with which he had beaten in

a panel of the massive gate. His colonel. Baron de

Cubieres, afterwards made General and Governor of

Ancona in 1832, was loud in his praise of the British

soldiers, who, when he was unhorsed by Sergeant

Fraser and fell severely injured, ' forbore to fire upon

him, and to this he declared he owed many good years

since the battle,' as Sir Alexander Woodford tells us.

To-day the great North Gateway still stands much

as it stood on the day of the battle, though the brick

arch and massive beam on which it rested have long

since disappeared. A bit of the north door, broken

by the French, hangs suspended to the wall of the

farmhouse. This consisted, till recently, of four

planks nailed to two cross-beams, ' on which the scars

of the attack are visible,' says Victor Hugo. He
adds: 'Bauduin slain, Foy wounded; conflagration,

massacre, carnage ; a rivulet formed of English blood,

French blood, German blood, mingled in fury ; a well

crammed with corpses; the regiment of Nassau and

the regiment of Brunswick destroyed ; Duplat killed,

Blackman killed, the English Guards mutilated,

twenty French battalions, besides the forty from
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Reille's Corps, decimated ; three thousand men in that

hovel of Hongomont alone cut down, slashed to pieces,

shot, burned—and all this so that a peasant can say

to-day to the traveller, " Monsieur, give me three

francs, and if you like I will explain to you the affair

of Waterloo."

'

Oh, Hougomont, whose loloody name shall live to days of

latest fame !

Willie storied page and poet's song shall last, nnconqnered

Hougomont,

For ever linked shall he thy name with proudest day of

England's fame.
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THE RED FLAG.

By Captain C. North.

OOD morning, Jean,' I said, popping up
my head above the wall that divided our

two gardens. ' How are things to-day ?

'

My neighbour, never a very amiable

fellow at the best of times, scowled at

me with more than his usual ferocity, and

there was a triumphant note of malice in his

voice as, flinging down his spade and crossing his arms

over his chest, he came down to the wall, and, pushing

his ugly face as near mine as he could conveniently

get it, growled out, ' Better to-day, noon d'un chien.

At last our sacre Government has made up its mind.

The Territorials are called out, not for the usual

thirteen days this time, but for business, everybody

says. And, please God, we shall soon show you

English, and your Monsieur Chamberlain in par-

ticular, that France is ready to avenge the insults

offered to her from any quarter. So, Monsieur

I'Anglais,' he went on, ' you had better be getting
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packed, for you won't have much time to waste when

all you spies get the order to quit.'

This eloquent Gallic outburst did not in the least

astonish me. Fashoda was on every French tongue,

though we English residents took good care never to

mention the name except in the privacy of our homes

or when forced into discussing the matter by some

bellicose Frenchman ; and Jean, who came under this

category, had several times wrangled with me lately

over the actions of our respective countries, and the

iniquities of the poor Colonial Secretary in particular,

who, my neighbour insisted, in counnon with most

French people of his class, was the real author of all

the trouble. But I had never seen the good man so

very wrathful or so much in earnest before, and I

thought I would give him a Roland for his Oliver;

though I little knew how it would all end.

Jean was a foreman painter, and lived in a cottage

near my house in sunny Brittany, and, like all

Bretons, he hated the English with a holy hatred

;

although, like the rest of his compatriots, he lived

chiefly on English money, and it would have been

a bad day for them all had the colonie anglaise

departed or the trade with Southampton ceased. His

little strip of garden marched with the end of mine

;

and every Sunday, after early mass, he did a little

perfunctory digging and planting of sundry con-

sumptive-looking flowers and vegetables, accompanied

by much chatter, cigarette-making, and expectoration.

It provided much occupation and amusement for

his children, who always spent the weekly Thursday

holiday from the village school in scratching up every-

thing that their father had previously planted at the
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cost of SO much tobacco and natural moisture. Like

all good Bretons, he washed but once a week and

scorned to go to bed strictly sober. We had been

neighbourly enough until Fashoda burst like a

thunder-clap over our part of the world; then Jean

caught the war fever like the rest of the cafe poli-

ticians, inspired by the halfpenny boulevard press,

and he used to let off steam at me whenever he

had the chance. I rather enjoyed drawing him;

the wall was a good high one 1

' Bah, my friend
!

' I retorted when his outburst

was over, shrugging my shoulders in the most

approved French style; 'your Territorial troops are

no good ; few of them have handled a Lebel rifle as

yet. And as to us spies, as you call your benefactors,

we should be right enough; why, long before you

good Bretons down here had rubbed the cider out of

your eyes and discovered that war had begun, an

English squadron would be off your coast, and your

precious town bombarded or occupied and held to

ransom. By the way,' I continued, ' are you a Terri-

torial, friend Jean ?
' This was too much for my

'friend Jean.' His eyes blazed, and he ground his

teeth and hissed out words of weird abuse, of which

no language is more redundant than the French.

'Yes, pig-dog of an Englishman, I am a Territorial,'

he ended up with, 'and I hope that the good God will

give me a chance to make you eat your words,

you ' But as I thought this was getting past the

argumentative stage, I retired, and was soon out of

reach of his deep, booming voice, that continued to

roll choice curses out at me as long as I was within

earshot. Nor did I hear that delectable sound again
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or set eyes on his scowling face for many days, and

tlien it was under circuiustances that I little dreamed

of.

I heard, indeed, from one of his children that ' papa

was a soldier now,' and so I knew that he was one of

the thirteen hundred reservists, or ' Territorials,' that

had been called out to reinforce the regiment that

garrisoned the fort. But beyond that bit of news,

which did not interest me, I heard nothing more of

him, and I forgot his existence.

Marchand stuck at Fashoda, and we got out our re-

serve squadron, as all the world knows, and there was

much warlike activity as well as feverish attempts to

man the forts and put their coasts in a proper state of

defence by the French—how unsuccessfully only those

on the spot know. War was considered imminent,

and the people showed their real feelings towards us

foreigners in many acts of rudeness and discourtesy.

So the English colony was packed and ready to Hit,

and kept themselves to their houses and gardens as

much as possible.

Some of us, myself amongst the number, who dis-

liked being ' cribbed, cabined, and confined,' and could

not give up our country walks and roamings, took to

carrying arms as a precaution, for in lonely places

bands of men coming home from work were very

prone to give vent to their feelings in violent abuse

of any solitary Englishman they might come across,

and from words to blows and knives is a short step

in foreign countries ; but the mere sight of a revolver

scatters a band of bravoes like chaff when their atten-

tions become too pressing, and it had been found very

useful on more than one occasion. There was no
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necessity to load—the sight of it was sufRoient; but

I, being an old soldier and used to firearms, always

loaded mine, as I held that it was no good pretending

unless you were prepared to shoot if driven to it, and
I lived to congratulate myself on my opinion.

Fishing of all and every kind has always been

one of the great pleasures of my life ; and although

streams were wanting in my neighbourhood, and I

had consequently to forego the pursuit of the wily

trout, I made shift to enjoy myself immensely Mnth

the big bass that haunted the swirling waters round

the rocky points with which the coast abounded.

It was dangerous work, however, unless you were
thoroughly acquainted with the ins and outs of the

tide and the quickest and safest way of getting out of

danger ; for at certain spring-tides the water rose no
less than forty feet, and came in over the rocks like

a racehorse, and it was easy enough to find yourself

cut off on a miniature island rapidly being covered

by the water, where a few minutes before you were
standing at the end of a promontory with a seemingly

easy retreat open behind you by which to gain the

cliffs. Add to this the rapidity with which the sea

would get rough, and the long rollers on quite calm
days suddenly assume huge size, and leap up and over-

whelm with a torrent of creaming water places high

up on the cliffs, to all appearances quite safe and out

of their reach, and you have a sport not lightly to be

entered upon except by those thoroughly alert and
conversant with all its dangers.

One special place there was, remote from the habita-

tions of man, and my favourite spot. It was a narrow
promontory some five hundred yards or so long. It
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stuck out abruptly from the cliffs, and sloped gently

downwards toward its extremity. It was used as a

rifle-range by the troops in summer, the targets being-

placed in line across it at the end, about fifty yards

from the edge of the cliff. It was grass-grown except

the part behind the targets, which, being sea-swept

at very high tides, was water-worn and bare rock.

The cliff at the end was not high, and all round

the base were strewn huge boulders. These were

uncovered to a certain extent at low tide, and it was

in the churning water round them that the big fish

loved to play. In winter it was a grand place for

sport. There was no firing then, and I used to climb

down and fish off the boulders for an hour or two
until the rising tide drove me up over the cliff, out of

reach of its hungry clutches.

French targets, I must explain, are oblong iron

frames covered with white linen. The markers sit in

a hole in front of them, and after each shot stop up

the hole made by the bullet by sticking a piece of

white paper over it, signalling its value at the same

time. On the range I am describing no stop-butts

were used, as there was nothing but the open sea

beyond ; thus the bullets swept freely down the slope,

shaving the edge of the cliff in their flight, and finally

losing themselves in the blue sea beyond. There was

a little stone shelter on the flank and behind the line

of targets. In this a lookout-man was stationed,

armed with a small red flag on a slender pole. He
generally sat with his back to the wall, dozing in the

sun. His duty, I believe, was to wave his flag if any-

thing happened to stop the firing, such as a fishing-

boat coming within range, or anj^tliing of that kind
;
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but this was of rare occurrence, I imagine ; there were

too many reefs and treacherous sunken rocks round

the point to make it a fashionable resort for boats.

The lookout post was a sinecure, and, in consequence,

much in request with those good soldiers of the

Kepublic who preferred repose to their more active

duties, and they were not in a minority.

This shooting took place in spring and sunnner,

however ; in winter the bleak headland, with its out-

of-date fort—curiously placed at its wrong end, and

thus useless even had it been of modern design—was
deserted. Then the gulls hovered and screamed and

fought over some dainty bit of ofFal, and the cormo-

rants and divers fished in peace, undisturbed by noisy

rifle or ringing bugle.

Except the birds, there was not a living thing to be

seen as, in the early morning some ten days after my
dispute with Jean, I made my way along the range,

past the empty holes wherein the markers sat when
the targets were up, to a spot in the clifl:" where I

could clamber down what is called by alpine climbers,

I believe, a 'chimney,' and thus gain the uncovered

rocks below. This chimney was the only difficult part

of the business, for, though it was not very high, it

had no nice iron staples by which to descend, as in a

fashionable and self-respecting chimney, but merely

awkward knobs and cracks in the walls, which

afforded very poor holding to a man encumbered with

rod and basket, and wearing sea-boots and heavy coat,

as I of necessity was in winter. However, I got down
safely, as usual, and clambered over the rocks until I

reached the water's edge.

The sea was calm, as it generally was at low tide,
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but I knew from its colour, and the sullen roar that

came from the reefs and islands far out, that there

was a heavy swell outside, and that I should have to

retreat in good time if I did not want to be caught

napping and be swept away into the boiling surf that

would assuredly replace the present deceitful calm

when the tide rose.

I had fished for about an hour, when, to my amaze-

ment, I heard a bugle-call sound, and before I had

quite grasped the meaning of it, there came ominous

whistlings over my head, followed almost instantane-

ously by the crackling of rifles—not the ordinary shots

of a rifle-range, singly, or in twos and threes, but a

regular fusillade, as if from machine-guns or magazine-

rifles. Who the dickens was it, I wondered, that could

be shooting at this time of year ? The regiment, I

knew, had finished their musketry practice long since

;

and for the life of me I couldn't think what was the

meaning of this bombardment. My conjectures were

pleasantly interrupted at this point, however, by a

fish taking my bait, and running sixty yards of line

straight off the reel in his first rush ; he then

But no, no, I must really refrain. Suffice it to say

that I killed him—seven pounds if an ounce.

When I had safely basketed him, I perceived that

things were turning out as I had foreseen. The tide

was beginning to rise rapidly and drive me up from

rock to rock towards the base of the chimney. Indeed,

the big rollers were already gaining in size and force,

and surged up now and then in close proximity to my
legs ; and now tliat the excitement of playing my fish

was over, and I could attend to other matters, I began

to ask myself what the reader has doubtless been
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cogitating over ere this—not having a bass to phiy

—

how I was to get away over that bullet-swept slope

at the top of the cliff". It must be a regular Dargai,

I felt. The rattle of musketry was incessant, com-

pletely drowning the whistling of the hundreds of

slender Lebel bullets that I knew must be combing

the air above my head. I saw, too, that the rollers,

as the tide came up, would beat against the chimney,

even to its very top, and over—not lightly and spray-

fully, if I may coin a word, but in sullen rushes of

heavy water that no man could withstand ; and to be

either torn from my hold, swept away and ground

into pulp, or riddled with bullet-holes if I attempted

to leave the shelter of the cliff", seemed to be my
certain and unavoidable fate. The perspiration began

to gather, and for the first—no, the second time in

my life I found myself in a very tight place indeed.

Suddenly I remembered the lookout-man ; he was sure

to have been posted, whoever and whatever was the

cause of the firing. Fool that I was not to have
thought of him before, and saved myself some anxious

moments. I had nothing to do but put my head up
above the edge—and I remembered a chunk of rock

that lay there which would just give sufficient cover

for that part of me—and hail him, and all would be

well. He would wave his flag and stop the firing,

while I walked away out of danger. I smiled as I

pictured his astonishment when he heard my shout

and saw my head bobbing about on the cliff'-edge, and
with what vigour he would wave his red rag; and I'd

give him a franc as I passed—blowed if I wouldn't

!

—he would deserve it.

Much relieved in mind, and only slightly anxious as
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to the size of the stone I counted on as cover for my
head when necessity compelled me to stick it up, I

leisurely began to pack up my rod ; and, all being-

snug, and the waves having driven me nearly to the

foot of the cliff, I began the awkward ascent. The

firing was as fierce as ever, and it was not without a

certain amount of hesitation that I gripped the edge

at last, and drew myself up until my head was above

the friendly shelter. As I had anticipated, the piece

of rock lying in front a foot or two from my head

gave me slight protection ; but the bullets were simply

raining down the slope, ricochetting and spluttering

in all directions and on every side of me ; and, in spite

of the bit of stone, it was a most jumpy position to

be in. I was thankful, however, to see the lookout-

man sitting in his shelter away on my left, with his

fl.ag on the ground beside him, and his hat tilted over

his nose to keep out the sun that streamed on him,

late in the year though it was.

I felt certain that I should easily attract his atten-

tion in spite of the row from the firing, which I now
saw was no ordinary musketry practice, for the range

was crammed with men pouring in a continuous and

furious fire. There was no marking, of course, and it

dawned upon me at once that these men were the

'Territorials' getting rid of their ammunition as fast

as they could. I knew the dodge. Every man had

sixteen rounds to fire, and the whole lot only half a

day to do it in ; hence, the only possible way of

getting rid of the cartridges was to draw the men up
in lines across the range, and tell them to blaze away
for all they were worth, no time for aiming or mark-
ing being possible. This accounted for the furious
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storm of balls that swept the air and ground round
my devoted head. Although all this takes time in

the telling, you may be sure it was not two seconds

before I was yelling at the lookout-man ; and, to my
relief, he at once swept his cap to the back of his

head, seized his flag, and, jumping to his feet, gazed

wonderingly in my direction. As he caught sight of

my head he appeared to grasp the situation at once,

and was in the act of raising his flag, when he paused,

stared hard at me, and then, to my amazement,

deliberately sat down again, took out his tobacco-

pouch, and began to roll himself a cigarette. This

was too bad. What did the fellow mean ? I knew
he had both heard and seen me, and his conduct was
past understanding.

Stay ! What was there familiar to me about the

man ? Something, I felt sure. Ah ! I have it ; that

peculiar action of his when he rolls his cigarette

—where had I seen it before ? Great heavens !—

•

Jean ! Yes ; in spite of his dirty and ill-fitting

uniform, his monstrous heiyi and unshaven chin, I

recognised my neighbour Jean; and as I remembered

our last meeting and his wild words and rage, the

whole horrible business became clear to me. This

was his revenge. It was incredible, but it was true.

I was to be shot or drowned, whichever I chose, and

he would not raise a finger ; he would be both blind

and deaf. If I was shot, well, I came over the clifl"

without warning, and before he could raise his flag;

if I was drowned, he couldn't see the base of the cliflT

from his post. He would be held clear of blame,

even if the authorities bothered about it at such a

time of tension ; and as to the consul taking up the
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matter, why, there was no likelihood of that; the man
was a mere figurehead. He would never take action.

It was a wretched plot, and a clever one. I must try

again. And try I did, all I knew, to get the man to

hoist his flag, but without avail ; he remained stolid

and immovable. There was one thing I didn't do

—

I didn't beg of him. He shouldn't have that pleasure,

and I believe it was just what he was waiting for.

Finally I gave up trying; and, finding my fingers

cramped and my toes numbed with so long holding

to my chimney, I went down it again and rested

a while at the bottom and pondered. I thought of

many things to aid me, but none was feasible. Even
if I could wave a coat or handkerchief above the cliff",

the long row of closely-set targets would prevent them
seeing from the firing-point. Only Jean would see,

and he would gloat. I scanned the sea. Not a boat

was to be seen. ' Why should there be ?
' I groaned.

Boats avoided La Garde—that was the name of the

point ; it was a place of evil ways. No ; turn and

twist the trouble as I would, I could find no way of

escape.

Meanwhile the sea rose higher and higher. Every

now and then a wave bigger than the ^others swept

with a roar up to my very feet, and I saw that I

should have to take to my chimney very soon if I did

not wish to be carried away. I had just grasped the

first knob of rock preparatory to beginning to climb,

when, above the roar of the surf and the rattle of

musketry, I heard the notes of a bugle. Could I

believe my ears ? Yes, it was the ' Cease fire
;

' and
as the last note died away, the crackling of the rifles

followed suit, a.nd in a few seconds the hoa.rse voice
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of the sea was all that broke the stillness. Here was

an unexpected chance, and one which somehow or

other I had never thought of when racking my brains

for a way out of the difficulty. Simple as it was,

it had never occurred to me tliat something might

happen to stop the firing for a few moments. A few

moments ! Ah, yes ! it might be, and probably was,

only but for a minute or so that the deadly hail would

stop ; some changing of those firing that would take

no time to speak of. And as this fact dawned upon

me I began to scramble frantically up the chimney to

gain the edge and salvation. Alas for my hopes and

my haste ! I had barely got half-way up when my
basket, as fishing-baskets have a trick of doing,

shifted round from my back to my front and got

between me and the rock. Here was a pretty fix ! I

could not let go with either hand in order to right it,

and I could not go up higher without serious risk of

being pushed out and falling on to the rocks below.

I did try; but the basket was big and bulky, made

to carry big fish and heavy tackle, and I saw at once

that I must go down again and leave it behind next

time. Even the descent was a matter of huge

difficulty with the great thing hanging in the awk-

ward position it had assumed. It hung like an

incubus round my neck, blocking the view below me,

so that I couldn't see where to place my feet ; and it

was simply a matter of luck that I reached the bottom

in safety. It did not take me a moment to slip the

strap and begin the climb again, quicker than ever

this time, as may be imagined ; and even as I did

a huge wave swept round my legs, nearly carrying

me awaj' with the basket, which it whirled off to a
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watery grave as easily as a cork. Up, up I went ; the

top was nearly readied, when—oh, horror !—^I heard

the shrill bugle once more. No need for me to listen

to its notes now. I knew well enough what call was
beginning to sound, and though I made a frantic and
despairing effort to gain the top, it was too late ; ere

I had grasped the edge above me the storm of bullets

had broken out again. My heart fairly died within

me ; and such was the revulsion of feeling that, for

a few seconds, I nearly lost my precarious hold and
fell back into the boiling cauldron below. When I

recovered myself and looked down with calmness once

more, I saw that the supreme moment must soon come
when I would be compelled to leave my shelter and
make a run—a run into certain death, it seemed.

Still, it was better than the cruel waves ; for now the

tide was running with its full force, and every minute

the hungry water rose, leaping up at me, like a dog at

a bone hung out of his reach.

Meanwhile what was my enemy doing?— that

enemy more pitiless than sea, rocks, or bullets. I

drew myself up and looked. Heavens ! could I believe

my eyes ? The man was looking anxiously for my
reappearance, it was evident, and when he saw my
haggard face his own quite lit up, and he smiled at

me cheerfully and encouragingly. Had he relented ?

I anxiously asked myself. Surely he had. Yet why
didn't he hoist the danger-flag ? Ah, yes ! he was
going to do it ; he had never really meant murder
after all. I saw it all now ; his sole intention was to

give me a good fright. Well, he had done it, and no
mistake. ' There, he has begun to raise the flag ; soon

it will flutter above the top of the shelter^ and I shf^U

Courage and Conflict. J
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be saved. How slow he is! Go on, man, go on!

Merciful powers! what is he doing now? Why is he

scowling again so fiercely ? Ah, you scoundrel ! you
double-dyed villain !—the flag drops to earth again.

You mean murder after all. This was your fiendish

plan, this the cause of your anxiety. You feared your

victim had been washed away, and that you would

be balked of the pleasure of torturing him with false

hopes of safety. Oh, fiend in human shape, villain

and ' But madness and despair seized upon me,

and I raved and cursed at him until the water found

me, and a monstrous wave swept up and covered me
to my waist, and tore and hauled at me so that I

could barely keep my hold. Howevei-, it steadied my
nerves, and I ceased my useless ravings ; and as it

passed and left me I leaned against the side of my
chimney to rest and gather strength for the final

effort that I saw could be no longer delayed, but must

be made before the next big wave came and over-

whelmed me. As I rested something in my coat-

pocket pressed uncomfortabl}^ into my thigh between

me and the rock, and I put my hand in to shift it.

As I felt it in my hand, and realised what I held,

a thrill of joy and hope ran through me. I still

possessed a last argument, and one that might be

most effectual with Jean; and I drew forth my
revolver, the very existence of which I had forgotten.

I lost no time in trying its effects. ' Jean,' I shouted,

' look here '—and I pointed the pistol at him as well

as I could without exposing mj^self to the hail of

bullets that still swept past— ' if you don't hoist your

flag at once I '11 fire at you ; and it 's odd if I can't

hit 5^ou in six shots.'
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Jean started as he saw tlio revolver with my wild

face backing it, and as he heard my shout he seized

his flag and made as if to hoist it in earnest, but the

hatred in him conquered his fear; the distance was

long for a pistol, and though he could not get out

of danger from me without running into worse from

his comrades, he fancied himself fairly safe, which

in reality he was, looking at all the circumstances

against accurate shooting on my part. So he still

defied me; the old mocking smile came back to his

lips, and he shouted back at me, ' Die, dog-pig ! What
do I care for your toy ?

' and he shook his flag at

me in hate and derision. But it was no toy he had

to face, but a good English ' Bulldog
;

' and though I

had little chance of hitting him, cramped as I was,

and it would not have helped me, either, if I had put

a bullet in him, I hoped that I should go near enough

to the brute for him to hear the whistle of the ball

or the splash of its striking the wall behind him, and

so put a holy fear of the next shot into him, and bring

him to reason.

So without more words I loosed off at him, and just

in time ; for as I flred I heard a roar behind me, and
I had barely time to drop the pistol and cling to the

edge like a limpet, when a crushing sea reared itself

against me, as it seemed, and covered me with a

deluge of water and foam. I had an indistinct and
momentary vision of Jean's arms in the air, with a

splotch of red above, and then the hissing water shut

out everything. •But, thanks to the purchase afltbrded

by the sides of the chimney, and the good hold the

rough edge of the cliff gave, I still clung on ; and
wlicn the wave had passed I was still in tlie old place.
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When I had got the water out of my eyes I looked

for Jean, and behold ! he was lying stretched on his

face, a few feet in front of his shelter, his hands still

grasping his flag, but motionless and still ; but yet

more wonderful, the firing had ceased, and I saw
several officers running down the range towards me.

I hastily scrambled up and went towards my late

enemy. I say late, because he was as dead as a

door-nail, with a bullet through his heart.

There is not much more to be said. I explained

that I had been fishing, and had been caught by a

wave as I climbed up the cliff to give the signal to

the lookout to hoist his flag, and thus let me pass.

They at the firing-point knew nothing but the fact

that a sharp-eyed officer had seen the red flag wave
violently for half a second above the shelter, and,

thinking it odd, had used his glasses and seen what

he thought was a leg or arm lying on the ground

beside the wall. The firing had been instantly

stopped ; and they came up to see. It was evident

that the poor wretch had incautiously exposed himself

and got a bullet in his heart for his pains, though

they wondered why the wound was in front; and

that in his death-spring he had waved the red flag

so opportunely for me. It was his own careless fault,

and so they buried him without fuss or inquiry, the

regimental sawbones not even troubling to probe for

the bullet that caused his death. Luckily for Trie.

So they built a bigger shelter and the Eepublic lost

a soldier, while I—well, I lost a basket and fine fish,

a revolver, and a neighbour.
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A PARTIAL BLOCKADE.
A REMINISCENCE OF THE HAYTIAN

REBELLION.

By F. T. Bullen.

vHE condition of affairs in Cuba, and the

position of that island before and during

the struggle with Spain, when backed

by the United States, necessarily turned

many people's thoughts in the direction of

Hayti. Of course there was this important

difference between the two cases, that matters

were complicated in Hayti by the presence of two

sets of rulers, French and Spanish, who each claimed

half of the island. Both were hated impartially by
the revolutionists, who have a far larger proportion

of pure negro blood among them than is the case in

Cuba ; and both were inclined to thwart one another's

plans while apparently taking concerted action.

A striking object-lesson in the conduct of the

Haytian war was to be seen in what, for want of a

ibetter term, was called ' the blockade.' (The last
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blockade lasted, nominally, from November 1888 to

July 1889.) The combined fleets of France and Spain

had the job in hand; but, although there had then

been little done to settle the question of an ' effective

'

blockade, their proceedings were an utter farce. To
the ordinary commerce of the island it made no

difference at all. Trading vessels came and went as

they chose without any hindrance to their operations

except in the natural shrinkage of trade, which of

course was great. So much was this the case that

when, on her way home, our large steamship left

Kingston in Jamaica for Port-au-Prince, there was
no excitement or apprehension among the large

number of passengers we carried, not even a sug-

gestion of danger or detention. As we drew near the

apex of the gradually narrowing gulf whose shores

converge upon Port-au-Prince two warships became
visible, one on either side of the harbour's mouth, but

some three miles seaward of it. Although apparently

at anchor, they both had steam up and flew their

national colours in storm-flags, one French, the other

Spanish. To our usual sea-courtesy of dipping our

ensign as we passed between them they vouchsafed

no notice. Doubtless they did not feel too amiably

disposed towards any vessel flying the well-known red

ensign, but they made no overt show of unfriendliness

beyond this sulky unresponsiveness.

At first the harbour seemed entirely deserted ; but

when we reached the hulk in which our car^o was
stored pending our arrival we discovered lying along-

side the mole a long, low steamer of some 700 or 800

i:ons register, whose two schooner masts raked aft,

with the short funnel, at a preposterous angle, giving
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her a most slaver-like appearance. She was painted

a gray-blue—masts, funnel, boats, houses, and hull

—

so that she was difficult to descry at any distance.

Her appearance would have drawn a seaman's atten-

tion anywhere; here it did not need the tiny 'stars

and stripes' fluttering over her tafli-ail to inform us

that, whatever her ostensible name and port of

registry might be, 'Yankee filibuster and blockade

runner' was writ large all over her. She had evi-

dently accomplished her inward errand, whatever it

had been, and was now placidly lying without a sign

of life about her except the tiny blue vapour hovering

over the funnel that spelt 'banked fires.'

Ashore the condition of the forlorn and dilapidated

town aflbrded ample interest. Once it had evidently

been a quite important city for this part of the world.

But now, after subjection to years of maltreatment at

the hands of its former as well as its present masters,

it was but a succession of ruinous heaps, unfit for

decent habitation ; and the state of anarchy masquer-

ading in the guise of a government gave the final

touch of hopelessness to the place from our point of

view. The negro was ' on top ' and meant to stay

there. Also he had made up his mind that here, if

nowhere else in the world, the white man should

recognise the fact or pay an exceedingly heavy price

for contumacy. Gorgeously-attired darkies, fantasti-

cally armed and barbarously bedizened with tarnished

gold lace and draggled ostrich plumes, strutted about

the filthy footways, demanding instant and servile

recognition from all white men unfortunate enough

to meet them ; and, as the number of officials was
great and the reins of power constantly shifting, it
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was well-nigh impossible to avoid the grave crime of

neglecting to salute adequately and promptly some

feather-brained negro dressed in a little brief authority.

Most of those white men who for their sins were com-

pelled to do business in this abominable place found

it safest to compromise by saluting impartially all the

gentlemen of colour they met, feeling fairly sure that

the swift kaleidoscope of Haytian politics would bring

every nigger on top sooner or later, even if for only

a few hours.

To this wretched condition of things we owed the

loss of thirty good men's lives. A party of men from

our ship went ashore one evening, and in the course

of their walk were met by some cock-a-hoop official

of whom they took no notice. His scarecrow escort

at once demanded abject apologies, which were not

forthcoming, although some sea-ribaldry on the subject

of niggers collectively was freely tendered. In the

subsequent scrimmage our fellows were badly mauled

and hauled off to the calabozo, an unspeakably filthy

collection of huts islanded in a lake of sewage.

Twenty-four hours in this inferno sufficed to reduce

men accustomed only to the briny purity of sea-air to

such helplessness that when their heavy fines were

paid they could barely crawl over the ship's side to

get aboard. Every man of them was at once placed

on the sick-list, the doctor's face lengthening con-

siderably upon his examination of them. Fortunately

we had a shipwrecked crew with us as passengers,

who were only too glad of a chance of employment,

so that we were not shorthanded, and the cargo was

completed without delay.

At about ten p.m. on the last evenino; a canoe
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arrived from heaven knows where, bearing a bulky

negro, well-dressed and important-looking, who was

evidently an intending passenger. After a hurried in-

terview with the captain and chief officer, two or three

hands were called to hoist his baggage on board, which

they did with many cursory remarks as to its abundance

both of weight and quantity. The canoe disappeared

into the darkness, the packages were taken into the

saloon, and, with the exception of perhaps half-a-

dozen people, no one on board knew anything of the

occurrence. As for the new passenger, he became

invisible ; even the stewards saw scarcely anything of

him on the voyage. And nobody seemed curious.

At earliest dawn next morning every member of

the crew, when called to get under weigh, noticed

almost instantly that the small blue vapour that con-

tinually overhung the filibuster's funnel was growing-

darker and denser. From our own the black masses

were rolling in pitchy volumes as the firemen worked
with a will, eager to get away. When the word was
passed to ' stand by ' for hauling in moorings from

the hulk, every one, except perhaps two or three, was
amazed to see the Yankee suddenly glide from her

station and noiselessly sneak alongside of us. Excite-

ment was immediately at boiling-point, and many an

eye sought our ' old man's ' impassive face, as with

arms folded he leaned against the after-rail of the

bridge. There was perfect silence on board as the

tall, elegant figure of the Yankee commander, in a

perfectly-fitting suit of gray silk, and with his hand-

some oval face shaded by an enormous Panama som-

brero, calmly stepped from his bridge on to our deck,

where he was instantly joined by our sl^ippcr. The
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pair dived into the chart-room, emerging five minutes

later and seeking their respective bridges at once. Our
engine-room gong gave out its deep note, succeeded

instantly by the command ' Let go, fore and aft,' and
the low mellow notes of the sailors' cries as they hauled

in the big, stubborn hawsers. We forged ahead slowly,

so did our companion, but apparently without effort

on his part. Soon we Avere going full speed for the

sea in mid-channel, with our biggest ' house-flag ' and
ensign flying and every beam and stringer vibrating

like a jew's-harp tongue under the unusual stress.

The Yankee still kept position in the same effort-

less fashion. Her captain lolled negligently on the

bridge, dreamily puffing at a corpulent cigar, his

half-closed eyes apparently indicating utter indif-

ference. Not another individual was to be seen on

her deck. Our rail, on the contrary, was crowded

with spectators, crew and passengers alike, all with

nerves at concert-pitch as we rushed along towards

that spot in mid-channel where we should be directly

between the two watchers of the threshold. Up till

now they had made no sign that they knew of any-

thing going on of interest to them, unless a slight

thickening of the smoke wreath from their funnels

meant that they were accumulating steam for a dash.

They did not move, however, and gradually we drew
abreast of them. No sooner had we passed them than

our Yankee friend deliberately drew himself up and

said curtly, ' G'lang ahead ;
' then, with a sweeping bow

and wave of his hat, ' S'long, Cap., my best thanks.

S'long ladies n' all.' As he spoke his vessel seemed to

leap forward like an unleashed hound, while a very

torrent of inky smoke from her funnel overspread the
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sky, and befouled the pure air with the reek of

petroleum. The two warships started immediately in

chase, and for some time a succession of fountains in

the filibuster's direction as well as the hollow rever-

beration of guns told us they had hopes of crippling

their audacious enemy even at that long range. But

he steamed two knots to their one, and in less than

a quarter of an hour they gave up the chase. There

was considerable trepidation on board our vessel at

this time. What more natural than that they should

seek some small solace by punishing us who were

undoubtedly aiders and abettors of the Yank's escape ?

Still, even at the sacrifice of a fine dramatic situation,

the truth must be told, which is that they did not

molest us in any way whatever.

Before nightfall the whole incident, exciting as it

had been, was completely obliterated from every mind

by the appalling news of a death from yellow fever.

One of the victims of Port-au-Prince lay rigid, await-

ing the speediest burial possible, and we could no

longer ignore the frightful fact that this justly-

dreaded plague was enthroned in our small community.

Terrible at all times, there is something specially

awful in being plague-stricken on board ship. Each

looked at his fellow and pondered the problem so

painfully demanding solution, * You or me next ?

'

Next day six of the crew lay moribund in the impro-

vised tent-hospital rigged on the main-hatch. And
then a sudden, terrific incident occurred. A big Liver-

pool Irishman, one of the bosun's mates, had been

seized at breakfast-time, and after about an hour's

restless writhing in the tent suddenly became furi-

ously delirious. Mother naked, he burst out into the
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blazing sunshine and flew forward, snatching up the

cook's broad axe as he passed the galley door. Nearly

everybody was on deck at the time except those off

watch ; but after a series of miraculous escapes the

poor maniac had the solitude of the deck to himself.

He did much damage to the panelling of the deck-

houses by furious blows of his weapon as he rushed

about, and then suddenly caught sight of the quarter-

master in the wheelhouse, who, unconscious of any

trouble, was calmly steering. Two or three tre-

mendous blows of the axe demolished the door but

gave the badly-scared helmsman time to flee. In

burst the madman, foaming, and all was instantly

quiet. For some time none dared venture near ; while,

the engines being stopped, the ship lay like a log

upon the sea. At last it was discovered that the poor

wretch in his blind fury had hurled himself across the

box behind the wheel, and had fallen upon the other

side with the edge of his weapon beneath him, inflict-

ing; a wound in his chest and throat wide enoujTh to

have let out several lives had he possessed them.

That evening there were four burials at one reading

of the service, and as each solemn plunge resounded

alongside it found a painful echo in every heart. For

now the destroj^er was busy fore and aft. The doctor,

cheeriest of Irishmen, worked himself ruthlessly,

never seeming to take any rest, and striving with

amazino; courage to infuse some of his own dauntless

spirit into his agonised patients. Yet, in spite of all

he could do, for one awful week the number of the

sufferers increased daily, although, owing to the dire

swiftness of the plague, the dead continually made
room for the dying. Then the boilers began to leak,-
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and for an apparently interminable twenty-four hours

we lay motionless, while, with that sublime heroism that,

while it is so often manifested by marine engineers, is

so little accounted of, the engine-room staff toiled un-

restingly in scorching corners amidst scalding showers

to patch up the source of our motive-power.

Not until thirty of our number had gone from

among us did the fury of the scourge abate, leaving

ten poor haggard wrecks of manhood battling feebly

for life, buoyed by the hope of soon coming within

ranire of our own malig-ned climate, which with all its

faults will never tolerate a germ of yellow fever in

its uncertain atmosphere. And then the deep blue of

the ocean gave place to the well-known dull green of

soundings, beloved by the homeward-bound sailor. In

a few hours we sighted the Fastnet, that lonely out-

post of Britain that has so often gladdened the eyes

of the homesick wanderer, but never, surely, was more

welcome than to us. While we were still feasting

our eyes upon it the unfamiliar form of our negro

passenger appeared on deck. After a little anxious

search he button-holed the captain, who took him to

his state-room. Thence in a short time came sounds

of woe in a strange voice. A sharp sunnnons from

the captain brought the chief officer hurriedly to

join in the conference, but he did not bring peace

with him. On the contrary, the angry conversation

increased to a perfect uproar, in the midst of which
' robbers,' ' my dollars, my money : where is it ?

' and

so on, were occasionally heard. At last the affair

culminated in the distraught darkey being man-
handled by several stewards and seamen, who con-

veyed him in a very teinpost of r;ige to the forepart
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of the ship and fastened him securely in an empty

berth. From that time we neither saw nor heard any

more of him until he was bundled ignominiously over-

side on to the quay at Liverpool.

What had transpired no one seemed to know
definitely until some days after, when the negro's

version of. the story was made public. Then it ap-

peared that lie had been Lord High Treasurer, or

wliatever high-falutin title these fantastic black men
bestowed upon their head money-keeper. He had

conceived the brilliant idea of levanting, treasury and

all, and, what is more, succeeded in carrying it out.

Arriving on board our vessel, he was seized with fear

lest he should be robbed, and so confided his loot to

the care of our two senior officers. They evidently

saw through the matter at a glance, but said no word

until, coming up Channel, the ex-treasurer blandly

desired his money again. He was met by a polite

stare of wonder and a grave inquiry as to whatever

he could mean. This reception nearly upset his

reason, and he raved almost incoherently. Eventually

he was, as we saw, ejected from the cabin and confined

until the ship's arrival. Then the first use he made

of his liberty was to set the law in motion; but,

utterly discredited as he was by his compatriots, and

without witnesses, he failed completelj^-. What became

of him I never heard ; and it was not of course the

business of the passengers—too glad as they all were

to escape from a ship that had for them such un-

pleasant memories—to inquire precisely what was

done with the money or whether it was restored to

some equally public-spirited successor to the late Lord

High Treasurer of Hayti.
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GEORDIE'S JUSTICE.

By a. M'F. Cleland.

CHAPTER I.

NY one who has ever had the misfortune

to travel b}^ road or by rail through the

' Black Country ' will not have failed to

notice here and there strange piles of

buildings, surmounted by numerous squat

chimneys belching forth rolling clouds of

thick smoke. At the base of each chimney

stands an open furnace, dull-red in appearance when
viewed in midday light—or what passes for such in

those parts—but glowing with a brilliant brightness

at night-time, and casting lurid beams athwart the

murky atmosphere.

It has occasionally happened that a traveller has

had the still greater misfortune to be detained, for

a few minutes, opposite such a pile of buildings

contiguous to the railway. He may have then

observed numerous black figures, like imps in

Purgatory, flitting about the mouths of the furnaces,
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snatching therefrom glowing masses of material that

hissed and sparkled and sent shooting-stars of light

far and wide, which morsels the imps forthwith

conveyed to the maws of repulsive ogres standing

near by. These would seize the fiery tit-bits in their

revolving teeth, with horrid clangour, noise, and din,

masticate them well, and then expectorate them as

plates or bars or rods of blue-gray iron, which would

be speedily carried away and deposited in assorted

heaps in various parts of the yard, where they would

cause the surrounding air to vibrate for hours after.

It is such a factory, or rolling-mill, tlmt is the

scene of our story. The particular rolling-mill we are

interested in had had for three months now a specially

busy and profitable time. The firm had secured a

large contract for plates and what not, required for

some most important bridge-work in India, and all

hands had been working nearly night and day for

some weeks back. So anxious, indeed, were the Indian

engineers to have the contract completed in time that

they had promised the firm a premium of five hundred

pounds if the order were executed by the date agreed

upon. The manager of the mill in his turn had

offered each man a bonus of two pounds, over and

above the good wage he had been drawing since the

order came in, if the firm should gain the premium.

Loyalty, hard work, and united effort seemed as if

they would win the day ; the last week of the allotted

time had been entered upon, and so far the work was

not an hour behind.

Now, in every body of men there are some mal-

contents and grumblers. And so surely as one drop

of quicksilver runs into another, so does one dis-
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affected man seek a second, and together they bemoan

their hard i'ate.

In Top Lane Works, Bhxcktown, the mill in ques-

tion, the disaffected ones had all amalgamated into

one gang, and in charge of No. 4 Train. Each gang

numbered five men, and in the one specially attached

to No. 4 Train were Bob Rowe and Sam Tappit, with

three others, all grumblers more or less.

What were the primary causes, real or imaginary,

of their disaffection it would have been useless to

inquire. Some men are born grumblers. Perhaps

it originated with the newly-appointed manager, who,

as Sam Tappit said, 'was a sight too tight with them'

in his ideas of discipline, and always insisted on

getting a shilling's worth of work for a shilling's

worth of wage.

This 'tightness' on the part of the manager would

not, in itself, have led to anything serious, for, as

a rule, a British employer of labour deals with his

hands in a fair and equitable manner, and the

members of No. 4 gang would, in time, have bowed

to circumstances and done their allotted portion of

work perforce, though grudgingly.

Unfortunately, before this good time arrived they

made an ingenious attempt to swell the daily weight

of iron passing through their hands, which formed

the basis of their rate of pay, by treating it in an

imaginative or fictitious manner. Their hypothetical

multiplications and additions being detected caused

a loss of a week's wage, and likewise made them the

laughing-stock of the whole mill. Then they felt

they had a grievance.

Now, when the British workman has a grievance—

-

Conrago and Conflict. K
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writ largo, in capital letters—he docs not stick at

trifles. The members of No. 4 gang smarted nnder

the daily ridicule they were subjected to, and to such

a height had the tide of their ill-humour risen that

it threatened to swamp their loyalty to the firm and

their fellow-workmen. So little pleased were they,

apparently, with the good and regular wage they had
been drawing for so long a period, with the exception

of that one unfortunate week, that they were actually

casting about for means whereby they might prevent

the punctual completion of the contract.

They would thus be able to spite the firm, the

manager, and the men. The firm would forfeit the

premium ; the manager would lose a certain amount
of credit ; and the men would lose their bonuses. Of
course. Bob and his friends would also lose their

bonuses; but for that they did not care a button,

so long as they could find a vent for their spleen.

At length a likely suggestion was made by Bob,

eagerly taken up by Sam and the rest of the gang,

and between them they had shortly concocted a nice

little plot.

The plot suggested was simple enough as plots go.

In all manufactories where there is much machinery,

one man, one boy even, can work incalculable mischief

if he be so minded. The only difiiculty is to avoid

detection at the time or discovery afterwards.

Now, none of the precious members constituting

No. 4 gang had any desire, or intention, to be detected

if they could possibly avoid it. The employees at

Top Lane Works were exceedingly democratic in their

tendencies. They would be sure to take a perverted

view of the proposed action of the malcontents, per-
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haps misunderstand their motives. The result, in case

of discovery, would be one exceedingly painful to the

feelings of Rowe, Tappit, and Company. Therefore

it behoved them to be exceedingly cautious.

Each gang had attached to it a boy of thirteen to

fifteen years of age, whose main duties were to look

after the men's breakfast and dinner cans, and fre-

quently—far too frequently, in fact—to bring them

huge bottles of freshly-drawn beer, the work of a

rolling-mill being of an exceedingly hot and dusty

nature. He had also to be at work every morning

half-an-hour before the men, in order to oil and clean

the machine.

Now, Bob's idea was for their boy, or ' nipper ' as

he was called, to place a piece of iron about the size

of his fist among the cog-wheels of No. 4 Train, as

he was cleaning it, in such a position that on the

first revolution of the rollers the wheels would break.

The delay so caused—a couple of days at least—would

lose the firm the premium. The plot was laid on

Saturday, and was to be put into execution on the

following Monday morning. The time allowed for

the contract terminated on Tuesday at five in the

afternoon ; the work turned out from No. 4 Train

was the most important of all ; if No. 4 broke down
the premium was off. 'Bootiful,' cried Bob, giving his

huge thigh a resounding smack. ' Tom-may !

' he

bellowed out ; and at his cry. Tommy, nipper in

ordinary to No. 4, came running towards where the

group composing the-gang was standing.

Bob Rowe was the strongest, biggest, and most

brutal man of any in the yard, where all were strong

and big, and not a few, alas ! brutal. Only too well
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did Tommy know him to be a gentleman who would

not allow liis 'nippers' to keep him waiting long-. So

he hurried up and stood in the midst of the group

of five swaithy, bare-armed, leathern-aproned men,

gazing inquiringly from one face to another.

'Tommy, lad,' said Sam Tappit, 'you're fill in' out

fine. You '11 soon have a gang o' your own, boy.'

Sam Tappit was a man whose sole aim in life

was to get as much 'brass' as possible with as little

effort as might be. The long spell of hard work

under the present contract had disgusted him, more

especially as Geordie Donee, the foreman, had kept

a sharp eye on No. 4 gang, and gave them no chance

for idling.

' Here, nipper, here 's a tanner for you,' said another

of the five, pitching a sixpenny-piece across to Tommy

;

that old grann}^ o' yourn don't give you many such,

I reckon.'

Now, Tommy was only fifteen years old, and not

over bio- at that. He had never attended either day,

night, or Sunday school, nor had he ever entered

a church. His clothes were somewhat tattered and

excessively grimy. Tommy's face, too, looked as if

it would benefit by an introduction to Mistress Soap

and her children, Water and Towel. And yet, beneath

the grime, an acute observer might have seen some-

what of an angel, although by no means an orthodox

one.

As before stated, Tommy had never yet seen the

inside of a place of worship. His mother had died

when he was a three months' baby. Shortly after

his father was killed, scalded by molten iron, through

an accident at a foundry in another part of the town.
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So Tonimy'.s life had all along been a hard one, spent

with his sole relation, his granny, who, poor body,

drew a precarious income. A little charing and an

occasional job as caretaker in some empty house, 'plus

Tommy's weekly wage—live shillings—had to keep

them both. Her ideas on matters of worship were

somewhat in want of repair.

'No, lad,' she woidd say, ' we'se can't go to churches

or chapelses; such isn't for the likes o' us. 'Tis only

gentlefolks go there.'

There was no bitterness in this. It was to her one

of the facts of life she accepted, without troubling

to understand it, just as she accepted her general

poverty and hard lot.

' But, Tommy,' she would conthiue, laying her

wrinkled hand on his shoulder, and bringing her dim

eyes to bear on his, ' them as does go to churches and

such like, and them as mus'n't go, er all to do the

same thing ; they 're all got to act square.'

And that was all Tommy's theology and dogma, all

his creed and articles of belief : to act square, which

he understood to mean that he was never to scow or

idle, or scamp his work ; and never fight, unless with

a lad of his own size or bigger. Swear he did hourly,

and likewise loved ratting and dog-fighting, and on

rare occasions a pull at the men's beer ; but lie or steal

he would not.

Had you asked liim to repeat the eighth command-
ment he would have stared at you blankly, and per-

haps with some suspicion that you were ' takin' 'im

out for a holiday !

' But had you asked him why he

did not steal, he would instantly have replied, ' 'Cos

it ain't square.'
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There was also a good bit of native shrewdness

in his character, so that his suspicions were at once

aroused by Sam's compHments and the unexpected and

most unusual offer of a sixpence. He kept his fists

in his breeches pockets, and shifted about his heavy

clogs, between the tops of which and the bottoms of

his rather skimpy trousers his grimy, sockless shanks

appeared.

' Wot d' yer want ?
' he asked shortly, looking at

them from under his shaggy red hair.

Sam Tappit explained the plot in detail, and told

him how and when they expected him to carry out

his part of it.

' Why, yow 'd lose yer bonuses,' he exclaimed con-

temptuously.
' Bonus be hanged ! What 's a matter o' two quid ?

'

burst out bully Bob, aiming a kick at the nipper,

which Tommy nimbly avoided. 'Are yow goin' to

do it or arn't yo ?

'

'No, I'll not,' said Tommy boldly; 'it's a hanged

shame.'

Thereupon he was threatened with fearful penalties

if he refused. He should, they told him, be kicked

and cuffed, though, in common with all the nippers,

he had plenty of that every day. He should be

made to sit on hot bars ; he should work double

time in front of the furnaces; and in short, as Mr
Rowe put it with native elegance, 'they'd pull his

soul out of his body' if he refused to do their

bidding.

Then Tommy thought in his crafty little brain, if

he should promise to do it on Monday morning and

not keep his word, tlie machines would not be stopped
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again till Tuesday night at five, when he and all the

yard hoped premium and bonuses would be gained.

So at last he consented and was released, with threats

of what would happen to him if he showed the white

feather.

Monday morning came, and with it, promptly at

six o'clock, came Bob and his gang, with Nipper

Tommy. All was eager expectation in the gang;

everything was ready ; the men were at their posts,

and Geordie Donee superintending.

Geordie, as he was always fond of telling visitors,

had been with the firm forty years. He habitually

wore a waistcoat that had once been of fur, but looked

now like a piece of old leather. The first three fingers

of his left hand were missing, having been cut ofi",

nearly thirty years ago, as an act of revengeful spite

on the part of a fellow-worker. ' But we squared

matters,' Geordie would say, with a savage grind of

his teeth, ' we settled up all reet
;

' and looking at the

stern old man, with his short, thick crop of iron-gray

hair, keen blue eyes, and straight-cut mouth and thin

lips, one felt sure that the balance of that account

would be on his side.

Shortly after six all the machines, No. 4 included,

began anew their weekly grind. Round went the

rollers Bob and his men were so interested in with

never a hitch. To Geordie's surprise the men stopped

and gaped and looked so foolish that he called out

to know if anything was wrong. Tomm}^ grinned in

spite of himself, whereupon Bob, in passing, aimed

a blow at him with his fist. It missed the boy as

his kick of Saturday had done, but the attempt was
not unobserved by Geordie. Now, Geordie had a good
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heart beneath that fur waistcoat, and always tried

to stop wanton cruelty towards any of the boys, who
in return gave him loyal service.

' Od rot ye, Bob ; keep yer hands off the nipper

;

he 's doin' nowt to ye.'

No nipper ever thought of taking liberties with
' Mister ' Donee ; such would have been followed by
curses and peradventure by laying on of blows. But

the life of a nipper in a busy iron manufacturing

establishment is one that induces a preternatural

degree of sharpness in those humble workers, and

they were not slow to detect a heart which held a

soft core beneath that old leathern waistcoat. A word

now and then a little less gruff than usual, a half

smile playing round the thin straight lijos, or a kindly

look in the keen blue eyes were sufficient for them;

and as a consequence they were imbued with a spirit

of loyalty to Geordie from their greasy caps to their

iron-shod clogs.

He was about the dirtiest man in the whole yard.

In fact, he was wont to say when some one might ask

if he'd washed himself that week : 'No, lad, I've done

wi'out soap fur twenty year, and I '11 do wi'out it till

I die ; they can wesh me then if they like.'

Tommy quaked, however, at dinner-hour, and kept

out of the way of Bob and his friends. In fact, he did

not seek their company all that day, nor the next.

Nothing was said, to his great delight, and lie fondly

hoped the matter would pass over. Tuesday night

came and the premium was won, with great rejoicings

on the part of all the men. Wednesday and the rest

of the week passed, and still nothing was mentioned

by either Bob Rowe or Sam Tapj)it. Saturday came
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round in course, and Tommy was making his way

across the shed on his way home, happy, and with

his five shilUno-s in his pocket, when he heard a heavy

tread behind him and felt a heavy hand laid on his

shoulder, whilst the deep voice of Sam growled in

his ear

:

' Nipper, yo 're wanted.'

With the heavy hand still on his shoulders. Tommy
was led to the end of the shed, and there found the

rest of the gang assembled. He was placed in the

midst ; and, looking first at one brutal face and then

another, wondered with fear what they would want

him to do this time.

' Well, nipper,' said Bob, ' yo thouglit yo 'd diddle

us, did yo ? Blame me, yo '11 find Monday mornin's

work was the worst yo ever did.'

Tommy set his teeth, whilst his heart beat quick

and fast. Phiinly they meant business now.

'We're not goin' to be hard on j'o, Tummy; but

yer owe it to us to do sum mat to make up for the

shabby trick yo played us.'

This was from another of the gang, whose heart

was not quite so hard as those of the others, and who
was inclined to be lenient.

'Yes,' burst out Bob, 'and he'd better pay up

soon, too.'

They then told him that, in order to show them

that he was sorry for the fraud he had practised

on them, and in order to teach him to obey orders

in future, he was to take the earliest opportunity

of poisoning the ' gafter's nag.'

Poor Tommy ; this was touching him in a very

tender place indeed.
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Next to his mill, the manager loved his noble brown

mare that bore him proudly from his home to the

works, and back again from the works to his home,

regularly every morning and evening. During the

day she was stabled at the works, and condescended

to munch at the hay and oats provided for her,

excellent of their kind, but with surroundings such

as she disapproved of strongly.

Often in the dinner-hour Tommy would steal into

the shed that formed her stable, and gently stroke her

soft, glossy sides, and slie would rattle her chain and

turn her beautiful neck round and gaze at him with

soft eyes. Then he would rub her velvety nose, and

she would bend one clear-cut ear towards him and

dilate her moist red nostrils, and even take white oats

out of his grimy hand. So that a strange and curious

affection had sprung up between these two creatures

:

the human, ragged and ill-fed; the brute, waited

on by two men and a boy, warmly housed, never

hungry.

Tears started to Tommy's eyes, and ran in brown

channels down his dirty cheeks, as he begged and

implored the hard men around him to ask him to do

anything rather than that. But no; the more he

begged the more obdurate they became. Sam pro-

duced a poisoned ball, coated with sugar, which he

said Tommy was to give tlie mare on Monday
morning.

No; the boy conld not do it, let the consequences

be what they might. But when they told him that

if he refused they would tie him to a plate and put

him through one of the mills, his courage nearly failed

him. True, he did not think they would actually kill
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him, but many a boy had been maimed for life by

such brutal men as those he had to deal with. One

boy he knew had had all his hair burnt off by a man
'in joke' bringing a red-hot bar close to it; and others

he had heard of who had suffered, some to a greater,

some to a less degree. Still, he could not kill that

beautiful creature, who always seemed to be expecting

him every day he entered the stable.

* Come along, then,' said Sam, ' put him through.'

They seized him and strapped him down on a piece

of iron plate, stretching his left arm along the plate

above his head and binding the other to his side.

Then carr^dng the plate to one of the machines stand-

ing behind a great heap of bars, they placed it on the

table in front, whilst Sam went to the starting-lever

and Bob took hold of the plate and pushed it up to

the rollers. They really intended, then, to put him in.

He should have to give way. But just then he heard

the familiar ' trot, trot ' of the mare, as she swept past

the end of the shed which abutted on the high-road,

bearing the manager on his way to his happy home
and her respectable stable. No, a thousand times no;

he would be killed himself rather than kill her.

' Will j^o do it ?
' asked Bob, bringing his cruel

eyes down close to the terror-stricken orbs of the

courageous lad.

' No '—the reply came in a dry, thin voice.

' Set her goin', Sam,' Bob called out.

Sam pulled the lever, and the roller slowly began

to revolve. The plate was graduallj^ dragged in till

a space of but two feet intervened between the rollers

and the outstretched fingers. They creaked on—the

machine was an old-fashioned one and seldom used

—
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and tlie distance became eighteen inches. Turning

his head a little, Tommy could see the top roller

moving down, the bottom one creeping up, and the

distance now only a foot; nine inches; six inches.

' Yes, yes, I '11 do it,' he sobbed ;
' oh ! take me off,

take me off.'

' Stop her, Sam.'

Sam pulled at the lever. It would not move a

hair's-breadth. The rollers still creaked on. Three

inches only were left.

' Blast yo, stop her, stop her
!

' shouted Bob franti-

cally ;
' he '11 be in, sure as death !

'

The other men rushed to help Sam, but the lever

would not budge, tug at it as they might.

One inch ; half an inch ! Then, as he felt the cold

rollers touch his fingers, one piercing shriek rever-

berated tliroufrh the leno-th of the shed.

CHAPTER II.

% HAT despairing shriek brought unexpected

aid to poor Tommy. It reached the ears

of Geordie Donee, and Geordie's experience

told him that such a shriek could only be

caused by some most unusual accident.

He ran quickly from the corner of the shed

in which he had what he called his ' office '

—

a bare stool and desk black with age, smoke, and

grease—and in a few seconds reached the scene of the

tragedy.

At once his keen, sharp eyes took in the situation

:

Sam and another of the gang making frantic efibrts
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to move the lever, great drops of perspii-ation oozing;

from their foreheads; one man trying to undo the

knotted cords, wliilst another made desperate attempts

to cut them with a blunt jack-knife ; big Bob Rowe
using his herculean strength in an endeavour to draw

the plate from the grip of the roller*. All this

Geordie saw at a glance.

Near by tliere stood a gigantic sledge-hammer, a

hammer which was the joy of Bob's life. None but

lie could wield it. Nothing delighted him so much as

to bring it down on forging or anvil with a ringing-

blow that would shake the ground for yards around.

This mighty tool Geordie seized and swung round

his head once—he was sixty-five that day ; twice, and

the swollen veins on his forehead seemed ready to

burst ; a third swing he gave it, and once again the

bright head of the hammer flashed through the air

with cutting 'swish.' Then, with a final turn, he

brought it down full on the edge of the slowly moving
cog-wheel at the end of the upper roller. So fair and

heavy a blow had he dealt that the great wheel was
broken in three pieces, which fell, with dull thuds, to

the ground.

The svidden jar released the lever, and back it

swung, dealing Sam a heavy blow on the stomach

;

the plate ceased to move, and Tommy was saved, but

not before the cruel, grinding roller had gripped

fingers, hand, and wrist.

What has taken so long to describe only occupied

the fractional part of a minute in its execution. Not
a word did Geordie utter ; his thin lips were closed

like a rat-traji over his square, straight-cut mouth.

Having dealt his record blow, he began, with
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imperious gestures, to direct the men to raise the

upper roller and so release the plate. His broad chest

panted with the effort he had made. His greasy

black cap had fallen off, and his stiff crop of hair

seemed to rise up in suppressed indignation.

The plate released, he proceeded, with rough gentle-

ness, to bind up the crushed hand. With scant cere-

mony he tore off strips from Bob's shirt, improvised

a tourniquet, and so stopped the fearful bleeding.

Tommy's first scream had been his last. He lay quite

unconscious on the plate, the rust on which formed

a dark plane across which streams of blood slowly

trickled, and fell drip, drip, drip, drop upon the dusty

floor of the mill. Pitiful little moans issued from his

pallid lips, which seemed doubly pallid in contrast to

the general griminess of his face.

The cords unloosed and the hand bound up, Geordie

next carried the still unconscious boy to the watch-

man's hut at the entrance gates. Staunch old

bachelor though he was, he bore him along as if he

had been accustomed to babies all his life. Some one

brought a cab ; and Geordie, still with Tommy in his

arms, stepped in, and was quickly driven to the

hospital.

The rattling of the wheels somewhat roused the

boy.

' I '11 do it,' he murmured brokenly ;
' I '11 do it—if

yo '11—on'y—take me—off".'

' Whist, then, lad, whist
!

' said the old man ;

' ye 're

all reet now. It 's me as 'as ye. Don't yer know me
—Geordie ?

'

At the sound of the rough, kind voice, Tommy
opened his eyes, and seeing the well-known, rugged
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features of the friend of the nippers, but still not

realising that he was safe, sobbed out

:

'Please, Mester Donee, don't let 'em do it. I'll kill

the nag if they on'3^ let me go !

'

Thinking to quiet him, Geordie questioned him

as to what them chaps had been going to do to

him. Then, in broken accents, and with sobs and

shivers of dread, he told him all—how they had

wanted him to break the machine and how he had
' bested ' them ; then how they had insisted on his

poisoning the 'gaifer's nag,' and, on his refusing,

threatened to put him between the rollers.

'An' indeed, indeed, Mester Donee, a wouldu' 'a'

promised fur to do it ef a 'adn' seen they was boun'

fur to put me in.'

' Never yo min', m' lad ; never yo min'. We '11 be

upsides wi' un. Thev got Geordie to deal wi', the

skunks
!

'

But then, to the honest fellow's great dismay.

Tommy continued the conversation, but on most

irrelevant subjects. He told Geordie, among many
other things, how he had lately been to a gratid

ratting-match.—how his granny had bought him a

new cap which he was to wear to-morrow for the

first time, that day being Sunday ; and so on, and so

on, harking back ever^:^ now and then to Bob Rowe
and his threats.

At last, to the old man's great relief, the hospital

was reached, and here willing hands would have
relieved him of his burden. But no ; Geordie would
give Tommy up to no one but 'Mester' Doctor. So
he was allowed to carry the lad to the doctor's room.

The latter examined the hand, looked at Tommy's
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bright eyes, listened to his rambling utterances, and
shook his head.

* Will it finish him ?
' asked Geordie in what was

meant to be a whisper, pointing to the crushed hand.
' Oh no, that 's nothing,' replied the doctor ;

' but
the poor fellow is in high delirium, and that is what
I am afraid of.'

' Off his chump, like ?
' queried Geordie.

' Yes ; however, leave him now, and look in in the

morning. I may have a more cheerful report to make
then.'

Geordie growled between his set teeth as he
thrust his hands deep in his breeches pockets. Had
acute eyes followed this action they would have
observed peculiar knobby excrescences rising from
under the old man's iron-stained moleskins, and would
have rightly inferred that each pocket enclosed a
huge clenched fist. With this he left the doctor and
took himself away.

Geordie lived in a small house wedged between an
iron mercluint's store on one side and a foundry gate

on the other. Opposite was a boiler-maker's yard,

and at the back a locomotive shed. The atmosphere
of the street had that peculiar smoky flavour so

congenial to Geordie's nasal organs, and the air was
full of the ringing din he so dearly loved and in

which he had spent his entire life. His bodily com-
forts, so far as his independent spirit would allow, were
attended to by a married niece who lived near. Geordie

would allow no woman to live in his house. Every
morning his niece came and did what was necessary

for the day, running in towards five to make up the

fire and put the old bachelor's dinner on the hob.
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Having left the hospital, the kindly-hearted and

indignant foreman trudged off to his lonely home

among the ironworks. Entering his kitchen, he took

his hot dinner from the hob, and sat him down to

his lonely meal. An odour of onion pervaded the

small apartment as Geordie delved among the con-

tents of the brown basin in front of him, and fished

up huge squares of meat or great pieces of potatoes.

These he transferred to his mouth and masticated

with much the same action as one of his mills. The

table contained little else than a knife and fork, one

blue jug keeping company with a plate of salt.

He held his two-pronged fork in some peculiar

manner between the thumb and remaining finger of

his left hand. Steadily working his way to the

bottom of the basin, he hardly lifted his eyes or

ceased the regular up and down movement of his

square jaws till he had scooped up the last drop of

gravy on the end of his knife.

Grave thought sat on the old man's face as he ate,

ground one might rather say, his simple though very

ample meal. His brows were still contracted as when

he left the hospital; the echo of his muttered oath

seemed to hang about the small kitchen. The basin

emptied, set in the sink and filled with water,

Geordie's next move was towards a barrel standing

in one corner of the room. Drawing a brass key from

the pocket of his leathern waistcoat, he filled the

blue jug to the brim with foaming beer. Raising the

jug to his lips, he opened his mouth to take a huge

draught, first blowing off the froth and scattering it

in a vshower of iridescent bubbles. But before the

fragrant liquor touched his lips the frown on his

Coiirano and Conflict. L
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brow relaxed and a light seemed to break upon him.

The jug was set down on the table with its contents

untouched. The light broadened, the thin lips relaxed,

the blue eyes shone with suppressed merriment.
' By my soul and body !

' he cried ecstatically.

With which exclamation he brought his heavy

right hand down upon his thigh with an echoing

crack that would have made another man's leg ache

for a week after.

' That 's it; he shouted ;
' that 'ill fetch 'em. Blame

'em, they won't forget it in a hurry. Ha ! ha ! ha

!

I see 'em now.' His loud laugh made the four walls

ring again.

Twice' he attempted to drink, and twice the secret

joke proved too much for him, and the jug had to be

set down untasted. The third time he succeeded, and
poured in the beer—it would not be correct to say

he drank it—without pausing once.

His usual pipe followed, but ever and anon the

hidden thought would come between him and his

smoke, causing him to emit peculiar sounds, com-

pounded of grunts, laughs, and coughs.

Next morning, as soon as the rules of the institution

allowed, Geordie was at the hospital, once more
anxiously awaiting the doctor. The old man was
dressed as on the previous day—leathern waistcoat,

greasy cap, iron-stained moleskins. Sundays and
week-days were all the same to him. Geordie never

attended any place of worship : he was a stranger

to all churches. He would not have found their

atmosphere congenial, unless, perhaps, he had been

allowed to sit in some belfry-tower whilst the bells

were clanwino- their loudest. Then he would have
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been perfectly and peacefully happy, surrounded by

hideous noises and cold black metal. He stood in

front of the fire in the doctor's room as stiff and

stolid as a newly founded casting'.

As the doctor had said, it was a simple matter

enough to amputate Tommy's maimed hand. In fact,

within an hour after his admission to the noble

building, Tommy was lying on his cot in No. 2 Ward,

his stumpy forearm bound up, and made comfortable

for the night. He himself was cleaner than ever he

had been in his life before, and stretched between

snow-white sheets. A snow-white pillow also sup-

ported the aching, throbbing head, which tossed from

side to side in raging fever.

Very anxious was the doctor that night, but

towards dawn the nurses observed an improvement

;

and when the doctor made his rounds at breakfast-

time he found the danger, though not entirely absent,

still much lessened. By the time Geordie put in an

appearance—that is, at ten o'clock—professionally

speaking. Tommy was all right.

' Well, Donee,' the doctor said cheerily as he entered

his room, ' I think he '11 do.' .

'Does that mean he'll pull through, mester?'

Geordie queried eagerly.

'Yes, he's quite safe. The arm is going on well,

and the fever has almost left him.'

Geordie was silent, his features working strangely.

Then he turned away, saying

:

'Yow keep yowr rooms too hot, doctor,' making

a motion to wipe perspiration from his brow. But,

curiously enough, the perspiration seemed to have

gathered in his eyes.
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' You 're a kind-hearted fellow, Donee/ the doctor

said, with a sharp look ; then, with quick tact,

continued

:

' Tell me how the accident happened.'

' Gammon, gammon,' muttered Geordie, in allusion

to the doctor's first observation. But before he could

reply to his question, he had to spit violently into the

fire and make two or three big efforts to swallow

something that had hopped up in his throat and stuck

there.

' It happened this how,' he burst out when he felt

master of himself. Then he gave the doctor a true and

full account of the whole afiair. For respectability's

sake we must repress the frequent oaths he introduced

into the recital ; they were but indications of the depths

to which a strong nature had been moved, mere heavings

of an ocean of love seldom disturbed.

'The brutal hounds,' exclaimed the doctor when
Geordie had done. ' What 's going to be done to

them ? They deserve penal servitude for life.'

' No, no,' laughed Geordie, ' that 'ud never do. They

wouldn' care for pinnel servitude, bless ye. Wm
goin' to judge 'em ourselves. And,' he went on, with

a chuckle, ' I reckon our verdic' '11 be one they 's goin'

to remember.'
' Well, I hope so, Donee ; they richly deserve to

suffer. However, I must bid you good-morning. My
patients will be requiring me.'

' Mornin', mester,' replied Geordie, turning to go.

' Say,' he said, stopping on his way to the door,

' mappen yo couldn' let me 'ave a luk at 'e,' pointing

with his thumb in the direction in wliich he supposed

Tommy's ward to lie.
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' Certainly,' the obliging doctor replied ;
' come

along.'

So together the strangely matched pair passed out

into the large entrance hall and up the broad stair-

case. They offered a curious contrast. The dapper

little doctor, treading almost as lightly as a bird ; his

beard neatly trimmed, spotless attire, and bright looks.

At his side the huge, heavily built iron-man, lifting

each foot as if it weighed a ton, dressed in a skin

waistcoat with bits of fur still sticking to it here and

there ; his head still covered, for Geordie was far too

independent to remove his cap for any one. Stepping

as a young elephant might be expected to, he followed

the doctor into No. 2 Ward, and planted his heavy

person by the side of Tommy's cot.

Tommy was sleeping quietly, with one bright spot

on each cheek, his bound-up arm lying outside the

sheets. As the old man gazed at his little friend,

a strangely soft look crept across his rugged, hard-

lined face. He bent down to listen to his gentle

breathing.

' God bless yo fur a brave lad,' he whispered as he

turned to follow the doctor to the door.

There he was dismissed, and forged his way down-

stairs alone, as silently as he could. Crossing the

hall again, his attention was attracted by a box

standing near the door. It looked like a letter-box,

only the slit was too small. It had also some words

painted on it, but reading was not easy to Geordie.

' What 's that thing fur ?
' he queried of a

.
neatly

attired nurse who crossed the hall at that moment.

'That is for visitors' contributions,' the nurse

answered, with a smile.
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' Visitors' contributions ; well, I 'in a visitor. But

what 's contributions ?

'

' Money given by those who como here to see their

friends,' she explained, much amused.

*0h,' said Geordie, 'you'll be meanin' lirass.'

Therewith he dived into his right-hand trousers

pocket and brought up a miscellaneous collection of

sovereigns and half-sovereigns, silver, coppers, nails,

string, shreds of tobacco, and what not.

With the useful thumb and remaining finger of

his left hand he dropped in first one golden coin and

then another, then a third, each falling with a happy

clink to the bottom of the box.

' I reckon that '11 put it reet/ he remarked as he

turned away, leaving the nurse petrified with astonish-

ment at the strange apparition. Having discharged

this duty and so eased his mind, he wended his heavy

way back to his home.

The rest of this memorable Sunday was spent by
Geordie, for the most part, in the exercise of some

peculiar gymnastic feats, of which more anon. One
of his acts, however, must be mentioned here. So

impressed had he been with the painful cleanliness

of everything connected with the hospital and its

inmates that he felt it absolutely necessary to make
some attempt at ' weshing ' himself, if he carried out

his intention of visiting Tommy as often as he was

allowed to do so.

Therefore he set to work that afternoon and used

soap and water for the first time for many years.

True, the resulting improvement was only partial,

and his heart only half in the work of reform. As
he explained, in an apologetic way to his surprised
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niece that evening, he 'couldn' abide the mucky stuff",'

meaning the soap, 'and on'y did it for that little

nipper's sake.' However, it had this good effect:

whilst Tommy lay in hospital, Geordie visited him

every Sunday ; and so sure as he was found, at three

o'clock, with his queer attire, mounting the steps

leading to the hospital door, so would he have been

found, two hours earlier, making a brave effort to

cleanse face and hands, using the brown basin from

which he had eaten his dinner a few minutes

previously.

CHAPTER III.

UNCTUALLY at nine o'clock the next

morning the disciplinarian manager passed

through the mill gate. He sat astride the

beautiful creature that had, unconsciously,

caused Tommy so much suffering. When
he had seen her properly stabled—there was

no groom at the works—he entered his office,

and settled down to his letters before beginning his

tour of the mill.

He had not been at his desk long ere the familiar

face of old Geordie appeared on the other side of the

glass partition which separated the manager from the

rest of his staff",

' Mornin', mester,' said Geordie, opening the slight

door with a burst that almost shook the glass out of

its frame.

' Good-morning, Donee,' replied the manager. ' Is

anything wrong ?
' it behig an unusual thing for his

foreman to enter the office so early.
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'There's a mighty lot wrong-,' growled Geordie,

with black looks in his eyes.

' What, then ?
' queried the manager. ' Has some

young woman married you against your will since I

saw you on Saturday ?

'

' No, sir,' said Geordie.

At that 'sir,' uttered slowly and with reluctance,

the manager knew there must be something seriously

the matter. Only on very rare occasions indeed did

Geordie introduce that respectful word into his laconic

conversation. The manager became at once all atten-

tion, put down his paper-knife, and listened whilst

Geordie, in his slow and heavy way, made a detailed

report of all that had occurred on the previous

Saturday.

The manager was horrified at the base cruelty

inflicted upon Tommy. He had young children, boys

and girls, of his own, and sensible though he was of

the difference in station between them and the nippers

employed in his mill, his heart was moved by Geordie's

recital. He also greatly admired the staunch courage

of the lad and the affection he had evinced for his

beautiful horse.

'The barbarous savages!' he ejaculated. 'If I

don't get them six months each I'm not manager

of this mill. Send for his grandmother at once.

We'll eret her to take out a summons against the

whole gang.'

' Nay,' said Geordie, ' we won't hev no summonses.

No. The magistrates don't know how to deal wi' a

case like this un. No, mester. We 'm goin' to deal

wi' 'em this how.'

Thereupon there ensued a long conversation between
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the manager and his foreman, at tlic close of wliich

the former said

:

' Very well, Geordie. I 'm perfectly willing ; but I

think I 'd better not appear to have anything to do

with it.'

Geordie looked at him with a twinkle in his blue eyes.

' Mappen yo couldn' think o' some one down town

wantin' ye a bit,' he suggested, with a sly look.

' Good—very good,' said the manager delightedly.

' I do happen to remember an appointment I ought to

keep. Yes, that will do. And, Geordie,' he continued

as his foreman was disappearing through the door,

' I '11 remember to send in to you a score of jars of

ale. It 's warm weather, and the men will be thirsty

this afternoon.'

' Lord love yow,' laughed Geordie. ' Yo does un'er-

stan' us chaps.'

With that he went away to his multifarious duties.

Nothing occurred during the morning to cause any

uneasiness to Bob and his friends, and they began to

congratulate themselves that the little matter would

pass unnoticed.

But shortly after the great bell had summoned the

men to work again after dinner word was brought to

each of the gang that the ' gatFer ' wanted them.

They entered the office, shuffling in one after the

other in their great clogs. Big bully Bob; sneaking

Sam Tappit ; Wat Merrill, an unsociable, snarly kind

of human bear ; Tim Shankin, a ' prig,' drawing good

wages, whilst his children went barefoot ; and, lastly,

dark Jack Pete, the ' furriner '—that is to say, he came

from the south of Eligland—quarrelsome, revengeful,

and passionate to a degree.
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The manager received them suavely ; harangued

them in a set speech, in which he said he regretted

their ' little joke ' had led to such serious consequences

to the nipper, but he could make allowances, and so

on, and so on. However, he concluded, he must take

some slight notice of the offence, for discipline's sake,

and they must therefore consider themselves discharged

for a fortnight.

With that he dismissed them, opened a private door

into the road, and wended his way down town to keep

his appointment.

The five culprits tramped along the passage leading

to the office entrance, offering mutual congratulations

on the manager being such a ' softy,' and passed out

into the yard.

Here they pulled up short, with some appearance of

anxiety on their faces.

The gates were closed, for one thing, which in itself

was unusual at that time of day. Further, every

man in the works was assembled on the open ground

fronting the office; worse still, each had his shirt-

sleeves rolled back to his shoulders ; but, worst of all,

every man toyed with a thick pliant leathern thong,

or pulled it through his open fingers, or rolled and
unrolled it in his hands, or cracked the air with it.

Tilings looked rather ugly.

Geordie stej)ped forward as spokesman.
' Chaps,' he said, ' we want a word wi' yo afore yow

leaves us.'

' Go to blazes
!

' snarled Bob. He did not like the

situation at all.

' Arter yow, lad,' Geordie replied ;
' there 's some as

I knows on has to fro afore me.'
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He gave a signal, the men closed round, the hn-

plicated gang was surrounded, and after an ineffectual

struggle—for what were five against eighty ?—each

man was stripped of coat and waistcoat, and his hands

tied behind his back. The rest then formed into two

lines facing each other, and placed their prisoners at

one end.

The self-appointed 'magistrates' were at first in-

clined to look upon the whole affair as a good bit of

rare horse-play, one which would enable them to pay

off old scores against a very unpopular gang ; but

their temper was uncertain on account of the suggested

attempt to rob them of their bonuses, and it needed

but a touch to give their muscles that stiffness which

they would otherwise have wanted. That touch was
forthcoming.

For, just at this moment, old Mrs Potter, Tommy's
'grann}?^,' passed across the yard on her way to the

office, and somehow the sight of her gray shawl with

white fringe, patched gown, and old-fashioned black

bonnet, beneath which a white cap appeared—all Mrs
Potter's best—roused the men to anger.

' One !

' cried a black-bearded man near the end of

the line. With that he brought down his thong on to

Bob Rowe's broad back. The shock jerked an ugly

oath through that gentleman's set teeth, and made
him wince involuntarily.

' Two !
' sang out the next man.

' Three ! four
!

' came in rapid succession from other

two, with as much sang-froid as if they had been

checking over iron bars.

' Tally
!

' shouted the next, and for once in his life

at least Tim Shankin knew what real pain felt like.
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The culprits bore the many blows without flinching-,

thinking by dogged endurance to balk their judges

somewhat of their revenge.

But they had underrated their power ; the blows

were delivered with such force and fell so quickly.

They were bound to move. With sullen scowls they

crept down the line of bare-armed men till they reached

the end. Here they fondly hoped their punishment

would cease, but were doomed to disappointment, as

the towering form of Geordie blocked their exit.

' Back again, chaps,' he cried
—

' back again. Now,
lads, cut it out of 'em—cut it out

!

'

Down the lane Bob and his fellow-prisoners had to

turn again.

Admonished by Geordie, the 'lictors" strokes fell

more thickly and more heavily. The victims' slow

walk became more and more rapid till it increased to

a run.

Each blow raised dark-brown whales beneath their

thin shirts, which were soon cut to shreds. The thick

blood slowly trickled down their palpitating flesh.

Still the wretched fellow^s w^ere forced to run up and

down that terrible lane, walled in by muscular, fiercely

indignant, angry men. The thongs hissed through

the air and descended with sickening cracks on backs,

shoulders, arms.
' For the love o' heaven, ha' done, lads,' gasped Mat.

Still the blows rained down. Convulsive sobs shook

Sam's strong frame. The nails of Jack Pete's fingers

W' ere almost lost in his palms as he clenched his fists

in agon3^

Six times were they compelled to run that fiery

gauntlet, each blow scattering a little cloud of blood-
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dust in the air, the ends of the thongs growing limp,

sopping, and wet.

' Open them gates,' shouted Geordie, in a stentorian

voice, when the sixth run had been made.

The heavy gates began to swing back as the

prisoners shot across the intervening space between

the end of the line and the works' boundary. Half-a-

dozen of the hands, headed by that terrible old man,

rushed after them to give a few more parting strokes.

Geordie collected all his remaining strength for

one last blow. His thong flew through the air like

a vengeful snake and caught Bob as he passed. He
jumped a clean three feet in the air and gave vent to

a yell that would have done credit to a Red Indian,

so cunning w^as the blow, and such an adroit twist did

Geordie give to the point.

Blind with terror and rage, the five passed tlirough

the gates and into the road, but—not yet into freedom.

For shrewd old Geordie had spread abroad the tale

of Tommy's wrongs, and so much had they roused

popular sympathy that a crowd of women and children

awaited tlie culprits as they left the works. They
were greeted with hoots, yells, and hisses, followed by
a shower of bad eggs, rotten apples, cabbage stalks, a

dead cat or two, offal from a neig-hbourino; slauo-hter-

house, mud, or anything else that was handy and
offensive to touch or smell. The ieerino-, merciless

crowd chased them down the road till each sought
shelter in his own home.

' Eh ! chaps,' cried the delighted Geordie, as he
joined the other men and lifted up a can of foaming
beer with his right hand, while he wiped his lips with
the back of what remained of his kift. ' Eh ! lads,' he
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cried, Hhey magistrates wouldii' 'a' treated 'em so.

Gie us a health, chaps—gie us a health; here's to

Geordie's Justice, and may it never die !

'

' Geordie's Justice
!

' rang out from the cast-iron

throats, and into each dry mouth the cool beer—-the

sly manager's gift—was poured in a refreshing stream.

It was brutal justice, perhaps, and severe, but

nevertheless most effectual. For many a long day

after any cowardly bully was immediately quieted if

threatened with a taste of ' Geordie's Justice.'

He is dead now, is honest Geordie. No longer is

his leathern waistcoat, which seemed to cling to his

person like sheet-iron, seen passing from mill to house

and house to mill.

Less than two years after the events above related,

a slio;ht accident led to his being carried to the same

institution to which he himself had carried Tommy.
A slip on a piece of ice and a fall on the edge of a

plate of iron fractured his thigh ; and whether it was

his enforced inactivity in hospital, or the abnormal

amount of ' weshing ' he had to undergo, and at the

hands of women, too ; or whether his vital forces were

too low to resist the effects of the shock caused by his

accident ; whatever the reason, he quickly sank, and

in less than a fortnight his spirit had quitted his

horny body.

His life had been a hard one. His character and

practices might in many respects have been improved.

His language was coarse ; his person dirty. But per-

haps his sterling honesty of purpose, his strict sense

of justice, would stand him in good purpose in the

after-world. Certainly his love for little nippers in

general, and Tommy in particular, would not be
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forgotten by tlio Great Judge. Possibly, on its entry

into the kingdom of heaven, his soul would require

far less ' weshing ' than the bodies of many of the

cleanliest people on earth !

At his funeral none attended with more sincere

respect than did the nippers. They went in a body

to the manager to ' ask off' to go to Geordie's ' burying,'

for, as their spokesman put it, ' though Mester Donee

would 'a' kicked the innerds out o' a Tiian as soon as

look to 'em, 'e was alius a good chap to us nippers,'

and so they honoured him to the best of their ability.
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A NEW NOAH.*

By Fred Whishaw.

'^®^ WAS already married when the following

events happened,' said Holdsworth, who
narrated this tale at our camp-fire ;

' and

we were living on a little estate in Florida,

growing oranges. The estate and all my
orange-trees are for sale, cheap, if any of you

want to buy the lot
;
perhaps you '11 make 'em

pay—I couldn't ! But that 's not in the story.

' Well, my house was a kind of shanty, built on the

banks of a small river, the Rippler, an innocent-

looking, smug kind of a stream that you'd never

imao-ine capable of any sort of mischief; for it was

but thirty yards wide, or so, and flowed along with a

harmless kind of medium current, just as if it were far

too busy trying to get safely down to the sea to have

time for any fooling around. It had the appearance

of sticking strictly to business, and would be the

last river, one would think, to waste time in spreading

* It may interest the reader to know that in its main incident

this story is the narrative of an actual occurrence.—F. W.
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its waters over the surrounding country in floods and

such-like foolery, when it ought to be hurrying away
towards the Mexican Gulf. Yet this was just another

instance of the truth of that wise saying that " One
never knows."

' One never does know anything worth knowing—
at least, not much. If one could only be certain, now,

when there would be a flood, or a tornado, or a drought,

or a deluge, or a war, or any other first-class upsetter

of the usual, if I may coin a term, what a lot of

money one might make by buying for a rise before-

hand !

' Well, we had a very rainy season one year early

in the fall, and our innocent-looking little RijDpler

began to flow faster, and gradually to widen; and

this continuing for a few days caused my wife and

me to look somewhat grave, though we didn't as

yet anticipate anything like what eventually occurred.

'Our nearest neighbours were a young fellow and

his wife, Europeans like ourselves, who had no more
intimate acquaintance with our river and its ways
than we. My wife, Bridget, had been very kind to

these good folks at the time of their little one's birth,

about a month before, and they—the Sinclairs—had
become pretty intimate with us since, and considerably

devoted to Bridget by reason of her kindness at a

critical period.

' Well, one day the water began to rise very rapidly

—so much more rapidly than it had done hitherto

that I began to be seriously alarmed for our house

and furniture ; for the lip of the stream now lay but

a foot or two clear of the front door, and the water
still rising.

Courage and Conflict. M
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'"Bridget," I said, "I don't quite like it. I think

we '11 move the furniture and things upstairs."

' Our shanty w^as quite a mansion in comparison

with most of the dwellings—one-storied buildings for

the greater part—in the neiglibourhood, for we pos-

sessed two stories, the fact being that my partner

Harris and I lived under the same roof, he inhabiting

the upper and Bridget and I the lower story. Un-
fortunately, however, Harris was up north, at New
York, on business, and when I began, with Bridget's

assistance, to work at the removal of our household

goods, I found that without the help of another man
we could not do much.

' I decided to run over to Sinclair's, therefore, and

beg him to come down the first thing in the morning

and lend me a hand. Sinclair's home stood consider-

ably higher up the river than ours, and I anticipated

no dano;er for him, for his house was built on risino;

ground some fifty yards back from the stream.

'My good neighbour heartily acquiesced in my
request for his assistance, and promised to come over

at daylight.

'Sinclair proved as good as his word, and early

enough next morning he appeared, having come oil

foot, leaving the horse at home. Sinclair was richer

than I by this horse, which he used for farm-work :

I could not afford such a luxury at that time. He
had left the horse for his wife, in case, as he laughingly

observed, the floods should come up so quickly during

his absence that it might be necessary for her to escape

with the baby up-country.

' The water, when Sinclair arrived, w^as standing

sevei"al inches deep in our rooms, and it was raining
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cats and dogs. We had all our nice furniture there,

mind you—a piano, and several other heavy things
;

for, though we were poor enough, our respective

fathers and friends had set us up handsomely at our

wedding, and everything was good and new. Besides

all this, there was the season's produce in apples and

potatoes, and so on, in the barn ; no oranges as yet

from onr young trees—and all this had to be removed

into safety. Poor old Harris would have had a fit

if he had seen his cosy sitting-room crammed with

our furniture and a few score sacks of potatoes and

things, all piled chee.k by jowl with and upon one

another and mixed with his things.

' With Sinclair's help the work of carrying and

removing went on quickly enough, and we had just

about finished, at eleven in the morning, when an

astonishing thing happened. There was a clattering

and a splashing along the road that led by the river

behind our house and past Sinclair's towards Manor-

ville {a little township ten miles away), and to our

great surprise up rode Mrs Sinclair, pale and very

agitated, and obviously frightened.

'" Oh Jack," she cried, sitting still upon her panting

horse, which was wet up to his body through galloping

in the water, for it now reached in the road as high

as his knees—•"Jack, I've come to warn you you must

return home at once ; there 's a man been in from

Manorville who says the lake up at Johnstontown

is likely to overflow, and if it does our river will go

up six feet or more, and probably whirl everj/thing

away, as it did in 'fifty-eight,' he says. There'll be

a boat down from Manorville at one o'clock to take

us off', and you, too, Mrs Holdsworth—and—and I 'm
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afraid we shall both lose our houses and most of our

property as well."

'This was very wretched news. Poor Mrs Sinclair

was almost in hysterics as she finished her tale; but

she would not consent to dismount and enter the house

in order to be refreshed and comforted ; there was no

time, she sobbed, and she must get back to baby.
'
" Good heavens, Mary ! what have you done with

the child ? " asked Sinclair, suddenly recalling the fact

that his wife had not brought baby with her. " You 've

never left it alone ?
"

'
" Oh, baby is quite safe," Mrs Sinclair replied,

smiling through her tears. " The water is not nearly

up to the floor-level yet, and baby's bassinette is on

the table in the sitting-room ; even the six-foot rise

of the water would not reach her,"

'"Well, what's to be done?" I asked, my heart

feeling pretty heavy, for I felt that our house was

doomed supposing that Johnston Lake should burst, as

Mrs Sinclair said.

'

" I 'm afraid you '11 have to leave your shanty

to take care of itself, old man," said Sinclair, " and

come up our way ; our house, standing, as it does, so

much higher, will be safer than this."

'

" Maybe ours will stand," I mused ;
" it 's pretty

firmly built into its foundations."
'

" Well, it will stand or fall whether you are by or

not," said Sinclair. " Come back with us, man ; we
must hope for the best and do the wisest

!

"

'

" Bridget can ride with me," added Mrs Sinclair,

" and Jack and you won't mind wading. Bring any

papers or valuables in case of accidents."

' This was obviously the only sensible course open
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to US. I went upstairs and collected my papers,

money, and valuables, and I was still searching about

for my wife's little stock of jewellery when I heard a

shout from Sinclair, who stood and talked with the

ladies outside, the group being just as I had left them.

'"Quick, Mary—dismount ! Jump into my arms !"

I heard Jack Sinclair shout.

' I rushed downstairs—I think I took the whole

flight at a bound—and was just in time to see a

remarkable sight.

'Mrs Sinclair, in the foreground, was in tlie act of

scrambling from her horse's back—assisted by my
wife—into the arms of her husband. In the back-

ground, coming tearing round the corner of land which

made a bend of the river a hundred yards above our

house, there rushed towards us a seething, roaring

wave, several feet in height, carrying trees and refuse,

and bringing along with it, as it seemed, a storm of

wind and rain.
'

" Back— into the house and upstairs !
" cried

Sinclair, hustling the ladies in at the door. "Don't

waste a second. Come, Holdsworth. God grant your

shanty is as strong as you think !

"

' We were all in the top room and at the window
in less than half a minute, and just in time to see a

grand and terrible spectacle. With a hissing, roaring

sound the scudding wave reached the house. Tlie

water flooded and leaped up the sides, washing, at its

first striking, a foot or two higher than its real depth,

and actually splashing in at the upper windows. Trees'

and broken timber and piles of straw went swirl-

ing and whizzing past us, breaking the glass of the

windows and catchino; in the frames. Sinclair's horse
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was washed away in an instant and disappeared ; every-

thing seemed to be turDing round. I grew giddy and

dazed. Were we afloat and travelling with the tiood^

or had the house stood the shock ?

' It had withstood it, fortunately ; Harris and I

had cause for self-congratulation on that score, for we
built the thing ourselves. I was not long in discover-

ing the fact that we w^ere stationary, and in my joy

and relief I shouted suddenly, " Hooray ! we are safe

;

the old place has stood it. So must yours have done,

Sinclair," I added, " for it hasn't floated past us.

What 's the matter with your wife ? " I concluded.

" Look at her !

"

' My good Bridget was busy attending to her

already, having discerned her need while Sinclair

and I were still at the window.
'
" She has fainted," said Bridget. " She was think-

ing of the baby."

'"Good heavens, yes— the baby!" I muttered;

"but it will be all right, Sinclair, for the house has

held together, and will hold, and the child is high out

of danger."
'

" God grant it," he said hoarsely. " I don't know

;

the water has come up eight feet if it has come up an

inch
!

" Sinclair suddenly went down on his knees.

" God—in mercy save our child," he groaned.

' We comforted him as best we could, and Mary too,

when she came round ; but it was clear that they had

little hope, and that they were both, for the time

being, nearly heartbroken. To tell the truth, in my
secret heart I had not much hope for the child either.

Undoubtedly the water would be standing deep in

their sitting-room ; the poor creature, in all human
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probability, was drowned already ! In any case she

must starve, for how could she possibly be saved until

the flood went down ? It was utterly impossible to

dream of getting back to the poor, doomed little

mortal.

' For two hours we sat and stood and shivered at

the windows, watching the water that rushed by but

a couple of feet below us. We spoke little. The

Sinclairs sat close to one another, and, I think, were

mostly engaged in praying. Bridget fetched food and

a bottle of wine, but they would neither eat nor drink.

' Suddenly Jack said, " The water 's a little lower !

"

' I looked out. He was right ; it had receded by

nearly a foot from the high-water mark.
*
" It will go down, I dare say," said I bracingly,

" nearly as quickly as it rose."

' Sinclair shook his head, glancing at his wife, who
sat quietly weeping. I knew what he meant; he

would have said, if he had spoken, " Too late."

' Half-an-hour more of waiting and watching, and

then another excitement came. Floating rapidly on

the bosom of the flood came a large boat, half-full of

people.
'

" Here come the rescuers ! " I said. " Courage,

Mrs Sinclair ; now we shall hear news of the—of your

house."

'The boat came rapidly bearing down upon us.

Those on board shouted cheerily as they approached,

bidding us catch the ropes they intended to throw,

and to climb out of the window as quickly as we
could, once they were alongside. In another minute

we were all aboard. I spoke to the man who seemed

to be in cumuiand.
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'

" Did you stop at Sinclair's place ? " I asked hira.

'
" No ; we shouted, and found tliey had left already.

I guessed they had come down your way," he replied.

'"Was the water up to their windows?" I con-

tinued under my breath, for I could see the Sinclairs

watching and listening. The man replied aloud,

ignorant that he stabbed two fellow-creatures to the

very heart

:

'

" C^p to them," he laughed. " Well, just about

;

there 's six or seven feet of water in their parlour if

there 's an inch ! They 'd have had to sit on the roof

till we came along."

' It was all over with hope then. Poor Mary
Sinclair hid her face and sobbed aloud ; her husband

was not much better.
'

" What is it ? " asked the skipper.

'"The baby," I muttered, "left alone in the room."

'"Good heavens!" ejaculated the horrified fellow,

" then I 'm afraid But, who knows. Cheer up,

missus ; Mr Holdsworth's is the last party we 've to

take up : we '11 turn her round now at once, and head

up-stream. The flood 's giving fast ; in a couple of

hours we may reach your house if we work hard

—

it is but a mile and a half. Pull her round, bow
side ; we '11 take her into the shallows and work
up-stream for all we 're worth."

' Poor Mi'S Sinclair glanced gratefully at the speaker,

but shook her head. During the hard struggle up-

stream towards their house she sat holding my wife's

hand, and for all I could hear I don't think either of

them spoke a word, though I don't doubt there was

some hand-pressing done. Trust women to find a lot

of consolation in holding one another by the hand ; it
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" completes the circle " of sympathy, I suppose, and

lets the electric current pass freely between them.

' The four fellows at the oars, with help from

Sinclair and myself—it seemed to do Jack good to

have something to do—sent the big boat travelling

steadily though^ slowly along against the still power-

ful current ; and in little more than an hour we were

nearly abreast of Sinclair's shanty.

' I saw from some distance away that it was all

up ; high-water mark was visible enough, and it was

nearly up at the top of the windows. Sinclair saw it

too, and his hand stole to his wife's.

'

" Courage, old woman," I heard him say ;
" we 've

p-ot to face the worst. See where the water reached."

* Poor Mary Sinclair looked up at the house with

a white, set face, but said nothing. The water was

much lower now, but the boat could still float right up

to the building. Mrs Sinclair prepared to get out and

climb in at the window.

'"Don't let her go in, Sinclair," I whispered, nudg-

ing him; "let her wait till she's calmer. Go in first

yourself, and prepare things a bit for her; or, better

still, let Bridget and me go in first
;
you can enter at

the kitchen window and wait there a while "

' " No ; she will insist upon going, poor soul," sighed

Jack, with a kind of sob in his throat. " God help her
!

"

' But as we drew up close to the house, and Mary
stood up to step out on the window-sill, an extra-

ordinary thing happened. With perfect distinctness

the sound of a baby's cry from within the house

broke the sympathetic silence that prevailed without.

It was the weirdest, ghostliest thing, under existing

circumstances.
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* " Gracious Heaven ! what 's that ? " exclaimed

Sinclair, starting. " The child can't possibly be "

'

" She can—she can—she is ! " cried Mrs Sinclair.

" Oh, don't I know her cry in a thousand ? She 's

alive, our darling. Oh Jack ! a miracle has happened."

' It was partly true ; the child was alive, but there

had been no miraculous intervention in its favour.

The explanation was simple indeed ; and when old

Jack Sinclair caine to the window, and made over

the facts to us who remained in the boat, the cheer

that went up might have been heard in California.
'

" The bassinette was on the table, boys," said the

happy, radiant father ;
" and when the water rose in

the room, the table simply floated, and the cradle lay

on the top with the little beggar fast asleep inside—
and there you are ! We 'd call the kid Noah after

this if Noah wasn't a man's name ; but she 's a girl,

you see
!

"

' " Call her ' Noa ' without the ' h '

!

" roared some

delighted fellow from the boat,' concluded Holdsworth
;

' and hang me if they didn't do it ! The child was

christened " Noa " a fortnight afterwards, and Noa she

is to this day !

'
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ONLY A DOG: AN AUSTRALIAN
STORY.

By Herbert Preskin.

CHAPTER I.

OU see, boys, though Jock is only a little

dog, still lie is the undoubted cause of

my ever having got hold of. this yarn, if,

W indeed, he may not fairly lay claim to

being its hero. So you will just have to

put up quietly with a few words about him,

without which I don't really see how you can

ever get the proper hang of the story.

Jock is a stumpy-legged, rough, gray Scotch terrier

;

his leading characteristics are faithfulness, crabbed-

ness, and cheek (spelt with a big capital C). He has

taken complete charge of me for some time past

during my rather erratic wanderings, and even old

Chieftain, ni}' staunch old gray nag, has long since

yielded submission to him.

Under no circumstances will he admit of any

advances of a friendly nature from any one but
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myself and perhaps my wife, whom, considering she

reared him by hand, he gravely tolerates, provided

she doesn't want to wash him, a proceeding which he

indignantly resents. All blandishments, such as call-

ing him a nice wee doggie, with offers of caressing

pats, he nips in the bud with such unmistakable

flashes of white grinders and snarls as to convince

the most sceptical that he is not built that way—in

fact, is not a dog of that sort.

I was gradually making my way home by easy

stages from nowhere in particular, when I came to

the branch roads, and hadn't the least idea of taking

the right-hand one through Simpson's Flat. No ! I

rather fancied the other by the lower crossing of

Oakey Creek. There 's a big water-hole at the rocks

just below the crossing, where, two seasons ago, I

caught a thirty-pound cod. I always carry a hook

and line in my swag, and if I could get two or three

fat grubs, or a frog, for bait, I could spare an hour

or so to have a try for another. But Jock settled the

matter offhand by running away down tlie Simpson's

Flat track at a smart trot, and old Chieftain, as

usual, followed his lead.

Well, it didn't matter much, for, though I had been

about these regions two or three times, I had never

ffone to the Flat, so I mio-ht as well have a look at

it. But if I had no idea of going through Simpson's,

I had much less of stopping there for the night. The

sun was still two hours high, and I meant to go on

to the accommodation shanty at the Oakey Creek

upper crossing. Mr Jock had other views, and just

as we came in sight of the camp on the Flat he began

to exhibit most ridiculously overdone symptoms of
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fatigue, lying down and panting, holding up first one

paw and then the other, licking them with a desolated,

broken-hearted expression of face to show me how
sore they were, then hobbling along on three legs,

&c., being all part of a pantomime with which I was

quite familiar whenever my gentleman thought he

had come across a snug camp for the night.

Something in the look of the place, however,

attracted me ; it seemed so easy and prosperous. I

might just as well stop there after all ; it wouldn't

make much odds ; though I knew well that, as far as

my poor suffering dog was concerned, once he saw the

saddle off old Chieftain's back all signs of footsoreness,

weariness, &c. would disappear as if by magic, and he

would be actively promoting a good, free, go-as-you-

please, all-round dog ruction—a pig hunt down the

creek, or some other light and refreshing kind of

entertainment.

Simpson's is as pretty, cheerful-looking a place as

ever you saw—quite a model place. The Flat itself,

just a little tributary of the Oakey's, is not more

than three miles long from its junction to where it

branches off in little gullies up into the range, which

here comes down in rounded, sheltering ridges,

shutting in the Flat on both sides and sending off

gentle swelling spurs here and there to the creek. All

this was covered with the most brilliant vegetation.

Such grass on the Flat, so green and lush and juicy

!

Along the creek, with its rippling stream (never dry,

they say), the old paddocks on the banks and creek

workings, the mounds of headings and tailings, were

all covered with rich greenery—pumpkins, melons,

vines, and wild cucumbers runnincf riot over them.
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and here and there flashing up their rich yellow

blossoms. Where the creek makes pools in the old

workings there were flocks of geese and ducks

paddling and quacking away in the water.

Some sleek old milkers standing in the water were

lazily picking off" here and there a juicy morsel from

the banks. Well, it's getting on for milking-time,

but they haven't heard the children yet coming home
across the ridge from school, who will drive them on

their way, and with merry shouts and laughter give

them a race home. Even the tinkling of horse-bells

down the Flat helps to make as pretty and peaceful

a scene as ever I met with in my many wanderings.

From where I stopped old Chieftain to have a quiet

look at the scene, you can see the whole of what they

call the lower camp. Across the creek some little

way ahead were a few buildings pretty close together

—one the public-house with some outbuildings, the

other the store no doubt. Then along the creek were

just ten others—four on the store side of the creek

and six on this. Then in between were plots of

cultivation ground with such rich crops of big green

maize rustling its shining leaves and flaunting its

silver tassel banners, of green lucerne and potatoes,

of pumpkins and melons.

' There 's no mistake about it,' I said to myself as

I rode up the creek-bank; 'Simpson's knows how to

take care of itself.'

But what about population ? Once or twice I had

caught the flutter of a petticoat round the homesteads,

but never a sight of a man or even of a good-sized

boy.

I crossed the creek, splashing through the shallow
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stream, and drew up in front of ' The Simpson's Flat

Hotel' a tiny little bush public-house, but, like all

the rest of the Flat, a picture of tidiness and comfort,

with such a garden at the back, all glowing with

roses and bright homely flowers and fruit. I was

received by the landlady, a smart, bright-faced woman.
' Could I stop there for the night ?

'
' Certainly.

Would I come in ? There was a neat little parlour,

with a couple of tidy bedrooms leading off from it—

-

which would I like ? Some supper or dinner ? Well,

in an hour's time she would have something ready

for me.' Then at last in came her boy Tommy, the

first male so far on the Flat. 'Tommy had been kept

from school ; he had hurt his foot. He would give

Chieftain a feed of corn, and then put him into the

old cultivation paddock—any amount of feed there.

Her husband and elder sons were away. Oh no, not

far; only up the Flat fossicking in the gullies.'

True to his old tricks, no sooner was Chieftain

unsaddled than Jock discarded all signs of weariness,

and gave chase in great form to a couple of young

pigs, during which he unfortunately ran against the

hotel dog and a black-and-white friend from the

store who had just dropped across to hear the news.

They made it very lively for poor Jock, and rolled

him over in the dust, from which he escaped very

dirty, panting, and highly indignant.

After a bit I strolled over to the little store. Mrs
Storekeeper, another hearty, jolly little woman, was
there to serve rae with some tobacco and matches,

and ready for a little chat. ' Yes ; she had been there

nearly all her life.' ' Dull ?
'

' No ; she didn't find

the Flat dull.' 'Her children?' 'Oh, the j^ounger
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ones hadn't come from school yet. The children from

the Flat go to the half-time school at the upper

crossing, about three miles distant. They should be

showing up by this time. Her eldest daughter was
over at the head station.' ' Whose station ?

'
' Why,

Mr Drunmiond's, of course. Mr Storekeeper and her

son were just up the Flat fossicking in the gullies.'

Then I found out from her that all the male
population of Simpson's were just up the Flat fossick-

ing in the gullies. ' There are sixteen homesteads at

Simpson's altogether, besides the hotel and store—ten

on the lower and six on the upper camp ; all married

people with families, except at this camp nearest here

—that belongs to Jim Morris. His wife lives with and
attends on Mrs Barton, Mr Drummond's favourite niece,

a young widow ; but Jim is a tenant all the same.'

So I learnt from Mrs Storekeeper that all the land

here for miles round was Mr Drummond's freehold

property, and all the settlers on the Flat his tenants.

He would issue no private mining rights except on

terms that involved taking up and cultivating a

certain portion of land, building substantial cottages,

and a lot of other conditions, on top of which was a

nominally enormous fee for the mining right, a fee

which he remitted to his settlers. By this means he

had kept away a crowd from ever rushing the ground.

The settlers must be married men ; many of them

were shearers, and in the season worked at Mr
Drummond's shed and at a neighbouring squatter's.

As the young folk grew up and married, other home-

steads would go up ; there was room for a good few

yet at Simpson's. There is generally, even in such

a small community as Simpson's, some element of
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discontent, some discord in the general harmony. I

could detect none here. Mr Drunimond appeared to

be respected—I may say loved—by all hands, and his

wise regulations cheerfully observed. It seemed a

regular happy valley. The Jim Morris mentioned

before was the only man without a family here ; but

though he was quite a privileged person with Mr
Drummond, he had built and cultivated a garden like

the others.

' Talking of Jim,' said Mrs Storekeeper, ' I can see

him coming down the Flat now.'

I looked up, and saw some one walking along the

creek-bank.

' You may notice,' she added, ' that he is a bit lame.

He had one foot badly injured some years ago, and

I believe there is a terrible story connected with the

accident. He will bo here directly, and can tell you

more about the Flat than anybody.'

So I sat down under the little veranda, filled my
pipe, and pulling out my pocket-book, jotted down
a few notes about the day's journey, «fec., to which

you are indebted for the flourishing account I have

just given you of Simpson's Flat.

While thus engaged I heard the sound of voices,

and a man passed through the store. He looked at

me as if to speak, but seeing I was engaged writing,

went to the end of the veranda and sat down. I

glanced at him, and saw a smart, active man, say a

trifle the wrong side of forty, with a hearty bronzed

face, lit up by a pair of good, honest blue eyes.

' So you 're Jim Morris, eh ?
' I said to myself.

'Well, ju.st hold hard till I finish this note, and I'll

tackle you, my lad.'

Courage and Conflict. N
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But that note was never finished, for something

happened. Now, wdiat happened may seem a very

trifling thing to you, but as for me, if an earthquake

had swallowed up the half of Simpson's I might have

been more frightened but not more astonished. At
the first sound of a man's step coming through the

store Jock jumped upon the bench beside me with

symptoms of the acutest hostility, as usual ; but no

sooner had Jim passed along the veranda and Jock

had caught his wind than he jumped, down, stood

sniffing for a minute with a kind of puzzled look,

then crept cautiously up to the stranger, and after

smelling round his feet and legs, drew back, had

another good, steady look at him, began to wag his

tail, came closer, put his paws up on the man's knees,

and licked his hand. Down dropped note-book and

pencil.

' Well, I am blessed if '

I hadn't time to finish the sentence before Jock was
upon the chap's lap trjnng to lick his face—I couldn't

stand that.

' Look here, mate,' I cried out ;
' I don't know

whether you put any particular value on a dog's good

opinion, but if you do you ought to feel just the

proudest man this day in Australia. Never since

Jock's eyes were opened has he ever let a stranger

lay a hand on him ; and as to licking his face,

why, the idea Well, I 'm too demoralised to talk

about it.'

Jim's hand was resting gently on Jock's head.

'Is that so, little doggie?' he said. 'Well, you've

got a wise wee face of your own. Is his name really

Jock?'
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'Ifc is,' I replied, 'and I believe this dashed place is

enchanted or that dog is bewitched.'

Jim lifted Jock down, stood up, and came towards

me.
' You asked me, boss, just now, if I valued a dog's

good opinion. Well, if I didn't, and more particularly

when that dog's name is Jock, I should be the most

ungrateful man alive in the colony. For if it had

not been for the good opinion a dog, and a dog called

Jock, too, had of me, I shouldn't be alive here to-day,

but have been foully, treacherously murdered years

ago. Ay, murdered; not put out of my agony swiftly

in one act, like, but left, to a slow, awful, lingering

death that I shudder even now to think of, and don't

care to dream about at nights.'

For the life of me I couldn't help glancing at his

left foot, which I could see had been badly injured

and was crushed out of shape.

' Had that anything to do with the accident to '

I stopped.

'To my foot, you mean,' he said, with a laugh.

' Who told you about that ?

'

I just nodded towards the store.

'Oh, I see—Mrs Storekeeper, eh? Well, I hope she

hasn't been giving me a bad name.'

'Jim Morris—that's just all the name she gave you.'

He laughed. ' Well, yes, it had all to do with my
lame foot. Poor old Jock saved my life, but he wasn't

in time to prevent that.'

' Now look here, Jim Morris, I 'm not in the least

bit inquisitive—in fact, rather Well, see here,

the long and short of it is, I want most particularly

to hear all about that business ; and seeing that my
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little Jock has brought us together in such a queer

fashion, if there's nothing private or likely to hurt

your feelings, I really think you might spin me the

yarn.'

' And so I will and welcome, boss ; but it 's close on

tea-time now.'

'See here, the landlady promised to get me some-

thing for tea or dinner ; it should be ready soon now.

Come and have a snack with me, and then after tea,

with a pipe and a glass of grog, we can deal with the

story. I can't vouch for the grub, you know, but such

as it is '

' But I can vouch for it, and beforehand, too,' said

Jim, ' and guarantee Mrs Jones won't starve you. All

rio-ht, I'm agreeable. I'll just take a run over to

my camp for a bit of a clean-up, and be down at the

hotel in a minute or two.'

I watched the dog carefully as my new acquaint-

ance turned away. Jock never offered to follow him,

but jogged along with me back to the hotel the same

as usual ; but when, a short time after, Jim came in,

looking after his clean-up just what he was—a most

respectable and superior man—Jock greeted him in

the most lavish manner. Jim was right, too, about

the tucker, for a better dinner—a dinner, mind you,

not a feed—I never sat down to in the bush. Dinner

over, our pipes loaded, and Jock fixed up on a chair

between us, Jim cleared for action and started his

story somewhat in the following fashion

:

'Well, to begin with, boss, I was reared on the

Mudgee side, where father had a bit of a farm near

to Mr Oxley's head station. Every one knows Mr

Oxley, the great squatter that was—he's dead now.
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He married Mr Drummond's (our boss here) sister;

and my wife—I Ve been married this fourteen year

:

she was reared on the Oxley estate—is now living

with and looking after Mrs Barton, their daughter

and a young widow. Poor soul ! That 's why, when
I come down here to do a bit of fossicking—and very

good fossicking it is, too—they call me the grass

widower, I was about sixteen when the goldtields

broke out in Australia up our way at Summerhill

Creek ; then came the " Meroo," the " Ophir," the

" Turon," &;c.—you know the old story—and I took

to the diggings from the start. Like many other

youngsters, I had great luck at first, which made a

confirmed digger of me. Well, I went first to one

rush and then to another for the next year or two,

never very far from home, giving them a look in now
and then, till father met with a bad accident, and I

had to come home to look after the old place. It

was a good twelve months before I was able to get

back to the pick and shovel.

' It wasn't time wasted, for it was then I got

hold of my old dog Jock, and had to train him.

Young Mr Oxlcy had been back from the old

country about twelve months when I got home;
he'd been away at college there, and then he had
travelled about a lot, for he was a great sports-

man. He brought a lot of dogs out with him.

He kept two dog pups; he called them Roy and
Jock. Father was to have one ; so when I got home
we drew lots, and Jock fell to me ; and a lucky draw
it was, too, for me. They were about eight months
old, and young Mr Oxley had started already to

train tlieui. He had brought home some new way
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of training to the sound of a loud metal whistle,

one of which he gave me. It ought to have been a

horn by rights, he said. Some foreign huntsman, in

Germany, I think, had taught him. Everything was
done to certain calls on the whistle, and we taught

those pups all kinds of tricks, for they trained won-
derfully easy. I spent another few months after

leaving home round the " Louisa " and the " Turon,"

and then made tracks for the Victorian side. I

fetched up in the Ovens district ; this was, I think,

in the beginning of 1857, when I was about twenty-

two years old. I had rattling good luck at first

all round that quarter. Now, I dare say you will

remember, boss, what a terrible lot of talk there was
at that time about Gippsland. Not being very well

known then, all sorts of yarns sprang up about the

Gippsland mountains. There were chaps away there

in the ranges said to be making gold by the bucketful.

Of others it was said that, after making huge piles,

they had perished in the bush ; for there is no doubt

of it, some of that country is as rough as it 's made
anywhere. Then a report was spread that the bodies

of three miners had been found in the ranges starved

to death, and that by each body was a swag of gold

as much as a strong man could carry. Then, a while

after the adventure I am going to tell you about,

came all the excitement about the Omeo rush and

Livingstone Creek—how the prospecters had been

tracked for miles through the mountains and found

at last, with, it was said, tons of gold.
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CHAPTER 11.

T the time I am now speaking ot" I was

finishing up a bit of ground on a rush

at the back of the Yackandandah, towards

what I see they now call on the maps
the Kiewa Creek, and I had a touch of

the Gippsland fever, like my neighbours,

had got acquainted with a chap of the name
of Tom Lawrence ; he camped close by me in a little

single tent the same as mine ; he was regularly

stone-broke, clean out of luck. He seemed a very

decent sort of chap, a good bit older than I was ; he

had been to sea and travelled a lot, so he could spin

a simple native lad like me all sorts of interesting

yarns about foreign countries and things he had done

and seen there. He was mad about Gippsland too,

and when we got a bit more intimate he let out

that he had a great secret about that part. In some
way which was never very clear to me, he said he

had got hold of the bearings of a gully right in

the heart of the ranges, where some pro.specters had
got most wonderful prospects—that all their rations

were done, and they were nearly starved out when
they struck the gold, and couldn't stop. They got

bashed on^ their way back, and had all died except

one man, who, I suppose, was kept alive on purpose

to tell Lawrence all about the place.

' He was only waiting to make a bit of a rise and
get a good mate to start otf to this new El Dorado

;

ho was quite sure he could find it; and so on. An
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old gag, that's stale enough now, and that, I dare

say, you have heard many a time, boss. You can

imagine all the rest, I dare say, and guess that I was

flat enough to offer to find the needful for the trip.

' I had sent the better part of my gold to Melbourne

by escort, but kept a great deal too much money by
me. You see, I hadn't much sense in those days. I

had close on £250 in notes and gold. It took near

on £50 to get a horse and saddle, &c., for Tom, and

a good stock of rations and other things ; everything

was very dear in those days. I had two horses of my
own—one for saddle and one for pack. When it

came to fixing up the swags he was all for leaving

his tent behind, and making mine do for the two of

us ; but I didn't fancy this at all, as it was too small

;

and besides, I always made Jock come into the tent

along with me at night ; so it was settled to take

both tents, and each of us pitch his own at night.

And very thankful I ought to be we did, or else I

should not be here to-night. I must now tell you

that by this time my Jock had become a splendid

beast; you could not have found his equal on the

diggings. People often wondered at the way I had

him trained to the whistle, which I always carried

on me. He was something like your little dog in

temper, and just exactly the same colour. He would

not make friends with any one, and had a terrible

" scunner " or dislike to Lawrence, who, I am sure,

returned the feeling.

' So now, boss, you can amuse yourself fancying us

all packed up ready for a start into the ranges, while

I have a spell and a draw of the pipe.'

All the while Jim had been talking little Jock was
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perched upon the chair, ears cocked np, lookino; first

at one, then at the other, and seeming to pay the

greatest attention to the story ; and it was amusing

to me to notice that, quite involuntarily, Jim seemed

to address himself as much to the dog as he did

to me.

After a good smoke he started off again.

' It didn't take long from where we were to get into

rough country, but before we camped for the first

night I had made up my mind as to one of three

things : either Tom was not very sure of his bearings,

or he was foxing his track, or he was a very poor

bushman. By foxing his track I mean trj^ing to

confuse me by doubling on his tracks, as to the

actual direction and distance we had gone. This

rather tickled my fancy, as I was always comited a

first-rate bushman, and some of the Mudgee country

is quite difficult enough to try a fellow's metal. I

could have told him when we camped exactly the

direction of our starting-point, nnd very close on how
far it was oflf.

' That night I was a good deal disturbed ; for, instead

of coming into the tent as usual, Jock prowled round

and round it nearly all night, and woke me twice by
his fierce growling. The next day the travelling was
much of the same kind. Certainly we were getting

well into the ranges, but we had gone over a lot of

useless ground. At night again Jock repeated the

same tactics. It was to have taken us only three

days to get to the wonderful gully. Tom pretended

he had gone astray a little, but we should be there

early on the fourth, he was sure. That day, the

third out, we crossed what Tom called two rivers, but
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which I know to be the same stream which we had
crossed and recrossed. It was, in fact, the Mitta Mitta,

as I found out afterwards, and we had recrossed it

not a very great distance below where the Omeo rush

took place afterwards. In fact, I take it, from look-

ing at the map afterwards—for I was never in that

country again—that he was poking about in the

country somewhere between Mr Wills and Mr Cooper,

as they are now called on the maps, and not in the

district at all that is known now as Gippsland proper.

' The third night passed ott" quietl}:^ enough, Jock

still on the watch. In the morning Torn felt sure

to strike the place that day. You '11 bear in mind

that since early in the first day there had been no

track of any kind to follow, and the going in the ranges

was very rough. This daj^ it was worse than ever;

but about noon, from the top of a high spur, I saw
away to our left, nearly in a nor'-westerly direction,

a queer-shaped hill, that I felt certain I had noticed

on the second day ; and then I knew to what an

extent we had been travelling in circles, and that we
weren't so very far from our starting-point either.

There was no use in saying anything ; it was natural

enough for a chap who wasn't well used to the bush

to get a bit mixed in such country ; besides, if the

worst happened, and he couldn't find his gully, I had

noticed plenty of likely-looking country, and we might

do worse than prospect it on our own hook. In the

afternoon he got quite confident again.
'

" I have the right bearing now. See that high

blutt' with the great boulders piled up like a tower ?

Well, we out-'ht to find what we want round tiio foot

of that."
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' He pushed on now quite briskly, and I remember

thinking that he rode more lils:e a man getting to a

place he knew than to one of which he had only a

description of the bearings. We were going up the

bed of a good-sized creek, and an hour or so before

sundown he turned sharply oif into a widish gully

running up to the big spur or bluff", and in which at

a distance I could see traces of workings.
'

" Here we are," he said. " What do you think of

me for a bush pilot ?
"

' Well, I thought very little of his piloting, but

said nothing, and we started to camp. The horses,

hobbled and belled, were turned u]) the gully—it

was what you would call more of a flat than a gvilly

—tents pitched, and a lire started. While the billy

was boiling I strolled up the flat to see how much
work had been done, and found a good deal more

than I expected. About twenty shafts had been

sunk, coming down the flat on the far side. The
water-course was on the side of our camp. They

started near the top of the flat, in about six feet

of ground, getting deeper as they came down, till the

bottom one, about seventy or eighty yards from the

camp, was quite twenty feet deep. That evening

we had a bit of a chat over the Are. Tom said he

did not know where the best prospects had been got,

" But we '11 try all the shafts to-morrow ; most likely

the deepest ones are the best."

'Then he started the subject of Jock, who had been

getting more cranky towards him every day, and was
then crouched down by my side as close as he could

get. He said I should have to chain Jock up if we
wanted to do any work—that he would be frightened
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to move about with that great savage beast ready to

fly at him any moment.
' This was right enough. I was a bit puzzled myself

at Jock's behaviour ; he didn't like any strangers, but

I had never seen liim go on with any one I had
worked with before like he did with Tom ; he never

took his eyes off him for an instant, and watched his

every movement, except when on horseback, and I

felt all the time the dog could hardly keep from flying

at the man's throat. So I said I would flx him up
all right in the morning at the tents, which he had
been used to guard.

' Before turning in I had a look round. The moon,

near the full, was shining brightly, and the air felt

sharp and frosty. It was about as wild a camp as I

ever saw. The flat was shut in by high ridges, and

towards its liead the big blufl" loomed up, with the

great masses of rock piled up one on the other, and

glistening white in the moonlight, like an old giant's

castle ; though, for that matter, I never saw a castle

in my life. The warrigals were tuning up all round,

and their music don't ever sound very cheerful.

' Altogether I felt a bit queer and lonely that night,

and was glad to roll into the blankets. I made Jock

come inside the tent. He didn't want to, but I

insisted ; so in he came and lay down alongside me.

He licked my face all over, rubbed his great hairy

muzzle against my cheek, and whined softly. Poor

old chap ! He wanted badly to tell me something. So

there I lay with the good dog's nose against my face,

my arm over his neck, and tried to sleep, but it was

no use for ever so long. I couldn't help thinking over

the last few days. I felt certain now that all the
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story Tom had told me about how he came to hear of

this spot was a fraud. As sure as I lay there, he had

been here before. There was no deceiving a thorough

bushman in that. The confident way he rode at the

finish and many little things proved that to me. I

thought our journey over carefully. I felt pretty

sure that we weren't more than about forty miles as

the crow flies from our start—say one long day's ride

through the mountains—and we had been four days

knocking about in the range. What I couldn't settle

was, whether he could have come here straight at the

first, or whether he had really got bushed. I know

now all about it; he had been just pottering about,

waitino- for a chance to do for me at night, but Jock's

watchfulness had saved me. You mustn't think I had

any suspicions of anything wrong. I had never heard

or read or dreamt of any such infernal villainy as the

scoundrel lying in the other tent was hatching. It

never even entered into my head to be uneasy about

the money I had on me—a good £200, mostly in notes,

which I carried in a pouch inside my shirt. At any

rate I meant to have a look at the ground, and then

tackle Tom straight, and make him own up what were

his reasons for pitching me such a lot of lies. Then

I fell asleep. Jock roused me by stretching and

shaking himself, and I found it was close on sunrise,

so I turned out. Tom was up ; and telling him if he

would get the billy boiled I would look up the horses,

Jock and I turned up the flat, where, just before

falling asleep, I had heard their bells tinkling. We
hadn't gone far when I spied the remains of an old

camp, and had a look over it. There had been two

good-sized tents, the poles still standing ; and I could
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see that the chaps, whoever they had been, had started

to get out timbers and laths for driving the ground,

at the deeper shafts probably. The horses had not

strayed far, and heading them well back down the

gully, I got back to the camp for a bit of breakfast.

I mentioned finding the other camp, and Tom gave

himself straight away.

'"Oh ay!" he said; "our old camp is just up the

flat."

' He looked up sharp to see if I had noticed the slip,

but I pretended to be too busy pegging away at the

beef and damper to mind anything else ; but I was
more determined than ever to have a good under-

standing with him by-and-by. After breakfast we got

our tools ready, and I chained poor old Jock up to the

tent. I had a terrible job with him to make him quiet.

He whined and cried and pawed me, and tried so hard

to be let free that I had to get Tom to go on ahead,

out of his sight. Then I gave him a good scolding,

showing him the whistle and making him lie down. He
was too well trained to resist me when he saw I was

in earnest, and gave in at last; but I couldn't help

smiling when I thought of the bit of old rotten strap

round his neck that he could snap like a bit of thread.

As I turned away to follow Tom, my faithful friend

gave vent to some mournful howls.

'"I'm blowed if that dog of 3'ours, Jim, wouldn't

give a fellow the horrors. You 'd think we were

going to a funeral," Tom said, with a grin.

'Instead of starting at the lower shaft, he turned up

the fiat. "Let us have a look at these top ones first."

'I have told you that these were the shallowest, and

it stood to reason weren't any good, or they would
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have been worked. He was clown two or three, and

got out prospects which I panned out with the poorest

results.
'

" Hadn't we better tackle the deep shaft at once

where they left off work ?
" I said.

'"AH right," he replied; "you have a turn below,

and see if you can't drop on it rich; it's about here

somewhere."

'It was plain to me if there was nothing in the

lower shaft the whole thing was a duffer. This one,

as I told you, was about twenty feet deep. There

were a couple of logs along two sides of it, with a

short log laid across them, but no signs of a windlass

or of foot-holes to go down by. You know in those

days diggers used to sink very great awkward holes,

not like the neat shafts they do now, and this one

was too wide for foot-holes. We had brought a piece

of rope, which I made fast to the cross log; and

dropping the pick and shovel in, I slipped down the

rope. I noticed at a glance a bit of a drive about

four feet in on the lower side and a few laths leaning

over the entrance, when a slight noise made me look

up, and I saw Tom whipping the rope up. He grinned

down at me with an evil look, and it struck me then

for the first time what an ill-looking dog he was.
'
" Hullo ! what 's that for ? " I sang out.

'

" What 's that for, my joker ? Why, that 's because

you 're trapped at last. Do you know where you are ?

Why, you 're in your grave. A fine caper I 've had

with you and your blasted dog. I could have finished

your job nights ago but for that brute, and been off

with that roll of notes ; it won't be in your shirt long

now. I '11 put the set on you, and then 1 11 finish him."
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' I saw him stoop and rise with a great boulder in

his hands.

'By instinct I jammed the shovel hard against

the side of the shaft over my head ; it turned the

force of the blow, which beat me down on my knees.

Before he could get another I squeezed my body into

the drive. There was just room enough to get, as

you may say, out of the line of tire, but not much to

spare, and the laths, which I kept in their place

with the double end of my j^ick, helped to make the

shelter better. He cursed and swore fearfully when
he saw this—-but there 's no use in repeating his foul

lano;uao;e; cursing and swearino;; is a thino' I don't

hold by at all—and stopped pelting down stones.
'

" You won't come out of that, you varmint ? " he

sneered. " All right, then ; I '11 earth you in. Won't

take long to do that. You '11 be quiet enough after

a bit, when I come and dig you out ; though it 's a

lot of trouble just for that bit of plunder. The air

in that bit of a drive won't last you many minutes
;

"

and with that he started to shovel back the earth into

the shaft.

'Imagine how I felt. I seemed quite stupefied

—

to have lost all power of thought. I could only call

out silly prayers to the bloody-minded ruffian to spare

me. He could have the money, the horses, anything,

but for God's sake don't bury me alive ! The rattle

of the earth falling quickly down the shaft was his

only reply. It helped to bring back my senses. I

saw the earth rising fast up the mouth of the drive.

As I crouched back in the little hollow my hand

pressed against the big whistle round my neck. In

a second it was at my lips, and with all my strength
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I blew a call, and well I knew, if Jock only heard it,

that rotten strap wouldn't hold him long. Again I

sounded it. Then a dread came over me ; the way
I was cramped in the drive and partly earthed up

mio-ht deaden the sound. I must o'et out ! I was

desperate then. The villain had stopped shovelling

at the first whistle-call. I think he was watching the

dog. Never mind him. I forced myself fairly clear

of the hole, and blew it again shrill and clear up the

shaft. He turned sharply round. I saw him raise a

great stone. I got ni}^ head and shoulders back in

shelter in time, but not my foot (the left one). Down
came the boulder, as big as your head, on it—fair on

the instep. I felt something smash like pieces of

tobacco-pipe, and gave a great scream ; but I kept

my senses, for mingling with my own cry I heard

the dog's short angry barks, and knew he was loose,

coming like the wind to rescue me. I pushed out of

the drive and shouted to him ; there came a fierce

growl, and I saw the great hairy body flash over the

shaft.

Couraiie ;inu Coiitlict.
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CHAPTER III.

fOW a great terror took me again. The
ruffian was armed ; he had a pick to liis

hand, and carried a sheath-knife, I knew.

What if, in a struo-gle, he should happen
to disable or stab the dog ?

There was a desperate scrimmage going

on. I could hear Jock's growls and snaps.

Presently the wretch gave a sharp scream.

' " That 's one for Jock," I said to myself.
' But I must make him come in. I must have him

to guard the shaft till I managed to get out. Never
mind the man. My only thought was to get out

of that accursed hole—that living grave. I called

and shouted to Jock to come in. His training told.

Furious as the dog was, he obeyed me, and came to

the top of the shaft.
'

" You must stop here, Jock, and watch him—to

mind him—to look out."

'And there he stood sentinel. Bristling all over

with fury and his great fangs gleaming, he looked a

formidable antagonist indeed. But how to get up ?

The shaft was too wide to cut foot-holes, except

perhaps in one of the corners. And then the time.

But a lucky thought struck me. The laths were of

free grained stuff. With the pick I split from them
some stout stakes, which I sharpened at one end, and

then drove them into the corner of the shaft with

the pick, one over the other, getting up step by step.

" Now, Jock, stand fast ; watch him, old dog !

"
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' One more peg in and I can get hold of the cross

log. Another a bit higher and Jock was slobbering

my face. I could feel the ruffian had moved away.

One more effort and I was up out of that hideous

hole—out of that deadly pitfall.

' I sank down on the heap of headings, and hugged

and kissed old Jock. Never can I forget my feelings.

My foot was useless and giving me great agony ; but

never mind that. I was up in the free open air again.

How green the grass looked, and how bright the

sunshine ! Never before did the sky look so blue.

Away at the very top of one of the ridges opposite,

a great tree stood up clear against the blue sky; a

flock of white cockatoos were whirling and screaming

around it. How white they were, and how they

glistened like silver in the sunlight! I have never

since seen a tree with cockatoos Hying round it with-

out the whole of this scene coming back plainl}^

before me.
' But where Avas my would-be murderer ? Why,

just over at a little clump of wattle scrub, about

thirty yards off, busy at something. Just then he

looked round, saw me on the heap of stones, and

gave a great start. I saw then what he had been

doing. In his hand he had a long light sapling, to

which he had lashed his sheath-knife. This then was

a spear, and with it he would be able to keep Jock

off and stab him when he got the chance. But I was

out of the hole, and though I had no weapon save

the pick he had left behind him, and couldn't stand

upright, still there were lots of good stones round me.

You know you can't beat bush riddles at flinging

stones ; I used to be a regular don at it. If it came
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to a duel with stones, I wasn't frightened of coming

off second best.

'As he came slowly forward I saw that he limped

a bit, and there was a big blood-stain on his moleskin

trousers. " That 's Jock's work," I thought, as I

raised myself up on one knee and gathered plenty of

handy-sized ammunition, making the dog keep well

in. Tom saw my determined stand, and although he

knew he had hurt me badly with the big stone, he

didn't know how much I was crippled. He stood

watching me for a while, calculating the chances, and

then, after shaking his fist at me and using some

very bad language, he moved slowly off to the tents.

I could think of nothing better to do after that than

to give old Jock another good hug, then crawl pain-

fully across to the same clump of wattles, fix myself

up a spear like his, and get back to my heap of stones.

Now by good luck, on leaving camp that morning, I

had brought my billy with me, half-full of cold tea,

and there it was still untouched where I put it before

going down that deadly shaft. I was parched with

thirst, and I had then the sweetest drink of all my
life.'

I have tried to give you this story as faithfully as

I can repeat it, but no words of mine can convey any

idea of the dramatic manner in which it was told, or,

rather, acted to me. My friend Morris had gradually

become very excited, and when he had brought the

story up to his arrival at the fateful gully he got up

from his chair, moving restlessly up and down. Jock

had jumped down too, and kept following him about,

whimpering and giving little, short barks of sup-
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pressed excitement. Then Jim acted all the scene in

the shaft. He cauglit up a tray from the table to

show how he guarded his head from the first stone.

Then up about so high on the wall was the height of

the drive. This was the way he crouched down; and

so on. But when, to imitate the whistle-call, he put

his fingers in his mouth and blew it so shrilly as to

make the house ring again, little Jock lost all control

over himself. He burst out into furious barking; he

flew here, there, everywhere, after invisible enemies,

and tore round and round Jim as though to protect

him from some, by us, unseen danger. By the time

Morris came to finding the billy of tea he was calmer,

and sat down again. Jock also returned to his post

on the chair.

' There 's something very queer in the way j^our

little dog goes on,' said Jim. ' One would almost

think he knew what I was talking about. I can't

make it out at all.'

Now to me, who was quietly watching the whole

scene and knew the dog's habits, it was stranger still.

I felt convinced that I had seen two actors going

through a performance they were perfectly familiar

with—I am of that opinion still. How one of them
came to know his part in it I had just heard. But
what about the other—the dog ?

' So now,' continued Jim, ' I have explained to j^ou

how my old dog helped to save me from a miserable

death, and how I got this crippled foot, and perhaps

that is all you want to know.'
' Excuse me, my friend,' I replied. ' You have

certainly got out of the shaft, and are sitting on the

headings just now with a make-shift spear, a crushed
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foot, and a doi^, in the heart of the ranges, and a

murderous ruffian prowling round ; but so far from
being saved yet, I should say you were in one of the

tightest places possible ; so fire away. I want the

yarn, the whole yarn, and nothing but the whole

yarn.'

' All right,' replied Jim ;
' then oflt' we go again.

'You will understand that I had been watching my
worthy mate pretty closely. As I got back with the

spear I saw him go up the flat with the bridles, and

presently come back with all three horses. He then

quietly saddled mine and the pack-horse, pulled down
both tents, picked out the best—mine of course—put

all the rations, the tent, and everything else he could

lay his hands on, including the other saddle, on the

pack-horse; piled up the other tent, my blankets,

and all the rest of the things he didn't mean to take,

in a heap, and set fire to them. And I, boss, had to

sit there watching him. I tried, but found I could

not move freely enough to do any good.

'I didn't want any one to tell me what his game
was; he was just going to leave me there, in a

crippled state, to starve. Not a nice lookout, eh ? but

just heaven compared with being down that cursed

hole. When he had everything packed up and ready

he rode towards me till within speaking distance, still

holding his spear, and shouted :

'

" You stick there ! I missed you one way, but

I 've got you another. I can see you 're cooked,

or you wouldn't have let me take the horses and

things so quiet. Just stop where you are and

starve; you've neither tucker nor shelter. You'd
better have let me settle you in the shaft short and
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sweet, you know. Well, I shan't forget you or your

blasted lapdog ; he has given me something to

remember him by, so I'll give you a look up in a

few days just to get that bit of coin you 're keeping

so kindly for me, and I won't forget this time to

bring a shooting iron with me in case it's wanted.

So long, my hearty, and keep your pecker up."

' And with that off he went, leading the pack-horse

and driving the other with the bridle tied up before

him. I gave him a fair time to get well away, and
then started for the camp. I had a great job to get

over, for I was pretty well loaded, my shirt being full

of stones in case he came back on me sudden-like, and

I had a good drink crossing the bed of the creek.

First I put down the stones, and went down to the

creek for another load. You nuistn't laugh at the

stones, boss ; they were the only things I could depend

on to beat him off with if he attacked me. People

may think nothing of stones who can't throw straight,

but I tell you, in the hands of a man who can, they

are a very effective weapon. Then I overhauled the

wreck. The fire hadn't done as much harm as I

thought; there was no wind, and the things had only

smouldered. I rooted out a good many pieces of the

tent, some parts of my blankets, a few of my clothes,

and two bags, in one of which I got a little bit of

salt meat—about a pound and a half. Then under

the buslies I had lain down to sleep on was a small

saddle-pouch. In that I got three ship -biscuits,

about half-a-pound of rice tied up in a sock, and a
cake of tobacco. In another old jumper I got a little

bag of tea and sugar mixed—enough to make three

small pots. Besides that I found half a johnny cake
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I left from breakfast, and Jock sniffed out of the

buslies a piece of cooked meat—about two pounds

—

that the ruffian had slung away. So this was our

stock of provisions—three biscuits, half-a-pound of

rice, half a johnny cake, two pounds cooked meat, a

pound and a half raw meat, tea and sugar for three

pots, and a cake of tobacco; so we weren't starved

yet by a long way. By this time my foot had got

so bad and swollen that it had to be looked to.

Before starting I thought of the time, and pulled out

father's old silver watch. Well, wdiat time do you

think it was ? Just ten o'clock. All this business I

have been telling you of had only taken about three

hours and a half from the time we left the camp

after breakfast. Putting the watch down beside me, I

started to cut off ray boot. There was plenty of blood

in it, and the foot was a terrible sight. I '11 just tell

you what the matter was. The big stone had come

down fair on the instep and smashed nearly all the

bones of the top of the foot, some into two or three

pieces, and some of these were sticking through the

skin. I noted this afterwards, for the pain in getting

the boot off was so great that I fainted away. When
I came to my senses poor Jock M^as whining and

licking my face in great trouble.

*I had to take myself up pretty sharp; there must

be no more fainting business if I was ever to win free

out of this fix. I did the best I could to get the foot

into shape, bandaged it with unburnt bits of my
shirts, and then with strips of the tent, with some

thin pieces of bark for splints. It wasn't a great job

for a doctor, but I got wonderful relief, and, with one

of the tent forks for a crutch, felt a deal more active.
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But time flies. I looked at the watch; it was now
twelve o'clock. Something must be done to get away
from this place before night. I would not stop there

for all the world. Now I had got an idea in my head,

and had been turning it over all the time I was
dressing my foot.

'This scoundrel Lawrence was, as I have said, a

very poor bushman and a very bad rider. I had led

the pack-horse all the way here, and it had taken me
all my time, too, in places. So I felt sure he could

never lead a pack-horse and drive another before him
in country like this. I was certain of that. If he

managed to get the horse a mile away from the camp
it would give him all he knew. There was a chance

he might only go a short distance off and camp, but

I didn't think so ; Jock showed no signs of uneasiness.

My idea was he would lose the horse before he had

gone very far and not trouble about it, never think-
' ing it possible for me, in my crippled state, to either

find or catch an unhobbled horse. Something must

be risked, and I determined to put Jock's training to

the test. Mr Oxley and I had trained the two dogs,

among other things, to go forward at a certain signal

in wide circles and head in anything they found.

They would work thus singly or together, on either

horse or cattle camps. I crawled down to where

the horses had started from, put Jock on the scent,

talked to him, showed him the whistle, blew the

signal, with the cry, " Seek forward—seek forward,"

moving my arm round in the direction he was to go,

and then gave the signal again. Jock looked at me,

pricked his ears, gave one snufF at the trail, and was
off down the flat full gallop. I got back to my
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stones and spear, and sat ^Yith the watch in my hand
counting the minutes. Oh, how slowly they went!

Oh, how lonely I felt ! If poor old Jock was only

back. What if he should run foul of Lawrence and
thiidv I meant him to be rounded in and get wounded ?

Oh, those weary hands on the watch, how slow they

went ! Minutes seemed like hours. It was just half-

past twelve when I started Jock. It got slowly, so

very slowly, to one o'clock. I '11 wait the hour, and

then try to recall him. I filled the tirst pipe I had

smoked since breakfast, and thought I would count

the puffs ; but I couldn't smoke. At last it came to

half-past one. Well, if that w^as only one hour, there

can't be more than half-a-dozen in a whole day.

—

What ?—eh ? Was that a dog's challenge ? Yes ; but

how faint !—It 's Jock ! Hurrah ! And he has got

something. What is it ? Oh, if he has come across

that ruffian and tried to round him in ! There 's one

consolation if he does and the man is on horseback

:

he will make the horse thi-ow him, to a certainty.

'That's something like the way I fidgeted and

fumed.

'But it was Jock's voice, and it came steadily

nearer and nearer. He was fetching something in.

A minute or two more, and, oh, what a leap my heart

gave !—for there, just turning up the flat, was the

spare horse which Jock was bringing along like a

regular artist, right up to where I was standing. The
bridle was on him, fastened up. I trembled so I

could hardly limp forward to catch him ; but at last

the reins were in my hand. Thank God for it

!
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CHAPTER IV.

OR the first time since I saw Lawrence

ride oif with the horses I felt there was
reasonable hope of escape. Now I felt

sure that I should pull through somehow.

And whom had I to thank for it but old

Jock, who twice in the one day had saved me
almost by a miracle.

'And you asked me, boss, when we first met if I

valued a dog's good opinion. After Jock and I had

made a very sparing meal I fixed up some sort of

saddle with the two sacks, bits of blankets, clothes,

&c., with a good wide sling for my foot ; fixing on my
crutch and spear, I scrambled up, and made a start

with as queer a rig-out as was ever seen in those or

any other ranges.

' Before leaving I had one last shuddering look at

that dismal shaft that had so nearly been my living

tomb, and then turned my back on it for ever. It

was just 3.30 p.m. when I left that accursed camp.

There had been a lot, boss—my life's most terrible

experiences—crowded into that one day since half-past

six in the morning.
' I will not trouble you with all the details of my

terrible ride.

'After leaving the camp I travelled on slowly for

six or seven hours. There was bright moonlight,

but still that is not a very favourable light for travel-

ling in such rough country. Fortunately the horse,

though not a vt^ry showy one, was staunch, mountain-
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reared, and active. Then I camped till daylight in

the greatest agony. Next day on again, with occa-

sional halts to rest the horse. I often shudder when
I think of that journey. I was beginning to get light-

headed from the inflammation of my wounds, and I

felt I couldn't hold out much longer. The sun set for

the second time ; still I kept on mechanically. It was

eleven o'clock that night when I roused myself up a

bit ; the country was certainly more open.

' A bit farther on Jock gave a whimper, and, putting

his nose to the ground, trotted on in front. I saw he

had struck a track, made, most likely, by timber-

getters. This might mean anything, as these men
are constantly shifting their camps, and the track

might be going either to or from one of them. But,

as Jock seemed satisfied, I was. He took the lead

now in such a confident manner that I felt my spirits

cheered up, and they needed it. In a while my dog

challenged. I stopped and listened. Yes, faintly in

the distance there came a dog's bark. I kept along

the track for another good two miles, the barking

getting louder, till, on rounding a spur on the bank

of a good-sized creek, I saw a camp before me

—

a couple of big tents, some timber-trucks and logs,

while the jangling of bullock-bells was welcome music

to me.

'I don't remember well what happened then. Of

course all the dogs roared and barked and charged out,

with Jock joining in the general commotion. I was

told afterwards that I sat there on the horse blowing

the whistle like mad. Then there were people round

me. I was lifted down ; some one put something to

my mouth—it was a pannikin with a stiff' glass of
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rum in it. Down it went, and a bit after I gathered

my senses. I was in one of the tents, with a lot of

hearty bush chaps round me. As soon as I was able

I told them my story. You can imagine their surprise

and wrath. I don't know which was greatest—that

or their admiration for Jock, who, having given the

camp champion a good dressing down, was unusually

amiable, and allowed himself to be patted and made
much of.

'

" By the holy smoke !

" said a young fellow they

called Syd, " I 'd sooner have that there dawg than the

best horse this side of Victoria." And, as you know
from a young bushman, boss, that was paying him the

highest possible compliment. When they understood

how very bad my foot was, and that I couldn't possibly

ride any farther, the young fellow, Syd, offered to go

for a cart.

'

" There 's a spring-cart down at Pearson's ; it 's only

ten miles. I '11 get my horse and be oiF at once. I '11

be there before daylight, and back an hour or two

after sunrise."

' So off he went. I was so exhausted that I fell

into a heavy, restless sleep, from which I was roused

about eight o'clock with the news that Syd was back

with Bill Pearson, who was to be my coachman, and

the spring-cart packed full of hay, on which I could

rest my weary limbs. Bidding all hands at the camp
good-bye, with hearty thanks for all their kindness, I

started off with my new friend.

' I can't tell you a tenth part of all the goodness I

met with. At Pearson's, when they saw how anxious

I was to get on, they got fresh horses, and Bill Pearson

undertook to see me right through into the Yackan-
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dandah. Fifteen miles farther on he got an exchange

of horses, and before night I was back at the main
camp, in bed, with a doctor looking after me. At first

he M^as all for cutting off my foot. When he found

I wouldn't suffer that, he patched me up in a sort of

a way, so that in six weeks' time I was able to start for

home. Father came as far as Albury to meet me
with a Yankee wagon, and by degrees we got home.

Then it was the doctor again, till at last I had to

be taken to the hospital in Sj^dney. There I was
operated on several times, but pieces of bone still kept

coming away. At last I got all right, and had this

boot with a spring instep made, with which I have

managed to get on very well ever since.

'Of course I had made a deposition to the Victorian

police of all that had happened, but nothing had been

heard of Lawrence.
' He was taken, however, and Jock caught him. It

came about this way. When at last I left Sydney as

cured, better than twelve months after my accident,

I went to Bathurst to stop for a while with uncle.

My younger brother Charlie came over from the

Mudgee side to see me and bring Jock, whom I hadn't

seen for six months. You never saw such a meeting;

I don't know which was the silliest, the man or the

dog. About a week after, on a Saturday evening,

one of my cousins, Jock, and I were in town, standing

among a bit of a crowd near Webb's stores talking

about a new rush, when suddenly Jock gave a fierce

growl and sprang at a man passing in the road with

a swag on his back. The man was so taken by
surprise that he slipped and fell down, luckily for him

on his face, for the dog was on him in an instant
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worrying him. Then I got Jock by the collar,

calling out to secure the man, for I knew who it

was without seeing his face. The pohce came up,

and I shouted to them to take the man away quickly,

for so furious were the dog's struggles that, not

being very strong yet, I could hardly hold him.

We got Jock home and chained him up, and I went

over to the police-station. My story was well known

all through the district, and I recognised Lawrence

at once.

'He denied his identity of course, but I told the

sergeant about Jock's tussle with him at the shaft;

and, sure enough, when he was searched there was

the scar of the bite on the thigh of his right leg—and

a precious bad bite, too.

'When the Victorian police came over to fetch the

villain they brought another warrant besides the one

about my affair. A man who was crippled in some

accident in Victoria had made a confession, some three

months before this, that in company with another man
he had robbed aiid murdered his two mates somevvdiere

about a couple of months after my experience with

Lawrence. Like me, this man had been decoyed into

the bush. He stated where the bodies were bui-ied,

and they were dug up. The description given of

his accomplice tallied so well with that given by
the Bathur.st police of Lawrence that a warrant for

murder was issued against him, and the troopers got

him back to Victoria in time for the other dying scamp

to identif}^ him ; other evidence also was forthcoming,

and Lawrence was hanged in Melbourne for murder.

I had to go over there, of course, but my case never

came on. And now, boss, that 's the whole of the
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yarn, lock, stock, and barrel, and I think I'll say

good-night and turn in.'

' Yes ; but what became of Jock ?

'

'Poor old Jock lived to be very old—more than

twenty years—and died at Mr Oxley's head station

of old age, a little over four years ago. He is buried

in the garden, and there is a fine stone slab over him,

with an inscription telling the wonderful things he

did for his master; and it winds up by saying that

even if you searched the world through you could

never find a stauncher friend than lay there, although

he was only a dog.'

Next morning Jim rode a bit of the way with me.

At the cross-roads he stopped and got off his horse to

bid little Jock a most affectionate farewell.

'I suppose, little doggie,' he said, holding Jock in

his arms, 'that I shall never see you again.'

'That you will, I guarantee,' I said, 'and before

many months, too. I am coming back here. In the

meantime there 's my address, and give me yours, for

I 'm going to write to you.'

Now there had been something on my mind all the

mornino-, and something; on his. Out it came at the

last moment.
' Do you happen to know,' I asked in the most inno-

cent manner, ' the exact date when your old dog died ?

'

' Yes, I do,' he replied ;
' it 's on the monument. It

was on the l7th August 1877. And as fair-play is

bonny play, do you know the exact date when your

little Jock was born ?

'

I did, and I told him. It was on the 18th August,

just one day later, of the same year,

' Just so. I thought so,' said Jim.
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'What on earth do you mean?' I snorted. 'Why
can't you speak out plain instead of going on like

that ?

'

' I mean exactly the same as you do, boss,' said Jim,

with a laugh, 'and that is this. I don't know what

they may call the thing in a dog that makes it

know people, learn things, makes it wise, and guides

its actions—whether it 's soul or spirit or something

else. But the soul or spirit, or whatever you like to

call it, that was in my old Jock when he died is in your

little Jock now. I can see it in his eyes. And, look

here, boss ; if you were to argue till you were black in

the face you wouldn't convince me to the contrary.'

' And considering, old man,' I replied, giving his

hand a hearty farewell grip, ' that I am just of the

same opinion myself, I am not going to try.'

Coiira''e anil Conflict.
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AN EPISODE IN THE TRANSVAAL WAR
OF 1880-81.

By W. Wjlmott Dixon.

NE forgets many things, and probably the

story which I purpose retelling liere is

forgotten by all except the surviving

actors in it and their immediate friends.

But the memory of such a signal in-

stance of British pluck should not be allowed

to die.

On Sunday the 5th of December 1880 the little

town of Lydenberg, in the Transvaal, was in a state

of unwonted excitement. The whole population was

out in its Sunday-best to give a hearty send-off to

the 94th Regiment, which had been quartered there

for many months, and was now ordered to Pretoria.

Both officers and men had made themselves extremely

popular with all classes, and the expressions of regret

at their dejDarture were universal. Numbers of the

inhabitants accompanied the regiment on its way for
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five or six miles. One lady and gentleman—Lieu-

tenant Walter Long, the junior subaltern of the 94th,

and his pretty young wife—rode out as far as fifteen

miles. The colonel had paid the lieutenant the high

honour of leaving him in sole command o£ the troops

left behind—-a responsible position for a youngster of

barely two-and-twenty.

As the lieutenant and his wife turned their horses'

heads and bade farewell to their comrades, Colonel

Anstruther called out

:

• ' Good-bye, Mrs Long ! Look after Long, and mind
you 're a good little adjutant.—Good-bye, Long ! Look
after my garden for me ; remember I expect to find it

in as good order as I leave it.'

Both the colonel and the lieutenant were enthusi-

astic gardeners.

As the regiment tramped past, Mrs Long cried out:

' Good-bye, 94th ! God bless you !

'

And the men shouted back

:

' Good-bye, oitr lady ! God bless you, Mrs Long !

'

It M^as a last farewell for many of them, though

they little thought it; for a fortnight later Colonel

Anstruther and more than half his men were killed

at Bronkhorst Spruit.

Out on the open veldt, about half a mile from the

town, M^ere eight military huts, each fifty feet long

by eighteen feet wide, built two abreast, with an in-

tervening space of thirty feet, the whole forming a

parallelogram seventy-eight yards in length by twenty
in breadth. At the first rumour of disaffection among
the Boers, Lieutenant Long resolved to withdraw his

men into these huts, and throw up some kind of

shelter round tliem, for up to this time they stood
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without the slightest enclosure, and utterly unpro-

tected. The force under his command consisted of

fifty privates and three non-commissioned officers of

the 94th, seven privates and a sergeant of the Royal

Engineers, three privates and a conductor of the

Army Service Corps—in all, including Dr Falvey, of

the Army Medical Department, and Lieutenant Long
himself, sixty-six officers and men.

Mrs Long, who had been living with her husband

in a pretty little cottage embowered in roses and

fruit-trees at the lower end of the town, without a

moment's hesitation decided to leave her comfortable

home and take up her quarters with her husband.

Her many friends in Lydenberg tried in vain to

dissuade her from the step. She was offered a warm
welcome in half-a-dozen houses ; but the brave little

woman said that her place was beside her husband.

So the soldiers brought her belongings from the

pretty cottage to one of the huts, and showed their

admiration for her pluck by taking the greatest

pains in making her quarters as tasteful and com-

fortable as possible. There was, however, but scant

accommodation for a lady in the hut assigned to her,

which sheltered under its roof three horses (whose

every movement was distinctly audible) besides her-

self and her husband.

On the 16th of December they began throwing

up works of defence round the huts, and Mrs Long

delighted the men by working as hard as any of

them. On the 23rd of December the appalling news

reached them of the massacre of the 94th at Bronk-

horst Spruit. But, stunned though they were by the

terrible tidings, they set to work more vigorously than
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ever to complete their defences. When the tiny fort

was finished it was christened Fort Mary, in honour

of Mrs Long; and Father Walsh, a Roman Catholic

priest who had elected to cast in his lot with the

little garrison, formally blessed it.

An envoy from the Boers, Dietrick Miiller, ap-

peared, on the 27th of December, with a proposal

that the garrison should surrender and accept a safe-

conduct into Natal. His surprise at the youthful

appearance of the commandant of the fort was great.

' Da,t younker !

' he exclaimed in contempt. But ' dat

younker' was not so green as Mr Midler imagined.

He suggested writing to Pretoria for instructions.

Miiller consented, and Lieutenant Long thus cleverly

gained a delay of five days, which he utilised in very

materially strengthening his defences.

On the 4th of January the Boers appeared in force,

some seven hundred of them, and formally demanded
surrender of the fort; to which summons the young-

subaltern returned the spirited reply :
' It is incon-

sistent with my duty as a soldier to surrender my
trust.' An urgent appeal was once more made by
Mrs Long's friends in the town to induce her to quit

the fort and take up her residence in one of the

many homes placed at her disposal. But she stoutly

refused.

Two days afterwards the attack commenced. For
three hours and a half seven hundred Boers kept up a

continuous rifle-fire upon the little fort at a range of

five hundred yards. In her own charmingly modest
and simple narr-ative, Mrs Long thus describes her

feelings when she first found herself under fire

:

' I must humbly confess that during the first liour of
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the firing I was dreadfully frightened, and took refuge

under a table, for its imaginary shelter. Father Walsh,

entering the hut at that moment, with his breviary in

his hand, to look for me, and not finding me, as he ex-

pected, called me. I lifted the table-cover and popped

my head out, saying, " Here I am. Father ! " My posi-

tion struck me as so ludicrous that I burst into a

hearty fit of laughter. Not till 4 P.M. was I able to

ascertain that, notwithstanding the terrible fire of the

last four hours, not a man had been wounded. My
husband, knowing how anxious I should be as to his

safety, looked in as often as he could to cheer me.'

But she very soon overcame these natural terrors,

and got so used to the firing, even when the Boers

brought a couple of cannon to bear on the fort, that

she frequently slept right through the cannonade.

What with tending the sick and wounded, and

making sand-bags, sometimes turning out as many as

four dozen of them in a day, Mrs Long's time was
fully occupied. Think of her there, one woman, little

more than a girl, alone among sixty men fighting for

their lives against ten times their number ! What
wonder that the men fought like heroes with this

daintily-bred English lady sharing all their dangers

and setting them an example of patience and courage

and cheerfulness. She admitted that at first she felt

the absence of any of her own sex keenly. But the

soldiers were so devoted to her, so delicate in their

solicitude and consideration for her, that she soon lost

the sense of loneliness.

One day a strange messenger arrived, a little black-

and-tan terrier, with a piece of paper folded in a rag

tied round its neck. It was a communication from
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some friendly townsfolk informing them that the

Boers were quarrelling among themselves, furious

with Dietrick Mtiller for being such a fool as to

allow the English these five days to complete their

defences ; and adding, as a hint, that the defenders

of the fort were firing too high—which hint, I need

hardly say, was quickly taken.

The garri.son had nothing in the shape of a gun

with which to meet the fire of the two six-pounders

that the Boers had in position. But one day Mrs

Long suggested to one of the Army Service men that

the 'monkey' of an Abyssinian pump which they had

might perhaps be utilised. The idea was promptly

seized upon and ingeniously carried into execution

;

and the Boers were very much amazed when a cylin-

drical shot weighing two pounds six ounces, formed

of round crowbar iron cased in lead, came crashing in

amongst them. ' Mrs Long's gun,' as it was christened,

proved a very valuable addition to the armament of

Fort Mary.

The huts were riddled through and through with

round-shot and rifle-bullets, and the escapes from

death were so miraculous that Lieutenant Long twice

had the men assembled for a special thanksgiving

service conducted by Father Walsh. On one occasion

a cannon-shot struck the wall within an inch of Mrs
Long's head and covered her with dust and debris.

Another time the hut in which she lived came
down about her ears, and her escape from being

crushed in the ruins was marvellous. But she must
needs, woman-like, go back to rescue her ' things,' and
expressed truly feminine sorrow to find her best

bonnet smashed as fiat as a pancake, and only one
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cup, two saucers, and a couple of plates left of all her

cherished crockery.

Meanwhile the men kept up their spirits wdth

music and dancing. ' Hold the Fort,' with a strictly-

local application, was a favourite chorus, and the men
invented a version of the famous Jingo song:

We don't want to fight ; but, by Jingo ! if we do,

We 've got the pluck, we 've got the men, and ammunition too.

We've fought the Zuhi king and Sekekuni too.

And the Boers shall never get into Fort Mary.

And they never did, though they tried their utmost to

drive out the gallant defenders with cannon and rifles,

and, what was worse, ' Greek-fire ' shot in metallic

tubes into the thatch of the roofs. Perhaps if the

Boers could only have summoned up courage to make
a determined assaiilt whilst the huts were blazing and

half the garrison occupied in putting out the flames,

they might have captured the fort. But the Boers

are not dashing fighters, and they did not care to

meet the stubborn defenders of Fort Mary hand to

hand. So they contented themselves with potting at

the gallant fellows who fearlessly exposed themselves

in their efforts to extinguish the fire. Those efforts

were successful, though they cost the lives of two

brave men who could ill be spared.

But the garrison were not content with standing

only on the defensive. They made plucky little

niglit-sorties, which scared the Boers considerably

and caused them some loss. Twice Conductor Parsons

of the Army Service Corps sallied out alone in the

dark, and pitched hand-grenades in amongst tlie

enemy, which produced a perfect panic amongst

them. There was vigorous sapping and mining, too,
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on tlie pai'fc of the Royal Engineers, who made things

very lively for the besiegers.

Then the water ran short. A pint a day for each

man was all that eouLI be spared ; and this, though

supplemented with a pint bottle of ale from the

stores, was terribly short rations of drink in the

hottest month of an African summer. Plucky Mrs

Long found the privation of water for washing more

trying than even the thirst ; and her joy was intense

when, after many days of this privation, she dis-

covered a big bath-sponge in its oilcloth case still

damp. One daily wipe she and her husband allowed

themselves as a luxury, and then locked the sponge

up. At last the rain, which for many weary hours

they had watched deluging the hills around, con-

descended to visit them, and then they had rather

more water than tliey wanted; for, the huts being

all roofless since the lire, there was no shelter from

the pitiless downpour. The soldiers, always eager and

anxious to protect Mrs Long, rigged up a tarpaulin

screen to shield her from the rain when sleeping ; but,

despite their care, she often woke up drenched.

The news of the disasters at Laing's Nek and

Majuba Hill was, of course, promptly communicated

to them by the enemy, accompanied by a peremptory

summons to surrender. But Lieutenant Lon^, thoufrli

badly wounded himself, lying helpless, with his faith-

ful wife nursing him night and day, sent back the

curt answer, 'I sliall hold out to the last.' And the

men, looking at that l)rave woman so patient and

cheerful under her terrible load of anxiety, set their

teeth hard and swore the Boers should never have

Fort Mary whilst there was a man left to handle a rifle.
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' And ever on the topmost roof the old banner

of England blew.' At first, indeed, it was but a

merchant-shijj's ensign. How they hoisted a real

Union-jack I will let Mrs Long tell in her own words

:

' Our ship's ensign had become, what with the wind
and what with the bullets, a perfect shred ; more-

over, we were anxious to hoist a real Union-jack. A
Geneva flag was discovered, but though sufficient red

and white were forthcoming to complete the crosses,

no blue was to be found. Nothing daunted, the men
came to me to inquire if I possessed such a thing as

a bit of dark blue for the new flag, and, to their

delight, I gave them a serge dress of the desired

colour. A beautiful Union-jack was very soon made
and hoisted, instead of the first. Our ship's ensign,

though exchanged, was not discarded, for under its

tattered shred our brave fellows were carried to their

graves.'

On the 29th of March the Boers kept up a furious

cannonade and fusillade all night. But the next morn-

ing, to the surprise of the garrison, a white flag was

hoisted over the enemy's lines, and under its protection

Lieutenant Baker of the 60th Rifles brought them the

humiliating news that peace had been concluded with

the Boers. So the gallant defenders marched out

from the riddled and battered little fort which for

eighty-four days they had held against ten times

their number.

Mrs Long was so thin and pulled down that her

friends in Lydeuberg hardly knew her. The Boers

cheered her heartily as she passed them on her way
into the town, and their commander, Piet Steyne,

treated her with the utmost courtesy. Indeed, such
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a chivalrous gentleman was this gallant Boer that

he sentenced one of his men to twenty-five lashes

for shouting out during the siege, ' Come out, Mrs
Long, and make us some coffee ; we are so cold.'

At the same time he threatened double the penalty

if any further insult were offered to the English

lady.

Lieutenant Long and his men were publicly com-

plimented in a General Order ' for their successful

and heroic defence.' But I am disposed to think that

the largest share of the praise was due to the brave

woman who set them so noble an exaujple.
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FACING THE WANG: A MEMORY
OF CHINA.

By Charles Edwardes.

WAS a young fool to risk it; but I'm

not sure that it is not better to be a

young fool than an old chap with more

tlian the average amount of wisdom and

gout in both legs. I was very fond of

poor Best, too. He had helped me much in

Shanghai. I couldn't bear to think of him being

in the power of those mad rebels, especially with the

fat Wang at the head of them.

Privett, a daring young American, was my pal in

the matter. We slipped down to the beastly, stinking

river together when dark was beginning to settle upon

the mud-flats, and there he helped me to make-up as

John Chinaman. I had that advantage. My teacher

in Shanghai said I was the smartest Western at

Chinese he had ever had ; and, upon my word, with-

out conceit, he may have been right instead of a

spectacled old stick of duplicity, like most of them.
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Better still, I had the look of one of them, when

I pleased to put it on.

Any one but Privett would have turned serious

when the final moment came.

My pigtail was fixed, the fastening under the cap

quite a work of art. I was John Chinaman from head

to foot. The only downright European things about

me were a revolver I could rely upon, loaded, and

a phial of poison, small, yet quite large enough for

my purpose, and warranted pure.

'Well, old man,' said Privett, chuckling, 'I hope

to goodness you'll win the odd trick; but it's big

odds against you.'

I told him I was aware of the fact, and that

any other fellow would say something more en-

couraging.
' I 'm not another fellow, but myself,' said he.

'Listen to their pop-guns. Don't it shy you off",

even at the last moment ?

'

It almost did. I confess it. Of all mad businesses,

this idea of mine of drifting down that typhus-flood

of a river, and so into the hotbed of horrors and

cruelties the fat Wang had made of Nanlin, was just

about the maddest. But I had my young pluck as

a stand-by.

'Good-bye,' I said, giving him a quiet smack on

the shoulder.

He was a warm-hearted fellow, though such a

daring fellow.

' Good-bye, old man, to you,' said he, throwing his

arms round me, 'and I hope you pull through some-

how, with or without poor Best.'

We had already settled it that Burgevine was to
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be left to form his own conjectures about my
absence. It would be all the more glorious if I

could spring great news on him after being chalked

down as a deader.

Then I crawled on to the bit of black raft, and

the stench of the river folded me up. Privett pushed

me into the current, with one more wish for luck, and

away I glided. His face showed pallidly for a few
moments, and then I was alone with the dull gleam

around me. He was to go back to our cheerful,

neck-or-nothing little army, camped two miles from

the city's walls, and I meaiit to find and save Colonel

Best, or die in the attempt.

That drift was a short nightmare. I had to lie

like a dead man myself, for there were boats in

mid-stream with lanterns to them, and it would be

odd if I did not bring up against other boats near

tlie city. The 'pop-gun' music continued. Whether
it meant massacre or rejoicing I didn't trouble to

think. The faint call of a bugle from our camp
reached me in the midst of the rebels' row, and I

dare say it made me homesick for a moment or two.

But the die was cast. I couldn't get back now if I

would. All I could do was to paddle, softly as a

fish's fin, with my right hand, to avoid getting carried

past the town itself.

I managed that all right.

A sudden blaze of lanterns—red, blue, yellow, and

other colours—where the stream turned showed me
my landing-place. But, upon my word, it was enough

to make me tremble the pigtail ofi" my head to see

what I had to get through to come at solid ground.

There were hundreds upon hundreds of headless
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corpses making a ghastly fringe of jetsam on the

river's margin where the current had lost its force.

The actual voyage was a mere matter of minutes.

It took me a couple of hours to worry with due

caution a way through these fresh and old proofs

of the fat Wang's ferocity. Towards the end the

raft was no good, and I abandoned it. The bodies

of the dead were as much support as I wanted for

my work.

I was as nearly suffocated as man could be. But

I did it, and that was the main thing. I trod water

to the darkest end of the litter, and at length lay

down to rest and dry a little among a pile of other

dead waiting their turn to be pitched in with their

comrades. Drums, fifes, and excruciating trumpeting

were here more to the front than the musketry

noise.

Now occurred the oddest part of my stiff little

adventure.

You would suppose I had quite enough anxiety

on my mind to keep me from sleeping with, at the

most, more than one eye. That was so ; and yet

I dropped off after a time as calmly as if I were

bedded in the old home in Perthshire. In all likeli-

hood, too, it was the saving of me, as events turned

out.

My awakening was a pretty bad one. A sudden

wrench, and I was staring in the face of a slit-eyed

rebel, wlio had my poor departed pigtail in one hand,

and didn't know what to make of it. The night had

passed, and they were clearing the shore of its corpses.

I had to go with the others ; but

Such a clamour ensued. I was no sooner on my
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legs than half-a-dozen Taipings were at me. To them
I burst out in praise of their great Wang, whom I

profaned (and myself too, but there was no help

with it) with nearly as many celestial titles as he

had himself adopted. I entreated them to take me
at once to his Sunbright and Moonbright Radiance,

that I might deliver a message that had come to me,

dreaming, among the dead whom he had so right-

eously slain without regard for their ancestors or

base-born children.

I had learnt a decent amount of nonsense of that

sort from my old teacher, and the Wang's own florid,

red-lettered proclamations, on yellow satin, had found

their way into Burgevine's army, very much to our

amusement.

The main thing was that I behaved as a poor

commonplace believer in the reigning dynasty could

hardly be expected to behave under such circum-

stances. I didn't beg for my life on my knees, nor

did I complacently bow my head for the stroke one

of them seemed eager to give me with his hanger.

' Who are you ?
' I was asked fiercely.

' My magic is for the invincible King—for none

but him,' said I, striking an attitude.

Like as not I overdid the attitude, for my ques-

tioner smiled an ugly smile. They shuffled some

quick words about among them in dialect that

baffled me, and off three of them haled me.

This much I learnt: I was to have my wish.

The mighty Wang would in all probability like such

an impostor to be crimped to death under his own
fastidious eyes. I was too good a specimen of im-

pudence to be knocked on the head and drowned
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like a plain bit of Manchu rubbish. Comforting, was
it not ?

However, I gathered all my senses together on
this walk through the evil slums of Nanlin, and
somehow didn't feel as daunted as was to be ex-

pected. No, not even when the vermilion and gold

palace of the Wang himself was before me, with his

fantastic guards outside, in their gowns of crimson
silk done over with black dragons.

There was some difficulty with these men. It

appeared that the Wang had eaten heavily the night
before, got drunk too. They looked at me as if

they thought it would be much more sensible to

finish me there and then. But I gave them look
for look, and in the end they seemed as interested

as the others in the painful future that would
assuredly soon be measured out to me. It were a
pity to balk me of that.

Two of these flamingoes now took charge of me.

At any other time I should have felt and
shown extreme curiosity about the rooms we passed
through. They were like the packed warehouses
of a rich London dealer in second-hand articles.

Loot, of course ! Scores of clocks in gold and silver,

ticking on as placidly as if they were where they
ought to be. Mirrors with massive frames of gold
and silver, the most lovely josses and Buddhas in

ivory and jewels lying in heaps, cases of soap
marked 'Brown Windsor,' piles of silk goods, ink-

stones of jade and gold, saddles, guns, porcelain

vases, silver and ivory chopsticks, and all sorts of

things. The marble tables were burdened with them,
and they were stacked against the gilded panelling

Courage and Conflict. Q
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and doors like the odds and ends in a marine store.

But a couple of huge bundles of European uniforms

were the most significant sight of all. I wondered

casually how many bullet-holes and sword-cuts these

could muster between them.

The fellows left me in a vestibule, where more
guards quite declined to let them bring me a step

farther. Here I was eyed with solemn contempt for

nearly an hour while I stood and tried in my mind

plan after plan of action.

After all, it seemed I couldn't do better than see

what my medical training would do for me. That,

plus the pretence of magic, might do something.

As humbly as I well could without previous prac-

tice at humility, I made advances to the Wang's

servants in the matter. I was a harmless speck of

dust who had received in a dream a commission to

worship at the great Wang's shoe-tips, and offer him
advice which might help him to live out in comfort

the immortality with which Heaven had blessed him

for his patriotic heroism. My own life was a nothing.

If the Wang chose to pound me in a mortar and

use me as a polish for his door-posts, I should feel

perfectly contented and happy. All I wanted was

the privilege of aiding him ever so little in wiping

the floor of China with the foreign devils out-

side the city, and slicing up the native filth that

had joined the foreign army against his sacred

omnipotence.

My flowery babble didn't have much effect, but it

was tolerated. It did something, though; for just

before I was dragged into the presence-chamber one

of the guards came close to me, and after inspecting
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me as if I were an abominable picture, pulled me to

a window.

The window commanded an open space between

the palace gardens and the building. A number of

kites were tethered in the area, and one monster of

a yellow dragon, that looked as if it could lift a

horse, strained at its cord with notable effort.

I gathered that the day was to be kept holy and

playful in memory of one of the Wang's ancestors.

But it was not the kites I was brought to the

window to see. Suspended from a veranda that

might have been the outside of a stable, on one side

of the courtyard, was a basket. I knew the kind.

The man pointed at it, shooting the breath through

his nostrils in derision. Then, while I stared, he

obligingly fetched an English telescope from a table,

turned it on the basket, and gave it to me, laughing.

It was poor Best's head. His closed eyes were plainly

visible through the glass, and even the character done

in red ink or blood—I couldn't tell which—on his

forehead,

' Magic not wanted for that
!

' said the man ; and
that was all he said, leaving me to guess his

meaning.

I didn't care a copper-piece what he meant. The
sight just filled me with a yearning for the Wane's
blood in atonement ; and I swore too, to myself, that

I'd have it, and stand the consequences without

flinching. I felt ten times the man I had been a
minute earlier. They were idiots not to have searched

me and cleared me of the revolver. As it was, it

would be queer if I couldn't let the Wang have two
of the bullets and give myself a third before I was
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interfered with. How thankful I was that the fiends

had not tied my hands as a start

!

A movement in the direction of the Wang's bed-

chamber brought me to myself again. The door was
open, and I saw a flutter of skirts and the backs

of two of my red guards where they crouched. What
was being said I couldn't hear ; but a thick, loud

voice that was bound to be the ' Heavenly King's
'

own burst out above the others.

' Bring him in !
' it cried. ' Bring him in !

'

They volleyed me in, two at each arm, as if pre-

pared for a struggle, and taken by surprise that I

didn't resist.

The Wang was in his yellow night-robe, lying on

a pile of heavy silk mats on the most gorgeous

four-posted bedstead that I ever saw. It was of

carved ivory columns, hung with scarlet silk curtains

drawn away on one side. The Wang looked as if

he had had a gay evening : red-faced, fat, irritable,

anything rather than a kingly exemplar of Confucian

ethics; but there was intelligence of a keen order

in his eyes nevertheless.

' Ho !

' he cried when I was dumped down on the

floor, where I kow-towed discreetly in spite of the

brewed and brewing murder—to call it that—in my
mind. ' Ho ! ho ! A worm wishes to give long life

to the dragon ? A mud-born drop of river-scum

thinks to be of service to the sea ! Stand him up.

Let me blast him with a lightning look—the lost

son of a foolish mother
!

'

The fat beast's speech was plain enough. I was

on my feet and challenging him before they could

beoin to haul at me. Since he was in this kind of
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humour, and of such a temperament, there should

be no more grovelling on my part. We exchanged

lightning looks, the worm and the dragon. The

Wang slowly sat up and his cheeks puffed gradually

towards his eyes, which sharpened and sharpened.

Then a cruel smile crept to his mouth.
' You speak English ?

' he said, dwelling on the

sibilants as if he relished them.

I didn't hesitate more than a second or two.

'Yes,' I replied, 'I can speak English, immortal

Majesty/
' You have something precious to say to me ?

' said

he—this time with no thunder at all in his voice.

' Something more precious and true than the truest

wisdom in the sacred books,' said I, feeling now that

I had the brute on the hip. It's astonishing what

insight into character one can get from a few words

out of a man's mouth. I knew as well as if he had

told me that the great Wang was eaten up with

suspicions and fears, and that he would give all the

o-olden and silver accumulations in his palace for

news that should assure him a victory over old

Burgevine outside the city gates, numbers apart.

This reminds me that the fellow's massive crown

of solid gold, with great golden studs to it all round,

sat on a little eight-sided inlaid table at the foot

of the bed. A most uncomfortable treasure to wear!

They were singularly simple idiots, some of these

Taiping Wangs

!

' Speak
!

' said the fat Wang. ' And speak slow,

that I may understand.'

I gave him a proverb in reply, glancing respect-

fully at the guards.
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'Wisdom himself has only two ears, son of

Heaven, and the singing bird does better to sing

than to quack like a duck, even though it has learnt

to quack.'

Your home-fed Oriental dearly loves a proverb,

whether or not he can quite see its application. The
Wang saw my meaning, however. It was a telling

stroke, too. It probably persuaded him that I was
more Eastern than Western, though his wit had
detected the Western air about me.

He fluttered his hand and away kow-towed the

guards; but before the last of them had gone the

Wang slid from his mats on the far side and called

one of them back.

' Show him what the flies are eating in the palace

yard !
' he said.

I was touched on the shoulder, led to the window,

which was flung open, and yet again poor Best's

head was pointed out to me. This time belief was
made sure.

'It is the English devil. He came as a spy, and

he died the same day !
' said the man.

I shielded my eyes with my hands and gazed and
gazed ; and then it was that just a chance whispered

itself to me. There were only two or three coolies

in the courtyard, the wind was vigorous, the great

kite still tugged at its cord, the distance from the

window to the ground was not more than ten feet,

and a short sword in a gold scabbard lay on a

divan near the window.
' The king's deeds are always good

!

' I murmured,
and once more I put my mouth to the floor of the

fat Wano:'s bedchamber.
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' Go !

' said he. There was a quiet scraping of

slippered feet, and he and I were alone.

It was no time now for palaver of any kind. There

was a bolt of silver to the door.

I slipped the bolt. Then, before the fat Wang could

give tongue to his stupefaction at my impudence, I

was at him with my revolver. One shot in the

forehead—I saw it smash through the bone—and

another in the red of his nose; then I darted for

the sword, leaped to the yard with it, and was slicing

at the rope down by my feet before any one was
after me.

The shouts from the palace window urged me on.

I saw two red forms trembling on the sill. One of

the men near poor Best's head was running towards

me. I paused to pot him. Then there was a thud.

One of the guards had taken the leap. But in that

same instant the rope was cut, and clutching it high

up, I was lifted like a rather heavy feather, and the

curved roof of the palace was below me.

It was a Wang's own luck for me that the great

dragon kite could lift me as it did ; but I soon had

my share of new trouble. As may be supposed, in

spite of its vast area of silk with bamboo ribbing,

the thing didn't sail with complete ease, burdened

by my weight. The wind, too, wasn't a steady wind

;

and—good heavens ! what I endured in the thought

!

—if it should carry me high up, thus hanging, what
could I do but drop soon and end the agony of

suspense ?

It did not rise high, happily ; but it moved fast,

dangling mc above the roofs and low chimneys,

jerking this way and that, pitching as if it meant
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to dive down head-first, and then curveting off again

like a terrified horse. But it moved—it moved all the

while—and soon I was over the mud-walls of Nanlin,

some ten feet only above the top of them.

It made a spurt towards the river, declined the

adventure, got caught in a side-blow, and after some

sickening gyrations just bolted head over heels into

the stream not a hundred yards from the south

bank.

I was saved all right.

A short determined battle with that filthy, stink-

ing, corpse-tainted current and I reached the mud,
sank knee-deep in it, struggled up, and ran for the

gray tents of Burgevine's stout little army as if I

had all the devils in Hindoo mythology at my lucky

heels.

Poor Best was avenged, and one Wang had gone

somewhere else out of that confusing celestial king-

dom on earth which we call China.
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JAN PENGELLY.
By James Patey.

CHAPTER I.

OUPt men sat one night in the little, old-

fashioned parlour of the ' Tregartha Arms/
a low-ceilinged room, odorous of tish and

tobacco-smoke. Specimens of copper ore

were ranged along the mantelslielf, and

above it hung the glazed presentment of a

frigate, worked in faded worsteds— the only

other embellishment of the walls being the pictorial

sailing-bill of a line of steamers calling at Falmouth.

Two candles in brass candlesticks stood on the

scarred mahogany table, and sufficiently lighted the

room. The youngest of the men was seated writing

at one end of the table, the other three facing him.

He was a man of thirty, well built, and somewhat

handsome. There was determination in his face, and

in his large, bold writing, and a characteristic touch of
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vigour in the swift thrust with which he sheathed his

pencil, and the final snap of his pocket-book.

' Well, gentlemen,' he said, leaning over the table,

' to-morrow I shall carefully write out my report for

the syndicate, but you already know my decision. I

am strongly of opinion that with more modern

machinery and economy in working. Wheal Tregartha

may yet be made a paying property. I am sorry,

Captain Trefusis, that you cannot confirm my report.

I am a stranger to Cornish mines, and my experience

has been gathered elsewhere. It would give me great

satisfaction to have my judgment endorsed by a local

expert like yourself, but since you so strongly differ

from me, I must make the most of my unsupported

opinion.'

Trefusis, the mining captain, a tall, dark, black-

bearded man, blew a cloud of smoke, and answered

slowly :
' Wheal Tregartha has not paid a dividend for

ten years, Mr Cameron, and never will again. What 's

the use of throwing good money after bad ?

'

* There 's a curse on the mine,' broke in Edwards, an

older man, with a bronzed face and silver earrings

;

' Tregartha pit has never prospered since they ancient

bones was found in the old workings. Doctor Bolitho

scraped they bones, and measured them. "These be

men's bones," says he, " but they 'm never the bones of

Cornishmen
;

" and he packed 'em in a fish-basket and

sent 'em up to Saint Somebody's Hospital in London,

and iver since then the copper failed, and bad luck

came; and now there's moans in the mine

—

moans'
(his prolongation of the vowel was peculiarly dismal),

' and folks zay 'tis the watter in some cave when
the tide comes in ; but I b'lieve 'tis the moans of the
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sperrits a-searching for they bones.' He would have

continued his lugubrious talk, but an admonitory kick

from the boot of Trefusis under the table silenced him.

Roskree, the third miner, who, like Edwards, spoke

with a strong Cornish accent, observed sententiously

:

' There isn't a man in Cornwall who knaws more about

copper than Cap'n Josiah Trefusis here, and 'tis no

use zaying that bad is good.'

Then Trefusis spoke again, taking a lump of ore

from his pocket, and pushing it somewhat rudely

across the table :
' Look at that, Mr Cameron ; that 's

the best we 've found. In these days, when copper 's

to be had all the world over, will such stuff pay for

the digging and smelting and bringing to market ?

'

Cameron civilly examined the ore, and replied :
' I

do not attach much importance to this or any par-

ticular sample; but I think it probable that a much
richer lode exists, not far from the working whence

this was taken.'

Trefusis, starting to his feet and speaking loudly

and aggressively, said: 'I dare say, Mr Cameron, your

friends will raise the new capital on your report. It

is easier to pour money down a Cornish mine than to

get money out of it ; in the old brisk days of mining-

speculation, we had a saying here that " fools' money
is as plentiful as pilchards." For myself, I am simply

a miner, and mind my own business. I know nothing

of the ways of your stock-jobbing syndicates !

'

The speech was intentionally rude, and a momentary
flush of anger mounted to the cheek of Cameron

;

but he calmed himself, and replied good-humouredly

:

' Well, Captain Trefusis, we need not quarrel. I am
much indebted to you for your assistance in my three
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days' investigation. The inspection of a disused mine

is a difficult and somewhat dangerous task, and I shall

not neglect to acknowledge your services in my report.

Personally, I am much obliged to you, and to our

friends here; and now, gentlemen, I wish you all

pfood-niefht
;

' and shaking hands with each, he left

the room.

The three men smoked in quiet for a few minutes,

and Roskree broke the silence :
' He 's a smart man,

that Cameron, and he knaws his business. My days !

but he was within a few yards of our lode this

morning ; I expected every minute he 'd drive into it

with his pick.'

' If he had,' said Trefusis fiercely, ' I 'd have driven

into him with mine!' and he brought his hand down
upon the table with such violence that his pipe was

broken to atoms ; and smiling grimly at his own
vehemence, he gathered the fragments and ashes in

his broad palm, and flung them contemptuously into

the fireplace, as though he were disposing of the

objectionable Cameron.
' Hush ! don't 'ee talk so,' whispered Edwards ; and

Roskree, glancing cautiously towards the door, said,

' I think us had better get outdoors
;

' and shouting a

good-night to the landlord as they passed through the

outer room, they went out into the little village street.

It was a lovely night, and warm even for the spring

of this southern coast. The white cottages gleamed

luminous in the moonlight ; a quivering radiance fell

across the waters of the little cove, and the outlines

of the cliffs were dimly visible ; while far away, at the

end of the ghostly headland, shone the great twin-

lights of the Lizard.
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There was a sound of voices abroad, the talk of

neighbours across the low hedges and little garden

gates, with whisperings and occasional laughter; a

tranquil hour dedicated to gossip and sweethearting,

and sacred to the evening pipe.

Edwards and Roskree exchanged frequent greetings

with acquaintances, right and left, as they walked

down towards the beach, but Trefusis strode silently

on. The fishing-boats were drawn up in a row on the

sand, and seating themselves on the side of a boat,

the three men smoked and watched the silver fringe

of the advancing tide.

The mining captain was in a sorry temper. He and

his two companions alone knew of the existence of a

rich lode of copper that would retrieve the fortunes of

the Tregartha mine, and he had hoped to keep the

secret till he had contrived to buy up many of the

shares at a minimum price; but this new project to

raise fresh capital, and resume the working, liad quite

upset his calculations. In a few weeks his secret

might be everybody's inforjnation.

' Curse the fellow and his syndicate
!

' he cried

bitterly. ' Our game 's half-spoilt, mates. In six

months I'd have got half Wheal Tregartha in my
own hands ; as it is, the mine will soon be opened

again. We have short notice now to scrape up what-

ever loose shares we can.'

' You promised, cap'n, that you would give us each

a tidy bit for helping 'ee,' said Edwards dubiously.

' Surely you won't rin word now ?

'

' I promised you shares, and sliares you shall have

;

haven't I already given you forty apiece ?

'

' They didn't cost 'ee much,' said Roskree ; ' old
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Bolitho said he was glad enough to turn the rummage
out of his bureau.'

' There 's more to be had equally cheap, if we hold

our tongues a bit longer/ replied Trefusis ;
' old Parson

Trevennick holds a lot.'

' I think us might leave the old parson alone/ said

Edwards ;
' he 's poor enough, by all accounts.'

• And who 's poorer than yourself, Dick Edwards ?

'

asked Trefusis. ' Haven't you got sense enough to

hold tight to the one bit of luck that was ever put

in your way ?

'

' Parson Trevennick was very good to me when my
little maid was bad,' broke in Roskree, 'and so was
Miss Trevennick; and if this business was going to

make 'em suffer, rather than hold my tongue I 'd put

a shillin' in the hand of every town-crier in Cornwall,

and cf^y the new lode through the county.'

' You never had shillings enough for that job,

Roskree,' rejoined Trefusis, ' and never will, if you
don't show more sense. I didn't think you were

such a soft fool
!

'

' Not exactly a fule,' answered Roskree, ' but I 'm

trying to be a durned rogue, and I baint half cut out

for the character.'

' Well, well,' said Trefusis soothingly, ' I won't

meddle with the parson ; and, after all, I can only buy
what other folks will sell ; and buying and selling is

no crime, Roskree. But don't despise the shares, men

;

although they cost little, they are worth a good deal.'

' Ees, us knaw that,' replied Roskree contentedly

;

' the shares be really worth a pretty penny.'

' There 's a brave heap of money yet in Wheal
Tregartha,' added Edwards,
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A moment later, to their utter dismay, a tall figure

sprang up from the shadow of the next boat and

walked across the sand, ' Who 's that ?
' shouted

Trefusis ; and the three leapt to their feet and

hastened after the retreating form.

' It 's all right,' cried Roskree, who was foremost,

to the others ;
' 'tis only Jan Pengelly

;

' and Edwards,

hurrying up, repeated in a tone of relief, 'All right,

'tis only Jan !

'

Tall and lithe, with a mass of red hair and clear-

cut features, Jan Pengelly had the restless, over-eager

look of one denied the full endowment of reason. His

handsome face was not lacking in a certain wistful

intelligence ; but in spite of his twenty years it was
a child's mind that looked out from his blue eyes, and

he had all a child's simplicity and irresponsibility,

with much of a child's swift intuition. In the Idiom

of the west country, Jan was 'half-mazed.' His

fisherman's jersey was much mended, and he wore an

old cap of otter-skin ; and there was a touch of the

picturesque in his bearing and gesture.

' What be 'ee down on the beach by yourself this

time o' night for, Jan ?
' asked Edwards, overtaking

him.

The answer came in a clear ringing voice: 'I was
just watching the tide, and the moon, and the glory

of the watter
—

'tis a brave, beautiful night
!

'

' Have 'ee been fishing to-day, Jan ?
' inquired

Roskree.

' No,' replied Jan ;
' I 've been doing a bit of

gardening up to the rectory, and clipping the hedges.

And I 've found a rare lot of purty stones, and heaped

them up at the end of the garden for ferns to graw
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between ; and Miss Trevennick 's been mortal pleased

with me all day.'

By this time they had reached the houses, and
Edwards and Roskree said good-night and turned

homewards, leaving the other two to continue their

way to the farther end of the village.

' Jan,' said Trefusis, taking his arm as they walked
together, ' did you hear anything said when you were
lying down there in the boat ?

'

' Ees, I heard the words of all of 'ee,' was the reply.

* And what did you hear, Jan ?

'

'I heard 'ee talk about Parson Trevennick, and I

licard old Edwards say, " There 's a brave heap o'

money in Wheal Tregartha ; " but I reclcon old Edwards
is a fule. Ees, I heard the words of all of 'ee ; but

'tis no odds to me.'

They had come to the captain's dwelling, and
turning to the other, Trefusis said :

' Wait here a

minute, Jan ; I 've got something to show you.' He
entered the house, and reappeared in a few moments
with a leather case in his hand.

Looking fiercely in the lad's face, he said :
' Promise

me, Jan, that you won't tell anybody what you
heard Edwards, Roskree, and me talking about on

the beach.'

Jan answered, ' 'Tis no business of mine, I won't

tell anybody.'

Opening the case with a spring, the captain asked,
' Do 'ee know what these be, Jan ?

'

' Pistols !
' cried the lad, shrinking back ;

' putt 'em

away, cap'n, do 'ee !

'

Trefusis took out one of the weapons—it was
beautifully made, and glittered in the moonlight—and
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with his face close to Jan's, he whispered hoarsely,

' Promise me, solemn !

'

' I promise 'ee, solemn/ gasped Jan.

* When I was in Peru,' said the miner, ' among a

rough lot of men that weren't exactly Methodists, I

carried these pistols day and night ; and look here,

my lad, if you say one single word to any living soul,

as sure as jonr name 's Jan Pengelly, I '11 shoot 'ee

like a dog !

'

' I won't say wan word to a living sawl. I promise

'ee, solemn !
' cried the terrified lad.

Trefusis returned the pistol to its case, and closing

it, said in a milder tone :
' And Jan, my boy, if you

hold your tongue, and mind your own business, some

fine day, perhaps, I '11 give 'ee one of these pistols for

yourself, to shoot tlie sea-birds.'

'No, no, cap'n,' protested Jan, 'I couldn't touch 'em,

and I couldn't bear to shoot the say-birds ; I stale

their eggs, I knaw, but I wouldn't hurt a feather of

em.

So Captain Trefusis went into his house with his

mind full of fear and suspicion of Jan Pengelly, and

Jan went home to the widow's cottage where he

lodged with the threat of the captain hissing in his

ears, and the vision of the little glittering pistol

hauntino- him.

ConrnM and Conflict.
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CHAPTER II.

NE morning Jan Pengelly stood in the

hall of Tregartha rectory, waiting to see

the rector.

'Old Parson Trevennick,' as he was
familiarly called (and he did not resent

the appellation), was an enthusiastic naturalist,

and the leading spirit of the Cornish Ornitho-

logical Society. His magnum opus, ' Bird Life on

our Western Shores/ had brought him much honour,

but no pecuniary profit. By nature he was more

a scientist than a theologian, half his heart being

with his parish, and half in his beloved pursuit.

He could have preached for ever on the text, 'And
God created every winged fowl after his kind.'

The rectory was a veritable museum : glass cases

of owls and hawks, and other 'fearful wild fowl,'

lined the walls of the dining-room and study ; the very

bedrooms contained rare feathered specimens; while

the stuffed sea-birds in the hall almost rivalled in

numbers the living multitude on the rocks beneath

the cliff that abruptly terminated the rectory garden.

A faint odour of the chemical preservatives of feather

and fur pervaded the whole house, so that old Lady
Polperro was wont to declare that whenever she dined

at the rectory the very soup smelt of camphor

!

For many years the collection had been restricted

to the natural history of his native county ; but when
the decline of the mining industry led to the exodus

of Cornish miners to all parts of the world, an occa^-
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sional tribute of curious bird or beetle, snake-skin or

rare antler, would reach the old parson from the far

corners of the earth, till the rectory became rich in

outlandish treasure.

' Good-morning, Jan !

' cried Miss Trevennick in her

sweet, low voice as she entered from the library. His

name was rightly John, but it was natural to fall

into the vernacular in addressing him.

Jan made a respectful obeisance. Miss Trevennick

was a divinity to Jan. He treasured her words and

little deeds of goodness as a miser treasures gold.

She was enshrined in the one vivid memory he

retained of his early childhood. When Jan was a

little fellow, and Rose Trevennick herself but a school-

girl, she had one day met a crowd of rough lads, with

the innate brutality of boyhood, baiting the poor half-

witted child with shrieks and terrifying antics, and

with flashing eyes she had stood between the lad and

his tormentors, striking and shaming them to desist,

while he clung pathetically to her skirts; and from

that day the flame of Jan's devotion had waxed ever

stronger, till he was now come to the verge of man-

hood, with a feeling of vague adoration for the rector's

daughter, to whose skirts he still figuratively clung.

' I want to see the maister, if you please, Miss Rose,'

said Jan. ' I want to show 'en this beautiful egg ;
' and

he carefully produced from his cap a large green egg,

with curious brown markings. ' Do 'ee mind the old

doctor that was biding at Porthgunnock last summer ?

He shawed me the birds on the rocks under Trevasse

Head, and he said there was only two or dree of

they birds left in Cornwall, and in a few years

there widden' be wan in the world; and he said if I
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found an egg, and minded 'en till he corned again, he 'd

give me a guinea for 'en. If 'tis worth a guinea to

a strange doctor man, 'tis surely worth a guinea

to parson, and I want maister to see 'en. Isn't it a

purty egg, Miss Rose ? 'Tisn't a bit like a gull's, or

a guillemot's, or a kittiwake's; 'tis surely a brave,

curious egg.'

Miss Trevennick examined the egg with evident

admiration ; she had caught something of her father's

enthusiasm for such things. Then, with a little sigh,

she placed it carefully again in Jan's hand, and led

him out into the garden.

* I want you to understand something, Jan,' she said,

looking fixedly at him. Jan nodded. ' We are poorer

than we used to be—much poorer—and my father is

no longer able to buy the birds' eggs from you; he

will not have money for such things.' Jan looked be-

wildered. * We are poorer now because the Tregartha

mine is not working.' Jan nodded again. 'So, Jan,

you must please keep this egg till the doctor comes

again, and he will buy it. I am quite sure it is worth

the guinea.'

' I won't sell 'en, I '11 give 'en to maister !
' cried Jan,

with animation ;
' I won't take a penny for 'en, 'tis

maister's ! I tell 'ee. Miss Rose,' he continued excitedly,

*my rope was short, and I could see two eggs, and

couldn't reach 'em ; and I swinged myself out clear of

the cliff, and drapped into the watter, and climbed up

the slippery rock, and reached and reached, and just

got wan egg, and I swimmed back round Trevasse

Head against a cruel nasty tide, and I 've brought the

egg for maister ! I 've brought 'en scores of eggs for

money—this wan 's for love !

'
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There was no resisting such vehemence of gener-

osity, so, with a smile. Miss Trevennick led the way
back to the house.

When they entered the library, the rector, divested

of his coat, was seated on the edge of a huge packing-

case. He was a tall old man, with long silvery hair,

and a look of immediate trouble on a face that was

otherwise singularly boyish.

' Rose, my dear,' he said, ' I find I must repack

this box entirely ; there are a few books that I

cannot bear to part with, and they are all at the

bottom. However, I believe the remainder will be

sufficient for our present purpose, as many are indeed

valuable editions ; and I learn from this month's

Bihliopliile that there are several wealthy American

buyers in London this season, and prices are running

generally high.'

Never an economist, and with infantile notions of

finance, the rector had been yearly growing poorer,

through the failure of the mines in which his little

capital was invested ; and the recent banlcruptcy of

the farmer who rented tlie glebe, and who was two
years in arrear, coinciding with receipt of a heavy

account from a London taxidermist, abruptly brought

home to the worthy old gentleman that he was
urgently in want of cash ; and in desperation he had

resolved to meet the difficulty by selling a portion of

his library. The selection and packing of these books

was a painful task ; there was a pang for each volume
as he laid it in the box ; he handled the books with

a lingering caress, and many were taken again from

the packing-case and replaced on the shelves as too

precious for the sacrifice.
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' Father,' said Miss Trevennick, tenderly laying her

hand upon his arm, ' Jan here has a surprise for you

—a little present.' And Jan, beaming with pleasure,

again produced the egg.

' It 's a gwennak's egg !
' cried the rector excitedly

—

' a veritable gwennak's egg ! The bird is very rare,

and is fast becoming extinct. Jan, my good fellow,

this is indeed a prize
!

' and for the moment all the

trouble fled from his face as he eagerly examined

the treasure.

Jan, flushed with pride, recounted his adventure.

A momentary look of misgiving crossed the rector's

brow as he turned to his daughter. ' Rose, my dear,

I am afraid, as Dr Warrener discovered the habitat of

the bird, and to some extent commissioned Jan in the

quest, he is honourably bound to give the doctor the

first refusal of this egg.'

Jan dimly understood, and vehemently objected. 'I

tell 'ee, sir, there was two eggs—wan slipped from my
finger-tips. If the doctor wants t'other egg, let 'en

swing like a spider from Trevasse Cliff, with his feet

nowhere, and the black rocks waiting for 'en
!

'

Without further protest, the gwennak's egg was

tenderly placed upon a safe shelf; and the rector

availed himself of Jan's strength to haul the case of

books nearer the window. The grief came back to

the old man's face as he again fondled the beloved

volumes; and Rose, turning to the window with

brimming eyes, murmured, 'Poor father—poor old

father
!

'

Only the day before, the rector had received a letter

from a stranger in Plymouth, offering to buy, at a fair

price, any shares in Wheal Tregartha he might have
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to dispose of; and the honest old gentleman had

replied that it was well understood that the shares

were of no value in the market, and he could not

sell to another what he knew to be worthless.

Jan Pengelly left the rectory with his poor mind

strangely bewildered. He vaguely understood the

altered circumstances of the Trevennicks, and in a

dim fashion he connected their losses with the failure

of the Tregartha mine ; had not people of the village,

for lack of work at the mines, been sold out of house

and home, and gone abroad to seek a living ? But

Parson Trevennick did not dig the copper, nor sell the

copper—the problem was too much for Jan ; his brain

was in a whirl, and he instinctively turned his steps

to the beach that he might sit by the sea and slowly

think the matter out.

Is there elsewhere in the world a stretch of sea-

shore so wildly beautiful as this southern coast of

Cornwall, with its white sands, its glorious cliffs,

the wonderful greens and purples of its translucent

waters ?

Rising perpendicularly from the sandy beach, to

the west of Trevasse Head, stands the Warrior's Rock,

a huge pile of multi-coloured serpentine, washed and

worn by the tides and storms of the ages to some

remote resemblance to a helmeted man. To the top

of this fantastic rock it was the delight of Jan to

climb ; and in days of idleness he would spend hours

on the summit. It was to the solitude of this airy

perch that he now repaired; but for once he was

blind to the changing hues of sea and sky, and

deaf to the breaking wash of the waves beneath

him, and the multitudinous cries of the wheeling sea-
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birds. His mind was sorely troubled. He remem-

bered the whispered talk of the three miners that

night on Tregartha beach, the mention of the parson,

and the words of the old man Edwards :
' There 's a

brave heap of money yet in Wheal Tregartha.' It

dawned upon him that all this concerned Parson

Trevennick, and that he ought to be told about

it. But the threat of Captain Trefusis rang in his

ears, and he shuddered at the memory of that

murderous little pistol glittering in the moonlight.

Whatever real significance lay in the threat, the

terror was actual enough to Jan.

Then he thought of the sweet face of Miss Tre-

vennick ; he had seen the tears in her eyes that

morning. Had she not always been good to him ?

Did she not save him from the pixies of Carn Garu

—the wicked pixies that used to torment him so, and

had one night chased him all the way from Tregartha

Church to the very door of the rectory—did she not

teach him the Bible verse that had ever since charmed

them away ?

The tide crept slowly in and made an islet of the

rock, and as slowly turned and receded, leaving a

wonderful floor of spotless sand ; and heedless of the

liours, Jan sat tliere in troubled meditation.

If Trefusis shot him, they would bury him in Tre-

gartha Churchyard, two miles inland ; and he doubted

if he could rest so far away from the water.

' 'Tis no odds to me,' he repeatedly murmured, but

his simple heart rejected this formula of selfishness;

and through the mists of doubt he gradually saw

his duty plain enough.

Whenever he had to cross the moor in the gather-
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ing darkness, when the granite rocks took ghostly

shapes as he hurried along, and he heard the dread-

ful flap, flap of the goblin wings behind him, he

would call aloud in the gloom, 'I will not be

afraid of the terror that fiieth by night
!

' and walked

home unscathed.

The words of his * Bible charm ' came to him in

his perplexity. ' I will not be afraid
!

' he cried

;

'pixies or bullets, 'tis all the same—I will not be

afraid of the terror !

'

It was a hard fight that Jan Pengelly fought there

on the rock, with weapons that were none of the

keenest—a fight with the fear of death ; but when
at length he scrambled down to the beach his face

was happy enough, and he strode home with a sharp

sense of appetite, and whistled to himself as he

climbed the path that led past the coastguard station

to the village.

When he entered his lodging, the widow's little girl

of twelve, whose interest in Jan was quite maternal,

was sitting at the spread table, and greeted him in a

tone of severe reproach :
' Jan Pengelly, you 'm very

late to your tea ; wherever have 'ee been ?

'
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CHAPTER III.

: EXT day there was a big catch of fish, and

all Tregartha was on the beach helping

with the carrying. It was one of those

phenomenal hauls that make the fisher-

men discontented and bewildered with the

absurd plenitude of their harvest.

' I s'pose us ought to be thankful/ grumbled

one old man, ' but 'tis very onreasonable ; wan time

'tis out all night, two men and a boy, and hardly

enouoh for the breakfus' of us ; and then 'tis a reg-'lar

Bible catch, a great multitude of fishes that nobody

knows what to do with, and two or dree days mend-

ing nets and tackle.'

'I reckon 'tis the same way with some folks'

money,' said another ;
' they get so much that 'tis a

trouble to 'em.'

' Fish is money, in a way of speaking,' said a third

philosopher ;
' a little fish is a little money, but

onfortunately a lot o' fish isn't a lot o' money; man
heapeth up riches upon the earth, but 'tis no good

heaping up pilchards. The value of pilchards is

mortal fleeting. Well, well ! so 'tis with all of us,' he

added meditatively ;
' us be all poor perishables !

'

Jan Pengelly, who had not been out with the boats,

was lending a hand with the landing of the fish, and

was making his way up the beach with a heaped creel,

when he was greeted with a hearty slap on the

shoulder, and there stood Captain Trefusis, with a

fine assumption of jovial benevolence.
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' Jan, my sonny, you 're the very lad I was looking

for. I've a bit of good news for 'ee. The steamer

Arabella, a fine big steamer, is in Plymouth harbour,

and my own sister's husband, Captain Pepperell, is

master of her. I 've spoken to him about 'ee, what a

fine young fellow you be, and he 's offered to take 'ee

for a voyage to Valparaiso, and the steamer leaves

next Monday. 'Tis a rare chance for 'ee, Jan ;
you '11

see foreign places, and a lot of fine sights—it '11 make

a man of 'ee !

'

' No, no
!

' cried Jan vehemently, ' no steamers for

me. I baint afeard of wind and watter; blaw east

or blaw west, 'tis the Lord makes the wind ; but I

couldn't live aboard a steamer. I tell 'ee, cap'n,' he

continued excitedly, ' I went aboard wan at Falmouth,

and they took me down inside where the wheels be,

where 'tis all fire and flame
—

'twas like the bad place,

and I couldn't bide there !

'

' 'Tis a fine chance for 'ee, Jan,' persisted Trefusis

;

' you '11 be reckoned a fool if you don't go.'

' I 'm reckoned a fule as 'tis,' said Jan, ' so that 's no

odds;' then looking the captain calmly in the face,

he continued, 'I'm going to break word with 'ee,

cap'n ; I 'm going to tell parson what you and miner

Roskree and old Edwards was talking about by the

boat that night. As well as I can mind, I shall tell

'en all the words of 'ee.*

Trefusis stood aghast for a moment; then with a

savage oath, he hissed, ' If you do, I shall shoot 'ee

;

do you understand that ?

'

But Jan had left his fears at the top of the Warrior

Rock, and he replied, with a simplicity that staggered

the captain, ' Ees, I suppose you '11 shoot me, but all
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tlie same I shall tell parson this evening, when I go

up to the rectory with the whiting.'

' Then I '11 keep m_y word, and shoot 'ee like a dog,

Jan Pengelly—and that '11 be the end of it !

*

But Jan's logic went a step farther, and he re-

torted, ' And then they '11 hang 'ee, cap'n—they '11

hand 'ee to Bodmin Jail
!

' and with his parting

shaft he lifted the creel again to his shoulder and

walked away.

Trefusis was beaten ; he had fought with threats,

and his weapons were useless. He had presumed on

the cowardice of a simj)leton, and found in Jan more

than a man's courage. He felt he had played his own
bad game badly. It would have been better if he

had taken Jan to Plymouth on some boating or fishing

errand, and shipped him to South America by the

steamer under pretext of landing him at Falmouth.

True, Captain Pepperell would have wanted money
for that job, but it would have been effectual. Not

only was he balked of the fortune that seemed within

his grasp, but he would lose his character in the place.

He had an undeserved reputation for integrity, and

like many another villain he valued it.

Full of evil thoughts, Trefusis stood and watched

the landing of the fish, his face dark and angry with

the passion within him. The little children shouted

and played around him, and one that stumbled against

him was savagely rebuked.

' How can 'ee speak so to a little chield ?
' protested

one woman ; while a bolder one shouted, ' Doan't 'ee

come a-nigh my fish with that black face, maister
!

'

and the laughter that followed swelled the bitterness

in his heart.
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Roskree and Edwards were both there helping the

fishermen. He well knew that at a word from Parson

Trevennick they would betray him and confirm

Pengelly's story. He had hoped to buy the shares

the rector held, but his first attempt, through a friend

in Plymouth, had utterly failed ; although that impe-

cunious aristocrat, old Lady Polperro, had fallen easily

into the same trap.

So far the spoil was not worth the scheming, and

he had half a mind to make a virtue of baffled

villainy and go to the rector himself. And yet—

-

Jan alone stood in his way, a half-witted simpleton.

Threats had failed, but other means might silence him
—a dreadful idea crossed his mind, but the next

moment he shuddered at his own imagining, and
shaking himself free from his dark thoughts, he

joined the group of toilers on the beach. To the

amazement of the men, he flung himself fiercely into

the work, hauling, lifting, and carrying with desperate

energy, till the devil within him was cast out.

' Here 's a purty sight,' cried the woman who had
before jeered at him. ' Here 's the mining cap'n help-

ing with the fish, and working like dree men !

'

And later in the day, when the philosophers

gathered at the ' Tregartha Arms,' one said, ' I reckon

'twas oncommon kind of Cap'n Trefusis to help us

with the fish this morning.'

'I can't make out the mining cap'n lately,' said

another ;
' seems to me he 's like a man a bit mazed.

He was up to Dick Riddaway's last week oflTering to

buy shares in Tregartha mine. " You 're welcome to

'em," says Dick, "but I can't see what good they be

to 'ee." " 'Tis just a notion of mine," says the cap'n.
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"Some folks be fules enough to gather old postage-

stamps, and I'm fule enough to gather up any old

shares in Wheal Tregartha
—

'tis just a notion."

'

There was a lull of lazy tranquillity in Tregartha

that afternoon ; the fish had all been carted away to

the nearest railway station, and the men were resting

from the activities of the morning.
' That mine-inspector gentleman from London is

biding here a longish time,' observed one gossip.

' Ees ; but he 's a cliver young man, that Maister

Cameron. Folks say that Tregartha church tower is

onsafe, and wan Sunday morning in a sou'-westerly

gale 'twill surely fall scatt and bury the parson and

congregation in one burial—for my part, I'd ruther

be out Channel in a hurricane than sitting under

thicky rickety old tower a-singing hymns for those

at say—so 'twas said the tower must come down and

be rebuilt ; but Cameron, he says it can be made
as firm as a rock without removing wan of the

old ancient stones, and Parson Trevennick 's mighty

pleased.'

' It seems to me,' said an older man, reverting to

Trefusis, 'that if the mining cap'n buys shares, it

must be to zell again ; Trefusis is no fule.'

' Speaking of fules, there goes wan, sure 'nough
!

'

cried a youngster; and Jan Pengelly passed the

window, carrying two long iron spikes, and a length

of rope knotted at intervals. ' Bird-nesting again

—

the reckless good-for-nort
!

'

' Sammy, my son,' gravely interposed a senior, ' you

should niver spake bad of mazed folks, for fear of

your own mind.'

They watched Jan ascend the steep path that led
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past the coastguard station, and disappear over the

shoulder of the hill. Other eyes were fixed on the

climber ; Captain Trefusis from the porch of his house

watched the distant figure of Pengelly, and suddenly

seizing his hat, walked rapidly in the same direction.

Not looking right nor left, he strode on like a man
impelled in a trance ', and the look on his face was
murderous. When he reached the crest of the hill

Jan was far ahead ; his form stood silhouetted for a

moment against the sky on the height of Trevasse

Head, and then was lost to view.

East and west of this bold headland is seen a

magnificent stretch of broken coast, a glorious view

of bay and promontory, spaces of glistening sand and

cliffs that stand like vanguards of the shore, and

break the onslaught of the Atlantic.

When Trefusis reached the summit Jan was
nowhere to be seen; but within a few yards of the

precipice two iron spikes were driven firmly into the

ground, and a rope was cunningly tied to each and

passed around a smooth upright boulder to relieve the

direct strain upon the bars.

The captain did not look over the precipice—he

dared not—but he saw that the rope was drawn to

the verge of the cliff, and a little heap of plucked

heather and moss served as a mat to prevent its

fraying on the granite edge.

For a minute Trefusis stood and watched the

pulsation of the straining rope ; it looked like a live

thing there, quivering with tension, in the heather at

his feet. Then, suddenly kneeling, with two swift

strokes of his clasp-knife he cut through the strands,

and like a live thing, the rope leaped over the
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precipice, and far below there was a splash and a

great tumult of sea-birds !

Never did remorse fall more terribly swift upon a

human soul. For a few awful moments of impotent

penitence he knelt there gazing at the short end of

the rope he had severed, and would gladly have given

his life to recall the deed. He dared not look over

the cliffs, but rising to his feet with a wild hope, he

rushed down the circuitous path that led to the beach,

and catching his foot in a projecting boulder, he fell

headlong, stunned.

CHAPTER IV.

' ' RS POLWITHEY, who lived at the coast-

guard cottage, was hanging out her linen,

and the grassy slope behind the house was
white with fluttering garments. Polwithey

f
himself was pacing the paths of the little

square garden smoking his pipe ; and a pretty

garden it was, gay with spring flowers, and en-

closed by thick hedges of fuchsia. On the sheltered

side of the house was a gigantic geranium that half-

covered the wall, and the growth of it and the size

of the gnarled stem were the wonder of strangers; for

the vegetation is semi-tropical in the warm nooks of

southern Cornwall.

' Good-afternoon, Mrs Polwithey,' cried a pleasant

voice from the path, and Miss Rose Trevennick

walked smiling past, escorted by Cameron.

Mrs Polwithey made a dutiful response, and watched

the two descend the winding path.
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' Seems to me,' said the worthy woman, more to

herself than to her spouse, ' that when two young folks

pass a body's door brisk and quick, and directly they

get a bit down-along saunter and saunter—seems to

me it means something.'

' They two took a boat together last week,' re-

marked Polwithey, with a twinkle in his eye.
'

" Do
'ee want a man, zur ? " said I. " No, thank 'ee," said

he; and Miss Rose, her says to me, innercent like,

" How 's the wind, Ned ? " " Bless yer purty face,"

says I, " it doan't want no sailor-man to tell which

way the wind blaws."
'

' Well, well,' observed Mrs Polwithey sententiously,

'as 'twas, so 'twill be;' and with this bit of condensed

philosophy she resumed her labours at the clothes-

line.

' Hulloa ! what 's up below ?
' shouted Polwithey a

minute after. 'Missus, come here quick— there's

something wrong !
' And far down the hill they saw

two men carr^ang a strange burden up the rugged

path.

' 'Tis surely a drownded man !
' continued the coast-

guard excitedly. 'Do 'ee get things ready, Sarab,

and I '11 rin down and help 'em up !

'

Over her parlour mantelpiece, proudly framed, hung
an illuminated certificate, setting forth that Sarah
Polwithey had satisfactorily undergone a course of

instructions in first aid to the injured; and it was
with astonishing celerity that the good woman pre-

pared the various restoratives and appliances ; but

she felt hysterically excited when the three men bore

into the house the dripping form of Jan Pengelly,

apparently lifeless. A Ti-ogartlia fisherman supported
Counigti and Conflict. S
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liis head, but the man who held his feet was a stranger

to the place.

' I b'lieve there 's a flutter of life in 'en,' said

Polwithey ;
' his heart seems to beat, and his eyelids

quivered a bit as us carried 'en—us '11 bring 'en

round.'

In a few minutes, to their intense relief, Jan opened

his blue eyes for a moment, and his lips parted, though

he remained unconscious.

' What 's amiss ?
' cried a voice at the door,

and Cameron entered, while Miss Trevennick waited

anxiously in tlie porch. They had caught sight of

the men carrying the body up the hill, and had

hastened back to the coastguard station.

' 'Tis a poor chap half-drownded, zur,' said Polwithey,
' but, plase the Lord, us '11 bring 'en back. 'Tis Jan

Pengelly, the mazed chap. I wish wan of 'ee wid

fetch the doctor.'

'I'll run, George,' cried Miss Trevennick, letting

his Christian name escape her in the excitement of the

moment ;
' you may be more useful here.'

It was nearly half-an-hour before Doctor Bolitho

appeared ; for he was old and stout, and the steep

path was impossible for his pony. His quick eye

took in at a glance the condition of the sufferer, and

the excellent methods that had been adopted pend-

ing his own arrival. ' Capital
!

' he grunted. ' Mrs

Polwithey, you 're half a doctor.'

Rose Trevennick paced the garden walk, eagerly

awaiting the examination of the doctor ; and catching

sight of her white face as she passed the open door,

he said, ' He 's all right. There 's no bones broken,

thouQ-h he 's knocked about a crood deal—he 's in no
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immediate danger/ And burying her face in her

hands, she sank on a seat in the porch and burst

into a flood of tears.

She was much attached to Jan; for years he had

been her faithful henchman, her casual gardener and

boatman. At Christmas it was Jan who brought the

holly to tlie church, and twined the ivy ; and the

crowning glory of each harvest festival was Jan's

trophy of wheat and flowers, hung where none but

he dared reach. His very infirmity of mind was a

bond between them, for there were times when he

cluno; to her with a childish reliance.

Meanwhile Jan had again opened his eyes, and

murmuring the word ' Parson !
' relapsed into stupor.

' And how did all this happen ?
' asked the

doctor when he could spare his attention from his

patient.

'It was quite providential,' said the stranger, a

gentleman from Truro. ' I have several times visited

Tregartha, and have long had a desire to explore the

famous cavern under Trevasse Head; and this after-

noon, the tide being favourable, I took a boat with

that purpose. As we approached the mouth of the

cavern we saw a man swinging by a rope from the

cliff above, and while the boatman was telling me of

the intrepid daring of the climber, he fell before our

eyes from a great height into the sea. We rowed
quickly to the spot, and in a few minutes dragged his

floating body into the boat ; his hands still held the

rope, which must have broken. By a mercy he fell

into deep water; but the current ran strong, and I

fear he was badly beaten against the rocks before we
reached him.'
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' Well, 'tis the Lord's hand/ said Mrs Polwithey

;

' but 'tis surely a lesson to 'en. I never did hold wi'

dimming after a passel of say-birds' eggs that baint

fit to cook when you 've found 'en.'

'He's a fine-grown young fellow/ said the stranger

admiringly.

' And oncominon good-looking,' added Mrs Polwithey,

gently touching the damp locks of red hair. ' Many a

time when he 's passed here with his rope birds'-nest-

ing, I 've called to him, *' 'Tis a fule's errand you 're

on, Jan, and some fine day you '11 break your neck,

or scatter your poor brains out." But he was wonder-

ful surefooted, and could dim' like a cat when he was
just a bit of a chield. Us couldn't very well afibrd to

sj)are Jan/ she added softly. ' Do 'ee mind Tremayne's

little maid, doctor ?

'

' Ay, I remember/ said he gravely.

' Tremayne is one of the lighthouse-keepers out to

tlie Pinnacles,' explained Mrs Polwithey to the stranger

;

' and last summer, when he was ashore for a day or two's

leave, his little maid was cruel bad, like to die, and the

poor fellow had to go back to his duty not knawing
how 'twould be with the chield, and when the fever

'bated, and the maid mended a bit, us all said what a

pity 'twas the feyther didn't knaw the news ; but the

say was awful rough, and no weather for boats. And
Jan, he put out in the storm by hisself, and got near

enough to the Pinnacles, to the windward, to shout a

few blessed words o' message to Tremayne; and sure

enough, he got back safe and sound, either by sayman-

ship or the dear Lord's providence.'

' Saymanship 's no the word for it,' added Pol-

withey ;
' 'twas soopernat'ral. I seed 'en come round
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Trevasse Point in a Imrricane; and the way he

brought the boat into the cove on the top o' the

tide without a rag of sail 'twas marv^ellous to

behold ! Jan 's a poor sawfty in most things, but

'tis wonderful how he knaws the watter, and the

ways o' the wind.'

' I think I may now leave your patient to your

good care, Mrs Polwithey,' said the doctor after

a while ;
' I '11 look in again in the evening. I

passed Captain Trefusis sitting by the path on my
way up. He had had a nasty fall, and his head

was badly cut ; but as his case was not desperate,

I bade him walk quietly home, and promised to

call on him on my way back. Quite a chapter of

accidents
!

'

An hour afterwards Jan slowly recovered conscious-

ness, and, looking weakly around, said, ' Where 's

Parson ? I wish wan of 'ee wid fetch Parson.'

' How do 'ee feel, poor sawl of 'ee ?
' asked Mrs

Polwithey, with motherly kindness ; and the coast-

guard added heartily, ' You 'm getting on fine, Jan,

my sonny
;
you '11 be right enough now us have got

the say-watter out of 'ee. You baint drownded yet

;

a bit of a soaking warn't hurt a young watter-rat

like thee.'

' Be 'ee troubled about your sawl, Jan ?
' asked Mrs

Polwithey tenderly; and Jan, with some impatience,

answered, 'No, missus, 'tisn't my sawl, 'tis my leg

that troubles me ; 'ti.«i stiff like an old rudder, and I

can't move 'en. I can't walk to the rectory, that's

certain, so Parson must please come here. I've

got something I must tell 'en. Will wan of 'ee

fetch 'en ?

'
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Cameron, who had lingered in the cottage, sooth-

ingly promised to fetch the rector if Jan would

keep quiet.

Later in the day, when Parson Trevennick came
with Cameron, Jan was fitfully sleeping, and they

waited patiently till he awoke and took some nourish-

ment. Incoherently, but with great earnestness, Jan

told his story. The rector listened good-humouredly

and was at first inclined to attribute the whole matter

to some delusion of Jan's excited brain ; but the

keener mind of Cameron at once grasped the signi-

ficance of it all.

' If there is indeed any truth in this, it will be good

news to many,' said the rector as they walked home

;

' but I am grieved to hear of such iniquity in the

parish.'

'I would suggest that the man Roskree be sent

for and questioned,' replied Cameron; 'I believe he

would not withhold information if driven into a

corner,'

And Roskree, who had all along been but half-

hearted in his roguery, with many self-excuses con-

fessed the whole matter.

But that deeper villainy of Trefusis was never

known.

Two days later Cameron met the captain in the

narrow clift-path. The miner's head was bandaged

with a handkerchief, and he looked pale and ill. For

a moment the two men looked at each other, then the

captain dropped his eyes.

' Captain Trefusis,' said Cameron slowly, ' I under-

stand that you have a brother who is doing well at

the copper-mines in Namaqualand.'
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The captain nodded.
' Then I think,' added Cameron significantly, ' that

Namaqualand would be the best place for you to

go to.'

And Trefusis went.
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CASHIERED.
By Andiiew Balfour.

I.

HE lieutenant was l)nt a boy, a product of

^ the English public school and of Sandhurst,

tl)l
with an incipient moustache and a face

which six months before had been fresh

and ruddy as a fox-hunter's at Christmas-

tide. But the dreaded West Coast had done its

work, in part at least ; and it was a haggard,

weary, yellow visage which, with a pair of field-

glasses, swept the dull-green fringe of the relentless

bush, and then turned to the little garrison. The
lieutenant gave an order, pointed with his finger, and

from a loophole in the stockade came a flash, a sharp

report. As if in answer to a summons, a black shape

sprang up from the edge of the forest cover, screamed

wildly, and with convulsive twitchings pitched out

into the open, rolled over and over, and lay still.

' Ready, lads
!

' sang out their officer ; and the men
of the frontier police prepared to do as they had
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done every day and many a night for the past six

weeks.

They were a dusky lot, in ragged uniforms, with

cheek-bones which told a tale of want of food, parched

lips which were evidence of the muddy, brackisli water

that could scarcely moisten them and yet was all their

comfort, and fierce wild eyes which spoke to wakeful

nights and dread uncertainty. Day and night, night

and day, had they watched and fought and suffered,

and still the old flag drooped idly from its post in

the simmering heat, and still they waited for relief

with a hope which waned within them.

The lieutenant looked to his revolver, and with

fino-ers which trembled a little rolled a thin cif]^arette

and tried hard to muster up a cheery smile. It was

a sorry attempt, for his nerves were giving way, and

there was that in his blood which saps all joviality and

makes the liver in very truth a seat of melancholy.

There had been little loss in men, for the stockade

was strong and high, and lead-coated stones and pot-

legs, though ugly missiles, are none too efficient as

regards the searching of loopholes -at eighty and a

hundred yards; but to the lieutenant the scorching

sun's rays, the empty stomach, the dry and burning

throat, the want of sleep, and the utter loneliness

were as bad—nay, worse—than the loss of half-

a-dozen black fellows, faithful to the death though

these might be.

It was his first experience of war, and there was

no glory in the business. If he failed, few would

ever learn that Fort Muti had held out to the bitter

end against terrible odds, and fewer still would care.

Men's minds were busy elsewhere, for the West Coast
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was not all Africa, and trouble was brewing with

men of another colour and another clime. For all

that, the lieutenant had done his duty, and much
more than he imagined, for many things unknown
to him depended on the safety of his outpost.

' Here they come !

' he cried suddenly, and from

every quarter of the encircling forest darted white

puffs of smoke, and noises innumerable filled the

air—the sharp rifle-crack, the heavy boom of the

elephant-gun, the hang, hang of flint-lock muskets,

and then the battle-yell of a savage foe. There was

no answer from Fort Muti. Its defenders could not

afford to waste powder on the scrub; but now came

the rush. A horde of savages, their hair frizzed out

into fantastic patterns, their bodies naked save for the

loin-cloth, bounded into the open and raced towards

the palisades.

* Give it them, men !
' yelled the lieutenant, and they

ijot it. It was the old Martini which served the black

police, and the Martini bullet has driving-power. At
such a range, in such a mass of humanity, each leaden

messenger found a plethora of billets both temporary

and permanent, and the assailants found things too

hot for them. A few, fanatics all, escaped the deadly

hail and sprang at the defences, only to be dashed

to earth with the butt or run through with the

bayonet.
' The children of the white devil ' had conquered

once again. It could not last, however. The enemy

had shown more boldness than hitherto, the cartridges

were woefully less, and a fresh attack was clearly

impending.

The lieutenant's heart sank within him, and yet he
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spoke a few words of praise and encouragement to

his men. His speech was never ended. Distant but

distinct there rang out a bugle-call, and then from

the green depths around came the rattling crash of

a fusillade and the constant jiop, poj), pop of the

ubiquitous Maxim.

Fort Muti was relieved.

' Splendid, my dear boy !

' said a major of the line

twenty minutes later. ' You have done capitally, and

if I can manage it you '11 have the D.S.O., for you

deserve it if any one does. Now take a pull at this.'

Perhaps he guessed that the lieutenant was on the

verge of disgracing his manhood.

II.

Three weeks had come and gone, just half as long

as the ordeal at Fort Muti had lasted, and the relieving

column was cutting its arduous way through the dense

bush to yet another isolated post whose fate hung in

the balance.

The lieutenant had been offered his chance to return

to the coast or to accompany the expedition, and,

like a boy, he had chosen the latter alternative. His

feeling of malaise—those shivers down his spine, that

dragging pain, slight, but never absent from his left

side—should have warned him. The surgeon did so;

but the lieutenant merely laughed and lied to him,

and threw dust in his eyes, for the surgeon was
wounded and scarcely so keen at a diagnosis as was
his wont. So the lieutenant journeyed with the rest,

and was wild with delight at having four white men
to talk to and something decent to eat, while the fizz

of soda-water was as the plashing of fountains in his
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cars. His spirits were high, and his head just a little

swelled with success. He began to talk big, and was
somewhat of a nuisance with his tales of how 'I

thought this' and how 'I did that;' but his fellow-

officers pardoned much and smiled grimly. It was

one thing, they told him, to fight from cover, and

quite another to face death in the open; and the

lieutenant was offended and sulked, and wondered

why his head swam, and why he started at every

sudden noise from beyond the double wall of creeper-

clad trees which hemmed in the long, snake-like,

crawling column.

He grew snappish and irritable, and was no pleasant

companion. The others, who did not know him well,

put him down as a conceited young ass, for their test

of illness was appetite, and the lieutenant ate like a

horse. They did not know that after each meal he

was sick as a dog. The malaria, a peculiar and in-

sidious form, fastened upon him slowly ; for his body

had been healthy, and he was young and sober, but

its grip was none the less sure. His poisoned blood

reacted on his brain, and as he stumbled forward he

would start at the sight of a snake, and peer fearfully

into the green screen behind him, where, had he but

known it, glided the naked foe. At last the column

received a sudden check. Without warning, just as

its head debouched from the long gloomy lane into

an open space leading to a sluggish stream crossed

by a narrow bridge, a heavy fire was opened upon

it both in front and on the flanks. Men fell rapidly,

but there was no grappling with the enemy in their

beloved jungle. The bridge must be carried and the

cluster of mud huts beyond it captured. The major
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glanced about him. His senior officer was down, shot

in the leg, and the surgeon was already getting a

tourniquet upon it. The next in command was far in

the rear ; but the lieutenant was close at hand.

' Take a couple of dozen men and clear the bridge,'

shouted the major. The lieutenant looked at him

and looked at the bridge, a flimsy thing of cane

and creepers, swept by a hot fire from the low mud
wall, above which cropped up the domed roofs of the

native huts. The brown river drifted sullenly beneath

it. The air was full of death ; men were becoming-

confused ; it was no time to linger. Mechanically the

lieutenant saluted ; but he made no move, he issued

no order.

Instead he crouched a little, and his hands shook,

while his yellow lips went white,

' Do you hear me, lieutenant ?
' roared his command-

inp; officer. ' Take that bridge, and at once, sir !

'

Still the ping, ping went on, mingled now and then

with dull, sickening thuds and the cry of men in pain,

or the horrid gurgle v/hich blood makes in the throats

of those who die.

The lieutenant looked behind him. There was no

wa}' of escape.

' Lieutenant , for the last time I order you to

take the bridge.' The major's voice was harsh yet

tremulous with passion. His sword pointed the way.
' Men of the police, I myself will lead you ! Follow

me !

' he cried, and with a wild cheer the men of the

leading company dashed at the hidden enemy, swarmed

across the bridge, and took the village without the

loss of a single file; and all the time the lieutenant

lay and grovelled on the ground.
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There was no D.S.O. for him ; the service knew him

no more. Men said he was a coward, and spoke low,

for it was not a pleasant subject. They whispered

that he was all right when behind a stockade, but no

earthly use in a good-going tussle.

The parasite of malaria knew better. It alone

could tell what became of the boy. No coward

chooses to die as the lieutenant chose within a year

of the relieving of Fort Muti.

III.

Since early morn the thundering roar of cannon had

echoed from kopje to kopje, mingling with the shriek

of flying shells and the heavy rumble of field artil-

lery and ammunition wagons. The naval brigade had

shelled the Boer position and been shelled in its turn.

The deep Tiigela, where of yore the river-horse had

gambolled in ungainly play, on whose banks vast

herds of antelope had roamed, in whose rapid waters

the lion had ofttiraes quenched his thirst, now swept as

a dividing-line between the invader and the advancing

force.

The low hills were full of armed Boers, the inter-

secting valleys patrolled by their horse, every point

of vantage crowned by their heavy Krupps and far-

reaching Creusots. Thousands of Mauser riflemen lay

bidinof their time—rude, rouoh dwellers on the veldt,

but stubborn foes and deadly marksmen. With keen

eyes they watched the preparations for the British

infantry attack, and marvelled at the courageous folly

of the hated ' rooineks.'

To the south of the river the brown battalions were

mustering, every man keen to get to close quarters
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with an enemy which loved cover as the prowling

beast of prey loves the shade of rock and bush and

scrub. Bugles and cavalry trumpets sounded loud

and mellow, company after company stood to arms,

troop after troop clattered joyfully to their appointed

posts; while the eager artillerymen, brave to rash-

ness, whirled, bounding and bumping, to the front,

their teams straining at the harness, the white dust

whirling from beneath the wheels of the gun-carriages.

A mounted officer spurred quickly to \vhere the

Imperial Scouts were drawn up in a long double line,

two lines of steel and khaki upon two other lines

of restless horses which smelt the battle from afar.

He was met by their commander; a few brief words

passed between them, and the cavalry were at once

put in motion and trotted towards the river's brink.

Halting where they escaped the lire, they learned

that a chance had been vouchsafed to them. The ford

had to be tested, for the gallant Irish Brigade had

been ordered to cross the Tugela and storm the kopjes.

There was a call for volunteers ; but every man was
willing. A half-dozen, envied by their comrades, re-

ceived the order, and amongst them was a young
trooper who had found it hard to pass the doctors,

and yet had managed to enlist, for men were wanted
who could ride well and shoot straight, and he had
given ample evidence that he possessed both accom-

plishments. His sallow face was lined and weary;

trouble was marked upon his brow ; he was old for

his years; but in his eyes was a fiery glitter and
his teeth were set. This time he would not fail his

country.

'You are to search the ford, cross if possible,
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and return and report,' was the command, with an

additional, ' Good luck to you, my lads.'

It had to be a dash, and a dash it was. Into the

level raced the troop, and a hail of bullets came
swishing past their ears, furrowing the earth about

them, scattering the dust which rose like water-jets

on a pond when a thunder-shower pits its surface.

Thud ! crash ! One was down ; but on they

galloped. It was a marvel they were not swept

away by such a storm of lead. Another horse

plunged and shrieked in agony ; another man pitched

backwards and trailed one foot in stirrup upon the

ground.

It could not be done; every man of them was
wounded, and every horse but one. Its rider, a mere
boy, shot in the shoulder, with a useless left arm,

careered forward alone. He reached the water; with

reddened spurs he forced his maddened steed into the

stream. On and on they pressed; the river swirled

about them. It was the ford, but now could scarce

be so called, for the wily foe had dammed back

the waters, wliich rose to the horse's withers and

threatened to sweep the hoofs from under him. The
drift deepened—there was a desperate struggle; then

it shoaled.

Those who watched shouted aloud in admiration.

Although they knew he could not hear, they now
cried upon the venturesome trooper to return. He
had crossed—the first man to cross—and the brigade

was to follow him, to the death if need be; but it

were a pity if he should now fall.

' Heavens ! he must be mad !

' exclaimed a staff-

officer, as through his binoculars he saw the horseman
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force his jaded beast to take the slope—saw him,

alone and unprotected, face the impregnable position.

' Come back, you fool
!

' he cried ; and suddenly the

horse came, and its rider with it.

Struck on the neck, the dripping charger wheeled

in fright and dashed back upon its trail. Struck in a

dozen places, the trooper reeled, clutched at its mane,

and then, as they floundered from ford to pool and

from pool to deep and rushing current, he lost his

hold and was swept away.

Swinging upon the bosom of the Tugela, sweeping

to join the Buffalo and the sea, wikl-eyed and blood-

stained, drifted the shot-riddled corpse of Trooper

, whom none knew to be an ex-lieutenant.

Courage and Conflict.
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NIXON'S ARMISTICE.

By Harold Bindloss.

w.^^T was a dismal afternoon when, with sloppy

^^C \%m decks and wet canvas straining overhead,

S^ i^W the Islander clawed her way to windward
through the long gray-backed rollers of the

northern seas. One moment she hove her

bows aloft, the brine streaming from them in

green cataracts, then buried them to the bowsprit-

heel, while a white cloud leapt up ; and, listing to

leeward, lifted a weedy side in the air as she charged

the next comber with a gurgling rush. Dingy smoke

blew flat down from the little patched funnel astern,

for the Islander was one of those curious craft known
as screw-schooners, which, with auxiliary engines and

large sail-spread, found risky employment carrying,

sealing, and sometimes whaling along the wild and

lonely coast stretching from the Frazer mouth in

British Columbia, past Point Barrow, to the frozen

tundra of the Arctic Ocean.

Of the three, sealing was perhaps the most perilous

;

for the shallow waters between St George of the
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PribylofFs, round by the Russian Komandorskis, where

seals also haul up, to the lonely Diomedes which, girt

with surf or ice-fringe, stand in the gateway of the

Polar Sea, are alternately swept by tempest or veiled

in sleet and mist. They are also troubled by cur-

rents which change their direction suddenly from no

apparent cause, and cast fog-blinded skippers upon
uncharted reefs.

Nixon, the Islander's master, a big, hard-featured

man in white fur-coat which would have sold for

almost its weight in silver in eastern Canada, gripped

the steering-wheel. He found comfort in the steady

throb of the engines and occasional, whir of the racing

screw, for one of the Komandorski Isles lay close

abeam, and he was anxious to leave it astern lest he

chanced on the Russian gunboat known to be there-

about. The hold was well lined with the skins of

fur-seals ; and, having landed to fill his salted boilers

with fresh water, he felt it might be hard to convince

the Muscovite commander that the skins had been

taken outside the ten-mile limit. Even within the

last few years strange and high-handed things had
been done on both sides, while the lex talionis was the

one law men obeyed in those latitudes.

Sheltering from the bitter spray under the nested

boats, some dozen modern free-lances—trained sealers,

broken-down lumbermen, and deserters from merchant-
ships—growled to one another; while men of darker
colour—Aleuts, Kaloshians, Japanese—crouched under
the break of the little forecastle.

'Stream's running harder than ever,' said Nixon
presently. 'We've been half-an-hour opening that

big headland. Better set the gaflf-topsails over the
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fore-and-afters. It, 's easier than hauling another reef

when the breeze comes screaming down again.'

There was a rattle of halyards ; and when the

dripping canvas hardened out aloft the Islander

sluiced her lee-deck with icy brine ; while, seen through

an opening in the mist, a great black wall of rock

rose up perhaps a mile away. White surf licked the

ledges at its battered feet, its summit was lost in

vapour, and under the pitiless drizzle a roll of dusky

sea tumbled between, out of which presently a white

cloud leapt up.

'Flatten sheets,' said Nixon sharply. 'I've heard

of that reef ; but I 've never seen it before. We '11

take a closer look at it, and get a bearing. It would

be a very mean place to bring up on'

So the schooner crept in nearer the land, and

several times again the same thing happened, though

at different places in one line between them and the

shore. With a loud rumbling a roller burst open, and

from out of its shattered seething a lofty column of

water rushed up and blew away down the wind in

powdery smoke.
' I guess that will do,' said Nixon. ' There 's not

much water over it, and it lies waiting like a trap

with a three-knot tide round the headland—north-

half-east by the compass—racing down on it. It's

sudden death for the crew of the vessel which goes

ashore on that. Keep your eyes lifting forward;

we 're on our course again.'

The dim land faded behind them, there were only

frothy combers and thick drizzle ahead, while the

Islander thrashed slowly against the current, until

by-and-by a warning shout rose up :
' Something like
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a vessel's canvas looming ahead.' Nixon pulled the

wheel over a sjDoke or two. He knew of only one

vessel likely to be cruising there, and was by no means

desirous of meeting her; but, even as the schooner

canted a little, two slanted spars and a steamer's

funnel came out of the vapour. Rolling wildly, she

lifted a wall of dripping side out of the sea, for

the two small topsails and rag of fore-and-aft canvas

failed even to steady her ; and the crew of the Islander,

watching breathlessly, saw two men clinging to hei-

inclined bridge.

' The Russian !
' said Nixon. ' Stand by your halyards

to pile more sail on to her;' but, as the startled men
flung down coils of line, the gunboat listed towards

them with a white welter along her side, and vanished

into a thicker eddying of mist and rain astern. It

all happened in a few moments; but that was long

enough for practised eyes to grasp the position, and

the mate laughed as he said, ' She won't hurt us,

anyway. Engine 's broken down, and hardly sail

enough to steer her. This isn't a nice place, skipper,

to cruise around like that.'

A low growl of satisfaction ran along the crew, for

during several unsettled years there had been little

love lost between the representatives of two great

Powers who, steadily spreading their dominion east

and west, met at last on the narrow dividing-belt

of the fog-wrapped Behring Sea. Indeed, in Sitka,

Vancouver, and Portland (Oregon) reckless sailor-men

told tales which recalled the days of privateering;

and those who knew just how much was true sent

warninsfs to Ottawa and Washinoton.
' What was that ?

' said Nixon, starting, for a sudden
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concussion came out of the rain, reverberating as

though repeated from a wall o£ rock ; and the mate

answered dryly, ' Russian commander getting scared

by a sight of the coast. He must feel himself in a

very tight place to expect assistance from us. Let

him find a sheltered cove and crawl into it himself.

Ah ! I had forgotten the reef. It 's bad holding-

ground to anchor hereabouts—isn't it ?

'

The hollow boom of another gun reached them

;

and Nixon, acting by instinct, rang off his engines,

for something in that pealing call for help speaks to

the heart of every seaman plainly. The thumping of

engines ceased, the spray-cloud grew thinner at the

bows, and the Islander plunged more leisurely to the

lift of the seas. For a few moments her crew looked

at each other in silence. They had heard of the

sufferings of sealers' crews, confiscated illegally, their

owners said. One had run the gauntlet of Russian

guns when fishing in what he claimed to be neutral

waters, and several of the others had nearly paid the

penalty of their own wrong-doing, prospecting by
half-thawn river-mouths for fossil ivory, or shooting

seals close in to forbidden beaches. Then they thought

of the murderous ledge lying in wait for its prey,

ready to crush the gunboat's bilges in like a walnut-

shell. Stubborn and reckless men they were ; but

the sea was a common enemy to Briton and Russian

alike ; and under the hatred, which was chiefly

commercial, they recognised in the men who sailed

from Siberia a grim, enduring courage equal to their

own.

So there was a second growl of approval, with a

difi'erent note in it, when Nixon said, ' They would
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hound US off the seas if they could ; but we can't let

them drown. She's driving down-tide straight to

perdition. Stand by your sheets while I gybe her

round.'

With a lurch that tried the stout spars of Oregon

pine, the reefed canvas swung over ; and the Islander

came round upon her heel, rolling down until her

lee-rail was washing in the brine, and drove away on

the track of the helpless steamer.

'There she is!' shouted some one presently, as a

rush of freshening breeze swept the mist and rain

aside. Again the gunboat rose to view, wallowing

with inclined masts, and a dim wall of rock behind,

across the run of sea which burst in white smoke

alono- her side as she tried to claw off from the shore.

A yellow-streaked cloud of vapour, which changed to

paler colour, curled down across her forward half, and

the boom of the gun was answered by a hoot from

the Islanders whistle. Giving sharp orders, Nixon

slowed his engin&s. The big gaff-topsails fluttered

down, the peak of the mainsail fell, and, with a

thunder of loosened canvas, the Islander lay plunging,

hove-to.

'Swing over the biggest seal-boat and bring their

ropes aboard. If you waste any time in talking the

reef will get us both. Hurry there. They'll never

get that craft afloat,' he said. ' Jump down and tell

old Jackson to raise the last ounce of steam he can

;

we '11 want his engines soon, and want them badly.'

A group of indistinct figures were busy underneath

one of the Russian's boats ; they had been drilled to

launch them quickly, which was sometimes very

needful in that vessel's business. But she was rolling
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wildly, and the first attempt resulted in smashing the

craft. Now either in boiling tide-race, blinding fog,

or among the surf that laps the stranded ice, the

sealer-man is unequalled in the art of boat-handling.

So, lifted by a Burton tackle, the Islander s boat was

swung out bodily in a roll across her depressed rail,

and she had hardly touched the water when five men
leapt into her. The oars splashed together as a sea

threatened to heave the schooner crashing on top of

her, and she shot away on its broken crest, a chaotic

smother boiling above her waist. With both hands

on the tiller, glancing over his shoulder now and then

at the rush of white-topped seas behind, the mate

drove the light craft straight for the steamer ; and,

rounding her up to leeward, she lay plunging close in

under her side.

The rusty plates above them came swinging up and

down, laying bare the long weed one moment almost

to her bilge, then sinking swiftly until a slope of

steep-pitched deck was visible above. Two men in

uniform leaned out from the swaying bridge ; and one,

waving his cap, shouted

:

'Our engine she break down; the cable is also go.

We promise no investigation if you tow us clear of

shore. Very bad reef is found somewhere near.'

Now, the mate had a wife and family in Victoria

(B.C.), and, being paid pro rata on the net profits,

occasionally—perhaps on account of the cruisers'

vigilance—found it hard work to provide for them.

Besides, the free-lance sealer sometimes increases his

earnings by other means than legally-taken skins

;

and it struck him that here was a chance of acquir-

ing many roubles. But if the outward semblance of
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discipline was not conspicuous on board the Islander,

her crew knew well it was not wise either to add to or

subtract from Nixon's orders. So the mate's only

answer was, 'Give us your line.' He also realised

there was not a moment to lose, and when a man
stood holding on by a davit high up on the cruiser's

rail, with mingled caution and recklessness bade the

oarsmen back the boat in. An oncoming comber

picked her up and swept her stern-first towards the

wall of inclined plates which, rising bodily, slanted

away from them ; and the men clenched their wet

hands tighter on the looms, holding their breath as

they waited the order. Each knew what would

happen unless they shot clear before the return roll.

Then the gunboat's plates commenced to slant towards

them again, and two lines fell clattering into the stern-

sheets of the boat.

'Give way before she smashes us!' shouted the

mate ; and, with every man gasping under the strain,

the stout oars bending as they ripped through the

water, the boat shot clear just in time to avoid the

downward swoop of rusty iron.

' Well done,' he said briefly. ' Now, pull all you 're

worth. Unless you make her rustle we '11 both of us

fetch up on the reef.'

The drag of the lines was heavy, long, tumbling

seas racing at them abeam ; but the crew had now a

suspicion they were pulling for their lives. So, hove

up on the spouting crest or sliding down into the

steep hollow, they drove her smoking towards the

Islander. Then, after swinging the boat on board,

they helped to haul the lines and following hawsers in.

When at last the ropes were fast, Nixon rang his
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engine telegraph, and said, ' Tide 's setting us both

inshore, and the reef can't be far away. Get more
canvas on her, every rag she '11 stand ; then, if we can't

beat the current, we '11 try to snatch her out clear of

its seaward end.'

The screw throbbed ; the wire hawsers twanged as

they ripped, splashing, out of the sea ; and the pounding

of little engines quickened. Meantime the crew were

busy shaking reefs out ; and when they had finished

this the schooner lay down with her lee-rail nearly

awash, every larger wave lapping solidly over it.

Below, the grimy engineer knew what was expected

of him, and did it thoroughly. So red flame licked

about the funnel, and smoke and sparks blown into

the straining mizzen came back and almost blinded

Nixon as he grasped the steering-wheel. Bitter

spray lashed over the weather-rail, and astern, at the

end of the hawsers, the tow wallowed erratically,

sometimes shooting towards them with bows swuns:

high aloft, or careering sideways on the crest of a sea,

when the steel rope, drawn tight as an iron bar,

threatened to drag the schooner's stern under. Then
the tiller-chains rattled as the wheel went round; and,

canting a little, the half-buried vessel shook herself

free again, her crew dodging the water that rolled a

foot deep across her deck. With no cause to love the

men whose one hope of salvation lay in the staunch-

ness of those ropes, they came of a hard find stubborn

kind, and, as one of them said, having taken on that

contract, they were going through with it.

So, shaking the icy water from the quaint garments

of canvas and furs, they stared down into the obscurity

—for daylight was fading from the waste of tumbling
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sea—until a hoarse cry went up, 'There's the reef

breakino; broad on our lee-bow.'

Half-seen, a cloud of smoke hurled itself aloft, a

second white upheaval appeared farther ahead, and

Nixon's face grew anxious as he wrenched upon the

wheel. Then a gun flashed out a warning from the

tow, and the Islanders skipper laughed dryly as he

said, 'Commander's getting frightened, or does he

think we're blind? He ought to know us better

than to fancy we '11 let him go.'

Again the buried reef made itself manifest, and there

was more shouting forward, as here and there at

intervals other great spouts shot up, forming a long

chain of breakers with broad gaps between, towards

the centre of which the sealer and her helpless charge

drove down sideways.

' More steam !
' the mate called through the engine-

room skylights. ' You '11 have to chance your boilers

;

it 's neck or nothing
!

' A long tongue of crimson

poured from the funnel. The mate clenched his hands

and glanced towards an axe in the mizzen rack, and

then at the skipper. Balancing himself to the rolling,

with iron hands laid on the spokes of the kicking

wheel, Nixon only shook his head; and the mate,

comprehending, turned his eyes forward.

A sea, smiting the bulwarks, now poured a broken

cataract into the foresail's foot, and rolled away in a

bevelled ridge, apparently a fatliom higher than her

depressed side. When the Islander climbed out of

the hollow Nixon saw two of the spray-fountains over

her quarter, and one white eruption perilously close

ahead.
' It 's touch-and-go,' he said. ' If we can scrape her
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past that pinnacle, there's open water. You can see

what will happen if she hits it
;

' and the words that

followed were lost in a deep growling—the voice of

the hammered reef. A sea shot aloft above it in a

majestic pyramid that collapsed into chaotic seething,

and there was deep silence on board of the Islander.

Some of her crew held their breath, while others, with

straining eyes, caught hard at it, as they watched the

mad welter slide aft from abreast of the bowsprit

towards the waist. They were horribly near the reef,

and yet there remained a chance of safety, for two

blows of the axe upon the drawn-out hemp springs

which held the towing-wire would free the schooner

from the danger.

Still, as Nixon said afterwards, not a man moved

;

though he also added something to the eftect that they

knew better. Now the seaward end of the ledge was

level with, and much nearer, the mizzen, while the

tow came sheering towards them with her fore-foot in

the air.

The mate leapt up on the stern-grating, swinging

the axe. The gunboat astern lifted one side of the

bilge as she reeled down a sea, with bridge and deck

sloping half-way to the vertical, while across her hung

one great cloud of foam. The mate sprang from the

grating for his life as one parted hawser came home

with a bang like a rifle-shot. He was up next

moment, gripping the axe again; but Nixon shouted,

' Stand by ; don't cut until she strikes ; we '11 give

them a last chance for it. Gather in the broken rope

before it fouls the screw.'

One wire, lessened in diameter, still held fast; and

ready hands ran the broken hawser in. For a space
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of seconds the crew watched the Kiissian gunboat rise

apparently for the last time on the crest of a sea.

They expected to see the tall spars go when she came

down again ; a crash of iron on stone seemed already

sounding in their ears ; but as she staggered and

swayed back a roar of breathless exultation went up.

The last of the deadly seething lay under her stern,

and a half-heard answering shout reached them

brokenly as rescuers and rescued realised that they

had cheated the reef.

Again the cry rang out above the boom of the sea

as the danger slid away, and some one shouted,

* We 're clear. They 're cheering us in the Russian.'

'I'm thankful, and glad we did it,' said Nixon

quietly, as he pulled over the wheel, while the mate

found relief to his feelings in hurrying about with

orders to get the canvas off".

Following the coast-line with wind and sea behind,

the Islander now towed her consort into the gathering-

darkness, until, just as black night closed down, she

brought her safely under a sheltering head. Hardly

had they made the two vessels snug than a boat

pulled across from the Russian cruiser ; and, bumping
alongside the schooner, a lieutenant stated that the

commander requested the favour of her ojSScers' com-

pany. He also wished to leave several bulky cases

of cabin stores, which he trusted the skipper would

serve out to the crew.

Then Nixon, with his mate and engineer and

several boat-steerers, leapt down from the rail, and

were received in state at the gunboat's gangway,

and ushered into her mess-room.

Outside, a rising gale shrilled along the face of the
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rock, and struck weird music from the rigging; but

under the polished brass lamps inside it was warm
and snug, while there were flasks of wine and
many dainties on the mess-room table. Lounging
in luxurious comfort, the unkempt, fur-clad sealer-men

fraternised with their occasional enemies, the severely-

uniformed officers of the Czar, the sound of their

merriment even reachino- the watch on deck through

the dull boom of the ground-sea. They ate and
drank, and they jested in different languages. At
the engineer's request, another boat was sent to the

schooner ; he thought he could give the Russians hints

in rough rejDairs.

Then there was a roar of applause when the gun-

boat's commander arose, glass in hand, to give the

toast of the ' Two Races !

'

' Round the world, where east joins west, we two
meet,' he said. ' Sometimes we meet in anger ; but we
know each other good men in peace or war ; and j^ou

show the seaman's spirit which belongs to both when
you save us from the reef.'

Then Nixon stood up, a burly figure in white fur,

with face that was bronzed and darkened rather by
bitter spray and ice-blink than the pale northern sun.

Stretching out a hard hand, he answered, ' It 's your

business to obey the Czar, and ours to kill the seals

—

where we can ; so we have our differences now and
then. When you come in war we '11 meet you with

boat or rifle, equal man to man. Some of us have

done it, and we don't take odds with you. The next

best thing to a staunch friend is a good enemy ; but

when the worst comes, and you 're corralled helpless,

I guess you '11 find us stand by you. Now we '11 make
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the most of this armistice. May we have more friendly

interludes in a worrying business !

'

Again the glasses jingled to the shout, and the rest

of the night was spent in harmony.

When, in the early daylight, the sealers took their

departure, armed men were drawn up to do theui

honour ; and one of the guests, who had feasted too

royally, tearfully vowed eternal friendship with the

Russian officers. As the Islander steamed out to sea

the beaver-quartered ensign thrice fluttered to her

peak and dipped again, and the boom of a Russian gun

bade her farewell. Her crew were wild free-lances

who rather defied than were subjects of any govern-

ment; but that loud-voiced salute bore testimony

that the bond of a common courage and humanity

is greater in time of peril than any racial difference.
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A HOMELY HEROINE.
By Mrs Donaldson.

5^ HAT can hae come owre Archie ?
' mur-

mured Kirstie Brydone, as, for the

twentieth time that day, she rose and

went to the cottage-door to look for

her husband. It was between two and
iS'^ three in the afternoon of Hogmanay, the last

day of the year. On every side undulating

ranges of hills met her eye, and seemed to close in

the wide valley from the world beyond. The sun was

low in the west, enveloped in a strange reddish haze

;

behind the hills to the north great masses of heavy

clouds were rolling up, piled one above another; a

bitter, icy wind whistled down the valley, bearing on

its wings an occasional snowflake ; while to the south

the great range of hills rose up, clear and distinct in

their slight mantle of snow, against the purplish sky.

Kirstie looked round in all directions, but could see

nothing of her husband, who had been absent since

the early morning; and saying to herself, 'I wish I

saw him safe hame ; it 's gaun to be a wild nicht, I
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doubt,' she closed the door and returned to the fire-

side. She put on some more peats, made herself

certain that the kettle was boiling, so that she might
' mask ' the tea as soon as Archie came in ; then, draw-

ing forward the little table which was all ready set

for tea, she sat down on a low chair and resumed her

occupation of rocking the cradle. As she bent over

the fair little baby it contained, the firelight lit up

a very homely face—a mouth rivalling in width the

famous Meg of Harden's, small gray eyes, and a low

forehead. And yet the face was not without its

redeeming points. The large mouth disclosed two

rows of pearly teeth ; the eyes were frank and sweet,

with a confiding trustfulness in them ; and the fore-

head was crowned with masses of thick, soft brown
hair. She was remarkably tall—nearly six feet—and
splendidly proportioned, with the exception of her

arms, which were rather long ; and at the time of her

marriage—just a year before this—there were many
jokes passed upon the fact that she was two or three

inches taller than her husband, who was little and

slight, with a fair boyish face, which made him look

younger than Kirstie, though he was twenty-five and

she was only twenty-two. Archie Brydone let them
laugh away, and could well afford to do so, for none

knew so well as himself what a treasure he had irot

in this homely wife of his.

When Kirstie was a little lassie of eight years old

her father and mother died of fever within a few

weeks of each other, and left her a friendless orphan.

Strangely enough, her father, who was a shepherd

also, had had this very herding of Dynefoot, and the

cottage to which she returned as a bride was the same
Coinage and Conflict. U
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in which she had passed a happy childhood. Mr Gray,

the farmer of Auchensack, her father's master, took

her to the farmhouse, and there she remained till she

was married, first as a little herd-girl, then as nurse

to the children, and finally as dairymaid. It was
during the two or three summers which she spent

herding the cows that she first knew Archie Brydone.

He was a delicate, puny boy, who even then looked

3'Oung for his years, and his parents feared at one

time that he was going to be lame, though he grew

out of it afterwards. His father had taken a dairy

on the neighbouring farm of Barbreck, and Archie

was set to the task of herding, a very necessary one

in those great stretches of moorland and pasture,

where there were few, if any, proper fences.

In their pastoral employment the two children

became inseparable companions. Archie was a smart

boy, and a good reader, and many a lesson he gave

Kirstie, who was a diligent though not very apt pupil,

for at all times of her life her heart was infinitely

greater than her intellect. At other times he would

read aloud to her, while she worked her stocking ; and

sheltered by an old plaid, which preserved them alike

from sun, wind, and rain, they passed many happy

hours. Finally, Archie thought he must learn to

'w^eave' stockings for himself, and under Kirstie's

tuition soon became nearly as clever at it as she was

herself; and so her dream of a companion-knittei' under

the row^an-tree was realised, though very differently

from wdiat she anticipated, as dreams so often are.

Two happy summers passed in this way, and then

Archie, having outgrown his lameness, was sent away
to farm-service, and when he became older went to
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the Highlands as a shepherd. For two or three years

his father and mother remained at Barbreck dairy,

and Kirstie heard of liim occasionally from them

;

but eventually they went to a large dairy down in

Galloway, and for several years she did not know
whether he were dead or alive ; but she did not forget

him, and on fine Sunday afternoons in summer some-

times walked as far as the rowan-tree, with which he

was inseparably associated.

A great surprise was in store for her, however,

for he came back to Mr Gray's as young herd. Kirstie

had not heard the name of the young man who w^as

coming—indeed, had heard nothing about him except

that he was coming from the Highlands. She was in

the kitchen alone when he came in. It was dusk, and

she did not recognise his voice ; but the firelight was
shining full upon her as she stood making the porridge,

in the cook's absence, and after a minute's quiet

survey he was certain that this tall girl with the

grand figure and plain face was no other than his

old friend Kirstie.

'Do ye ever herd the coos for onybody nowadays,

Kirstie ?' he said at length very quietly.

' Preserve us a'
!

' exclaimed Kirstie, nearly upsetting

the porridge in her agitation ; then, as the fire blazed

up and disclosed the fair curly head and merry blue

eyes she remembered so well, she said with tearful

eyes and trembling voice :
' Can this be you, Archie

Brydone ? Glad am I to see ye back again. But
what a start ye gied me, for mony 's the time I 've

wondered if ye were alive.'

'Alive and hearty,' replied Archie, with rather a

forced laugh, to hide the emotion he really felt when
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he saw how agitated she was. 'But the truth is, I

wearied o' the Highlands ; it 's a dull thing being one's

lane in a house for months, and I thocht I would try

the Low Country again.'

Archie M^as surprised to find, as time passed on

and he and Kirstie dropped into their old friendly

terms, how little changed slie was in mind from what

she used to be ; the same simple, guileless creature,

strong as a rock for truth and right, and thoroughly

unselfish.

Mr and Mrs Gray M^ere so much attached to her

that they looked on her almost as a child of the house,

and yet she was so unconscious of any special favour

that she quite avoided all jealousy on the part of her

fellow-servants. Archie stayed steadily on at Auchen-

sack, and became almost as much a part of the house-

hold as Kirstie ; the other servants went and came,

but these two remained fixtures.

When Archie had been three years with Mr Gray,

the shepherd at Dynofoot left to take a small farm,

and Mr Gray offered the place to Archie, adding, with

a sly glance, that he would have to look out for a wife

in that case. Archie thanked him, and asked for a few

days to think of it, which Mr Gray willingly granted.

That was on a Saturday ; and on the afternoon of the

Sunday, which was a bright September day, Archie

asked Kirstie if she would take a walk with him to

the rowan-tree ; and there, at the place where they

first met, and where they had played and worked

as children, he asked her if she would be his lifelong

companion. No one can doubt what Kirstie's answer

was ; he had been the one love of her childhood and
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of her later years, and the sun never shone upon a

prouder, happier bride.

It was an additional source of happiness, too, the

fact that they were to live in her old home, though

many a one would have thought it a solitary place

enough. It was three miles from Auchensack, and

about as far from the nearest shepherd's house, and

was away quite up among the hills, commanding a

splendid view of one of the loveliest of the lovely

Dumfriesshire valleys. It was a roomy, comfortable

cottage, whitewashed, with a thatched roof, a nice

garden in front, and two elm-trees at one side.

Inside, it was the picture of comfort, the kitchen

especially, with its sanded floor clean as hands could

make it, the dresser gay with willow-pattern plates

and many-coloured bowls and crockery, the long settle

by the fire, and the antique clock which had be-

longed to Kirstie's grandfather. It stood just about

a hundred yards from the mouth of the deep, dark,

precipitous glen which took its name from the Dyne,

a little burn which brawled along at the foot.

Archie entered on his duties at Martinmas, and they

were married on the Hogmanay following, at Auchen-

sack, when there was a dance in the barn and general

merry-making. And so time had slipped away, every

season seeming happier than the last, Kirstie thought,

and happiest of all the dark days of winter, since a

little blossom came upon a November day and filled

their cup of happiness to overflowing. It was a

lovely, fair little infant, with Archie's blue eyes and

flaxen hair ; and he was, if possible, more passionately

fond of it than Kirstie herself.

Kirstie thought of her happy lot with a deep,
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timittorablo (Ji;iiil-;rulii(\ss as slio K;it ubsoiitly rocl'ciiii^

tlie cnidlo. Slio was one of those women wJio liave

groat ditKculty of utterance, whose words are few

but their thoughts many, and ahove all, lior i-eligion

was truly a part of liorsc^lf and of lier daily life. 'J'he

sun had now s(^t and darkness was coining on, while

(h(! wind whistled more shrilly than ever, and with

an e(;rie sound which made her shudder. She was
becoming rcall}^ anxious about Ai'chie's long-contiinied

absence. ]le liad loft home in the morning with the

first peep of daylight to climb tlie hill, according to

his custom, and intended to come home, as he usually

did, about eleven.

She tried meanwhile to calm her anxiety by think-

ing that something might have happened to one of

the sheop, or that he nn'ght have been detained

gathering them into the folds in preparation for an

approaching storm. At length she hoard the dog

scratching at the door, and joyfully said she to her-

self, 'He canna be far otl" noo;' but on opening the

door, the dog, instead of running joyfully to the fire

or curling himself up beneath one of the beds, as he

usuall}'- did, began to jump fawningly upon her and

to whine pitifully. She could not understand the

reason of this at all, when suddenly an idea burst

upon her mind which speedily became a certainty.

Archie was ill, had hurt himself, perhaps, somewhere

on the hills, and the dog had come for help. She

shook ott" a deadly faintness which crept over her at

the thought; and rousing herself, she drew the fire

together in case of sparks, placed the cradle on one

of the beds for safety, and throwing a plaid about

her, followed the dog.
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During these prepai^ations Laddie had stood still

and motionless as a statue, but when she moved
towards the door he jumped with delight, fawned

upon her, and licked her hands, and then bounded

hastily forwards in the direction of the glen. The

ordinary route along Glen Dyne was to climb the

steep hill which rose behind Dynefoot, and then to

keep by a footpath which wound along the top of the

glen for about a mile. There was no fence or pro-

tection whatever, and there were several sad stories

told of people who had missed their footing, or, in the

darkness, had wandered too near the edge, and so had

come to a violent end. Just two winters before this

an unfortunate man had perished not far from the

mouth of the glen. He was a packman, with a

donkey, who was well known at all the farmhouses,

and was, in his way, a well-to-do man, with a well-

assorted pack, the contents of which ranged from

ribbons and jewellery to note-paper, hair-pins, and stay-

laces ; in fact, it was designed to supply all the little

wants of a female population who were seldom able

to indulge in the luxury of going a-shopping. Tom
Carson the packman was therefore a great favourite,

and not only because of his wares, but because he was
a cheery, pleasant fellow, and Kirstie remembered
well what consternation was caused in the kitchen at

Auchensack when a rumour arose that Tom Carson

had disappeared, and it was thought that some one

must have made away with him for the sake of his

pack, which, as it was new year's time, was unusually

heavy. It was only conjecture, however, for nothing

could be heard of him. But when at last the snow,

which lay that winter for several weeks, had melted,
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the mystery was solved, and poor Tom Carson, with

his donkey and his paclv, was found at the bottom

of Glen Dyne. It was supposed that he had been

coming to Auchensack, where he was a great favourite

;

that he had been overtaken by the storm ; that the

donkey had lost its footing, and in his efforts to save

the poor animal he had perished along with it. It

was a sad story, and cast a deeper shade of gloom over

Glen Dyne, which, indeed, bore no good name already.

As Kirstie toiled up the hill it all came back appal-

lingly afresh to her memory.

About half-way up the steep, precipitous side of the

glen there ran a very narrow, insecure footpath called

the ' Tod's Path,' owing to a fox-burrow up near the

head of the glen. Few people ever ventured along

it, except the gamekeepers and the shepherds, and

even they did not care to try it except in broad day-

light. At the point where this path turned off from

the face of the hill Laddie began again to jump

upon his mistress, then running a few steps along the

path and coming back, he wagged his tail and looked

up at her with beseeching eyes, saying as plainly as

dog could say in his mute but expressive language,

' Come this way.' Kirstie did not hesitate to follow,

bad though the way was, for it led, she was sure, to

her husband; and besides, as a little child she used

often to come with her father before she knew what

fear was, and therefore knew every turn and bend

in the path. Toiling up the wild solitude, her feelings

overcame her, and unconsciously forced from her lips

the cry, ' Oh Archie, Archie, my man, where are ye ?

'

Just at this point a little runlet of water which

came down from the hill had spread itself across
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the path in a solid slieet of ice. Kirstie hesitated,

but there was no other way ; it was life or death, and

she must hasten on; so she did cross, but her foot

slipped and she narrowly escaped falling. The snow

now began to fall more quickly and in large flakes,

and she had to trust more to memory for the path

than actual sight. On and on she went, however, till

she had gone nearly a mile up the glen, when sud-

denly Laddie gave a short, joyful bark, and she saw

a dark object stretched across the path. It was indeed

Archie. He was leaning against a large stone, which

seemed to have broken his fall ; his hair was powdered

with snow, his face was white and rigid, and his lips

were livid. Kirstie never doubted but that he was

dead, and threw herself on the ground beside him

with a cry of agony, when suddenly his eyes opened,

a conscious look came into his face, and he said

in faint, low tones :
' Is that you, Kirstie ? I thocht

I was gaun to dee my lane, and never see ye mair.'

' Oh, wheest, Archie, wheest
!

' she wailed ;
' ye '11

break my heart ; dinna speak that way.'

He continued after a moment's pause: 'I slipped

at the tap o' the brae, and I maun hae fainted,

for I wakened as cauld as a stane wi' Laddie licking

my face ; so I sent him hame, puir beast ! No help

could do me guid now, Kirstie,' he said, as if in answer

to the thoughts which were passing through her mind
at the moment. ' My leg is broken, and I 've hurt

my side ; and wi' the darkness and the storm, there 's

nobody fit to help me, gin they were here—and it wad
be hours before onybody could come. Oh Kirstie,

woman, I maun leave ye and the wee bairn
!

' he

added, wdth a choking sob.
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Kirstie did not answer for a moment; and then

her face was lighted up with a look of high resolve,

and she said :
' Mony a time, Archie, have I wondered

why the Lord gied me my great strength and my lang

arms, but I see it now ; and if it be His will, I will

save you this nicht.'

'Ye 're no fit to carry me,' Archie remonstrated

feebly ;
' and think what a road, Kirstie.'

' Do I no ken the road better than ony herd in the

country ?
' she replied. * And we maun ask for help

higher than man's.'

As she knelt beside her husband, with the snow

falling on her upturned face and the wild wind

whistling round, and in few and simple words, as

if she were speaking to a near and loving friend,

asked the aid of the Almiglity arm to guide her on

her perilous way and keep her feet from falling,

Archie Brydone, even in the midst of all his pain and

weakness, felt that he had never before truly known
his wife. She then lifted Archie as gently and ten-

derly as she could ; but he gave a deep groan, and she

found that he had fainted quite away. ' Maybe it 's

better,' she murmured; 'he winna know^till the

danger's past.' Then, with another upward glance

for help, she set out on her dangerous way. It would

by this time have been perfectly dark, but there was

a little moonlight, just enough to show the mere

outline of the path and the glen. The path itself

was now quite covered with snow ; every step was

taken in uncertainty; she hardly knew if she were

keeping the path at all. Strong as she was, she

staggered at times under her burden, while everything

around looked wild and weird in the half-darkness
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and the thick-falling snow. Laddie trotting in front

of her, and guiding her on her way, was the only

gleam of comfort she had. She went along more by

instinct than sight, and after a weary while she

began to think that she must be coming near the

mouth of the glen, when suddenly she remembered

the sheet of ice across the pathway. If she could

hardly cross it then, what was to become of her now,

with a heavy burden, and the snow covering the path

so that she could not tell where she was going ? Her

heart sank within her; she remembered that it was

near that very spot that Tom Carson was killed, and

she felt as if she could not move another step. Just

at this moment a ray of moonlight pierced through

the drift, and showed her young Archie's head resting

on her shoulder ; the face was more boyish than ever

in its pallor, and the rings of fair hair lay damp on

his forehead. New strength seemed to come to her

arms with the sight, and new courage and faith to

her heart, and she went bravely on a few more steps,

and then, to her joy and surprise, found herself safe

out on the hillside, and far past the dangerous place.

She had passed it safely and quietly, not knowing of

the danfjer till it was gone. She had the wind to

contend with now, and the snowdrift in her face ; but

in her thankfulness she felt as if she could overcome

everything, and shortl}^ was within a few yards of

their own door. Then her strength utterly failed;

she struggled with beating heart and labouring breath

against her weakness, as if it were some physical

obstacle; and she did manage, though how she never

knew, to reach the house, enter the door, place Archie

on the long settle by the fireside, and then—fell on
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the floor perfectly unconscious. Poor Laddie ran
from one to another, not knowing what was the
matter, and howling pitifully, while the baby was
wailing in the cradle. Help, however, was near at
hand, and in a few minutes two men from Auchensack
entered the cottage. They had been sent rather
against their will, and felt as if they were on a wild-
goose chase ; but when they arrived at the house they
were horrified with the state of matters, and thankful
that a childish fancy—as they thought it at first

should have been the means of bringing them to

Dynefoot so opportunely.

The children at Auchensack were extremely fond
of Kirstie, and it was a favourite amusement of theirs

every afternoon as the dusk came on to watch for

the light appearing in her window. When, long after

the usual time, none appeared, they could not under-
stand it at all ; the anniversary of her wedding-day,
too—what could be the matter ? At last Mr and Mrs
Gray became uneasy themselves, and sent off the two
men, who arrived at the very time when their help
was most needed.

Archie 'came to' after a little, but nothing
they could do had any effect in rousing Kirstie;

so one of them went back to Auchensack, and
from there was sent on for the doctor. Poor
man, he M^as just sitting down to supper at a cosy
little party, which had assembled to see the 'old

year out and the new year in,' when he was told

that the shepherd at Dynefoot had had a bad fall

in the glen, and his wife was ' near deid ' with carry-
ing him home.

'Carrying him home?' said one of the company
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incredulously. ' Why, it is impossible. The woman
must be an Amazon.'

' So she is, both in body and soul,' replied the doctor,

who had known her for years; 'and as it is on her

account and her husband's, I don't mind the long ride

over the snow one bit; so, good-night, and a happy

new year to you all.'

Kirstie was not 'near deid,' but she got a great

shake, and for some time was graver and quieter than

her wont—as if the wings of the Angel of Death had

really passed closely by her. One lasting trace she

had of her exertions that night—her pretty brown

hair was ever after thickly streaked with gray.

Archie, after being ill for a long time, became

eventually quite strong and hearty again ; but all his-

life after was influenced by that wild night in Glen

Dyne and the lesson in simple faith taught him l)y

his wife.

When the ' Laird ' came to Auchensack next autumn

for the shooting, he was so pleased to hear of Kirstie's

exploit, knowing the glen well as he did, that he gave

the cottage at Dynefoot to her and Archie for their

lifetime, promising to build one, if required, for an-

other shepherd. Kirstie was amazed beyond measure

with this gift, and it was a mystery to lier why people

called her a ' heroine.'
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A BROKEN BRIDGE.
By F. Talhot.

BEACHED the little Welsh town of

Abennaw one boisterous afternoon in

autumn at about four o'clock, after a long

tramp over the mountains. Abermaw, as

its name implies, is situated at the mouth
of the river Maw, which here forms an estuary

about a mile broad. The town itself faces the

open sea ; the harbour lies about half a mile

up the estuary ; whilst between the town and the

harbour was the outline of a huge bridge then in

course of construction. Abermaw is a little bit of a

place, consisting of an hotel, a few shops, a church, a

chapel of ease, and half-a-dozen lodging-houses, whicli

are built on a platform of sand, the work of the sea

and river in concert or in conflict. The old fishing

village is perched upon the rocks above, tier upon tier,

the lintel-stone of one house looking down the chimney

of the house below, and it is reached by rude rocky

steps, where the children of the village swarm up and

down, and yet rarely contrive to break their necks.
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The farther shore of the estuary was a triangular

spit of sand, across which was a track that joined the

high-road at a point where it commenced to mount
the shoulder of a wave-beaten clift' on the face of

which it was terraced ; for on the farther or southern

side of the estuary the sea washed up to the very

base of the rocks that formed the rugged fringe of

this iron-bound coast. There was a ferry from the

Abermaw side to the spit of sand, and thence, by a

detour of several miles, j^ou could make your way
along the southern bank of the river to the town of

Dolbadarn. As the crow flies, Dolbadarn was not

more than seven miles distant from Abermaw, but it

could not be reached by any practicable track in less

than from ten to eleven miles; for the river took a

wide sweep to the north, and, in addition to the detour

thus caused, the first bridge where the road crossed

the river was at a point a good way wide of Dolba-

darn, so that altogether the distance was lengthened

to that above mentioned. On the other hand, if you
crossed the ferry and made your way across the sand

to the highway, the distance was much the same

;

and this latter route was, of course, only practicable

to foot-passengers.

Although I had reached Abermaw in the guise of

a free and independent pedestrian, yet my liberty was
of a restricted nature. My wife and children had
gone by the regular coach-route to Dolbadarn, and
I had crossed the mountains by a wild foot-track,

promising to join them that night at Dolbadarn in

time for dinner ; for I had intended to take the coach

at Abermaw, which would have brought me to the

end of myjourney in good time. This coach, however,
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I had missed by just five minutes. My walk that day
had been a long one, and I was rather fagged, and
should probably have hired a conveyance for the

remainder of the distance; but the manner of the

landlord of the hotel was so abrupt and, as I thought,

offensive in answer to my inquiries that I resolved,

come what might, he should not be a sixpence the

richer for me.

I walked on till I came to a little public-house at

the farther end of the town, close to the rough quay

that bordered the estuary, and I turned in there for a

glass of beer and a crust of bread and cheese, as well

as for the purpose of making a few inquiries as to my
route.

' Well, indeed,' said Evan Rowlands, the landlord,

* there 's no possible way to get to Dolbadarn to-night,

not unless you take a car from Mr Chones.'

' I shan't have a car from Mr Jones,' I said. ' Can't

I hire one anywhere else ?

'

Evan shook his head ; there was no horse or car

in Abermaw except the horses and cars owned by

Mr Jones.

' Very well, then,' I said, ' I will walk.'

' Not possible,' said Evan ;
' it 's more than ten

miles.'

* I wouldn't mind the distance, only I 've walked

five-and-twenty miles already.'

' Dear me !
' said Evan ;

' you 're very strong !

'

' Can't I get a boat part of the way ?
' I suggested.

Evan put his head out at the door. ' No,' he cried
;

' the tide has just turned ; it is running down very

strong.'

' Then there is nothing for it but walking,' I said

;
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'I must go round by Llanfair Bridge.' But I didn't

like the idea ot" this ten-mile walk through the mist

and gathering gloom.

'Stop!' said Evan. 'Why shouldn't you go over

the bridge—the railway bridge ?

'

' Is the bridge passable, then ? Can you get

across ?

'

* Oh dear, yes ! The gentlemen from the railway

come over very often, and to-day Hugh Pugh and

David Morris did come over from the Dolbrith

Quarry.'

' And what distance will that save me ?

'

' Four or five miles—yes, sure.'

' And the bridge is quite safe ?

'

' Oh, it is very strong and safe indeed ; or how
should Hugh Pugh and David Morris come over,

and the railway gentlemen too ?—yes, sure.'

' And the railway people won't object to my going

over ?

'

' They 've all knocked off work for the day, and

there won't be a soul near the bridge but yourself.'

' Then of course I '11 go over it.'

But I found that there were certain difficulties in

the way. The railway bridge crossed the estuary at

a point about a quarter of a mile from the little inn

that formed the extremity of the town, at a spot

where jts channel was narrowed to a distance of about

three-quarters of a mile. The unfinished bridge was
constructed of piles firmly driven into the bed of the

river, from which rose huge piers of timber to the

height of about forty feet. Along these were massive

balks, destined to support the platform of the bridge,

whilst each pier was strengthened and supported,
Courage and Conflict. V
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and strengthened and supported its neighbour, by
an arrangement of cross-beams and ties.

When I reached the bank of the river with my
guide, Evan Rowlands, I found that there was a con-

siderable hiatus between the shore and the nearest

pier—about a hundred yards. Evan, however, was
prepared wdth a plan for reaching it. A friend of

his was the master of the little sloop, the Ann Jones,

which was lying in the tiny creek above. He and
his mate were now on board her, and they had got

their little dingy with them. Evan would borrow the

boat, and drop down with the stream, and deposit me
at the foot of the nearest pier.

' But why not ferry me right over the river ?
' I asked.

'Not possible,' said Evan. There w^ere shallows

and quicksands at the other side which at this time

of the tide were very dangerous.

So we made our way along the road which over-

looks the estuary till we came to the little harbour.

Evan had no difficulty in borrowing the dingy,

and we were soon afloat, shooting quickly down the

stream.

It was almost dark now, for although the sun was
not yet down, the storm that was gathering up on

the horizon obscured his light. Great volumes of

cloud and vapour were driving up before the wind,

which howled and moaned intermittently as blast"

succeeded blast and died away again. The wind and

the tide in opposition made the water pretty rough,

and our boat danced up and down in a very lively

way. Presently the black skeleton of the bridge

loomed upon us through the mist, and Evan dexter-

ously brought up his boat in the little eddy that was
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formed by the abutments of the pier, and then he

called to me to jump from the stern of the dingy

on to a cross-piece that formed a sort of platform

a foot or so from the water's edge.

I jumped and landed safely on the balk, and then

I found that my way upwards was by climbing the

nearest pier, across which were nailed rough, irregular

staves, which constituted what is called a workman's

ladder. I had no intention of undertaking any acro-

batic feats, and the idea of climbing up that giddy

height by such rough, unreliable supports was dis-

tasteful enough. I wouldn't try it. I would go back

in the boat to dry land once more. But the boat had

spun away on the tide, and was now far out of earshot,

or indeed eyeshot either. There I stood, then, in the

midst of a rushing, raging sea, upon a balk of timber,

embracing a huge black pier, the head of which was
lost in the gloom and mist overhead. I couldn't stay

here ; I must get across the bridge at all hazards, and

my only way was upwards.

Up I went slowly, step by step, testing each frail

splintered stave ere I trusted my weight to it. More
than one broke away in my hands and fell into the

sea beloAV. But when I reached the top, I thought,

then all this danger would be over. I should find a

firm, secure platform—a rail, or at least a rope for

the hand.

When I got to the top of the pier I saw stretched

out before me a beam, suspended, as it seemed, in

mid-air—a narrow beam—more like a rope, it seemed to

me—stretched over this wild abyss of raging waves;
that, and nothing else. There were footprints in the

narrow ridge of timber—it was not more than two
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feet wide at the broadest—and the sight of them gave

me courage. Men had passed over here before me;
I would pass too. And so, without giving myself a

moment more to think, I stepped ; and the moment
when, letting go with my hands, I stood upon that

topmost round of the ladder and balanced myself for

an instant as I placed my foot upon the plank—that

moment in which I seemed to quiver and sway to

and fro high up on this giddy perch, beyond the ken
of any human eye—that moment of dizzy terror came
and went like any other moment, and I stood erect

upon the beam and began my perilous way.

I heard the wind far off, bellowing among the

breakers on the bar ; I heard it screeching and howling

over the flats. I felt a m.oment's calm, the strange

unnatural hush, and then the rush and leap of the

storm as it hurtled by me. Dashing the salt spray

into my eyes, it came, seizing all the loose corners

of my apparel and cracking them like whip-lashes,

carrying away my feeble breath in its wild course,

but leaving me—yes, thank God !—leaving me still

balanced on my plank.

The gust had cleared the mists for a space, and I

could now see before me, though indistinctly enough,

but I could see that there was only another length

of unprotected balk; beyond that was a broad, safe

platform of timber, stretched from pier to pier. Oh,

to feel that platform safe under my feet ! I

traversed the balk almost at a run. I must reach

safety before there came another gust of that fierce

wind.

I heard it coming now, but I was almost home—yes,

home; for that rough, unsheltered platform on this
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rude night seemed like a home to me. I was stepping

lirmly and quickly along. Suddenly a chasm seemed

to open under my feet—a horrible chasm. The beam
on which I stood came suddenly to an end. For

some eight feet it had been cut away, and there was

nothing to help me over this dreadful gap. Without

wings it were impossible to pass.

All hope left me. I knew that to retrace my steps

was impossible to me. Even if I reached the end

from which I had started, I should be no better

off than here, and the hopelessness of the position

weakened my every nerve. Once more I heard the

wind rising and hurtling along towards me. I would

cling to life as long as I could. I knelt down on the

wet, slippery balk, clasped it with my arms, sat astride

it. The gust came up fierce and strong, passed over

me once more—once more spared me.

But I felt I could not survive another such attack
;

I should be blown away like a leaf. And yet there

was no hope of escape—none. It was only a ques-

tion of moments how long, with stiffening limbs, I

could cling to this rough beam; then a plunge into

darkness.

Still I had time to think. What were my thoughts !

A helpless sense of cruelty, of the horrible unfeelingness

and malignity of this hurtling wind, of those raging

waters. A sad mortification, too, and sense of injustice

that I should lose my life for nothing ; a pleasant

ramble turned to such an evil end. Of the past I

thought nothing ; it was nothing to me now—a tale

that was told ; that was all. Of the future, nothing

either, except a dim and awful wonder. But plainly,

vividly before my e3^cs I saw the figure of my wife,
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sitting at work by the fire, waiting and watching for

me—for me, who never should come. That was the

bitterness of it.

And yet withal I was not unconscious of a certain

vague sense of the ludicrous—of scorn of myself that

I should be thus stuck up astride a beam, like

some lad at play, a sport for the bufFetings of the

elements. With this, too, an unspeakable rage, a

kind of crushed defiance, a revolt against the doom
which was imminent—a revolt which felt itself hope-

less and useless from its beginning.

Whilst all this storm of confiicting thoughts was
whirling through my brain, the turmoil outside M^as

diminishing. The wind had hushed for a while, and

across my face there came for a moment a sort of

ruddy glow, the last beams of the sun settling rapidly

into the sea. The vapours divided for a moment ; the

huge dark mass of a mountain frowned down upon

me—for a moment only ; then the clouds encompassed

me once more ; the glow died away ; the awful

gloomy gray of night began to gather in upon me
like a net.

Should I drop into the sea and end it all? To die

in the dark would be more horrible than anything

else. Even on the quietest, most resigned death-bed

the loss of light is the most disquieting trouble to the

departing soul. ' Light ! more light
!

' is the last cry of

the spirit in extremity. And now it seemed as though

nature had determined to spare me no pang of all the

gathering horrors of my doom. Darkness and despair

were settling down upon my soul.

Then came the storm once more with a rush of

gathered rain, a howl, a shout, a roar of triumph, as
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the shrill wind trumpeted past, precursor ot" more
furious blasts. I could bear no more. A sapless,

nerveless form, I was swept from the beam like a

withered leaf from a branch, and I fell—catching at

some cross-beams as I did so, but losing- my hold in

a moment, and dropping helplessly down.

Once more consciousness returned. A vague silvery

light was diffused about me ; above were stars shining

;

huge balks of timber glimmered overhead. I was
stretched upon a bed of wet sand, lying on my back,

looking up into the sky.

I was not dead, then. No ! Was I maimed—crushed ?

I drew up one limb after another, fearing lest a sudden

shout of agony should betray some grievous hurt.

But no ! I was sound in limb ; and as I raised myself

and looked about I felt that, except for dizziness and
a wonderful ringing that was ceaselessly going on in

my head, I was unhurt. And I was saved ? That

was as might happen.

When I rose and stood upon my feet I looked

around me and saw that I had fallen upon a little

island, a narrow spit of sand that had formed in the

eddy caused by the pile of the bridge. On each side

of it ran a strong and rapid current. All this I saw
by the light of the moon, sometimes bright, some-

times obscured, as she parted her way among the fast-

driving clouds.

Distantly across the waters shone the lights of the

little town. It had its gas-lamps, which sparkled

brilliantly in the night ; and from out of the black

rocks which showed against the sky-line, here and
there the soft light of a candle in a cottage window
gleamed like a fairy lamp.
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On the other side of the estuary there were no

lights, but the straining eye might discern the gloom

of high hills, that seemed, indeed, only like darksome

chasms in the sky ; but as I watched I saw a tiny

star that was gliding among the rocks. Now seen,

now lost, I followed it with longing eyes ; and listen-

ing intently, I heard the clatter of horses' hoofs

and the murmur of wheels rising and falling as the

road wound in and out among the rocks farther

or nearer. It was some carriage rolling rapidly

towards home—towards my home—and here was I

a castaway.

I shouted, but my voice seemed lost in the great

space. The wind carried it up the river, blew it away

into stifled fragments. It was useless to cry; no

one would hear me. How long should I have to live ?

Was there any chance that I might yet escape? I

could not swim ; the channel on either side was

therefore an unpassable barrier. Even had I been an

excellent swimmer, I doubt if, in my enfeebled state,

I could have won the farther bank of the channel,

where the current was running the least swiftly.

How long would my island remain uncovered by the

sea ?

Six or eight feet above my head, tangled masses of

seaweed hanging in the interstices of the woodwork

showed the highest reach of the tide. The ebb had

commenced an hour before I started from Abermaw.

Allowing an hour for my subsequent adventures, the

ebb would still have three hours to run ; then another

three hours' flood would elapse before the tide would

once more reach me. I remembered that I had a

metal flask in my pocket which still contained a
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dram of brandy, and that I had a few fragments

of biscuits in my pocket remaining of some that

my wife had packed up for my use a couple of

days before. I drank the brandy and munched the

biscuits, and felt again hopeful. Six hours ! Why,
in that time help might come. Death was no longer

imminent.

But I was entirely wrong. The strong south-

westerly gales had piled up the waters about the

mouth of the estuary, so that the ebb was checked

and the flood increased, and the tide ran out only

some three hours. I must have been longer lying on

the sand, too, than I liad calculated, for, as I watched

the waters hurrying down on each side of me, I noticed

that the current seemed to slacken all of a sudden
;

then it stopped, so that a fragment of bleached wood
that was floating downward came to a rest, then

moved slowly once more upwards. The tide had

turned.

In a very short time the expanse of waters before

me, that had just now seemed a broad river outlet,

scored and marked with sand-banks, assumed the

appearance of an agitated sea. Short waves hurried

along, their white crests gleaming in the moonlight;

they came in serried lines, tier over tier ; the hoarse

roar of the advancing tide reverberated in the air,

mingling in my brain with the strange rattle as of

bells that never ceased to jangle therein.

How remorseless they seemed, those waves hurrying

up like hounds who view their prey ! And yet it

was a solemn scene ; and what there was of dignity

and grandeur in the sight half -reconciled me to

the thought that my life would be swallowed up
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ere long in these advancing battalions of serried

waves. For now the bitterness of death was past

;

its terrors had vanished ; I felt a profound sadness

—

that was all.

How far could I climb up these slimy, slippery posts

and buttresses, that seemed to mock me with their

lying proffers of safety ? A couple of cross-beams or

ties which bound together the lower ends of the piers

afforded at their intersection a sort of angular resting-

place, where I could, for a time perhaps, lind a refuge

from the waves. This was far below high-water mark,

so that to reach it would only give a short respite

from my final agony ; but, for all that, I determined

to attempt it. As soon as the water covered the

little island on which I stood, I would try to climb

this slippery beam, that rose from the sand, in which
it was partly buried, at an angle of about forty-

five degrees.

With the tide rose the wind ; with the wind came
rain and fog. Tlie moon, blurred and indistinct, shone

faintly for a while, and then vanished altogether,

although her diffused light still made everything darkly

visible. Soon the waves were dashing at my feet, the

sand a pulp beneath them. Now was the time to

make my last effort for a little more life. But I

found that I had overrated my own powers. I crawled

a few feet up the slippery timber, then I fell back.

Again I tried, and again; but it was of no use.

Strength does not come of eager desire to be strong.

All that I could do was to clasp my arms round the

beam and stand upright, awaiting the coming of the

waters.

The water rose, not gradually, but in pulses.
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Smaller waves came and went, and left no change of

level ; but every now and then some heavier, fiercer

billow would come in with a devouring sweep, cover-

ing me with its foam and spray, receding again, but

at each recession leaving a greater depth of swaying,

life-like water. These attacks, like buffets from the

hand of some skilled boxer, left me weaker and

weaker at every blow. And it was so treacherous,

too, the water. It would draw away for a time,

leaving me free almost to my knees ; and then, as if

driven by some sudden impulse, it would gather itself

up and return in a great seething swathe of water

that would swallow me up from head to foot.

The end was fast coming now. I had ceased

to feel anything. Only a dogged determination

to stick to life to the last kept me clinging to my
beam.

But what was that sound ? A long and piercing-

scream, a roar and a rumble and a rattle. It was an

engine !

An engine coming along the completed part of

the bridge, shrieking and screaming, and dashing

out great wafts of white steam into the stormy air.

The sound gave me fresh life and vigour. Human
creatures were within reach, at all events. If I

could make them hear me I might yet be saved.

The engine came slowly along, and I heard the

voices of men shouting to one another. Why,
then, should they not hear me ? I tried, too,

to shout, but my voice stuck in my throat. I

couldn't make a sound louder than a whisper—no,

not with all the good-will I had to shout like an
archangel.
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The engine came so near at last that I could see the

glow of her fires through the interstices of the tioor-

ing of the bridge. And now there were men standing

with lanterns at the very extremity of the bridge;

and still I could not make them hear.

For an instant the glad thought struck me that

I had been missed, and that these men had come to

look for me ; but the next moment I saw the folly

of the idea. Days might elapse before my fate

was known. I was not even yet beyond the time I

had fixed for reaching home. No; the men were

railway workmen, perhaps going to do a night's

shift of work on the bridge; and I couldn't make
them hear.

Suddenly I heard a sharp, quick bark, and then a

growl as of anger or inquiry, arid I was conscious that

there was a dog with the men above. The dog's

faculties were keener than the men's
;
perhaps it was

possible I might make him hear ; so I barked, a shrill

snapping bark with which I had often deceived my
own terrier Jock. The dog acknowledged the chal Icnge,

and replied furiously. Then I heard the voice of a

man shouting to the dog to be quiet; but the dog

barked still more furiously, standing at the very verge

of the platform as though it would throw itself over.

Then some men came to the edge of the platform

too, and peered over, and then, in my (extremity, I

gave a cry—a wikl, des[)airing cry. Then a huge

hoarse wave dashed over me.

If it had not l)een for the consciousness that help

was near, I could not have held on against that furious

rush of waters ; but I did hold o]i—at least I think

so—and when the wave receded a bright, dazzling
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lif^ht shone into my eyes—a light from the bridge,

where some one was holding what seemed to be a

portable sun, but which was actually a piece of burn-

ing magnesium wire. Then everything disappeared

in the blackest darkness.

' Did you see anything ?
' cried a voice.

' I 'm not sure ; I thought I saw something move.'

A couple of lamps from the engine were now
brought and placed at the edge of the platform

;

they lit up the beams and rafters of the bridge,

but the light seemed to be lost in the dark waters.

Ah ! they would never see me.

Once more I had strength to cry.

' Ah ! it 's a man down there,' I heard somebody

shout.

A long plank was run over the gap in the bridge,

then another ; along the two a portable windlass was
quickly wheeled. A bucket descended, and in it was

a man with a lantern.

' Hullo, mate !

' he cried as he caught sight of my
white face in the focus of his lamp, ' what the deuce

are you doing here ?

'

In another moment I was standing in safety on the

farther side of the bridge. I owed my rescue to the

unexpected visit of the chief-engineer of the line, who
had cotne down to see with his own eyes the manner
in which the bridge behaved in a heavy gale, and had

driven with the engine to the farthest accessible point

of the platform.

What a comforting glass of hot brandy and water

that was of which I partook by the warmth of the

engine furnace, and how exhilarating the run home-
wards on the swift, shrieking engine

!
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At Dolbadarn I looked about me, wondering if I

were really there in actual corporeal presence, or if

my life had ended in that last rush of water and I

were only dreaming, ' for in that sleep of death what

dreams may come !

'
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A FLIGHT FROM THE
INQUISITION.

By J. Cartwright.

'RCHIBALD BOWER, whose singular ex-

periences of an Italian Inquisition in the

eighteenth century we propose to narrate,

was a native of Scotland, being born there

about the year 1686. When only five

years old he was sent over by his parents

to an uncle in Italy. In that country his

education was entirely conducted, and he became so

great a proficient in learning as to be appointed, when
yet very young, to various important scholastic offices.

Eventually he was made Professor of Rhetoric and

Logic in the college at Macerata. Here was estab-

lished an Inquisition, the constitution of which may
be gathered pretty accurately from Bower's own
account.

The Holy Tribunal, he says, consisted of an in-

quisitor, who was president of it, and twelve coun-

sellors. The latter were chosen by the inquisitor
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either from among the ecclesiastics or the laity, but

were always men eminent for learning. They had

a salary of about two hundred pounds per annum
each, and an apartment in the Inquisition house, where

the inquisitor resided. There were in addition great

privileges and much honour to the counsellors, be-

sides a certainty of good preferment. The offences

coming under their cognisance were purely those

against the faith or practice of the Church, and these

were generally very trifling—such as doing or saying

anything disrespectfid with regard to saints, images,

relics, or the like. When any person was accused

before the inquisitor, a council was summoned, always

in the middle of the night. If any happened to

be absent, their place was supplied by a notary

—

for all trials must be in a full court—who made
known to them the crime, without naming either

the informer or the criminal.

On an accused person being apprehended, he was

confined seven or eight days without the least glimpse

of light, or any other sustenance than a little bread

and water once a day. After that time had elapsed

the court was summoned for the trial. A notary

attended to write down all the accused should say,

and a surgeon to feel his pulse and tell how much
torture he could be made to bear. The machines

and engines for torturing being all fixed, the prisoner

was brought, and, without ever having been told

either his offence or accuser, or having had the least

liberty to expostulate, he was exhorted to confess his

guilt.

Any account of the tortures and punishments in-

flicted would be superfluous, for they are well known.
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We pass on to Bower's personal narrative. While

Professor of Rhetoric in the college, he was by favour

of the inquisitor appointed to a vacant office of judge,

which, looking to emoluments, was considered a good

preferment. Speedily the horrid scenes he was com-

pelled to witness shocked his feelings. His sense

of justice was outraged, and he wished himself

well out of the position into which he had unfor-

tunately fallen. For three years he was projecting

his escape, and revolving in his mind every possible

method of effecting it. But when he considered the

formidable difficulties with which each of them was

attended, and the terrible consequences if he failed

in the attempt, he was held in suspense. At last

an accident happened which confirmed his resolution,

but at the same time gave the inquisitor an oppor-

tunity of trying him to the utmost. A person who
was his intimate friend was accused to the Inquisition

for saying something irreverent regarding the Carthu-

sian Friars, and, by orders of the inquisitor, Bower
was ordered to arrest him. It was a dreadful trial

of feeling, but he executed his commission. The
inquisitor said the next morning, when Mr Bower
delivered the key of the prison and told him that

the gentleman was there :
' This is done like one

that is desirous at least to conquer the weakness

of nature.'

After this no one will be surprised that Bower
was determined to effect his escape from an office

so ill suited to him. It was a most desperate under-

taking, but the manner of it was all that now
occupied his thoughts. He resolved to ask leave

to go to Loretto, and for that purpose waited upon
Courage and Conflict. W
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the inquisitor several times. Conscious, however, of

his own design, whenever he attempted to speak

he feared the words would falter on his tono-ue and

his very confusion betray him, and it was some

time before he preferred his request. At last one

day, being in familiar converse with the inquisitor,

he came out with it at once. ' My lord,' said he,

' it is long since I was at Loretto ; will your lord-

ship give me leave to go there for a week ?
'

' With
all my heart,' was the reply. Having all his matters

in readiness, including his valuable papers (among
which was the Directory), he ordered a horse to

be at his door early the next morning. When the

horse came he carried his portmanteau down him-

self, and fixed it to the saddle. He took with him two

loaded pistols in case of emergency, being resolved

never to be taken alive.

The plan he had laid down was to take all the

byroads into Switzerland. Four hundred miles must

be traversed before he was clear of the Pope's

dominions; he knew the road for barely half the

distance. When he had travelled about ten miles

without meeting a soul, he reached a place where

two roads met, one leading to Loretto, the other the

way he proposed to go. ' Here he stood,' to quote

his own words, ' some minutes in the most profound

perplexity. The dreadful alternative appeared now
in the strongest view ; and he was even tempted

to quit his darling project as impracticable, and so

turn to Loretto. But at last, collecting all the force

of his staggering resolution, he boldly pushed his

horse into the contrary road, and at that instant

left all his fears behind him.'
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It was in the month of April that he set out.

In the first seventeen days he did not go one

hundred miles, so terrible were the ways he was
obliged to take among mountains, thick woods,

rocks, and precipices
;
generally no better path than

a sheep-track, and sometimes not that. Whenever
Bower met any one, which was but seldom, he

pretended he had lost his way, and inquired for

the high-road, to avoid suspicion. For he well

knew that as soon as the Inquisition missed the

papers he had carried away with him, or had any

other reason to suspect his flight, expresses would

be despatched in every direction where it might

be expected to gain tidings of him. Every possible

method would be used to effect his capture. As
appeared in the sequel, the expresses were actually

a hundred miles in advance of him in a very short

time. During these seventeen days he supported

himself with a little goat's-milk, got from a shepherd,

besides some coarse victuals he was able to purchase

from people whom he met on the road, principally

woodcutters. His horse was fed with what grass

could be found, his sleeping-place being always chosen

where there was most shelter for himself and a liberal

supply of grass for the poor beast. At the expira-

tion of this time, having tasted hardly anything for

the last three days, he was compelled to strike into

the high-road and enter the first house he came to,

which happened to be a post-house, with only one

small room, where gentlemen stayed till their horses

were changed. He begged the landlady to give him
some victuals ; but looking about, he saw a paper

posted up over the door, which contained the most
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minute description of his own person, and offered a

reward of eight hundred crowns to any one bringing

him alive to the Inquisition, or of six hundred crowns
for his head. This was terrifying enough, as there

were two countrymen in the house. He tried to

hide his face by rubbing it with his handkerchief

and blowing his nose, and, when he got into the

room, by looking out of the window. But one of

the fellows presently observing, ' This gentleman does

not care to be known,' Bower thought there was
nothing for it but to brave it out ; so, turning to

the speaker, he put his handkerchief in his pocket

and said boldly, ' You rascal ! what do you mean ?

What have I done that I need fear to be known ?

Look at me, you villain
!

' The man made no reply,

but got up, nodded his head, and winking signifi-

cantly to his companion, went out with him.

Bower watched them from the window, but a corner

obstructed his view for a few minutes. In a short

time he espied them with two or three others in close

conference. This foreboded no good. Not a moment
was to be lost. He drew out his pistols, put one in

his sleeve, and with the other cocked in his hand,

marched to the stable, mounted his horse, and rode

off without saying a word.

Fortunately the men wanted either presence of

mind or courage to attack him, for they certainly

recognised him by the description given in the adver-

tisement. He was now again obliged to seek refuge

in the woods, where he must soon have been famished

had not fortune once more stood his friend. At
night, when he was almost fainting, he met with

some woodcutters, who supplied him with excellent
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provisions. He wandered for some time through

paths in which he rendered his horse more assistance

than he received, being obhged to clear the roads and

lead him.

As night advanced he laid himself down in a dis-

consolate condition, having no idea where he was or

which way he should turn. When the day began

to break he found he was on a small eminence, where

he discovered a town at a distance, which, from the

number of steeples and spires which could be counted,

seemed of considerable extent. Though this was

some satisfaction to him, yet it was not unaccom-

panied with fear, as he knew not what place it was,

and he might incur much risk by going into the high-

road to inquire. However, he advanced as fast as

he could, and asking the first person he met, was

informed that it was Lucerne, the residence of the

Pope's nuncio, to and from whom all the expresses

concerning the fugitive must have been despatched.

This road, therefore, not suiting his views, he left

it the moment his informer was out of sight, and

once more betook himself into the woods, where he

wandered for some time longer, oppressed by hunger

and cold, and perplexed with uncertainty whither he

should go.

One dismal, dark, and wet night he could neither

find shelter nor ascertain where he was nor what
course he should pursue ; but after some time, per-

ceiving a light a long distance oflf, he attempted to

proceed towards it. With some difficulty he dis-

covered a track, but so narrow and uneven that he

was forced to put one foot before the other in the

niObt cautious manner. With much labour he reached
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the place from which he had seen the light. It was

a miserable cottage. He knocked and called until

some one looked out and demanded who he was and

what brought him there. Bovver replied that he was

a stranger, and had lost his way.
' Way !

' cried the man. ' There is no way to lose !

'

' Why, where am I ?

'

' In the canton of Bern.'

'In the canton of Bern? Thank God!' exclaimed

Bower, enraptured.

' How came you here ?
' said the man.

Bower begged that he would come down and open

the door, and he would then satisfy him. He did

so. Bower then asked him if he had heard anything

of a person who had lately escaped from the Inquisi-

tion. 'Ay! heard of him; we have all heard of him!

—after sending off so many expresses, and so much
noise about him ! Heaven grant that he may be safe

and keep out of their hands
!

' Bower said that he

was the very person. The peasant, in a transport

of joy, clasped him in his arms, kissed him, and ran

to call his wife, who came with every expression

of delight in her face, and making one of her best

curtsies, kissed his hand. Her husband spoke Italian,

but she could not ; and as Bower did not understand

Swiss, she was obliged to make her congratula-

tions in pantomime, or by her husband as her inter-

preter. Both expressed much concern that they had

no better accommodation for him :
' If they had had

a bed for themselves, he should have had it ; but he

should have some clean straw and what covering they

possessed.'

The good man hastened to get off Bower's wet
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clothes and wrap something about him till they were

dry the wife busied herself in getting ready what

victuals they had, which they regretted were no better

than a little sour- kraut and some new-laid eggs.

Three of these were served up with the kraut, and

he made a comfortable meal; after which he enjoyed

what might properly be called repose, for it was

quiet and secure.

As soon as he rose in the morning the honest

Swiss and his wife came to know how he had rested.

The good dame was dressed in her holiday clothes.

After breakfast the husband set out with him to

direct him on the road to Bern, which was at no

great distance, but first insisted on returning with

him a little way, to show him the road he had taken

on the previous night. He now became aware of

another great danger which he had escaped. He saw

that he and his horse had passed a fearful precipice,

where the breadth of the path would scarcely admit

a horse, the sight of which made him shudder. His

host went with him for several miles along the road

to Bern, and then left him with a thousand good

wishes.

At Bern, Bower inquired for the minister, to whom
he made himself known, and received from him as

hearty a welcome as from the Swiss, with the addition

of a more elegant entertainment. He was advised

to go forward the next morning to Basel ; for, though

protected from open violence, he was unsafe from

secret treachery. From Basel a boat sailed at stated

times to Holland ; it was usually crowded with

desperate characters, fugitives from their respective

countries for all manner of crimes and offences. This
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conveyance seemed to afibrd the most expeditious

mode of getting to England. Bower was received

kindly by the minister at Basel, to whom be was
recommended by his friend at Bern. During the two
days preceding the sailing of the boat for Holland,

Bower kept close quarters, and equipped himself in

a manner suitable to the company with which he

was about to associate, putting his proper clothes into

his portmanteau, of which, as he was instructed to

be particularly careful, he made his seat by day and
his pillow by night. Being obliged to leave his horse,

which was endeared to him by the hardships it had
shared with him, he was determined to place it in

the hands of a kind master, and presented it to

the friendly minister, who promised that it should

be ridden by no one but himself, and that when
it became old and infirm it should be comfortably

maintained.

Disgusting as he found the company on board,

he was compelled to regret the necessity of leaving

it, in consequence of the vessel having sprung a

leak, which obliged the master to put in at Strasburg

for repairs, which might detain him a fortnight. To
stay there was impossible. Bower therefore took off

his shabby dress, in which he was disguised, at the

first inn he saw, and concealing it beneath the

bed, stole out with his portmanteau to a tavern,

whence he sent out to engage a place in the stage

to Calais. For the first two or three days of his

journey he heard nothing concerning himself, which

induced him to hope that the news of his escape had

not reached France ; but he was soon undeceived.

For the last two or three stages everybody was full
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of it. When he came to the inn at Calais, the first

persons he saw were two Jesuits, with the badge of

the Inquisition—a red cross—upon them, in a room

with several other ojEficials, appointed to take care

of the high-roads, and to apprehend any criminal who
was making his escape. This was an unpleasant

prospect, and Bower immediately hastened to the

water-side to ask when the next boat sailed for

England. He was told not till the Monday follow-

ing ; it was then Friday. He turned to a waterman

and asked him if he would carry him across in an

open boat, oflfering a liberal reward ; but the man,

and others to whom the same request was made,

declined.

He soon became aware that he had made a false

step, as every one about began to take notice of

him, feeling sure that he was a person of great conse-

quence, bearing most important despatches, or else

a criminal eager to elude justice. When he reached

the inn, finding the room where the Jesuits had stayed

was unoccupied, he inquired of the woman who kept

the house what had become of the good company he

had left there.

'Oh sir!' said she, 'I am sorry to tell you, but they

are upstairs searching your portmanteau.'

What course to pursue he could not determine.

By water he knew he could not escape ; and in order

to get through the gates he must pass the guards,

who, most probably, were prepared to intercept him.

Even if it were practicable to secrete himself till it

was dark and attempt to scale the walls, he was unac-

quainted with their height; and if detected he would
be ruined. The dangers he had surmounted now auo-ra-
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vated the terror of his situation. After weathering

the storm so long, to perish within sight of the desired

haven was a distracting thought. Whilst engaged

in these sad reflections he heard some company
laughing and talking very loudly, and listening at

the door, he found them to be speaking English. He
rushed into the room, and recognising Lord Baltimore,

whom he had seen at Rome, desired the favour of

a word with him in' private. The surprise occasioned

by his sudden appearance, with one pistol cocked in

his hand and another in his sleeve, was increased by
Mr Bower's request, accompanied by his determined

air. Lord Baltimore desired him to lay down his

pistols, which he did, begging pardon for not having

done so before. On being informed who he was.

Lord Baltimore proposed to the company that they

should rise up, and taking him in the midst of them,

try to cover him till they could get to his lordship's

yacht. The scheme succeeded : the boat was near

;

they got to it unobserved, and rowed about two miles

to where the yacht lay, in which they had come for

an excursion. The wind being fair, they soon reached

Dover, where he was safely landed, on the 11th of July

1732.

A long time afterwards, being with the same Lord

Baltimore at Greenwich, a message came to him that

some gentlemen wished to speak with him at a house

close by the water-side, where was a passage into the

river from a summer-house in the garden. Lord Balti-

more asked who could want him, and recommended

Bower not to go. But he, not wishing to be thought

afraid, determined to investigate the matter. Two
armed servants, however, attended him ; but when he
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and his guard reached the house no one there would
own to having sent for him.

The hero of the above story afterwards procured

an appointment as keeper of Queen Caroline's library,

and died in 17G6, aged eighty.
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THE GUINEA SMUGGLERS.
A STORY OF THE EAST COAST.

By Walter Thornbury.

<T wanted but a few minutes to seven o'clock

on an April evening in the year 1812. The
nioon, in her second quarter, had just gra-

ciously shown herself to the world, gliding

into sight from behind a dark rolling bank

of cloud, and like a stately dowager presenting

herself to her levee, had called round her her

waiting-maids, the lesser stars, and proclaimed the

opening of the night. A light wind breathing over

the sea ruffled from time to time its silvery plumage,

while the bats were twinkling round the cliffs in a

ghostly manner, and from time to time the thrushes

sang their signals to each other from tree-top to tree-

top. There was certainly no doubt about the fact

that even Lawyer Wedger thought it a gracious and

a pleasant night. A mile from Seaford, and on the

chalk-cliffs, was, however, not exactly the place where

one would have expected Lawyer Wedger to have been
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found at such an hour. A clean skin of parchment

was a pleasanter sight to him than a field of young
corn ; and a tin deed-box, labelled in white letters,

'Re Dawson,' or 'The Honourable Fitzcarder's Mort-

gage,' a sweeter view than the moonlight ever shone

on from Seaford cliffs. But let us not think evil even

of an attorney. Perhaps a successful action at the

assizes, then holding at the neighbouring town, had

warmed his millstone heart, and sent Wedger out to

bless nature, and in his turn to receive her blessing.

My Lord Bacon, in the middle of his bribe-receivings

and present-takings from suitors, would often, we are

told, go out into his stately garden, and there, taking

oflT his jewelled hat, stand bareheaded in the rain,

receiving on his bald cerebrum what he, noble pedant,

was pleased to call ' Heaven's benediction.' Why, then,

should not Wedger, imitating that great example, and
having, perhaps, that morning got his parchment-

chains well round some new victim, not have come out

to bathe in the moonshine, and to feel his old wizen

heart grow young again in looking at the great gray

wall of sea ? Surely, even for him, the pale yellow

primroses that now lit the dim lanes, the white-frilled

daisies starring the grass, the blackbird's song and the

infant cry of the lambs, must have had an innocent

charm, not without its pleasure—the pleasure as of a

child's kiss on an old man's cheek,

Wedger was a hard, cruel, unjust man, every one

round Seaford knew ; but he had feelings. He had
love for that prodigal scapegrace son of his ; he was
human at least in that one corner of his heart. Why
not, then, in others ? His manner as a mere lover of

nature, however, was rather calculated just at present
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to excite suspicions. He skulked about in the shade

of trees ; he evidently shunned the open path ; he

peered, he pried, he stared at particular holes in the

cliff; in fact, he had more the manner of a terrier

looking for a wounded rat than that of a good man

taking an evening walk. A sarcastic person might

have said that he looked as if he had dropped a writ

over the cliff somewhere, and was trying to find it.

Well, on Lawyer Wedger went along the cliff-path,

dogged by that untiring bailiff, his black shadow, for

all the world like a bloodhound on the trail, scratching

here, nosing there, stopping at this place, hurrying over

that place, evidently bent on some mischief, and making

straight for a little seaside inn, the ' Zebec,' the tile roof

of which could just be seen far away to the left.

Suddenly Wedger started—yes, started as if light-

ning had fallen and ploughed up the turf at his very

feet—then fell on his knees and crouched in the shadow

of a chalk-pit, as if he were trying to make himself as

small as he possibly could ; at the same time he ground

his yellow teeth, slapped his thigh, and exclaimed in a

low breath, ' Thank God, I have it at last
!'

A red light had shown itself for an instant from a

window of the 'Zebec,' and was answered by some boat

out at sea. There could be no doubt about it to any

one who knew anything of the bad goings-on at

Seaford and its neighbourhood. It was a smuggler's

signal that had been given from the window of that

public-house—a signal to land, or a signal warning of

dano-er. Lawyer Wedger did not know which, but it

gave him a clue he had long wished for, for he now

knew that the ' Zebec ' was the depot of smugglers, as he

had suspected. But hush ! He rose and ci'ept towards
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the edge of the cliff, for just then he heard a faint

splash and fall of oars. Suddenly, from out of the

dark shadow of a little bay between the cliffs, a long,

white, ghostly boat, swift as a water-snake, shot out

of the darkness into the moonshine ; it was pulled by
four men, while one, better dressed than a common
seaman, stood at the helm, and pointed the boat straight

for the French coast. In a moment—and Wedger's

eyes received everything with the greediness with

which a cat in ambush watches the movements of a

nest of young birds—two short masts were raised, and
two lugger-sails and a jib were shaken to the wind.

The boat, aided by this new power, flew off like a

swallow as the favourable wind caught her sails, and
soon passed into the gray, dim perspective of the

coming night.

In a moment the dark, wily brain of the lawyer had
planned his campaign. It should begin that very

moment. He determined at once to steal round the

back of the ' Zebec,' get into the road from the assize

town, and then return and enter the tavern as if for

a glass of grog on his way home from business. He
would watch the landlord's manner, and either coax or

threaten as he found it best.

' So it is true,' he said to himself as he rose to

execute the plan, ' and no mare's nest, and I have seen

the guinea-boat after all, and found out where it

harbours. A crown to a bad shilling, young Master

Davison, but I stop your courting Polly, and hang you
in a wire-basket before April conies round again.

Damerham would have it that it was a mere ghost-

story, but I stuck to it that it was not, and I 'm right.'

Wedger was a lean, shrunken man, with a yellow,
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puckered face, with little spiteful eyes, hair powdered

in the^old-fashioned way, and with black clothes of a

formal and scrupulously respectable cut. Even to his

very black gaiters, there was a design in everything

he wore. He had once heard of a certain merchant on

'Change who gained a fortune entirely by wearing a

frilled shirt, gold seals, and a blue coat and brass

buttons ; so he determined to dress, too, in character,

and assert his special individuality. There was almost

a suspicious air of respectability about the guests in

the parlour of the 'Zebec' when Wedger entered.

Jumper Davison, the landlord, had his arm fondly

round the waist of his pretty daughter Polly. Three

or four farmers sat gravely at their brandy and water,

and looked steadily at the kettle, as if they were

watching a tardy chemical experiment. They all rose

and bowed like automatons, through the smoke, as

Wedger entered and called for a glass of hot rum and

milk. One amphibious sea-coast farmer was in the

midst of a stolid sea-song, something about

—

It blew great guns that iiip;ht.

It blew with main and might,

With a fury, and a savage lion's roar

;

It blew so hard, d' ye see, if you '11 credit Ben and me,

It blew away the wig of onr brave old commodore.

But even the applause given to this song seemed

formal and mechanical, and there was nothing hearty

in it at all.

' Rum and milk, Mr Wedger, sir ; and how do you

do ? Any news at 'sizes ?—Here, Polly, run and heat

the milk at the kitchen fire; it'll do sooner there.

—

Take a seat, sir. Here ; there 's room between Muster

Jobson and Muster Wilkins.'
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'Thank yon, friends—thank yon, Davison,' said

Wedger, bowing coldly and grandly, taking a seat, as

if intentionally, not where the landlord bade him, but

close to the parlour wall, and lajdng his loaded stick

on the table as he spoke. ' Plenty of sugar, if you
please, and not too much rum. I 'm a temperate man.

Lawyers must keep their heads cool, in order to get

other folks to run theirs into hot water—eh, eh ?

News at the assizes, Davison! Well, not much;
except that they expect to hang those three smug-

crlino- fellows from Eastbourne.'

A slight involuntary shudder ran through the room

as the lawyer spoke so coolly of hanging smugglers,

and one farmer, perliaps unintentionally, crushed a

sti-ay piece of coal with his heel.

' Every one, too, is talking of this guinea-boat that

has been seen on the coast lately.'

' Pack of lies !
' said Davison sulkily.

' And where 's Robert to-night ?
' said Wedger, looking

round for a smart young farmer-cousin of Polly's, who
was generally said to be a formidable rival of the old

lawyer in that quarter.

' Gone to Eastbourne for a load of malt,' said Polly,

blushing, and speaking with nervous haste. ' Didn't

you meet him, Mr Wedger ?

'

' Not I,' said Wedger, in his turn taken somewhat

aback, not having been, in fact, near Eastbourne at all

that day.—'But, lies or no lies,' he added, feeling in

his pocket for something, ' the Ministers and Govern-

ment believe in it, for the guinea smuggling increases

terribly, and here 's a proof of it.'

And as he said this he drew a large pcsting-bill out

of his pocket, and moistening four wafers, which had
Courage and Conflict. X
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been previously attached to the four corners, he stuck

it, with a slap of his bony hand, on the parlour wall,

just over Jumper Davison's head.

It read thus:

Guinea SMUGGLiNa

This is to give notice to seafaring men and others, that a

reward of £150 is offered to any one wlio will apprehend or assist

in the apprehension of any sailor, boatman, or other on the coast,

engaged in smuggling guineas to France. Vivat Rex.

Whitehall, April 1, 1S12.

'Look you here, Mr Wedger,' said the landlord,

starting up, quite red in the face, ' I '11 not have the

paper of my inn parlour spoiled by your cock-and-bull

posting-bills, not for you or any lawyer in the county.'

As he said this Davison angrily stepped forward

to peel the obnoxious bill from the wall ; but Wedger,

putting his back to the bill to keep it on—for several

ready hands were now raised to tear it down—drew

out a letter from his breast-pocket and requested

silence. The letter was from the chief-magistrate of

Eastbourne, and written by the Secretary of the Home
Department. It urged him to do his best to put down
the guinea smuggling on the coast, and ordered him to

have copies of the posting-bill pasted up in every inn

parlour in his count}^ Penalty for tearing down or

refusing to put up the same, £20 ; second offence, £30.

'Now then,' said Wedger, folding up the letter, M'ith

a quiet smile, ' I should like to see the man who '11 dare

to touch that piece of paper.'

No one stepped forwai-d.

'I thought that would damp your courage,' said the

lawyer. At that moment Wedger, who was lifting

angry Polly's hand to his lips at the doorway, was
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roughly thrust on one side by a strong, handsome
young man, who entered and asked in a loud voice

what all the fuss was about, and ' who was scaring his

Polly.'

A farmer pointed to the bill on the wall.

Young Robert—for it was Polly's lover wlio thus

abruptly presented himself—went up to the bill, and

with a saucy air of ridicule, read it through in mimicry

of the lawyer's manner. He had completed his perusal,

and was about to tear it in two, when Farmer Wilkins

caught his hand.

' Stand by,' he said, ' Master Eobert, stand hy ; it 's

twenty pounds penalty, the lawyer says, to tear it.'

The young farmer laughed as he peeled off the bill

and stuck it on a^'ain, turnins; its face to the wall.

* The bill 's dated the first of April,' he said, laughing

;

' and as the fools in Lunnun have said nothing as to

how it is to be stuck up in inn parlours, let me see the

lawyer as '11 dare to give evidence against us for putting

it up as we like. It is all a dream, this guinea-boat.

They'll want to hang us next because we coast-people

don't all go and join the men-of-war.'

'Don't, Bob—don't, Robert dear,' said Polly coax-

ingly to her lover, laying her hand softly on his

arm, and looking up at his angry face with pretty,

beseeching eyes.

' We don't want spies here, Lawyer Wedger,' said the

young man, flashing round suddenly on the rather

frightened lawyer. ' That I tell you, though it is my
uncle's house. If you come here out of your way to

get liquor, you may have it like any other tramp ; but

you shall not sneak about an honest man's house to

work out mischief. And as for Polly, I 'II not have her
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worried. She don't want to have anything to do with

you.'

' No, I don't,' said Polly, half-crying, half-£refc£ully.

'Take care, take care, young man,' said Wedger,
' or you '11 never die quietly in your bed. You have

defamed my character, you have insulted His Majesty's

Government. I tell you you are suspected. Take

care. I warn you that, were I not a merciful man, I

could frame two actions out of what has occurred only

this very night.'

' Frame away, lawyer,' said the young farmer. ' You
merciful ! Merciful as a weasel sucking at a hare's

blood—merciful as the Good'n Sands on a rough

night. Ha ! ha ! I say, friends, a lawyer merciful

!

Well, that is a better joke than even the fool of a

story about the guinea-boat.'

'I warn you,' said Wedger, throwing down the

money for the rum and milk, ' there are queer reports

at Seaford of this Zebec Inn.'

'And I warn you,' said Jumper Davison, the ex-

pilot and now landlord—' I warn you, for all your

nasty threat, that the day you see the guinea-boat, or

any one who is in her, will be the worst day in your

life.'

' Oh ho ! So there is a guinea-boat, then,' thought

Wedger to himself as he took up his stick, frowned

heavily at every one, and strode out of the

room.

'I have them—I have them!' exclaimed he as he

strode rapidly home along the cliff, and closed his

hand as he spoke, as if clutching on a living thing. ' I

have seen the guinea-boat ; I have found its starting-

place ; I know the signal for its starting. No doubt
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that young cub ot" a farmer, too, is one of the lot—and

he '11 hang. I have them, thank God ! I have them

in a net—reward and all. Oh, lucky, lucky walk

!

But'

This triumphant soliloquy might have lasted till

Wedger had reached Seaford had not a thought of

danger suddenly struck a momentary chill through

the lawyer's nerves. ' That warning,' he thought

—

'what could it mean? Would some friends of the

smugglers waylay him ?

'

It would be well to show that he was armed. He
instantly drew a pistol from his breast-pocket—for he

generally went armed—and fired it into the air. There

was a Hash of light, a report, and then a deeper silence

than before. But, to Wedger's astonishment, he was

answered by a shot in the direction of the Zebec Inn.

Then a blue light shone out, and cast a lurid, corpse

light over the cliff, sea, and inland fields. It seemed

almost like an omen of some evil to ensue from the

events of that night.

' Signals again !
' said Wedger. ' Why, the very air 's

alive with them to-night ; but I '11 soon smoke out this

hive of firework-makers.'

Twenty minutes' more sharp walking brought the

lawyer to Seaford. The countiy town was already

still and hushed, for sleep seizes on such places at an

early hour, probably because in the daytime it is never

very far away from it. There was no sound but the

regretful music of the chimes, as they sang the dirge

of another hour, and an occasional fitful burst of

drunken singing from the Sir Home Popham Inn.

Wedger gave a spiteful and suspicious knock at his

door—a knock that seemed to say in a staccato way,
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' Come, look alive, for I know there is somethinof oroincj

on inside that ouojht not to.' A tremblino- slut of a

servant, black with heedless industry, came shuffling

to the door, and opened it with a rattling of chains,

Wedger, like most bad men, was a tyrant ; he said in

a cold, stern voice, ' Pru, is my son in ?

'

Pru faltered out, ' Yes, I think so.'

Wedger stepped back a foot or two and looked

up at the third-floor window. There was no light.

He returned. ' Liar !
' he said ;

' you know he 's out.

If you don't tell me when he comes in, I '11 discharge

you this day fortnight. Mind—d' ye hear ?—and look

'e, call me early, for I have important business with

the town-clerk to-morrow.'

There was a crowd of prisoners, smugglers, suitors,

watchmen, and sailors in the outer office of Mr Shipton,

the town-clerk, next morning, when Mr Wedger, send-

ing in his name and a line written in pencil on a card,

was instantly bowed into the inner sanctum of the

great man, to the envy and chagrin of a dozen or so

of other visitors.

' The ferret and the terrier always work well

together, drat 'em both,' grumbled a farmer in top-

boots, flapping the door-mat with his hunting-whip.

But let us follow the lawyer into the great man's

terrible presence, where he was in close confabulation

with a local magistrate, a pompous and tremendous

person, who prided himself much on the circumstances

of his having once been in 'the City Light-Horse

Volunteers.'

There sat the great men, opposite each other, at a

table crowded with bundles of papers, depositions, and

other magisterial machinery. Now the great man
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bowed to the right-hand bundles, now to the left ; the

town-clerk now tugged with his teeth at obdurate

red-tape knots, now split up quill pens in the hurry

of fretful nibbing.

' Good-morning, Mr Wedger,' said both gentlemen

as Mr Wedger entered, took a seat, and pulled out a

paper.

' And what is this—what is this information you

have to give us, Mr Wedger ? Smuggling, of course,'

said the magistrate. ' Oh ! those depraved people of

Seaford—how long will they trouble us ? You re-

ceived, of course, that ill-judged and, I may say,

irrational proclamation about those imaginary guinea

smugglers. I am surprised to find our Ministers

perpetrating such a blunder.'

' Not so imaginary, I fear, Mr Damerham,' said the

lawyer calmly, ' as you will allow when I tell you

what happened to me only yesterday eve.'

The town-clerk looked up in astonishment at an

attorney who could actually contradict a live Seaford

magistrate.

' To smuggle guineas, sir,' said the magistrate pom-

pously, putting his two thumbs rhetorically into the

two arm-holes of his plum-coloured velvet waistcoat,

and shaking his large gold seals with indignation at

the lawyer's want of logic, ' is the act of fools. How
can Bonaparte hope to drain a country like ours of

gold ? What are guineas fit for but to be melted down
into bullion ? What can the dogs of French pay the

misguided men in but worthless assignats ? I tell you,

sir, the guinea has never been at a premium anywhere.

Turn to the 1st Geo. I. cap. 4, or to the Clipping Statute,

second Queen Anne—nowhere do I find penalties for
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this offence, sir. The thing is a rank absurdity. Men
do not incur severe penalties without adequate motive.

Now, when I was in the City Light-Horse Volunteers,

there were '

Could the town-clerk believe his ears ? Mr Wedger

actually interrupted the magistrate !

' But, Mr Damerham, I have proof ; I never move in

legal matters without proof.'

The town-clerk was petrified. What, the low

attorney of the place—the felon's refuge—dare to

have proofs to support a fact contradicted by the

chief-magistrate of Seaford ! He was astonished

—

nay, more, he w^as hurt.

' Some garbled words of a drunken coastguard's-man,

I suppose,' said Mr Damerham, somewhat nettled, and

referring as he spoke to a corpus juris as big as a

family Bible to hide his annoyance ;
' some dream of a

suborned fisherman, I suppose, again, who swears he

has met a great white boat brimming with loose

guineas. Tut, tut, Mr Wedger! I am surprised at a

man of your years and sense !

'

' As for our years,' said Wedger, nettled in his turn,

'they are pretty nearly equal.' Could he mean to

imply that their senses were of a very diflferent calibre ?

Wedger here rose and laid his old knuckled and

gloved hand on the corpus juris. ' I do not coine here

to waste a magistrate's valuable time with rumours,

dreams, or ghost-stories. I come here, gentlemen, to

speak of wdiat I myself have seen not twenty-four

hours ago, and not a mile from this very room.'

The magistrate and town-clerk pricked up their ears,

and stared wdth positively open mouths as the lawyer

related the events of the preceding night, confirming
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the current story of the mysterious white boat that,

when pursued, seemed always to melt away into the

distance.

'Very important evidence, no doubt

—

very impor-

tant,' said the magistrate as Wedger finished his

story by urging strong and prompt measures.

'No doubt you have seen, I may even go so far

as to say, a smuggling-boat; but why a guinea-

boat, Mr Wedger ? Dear me ! why a guinea-boat, of

all things ? What proof of the guineas, Mr Wedger ?

How can we proceed, Mr Town-Clerk, on evidence like

this ? A gentleman sees a white boat, and observes

corresponding signals ; that 's the total of his evidence.'

'Not quite,' said the attorney coldly between his

teeth, as, rising from his chair, he opened the door,

and cried with a loud voice to the doorkeeper, ' Call

John Belton.'

Before the sound of the name thus called had well

died away, a thick-set man, closely muffled, entered.

What with comforter, long hair, and hat pulled over

his eyes, there was no making out face or feature of

the man. His own father could not have recognised

him. Wedger pulled out a deposition and read it;

the stranger looked straight in his face as he read

:

'Deposition of George Wilson, alias John Belton,

taken down by me for the use of the Seaford magis-

trates.—April 16, 1812.'

The man nodded assent, as much as to say, 'I'm
Wilson.'

' I, George Wilson, depose that I am guard to

mail-coach between Eastbourne and London, and
that on the 5tli of February last a Jew money-lender,

one Ezra Levi of Tabernacle Street, in the Minories,
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before known to me, came to the coach-office in Lad
Lane, and offered me tive guineas if I would secretly

convey twenty leather sealed bags of guineas from

London to Eastbourne, for shipment to Messrs Deles-

seaux of Gravelines. I was to give them to an old

woman in a red cloak, who would be waiting in the

inn-yard with a covered tilt-cart when the coach got

in, I agreed to take them, and I did so, and have

since conveyed ten such loads, one every Tuesday ; the

last was yesterday. I have turned king's evidence on

the promise of a free pardon from the Crown, and a

promise of the place of coachman of the next mail that

is vacant.

'(Signed) Geokge Wilson, alias John Belton.'
' George Wilson, are you the person herein men-

tioned, and is that your signature ?

'

' I 'm George Wilson, and that 's my signature,' said the

traitor guard gruffly, as if rather ashamed of himself.

' Astonishing ! astonishing !

' gasped the magistrate.
—'And may I ask, Mr Wedger, how you became

acquainted with this man ?

'

' That 's my secret,' said Wedger, coolly taking snufF,

cosy as a hangman when the ' little affair ' is comfort-

ably over ;
' it is sufficient that here 's the man.'

'And now, sir'—Damerham called every one 'sir,'

sometimes as a rebuke, and sometimes as a compli-

ment—turning to Wilson, alias Belton, under whose

coat appeared suspicious peeps of scarlet
—

' can you

aid His Majesty's Government a little more by just

telling us the depot of those guinea smugglers ?

'

Wilson scratched his head, and said :
' Well, he

didn't know ; it was a bad affair. He hoped they

wouldn't go and hang any of the poor fellows ; but as
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the cat was almost out of the bag, he saw no harm in

making a clean breast of it, and saying that the guineas

were, he had heard, taken to some seaside inn near

Seaford.'

' Exactly—the " Zebec " !
' said Wedger, triumphantly

pointing the feather-end of a pen he held at the

magistrate, who was astonished at the lawyer's pre-

sumptuous energy.—' Wilson, you may go
;
you shall

hear from me.'

* I shouldn't wonder if I have some of these sea-dogs

after me for this, gentlemen, but I have o-ot friends

here ' (tapping his breast-pocket) ' as have settled

many a highwayman, and I see no reason why they

shouldn't pull just as true on a guinea smuggler. At
all events, I 've now made clean hands on it, and I

wish you a very good-morning, gentlemen. Good-

morning, gentlemen all. Good-morning, Mr Wedger.

It '11 be a pretty stroke as ever you made, netting 'em

all ; but mind when you trawl for whiting you don't

get a shark in the net in mistake.' With this fisher-

man's metaphor, Wilson muffled up again, doubled

himself up like an old man, and departed.

' We '11 catch these miscreants next Tuesday,' said

Wedger, nodding. ' Have two eight-oared custom-house

galleys, Mr Damerham, waiting just round the point,

beyond Seaford, out of sight of the " Zebec," at nightfall.

Directly the signal I saw goes up again, one shall pull

for the "Zebec" jetty, and another shall cut off the

p'uinea-boat as it makes for the French coast.'

The magistrate, puffing himself up, said he knew
very well what it became him to do without inter-

ference or direction. ' Thank you, Mr Wedger.'

Now was the time to put on the handcuffs. Mr
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Wedger pulled out a letter from the Minister of

the Home Department, requesting hiin to give his

(Wedger's) best assistance to the Seaford magistrates

on the subject of guinea smuggling. The magistrate

was cowed ; but he bent his head to the storm, and

affecting extreme urbanity, he shook Mr Wedger by
the hand, and thanked him for his important, he might

say his invaluable, information.

'Delighted with your help and advice. And now,

my dear sir, that business being settled, and we public

men having a moment's breathing-time, try a glass of

sherry.'

Wedger said he never touched sherry when there

was anything to be done.

' Curious ! Well, now, it makes me work better,

good sherry. And, before we part, let me ask you, my
dear sir, how you get on with your son that you once

consulted me about; not so wild, I hope? Wliy not

send him to sea ? No school for wild youths like a

man-of-war.'

Wedger shuddered at the thouglit of losing his boy;

he was softened for a moment by the very idea.

'No,' he said. 'Mr Damerham, you are kind, but I

can't part with him. Sir, I love that boy ; he is my
only child, my only solace, and he reminds me of my
dear wife. No ; I '11 try him again. I think he is

sorry for what he docs, for only this morning, when
I sat on his bed, and warned him of vice, told him how
vice turned to crime, and how certainly sooner or later

justice overtakes crime—talking of these very guinea

smugglers whom we shall soon have on the gallows

swinging—he buried his head in the clothes, and

seemed struck dumb. No, no, there is efi'ace and
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innocence in the boy still ; he '11 do, he 11 do, sir. He
is my Absalom, but '

Here the door was thrown open, and a voice shouted

in a monotonous way, 'Two smugglers, sir, from

Crawford to be examined. Officers took 'em last night,

tubs and all, after a tussle.'

' The very thing,' cried Mr Damerham, radiant with

an idea at last
—

' the very thing. Call them in, Mr
Town-Clerk ; they '11 be sure to know something about

the guineas and the extraordinary white boat.'

' Bring in the Cragford smugglers,' cried the town-

clerk grandly, through the cautiously opened door.

The door opened, and four custom-house officers

entered, leading between them two rough men in torn

pilot-coats, with black and cut faces, and with hands

coupled together with bright steel handcuffs. The
head-officer advanced and made his statement.

' Was on duty last night, as ever was, at Cragford

Waste, top of Cragford Cliff, when I sees the smugglers'

flash-boxes answering along-shore ; and presently, down
a road to the sea-shore cut in the chalk, I sees, five

hundred yards off, about two hundred horses, ridden

or led by some fifty men, and on every horse two casks

of " Godsend," as we folks call it. The men were in

white round frocks, and eve^y one seemed to carry

pistols or cutlashes, and they were led by a man on

a big black mare, riding between two brandy-tubs.
" We shall be soon at home, men," says he as they

passed us.'

' Well, never mind what he said, but get on,' said

the Solon. ' And then you stopped them ?

'

' What ! stop two hundred horses and fifty men,

your honour ? Not I ; I knows better. But I flashed
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ray pistol as soon as they were out of sight, and np
comes Bill Davis here, to where I lay hid, and we
watches.'

'So you watches?' said Mr Damerham sneeringly.

'And we watches, your honour,' said the stolid

witness, quite unmoved at the keen sarcasm. ' Pre-

sently up goes a rocket—whiz—and who come by
but three men, the prisoners and one other.'

' And where is the other ? It doesn't do, sir, to let

prisoners go
!

'

' Flat as ninepence, your honour. Ran away, and
fell over Cragford ClitF. Got him outside, sir, on a

stretcher. Well, as I was observing, these three men
begin fastening a rope with hooks to run tubs on to

the top of the cliff, when we leaps up. They out with

cutlashes, and to it we went, one up, another down,

for ten minutes. At last I fetches that black fellow

a wipe that cuts him from his nose to his chin.'

Here the black fellow obligingly pointed out on

himself the ' cutlash ' slash alluded to.

' And he ups and cuts my hat through from crown

to brim.' Here he produced the severed hat.

' And but for the blessed iron in it, had sent you
after poor Tom Jackson,' said the wounded smuggler.

' Eventually we overpowers them, and puts on the

darbies; and that is the long and short of it.'

* Your name, prisoners ?
' said Mr Damerham im-

pressively.

'Matthew Walker' and 'Davy Jones' were the

answers.

The magistrate wrote the names down deliberately

in a royal hand.
' Now, sir, don't put down that gibberish,' suggested
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the custom-honse officer under breath. ' Them 's onl}'-

make-believe names.'

' Rig in the booms and coil away the gear, Jack,

for we 're coming to anchor,' whispered one smuggler

to another as they saw they were about to be

examined.

'I think it right to inform you, prisoners,' said the

magistrate, ' that your future treatment will depend

very much on your present behaviour. And now we
want to ask you a question. Have you heard any-

thing about the Seaford guinea smuggling ? Do you
know anything of it ?

'

The men looked at each other. The wounded man
answered saucily, 'No more than a monkey knows of

the bagpipes.'

' Impertinent fellows,' groaned Mr Damerham. * Oh,

you 're making pretty rods for your own backs. This

is not to be borne. It is no use, officers. Take the

men away, and put them both in irons.'

' Lor', it 's never no use asking smugglers questions,'

said the preventive-men to each other as they jostled

their prisoners into the next room.

'They do say,' said the town-clerk to the magis-

trate, ' that these guinea smugglers are encouraged

and led by some young man of good family.'

'Impossible!' said the great man—'impossible!

Young men of family don't take up with smugglers

and thieves. Impossible, Mr Town-Clerk !

'

Mr Wedger, having received many congratulations

at his success in unearthing the conspirators, now left

the room with many bows and much hand-shaking.
' And now he is fairly gone,' said Mr Damerham,

looking first at the glass door, next at the keyhole, and
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then at the town-clerk, ' between ourselves, what is

your real impression of this person Wedger ? Now,
come, speak fairly—remember we are friends.'

* A low, mischievous, dangerous attorney, Mr Damer-

ham, wlio foments quarrels, inculpates innocent per-

sons, and preys on the widow and orphan ; but with

much power at headquarters, ever since he helped

Lord Traneover at the last Seaford election. Besides,

ho has, I am told, a strong personal motive in this

case, for he has been slighted by the pretty daughter

of the landlord of the " Zebec." My advice is, however,

don't check him ; do whatever he wishes. If you

don't, he '11 set all the corporation by the ears, and

plunge us into endless expenses, sir.'

The magistrate—contradictory and a very lion in

public, in order to show he was not led—in private

was a very lamb. He followed the town-clerk's

advice to the letter. The attack on the guinea smug-

glers was carefully planned by Wedger—planned with

all the care with which a gamekeeper draws his nets

round the covert in anticipation of the next day's

shooting. Two custom-house galleys, remarkable for

their swiftness, were carefully conveyed into a boat-

shed not far from the ' Zebec,' and two crews of eight

strong, sinewy men, each armed to the teeth, hidden

in the same place, prepared, the instant they saw the

'Zebec's' rocket, to run down with the boats, launch

them, and pull off after the guinea smugglers. The

men were eager for smugglers as half-starved grey-

hounds for a hare. They had heard that the guinea-

boat was painted white, so as to best escape detection

at night; but this time, taken by surprise, she would

have no chance of escaping. They were all eager for
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the reward, waved glitteringly before their eyes by

Wedger. The sixteen men spent the whole morning

of the appointed day in grinding their cutlasses and

cleaning their pistols, for they swore, whether dead or

alive, no guinea smuggler should that night escape

uncaptured.

The night came. It was dark and heavy, as had

been anticipated. Almost at the exact moment that

Wedger had seen the signal from the ' Zebec ' window,

a rocket rose up with a swift hiss into the air, and

scattered its golden sparks in a momentary shower

over the ' Zebec ' roof. The next minute a second rocket

rose in answer from some vessel hidden by a point of

clialk-cliff. Then there was a sound of muffled oars.

' I think there must be two on 'em,' said a gray old

officer, peering intently into the darkness through a

diamond hole in the planks of the shed, ' for I hear the

oars at the " Zebec " landing every time as the rocket

goes up over the cliff. Now, if I know a spanker-

boom from a yard-arm, that there boat never sent up

that there rocket. Get your pistols ready, boys, and

be ready for a start when I cry " Now !
"

'

Another moment and a dark boat could be seen

dimly, its cargo taken in, stealing under the cliff, and

passing round the shoulder of land. It was not a white

boat, then, after all

!

'Now !' cried the old boatswain.

The men ran like tigers, with their boats on their

shoulders. In a moment they had them in the water,

and had leaped into them; in another moment the oars

were in the rowlocks, and the men pulled swiftly in

the train of the smugglers. Suddenly they swerved

round the point of land. Two objects met their eyes

—

Coiirase and Conflict. y
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the boatswain was right—a large, heavy lugger, painted

a light-gray colour, evidently to better escape detec-

tion at night ; and a long, sharp-nosed, white centi-

pede—a sort of boat built specially for swiftness, and
with planks no thicker than crown-pieces. They both

lay in the dark shadow of the promontory, as if wait-

ing for some signal. In a moment, however, they had

caught sight of their enemies, and with a shout of

defiance and a blaze of small-arms at the approaching

boats, put out to sea, aided by a wind just then

blowing freshly from the land. The lugger tacked,

and putting out sweeps that moved like two great

wings, bore off in a contrary direction from the

attendant boat, that shot across the sea swift as an

arrow, and straight for the French coast. At that

moment the moon shone full upon the smuggler as

it left the shadow, and showed its white sides with

ghostly distinctness.

At last, then, they were on the trail of the guinear

boat. ' Put your backs to it, lads !

' roared the boat-

swain in command. ' We Cragford men take the

guinea-boat; you Seaford lads board the lugger. Pull

away with a will, bo3'S—with a will
!'

Off dashed the boats, each after its peculiar prey.

Let us follow the more important of the two, the

guinea-boat, closely pursued as it was by the boat-

swain and his crew, leaving the lugger to its fate.

The coast-blockade men were now so near that they

could all but see the faces of the smugglers as they

bent savagely at their oars, driving their boat on till

its white planks quivered at every stroke.

'Anotlier mile, and we have them between us and

the Knocker Sand,' said the boatswain, who was
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steering ;
' our fortune 's made if we only get up to

them. Give way, then—give way !

'

'I think the beggars are planning some mischief,

bosun. I hope they ain't going to fling grenades in

on us,' said the stroke-oar, as a movement in the

guinea-boat was now clearly perceptible.

' Hand-grenades, be hanged, Jack !
' said the boat-

swain. ' Bat I '11 be cursed, though, if they ain't going

to fling some of their shiners over to lighten their

craft, and we shall get hold of nothing but an emptj^

purse after all if we don't look out ; so pull, boys

—

pall!'

The" boatswain was right. In the clear moonliofht

that now shone full on the chase, still much ahead of

the blockade-men, a man could be seen stooping over

the side of the boat with a small bag he had dragged

to the gunwale, and slashing it twice with a knife ; the

guineas poured out in a golden stream into the sea.

Six times he cut open bags, and six times the gold

poured into the sea. The coast-blockade men gave

a 3^ell of rage and vexation as the bright spadaces

flashed in the moonlight and disappeared for ever.

The smugglers answered with a laugh of triumph

as their boat, now so much lightened, shot forth as

if a steam-engine had suddenly propelled it. In

ten minutes they had gained considerably on their

opponents ; in another twenty their boat was out

of sight, faded away into the inner brightness of the

moonlight.

'If old Harry hasn't had a trick as coxun in that

craft to-night, I'm a Dutchman,' growled the boat-

swain as reluctantly he gave orders to pull back to

the shore.
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'And the blessed golden guineas,' said the stroke-

oar, ' gone to make oyster-beds of. It 's a sin and
a shame, that's what I call it. But get home,

boys; the cursed boat has witchcraft in it. Master

Bosun is right : no one will ever catch it ; that 's my
opinion.'

A more serious misfortune which happened to the

companion boat is soon told. The revenue-men had

already headed it, and were turning to board—cut-

lasses between their teeth and loaded pistols in their

belts—when suddenly, to their horror, the lugger

boldly put on all sail, and bore straight down on

them. There was no possibility of escape. In a

moment their boat was cut in two, and a

few shattered planks were all that were left

of it. Three of the men, encumbered with their

heavy coats, instantly sank ; another clung to the

rudder, and for a moment or two floated ; four

others, crying for mercy, clung to the gunwales of

the lugger.

' Mercy !

' cried one of the smugglers, seizing a

carpenter's axe. 'Yes, the same mercy as the poor

fellows who rot in chains at Cragford got. We '11

have no one to witness against us.' And as he

said this, with dreadful curses, the wretch lopped

at the hands of one of the revenue-men, who fell

bleeding into the sea. The other three relinquished

their hold, fell backwards, and were almost instantly

drowned.

Then, crowding all sail, the lugger steered straight

for Gravelines with its crew of murderers and outlaws.

The nisfht after this cruel murder, and while all Sea-
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ford was shuddering at the news, Wedger's son ran

away from his father's house, leaving a short letter

behind to say that, sick of the law and the severity

and dullness of his father's house, he had enlisted, and

hoped no further inquiries would be made for him.

Wedger bore the disappointment with deep grief,

though he treated the act as a mere young man's

caprice—a mere intention. He would soon tire of it,

he said ; he would return when the freak was over

and all his money was gone.

A few days after, news that could not be gainsaid

reached Wedger. The guinea smugglers had been

tracked to a fisherman's house in a lonely lane not

far beyond Eastbourne. They were going to keep

close there all day, and at night strike into the

interior. The murderers of the revenue galley-men

were, it was well known, among them.

Wedger's and the magistrate's plans were soon taken.

At sunset a cordon of revenue-men closed in on the

cottage ; among them, but not in the van of the attack-

ing party, were Wedger and pompous, strutting Mr
Damerham, neither of them much liking the affair,

but determined to personally superintend an arrest

that might else be bungled and prove a failure

;

not, indeed, that either was a coward, but only that

fighting was not his profession.

The whole country was crying for the lives of these

guilty men, who so long had evaded detection, and

whose crimes had now turned public opinion unchange-

ably against them. ' The gibbet was crying for them,'

was the popular saying, and certain popularity awaited

the captors.

The attack was so sudden and unexpected, the tired
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smugglers having set no pickets, and the night being

so stormy, that the whole gang were surprised sleeping,

drinking, or half-disarmed. The blockade-men poured

in with cutlasses drawn and pistols cocked. For live

minutes the fight was hot and obstinate enough, but
at the end of that time six of the smugglers were
wounded and manacled, and four lay dead upon the

cabin floor under a pile of broken chairs, bottles, and
benches. Three or four only of the victorious party

were put hors de conihat.

Into the stifling room, still choked with powder-
smoke and slippery with blood, came Mr Wcdgcr and
Mr Damerham. The attorne}^ rubbing his hands,

coolly asked, * How many of the rascals have been

killed ?

'

'Four on 'em arc dead chickens,' said the boatswain,

pulling his forelock and scraping with his right foot

as a mark of respect to lawful authorit}"; 'and there

they lie, just where we shot 'em.^—I say, you, Jack
Tiller, clear oiY their top hampers, and let's look at

their faces. There was one lad, a sort of cap'in, I

think, who was very spiteful with his cutlash, to bo

sure, till I caught him over the left eye. Turn 'em

over, lads, and let's look at their faces.'

The men, half in the dark, cleared away the broken

chairs as the boatswain ordered, and dragged out

the dead one by one. The first body drawn out was
that of the young man the boatswain had shot.

He was quite dead ; a bullet had struck him just

over the left eye. There was a quiet, fixed smile on

his lips.

' Here 's the young gamecock,' said the boatswain,

touching the body in a friendly manner with his foot.
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' Give us a lantern here, one of ye ; Mr WeJger wants

to look at our dead birds.'

The stroke-oar obediently brought his dark -lantern

with an ' Ay, ay, sir,' and turned it full and suddenly

on the face of the dead youth ; but Wedger was stand-

ing with his back to the body, talking to Mr Damerham
at the time, and for a moment did not turn round.

The boatswain, pulling the attorney respectfully by

the sleeve, asked him if he wouldn't like to see

' the dead rogues who had gone and shirked the

oallows.'

Wedger, half-petulantly turning round, said, 'Cer-

tainly.'

The boatswain pointed down silently to the dead

youth, on whose face the stroke-oar's lantern was

shedding a strong yellow light.

Wedger turned, and gave one keen look ; the

next moment, without saying a word, he threw his

arms into the air, and fell in a death-like swoon on

the body. It was the attorney's \vretched son. The

poor scapegrace had long been secretly enrolled in

the gang of guinea smugglers.

Wedger never wholly rallied ; on recovering from

his swoon paralysis seized him, and he died within the

year, a broken-hearted, imbecile man.

Of the guinea smugglers, three were hung, and the

rest transported. Jumper Davison, with Polly and her

lover, fled to France, and soon after embarked for

America, where they eventually did well.

As for Mr Damerham, he told his stories of the

guinea smugglers and the City Light-Horse Volun-

teers till he reached a good old age, and finally, like
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other City Light-Horse Volunteers, he died, leaving

behind him an epitaph, written by himself, in the

character of virtuous churchwarden, in large gilt

letters, on the front of the organ gallery in Seaford

church.
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KIDNAPPED.
By a. Tovvnsend.

3^HERE lies on the Atlantic coast of the

United States a large inlet or estuary

named Chesapeake Bay. It flows from

the sea inland, due northward, filling the

channels of many rivers, and dividing

the two sovereignties of Maryland and Virginia

into what are called tlie Eastern and Western

Shores. The Eastern Shore was doubtless submerged

at a remote period, for it is very low and sandy at

the present day, and the watercourses from tlie east

and the west nearly meet at its centre. It is, in

fact, a long, narrow peninsula, isolated from the

populous country across and above the bay, and its

people are therefore very quaint, primitive, and
individual. Their dialect, manners, and institutions

are in like manner original, and until recently they

may have been said to be a people by themselves,

shut out from the world as completely as many of

the islanders of the far seas. Their farms were

extensive and almost barren. The richer classes
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possessed negroes, whose slovenly economy ruined

what was already impoverished ; and the poorer

whites dwelt in miserable cabins—heathens in sloth

and ignorance—tilling a few niggard acres of corn

and potatoes, and fishing in the salt 'creeks' for

clams, oysters, and shellfish.

Dense forests of pine and cedar grew amid the

sands; the scanty towns were rude, and never pro-

gressive ; there was no commerce ; and stage-coaches,

running at long intervals, furnished the only means

of intercommunication.

With these disadvantages the Eastern Shore

seemed in a fair way of relapsing into barbarism,

and its regeneration was due to a class of teachers,

who penetrated into its desert places, inspired by

religious zeal, teaching the doctrines of faith, in-

dustry, and charity. These were the ' Methodists
;

'

and whatever may be our opinion of their motives,

manners, and doctrines, there can be no doubt that in

America they have been the pioneers of civilisation.

Their apostles were poor, self-educated, and adven-

turous. No society was so rude, no settlement so

remote, as to deter their courage or baffle their

perseverance. And truly their task required all

patience and energy. The blight of slavery had

gone before them. Crimes were common among

the benighted poor. The trade in human flesh was

carried on without restraint; slave-buyers traversed

the country to obtain field-hands for the cotton and

rice states, and kidnapping or man-stealing was

generally prevalent.

A celebrated apostle of the Methodist sect was

the Rev. Titus Bates. He had been twenty-six years
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engaged in the ministry, and was now a bronzed,

worn, failing man, consumed by the zeal of iiis

order, but still anxious to continue his work and die

at his post. Like all his tribe, he was an itinerant,

moving from town to town every second year

—

these towns being his places of abode, while his

fields of labour were called 'circuits,' and comprised

many houses of worship scattered through the sur-

rounding district. He had chosen his wife with

reference to his vocation, and she was equally

earnest with himself. She attended the sick, prayed

with the dying, taught Sabbath-schools, and organised

religious meetings among the women. They had but

one son, Paul, an odd, silent little fellow, who was
thought to be more bashful than bright ; but his

parents loved him tenderly, and argued the highest

usefulness from his still, sober, thoughtful habits.

He was of a singularly dark complexion, with fine

black eyes and curling hair, and he was now old

enough to ride to and fro with his father upon the

long pastoral journeys.

Paul's sixth birthday occurred on a raw Sunday in

December. He had been promised, as a special treat

on that occasion, a visit to Hogson's Corner, an old

meeting-house near the bay-side, twenty miles distant.

His mother woke him at an early hour, and while

he breakfasted the gray pony Bob came to the door

in the 'sulky.' His mother bade him be a good
boy, and kissed him ; he took his seat upon a stool

at his father's feet, and watched the stone parsonage

fade quickly out of sight. The last houses of the

town vanished ; they passed some squalid huts of

free negroes; and when, after an hour, they came
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to a grim, solitary hill, the snow began to fall. It

beat down very fast, whitening the frozen furrows

in the fields, making pyramids of the charred stumps,

and bleaching the sinuous 'worm-fences' which bor-

dered the road. After a while they found a gate

built across the way, and Paul leaped out to open

it. The snow was deep on the other side, and the

little fellow's strength was taxed to push it back, but

he succeeded, and his father applauded him. Then

there were other gates; for there were few public

highways here, and the routes led through private

fields. It seemed that he had opened a great many

o-ates before they came to the forest, and then Paul

wrapped his chilled, wet feet in the thick butfalo-

hide, and watclied the dreary stretches of the pines

moan by, the flakes still falling, and the wheels of

the sulky dragging in the drifts. The road was very

lonely ; his father hummed snatches of hymns as they

went, and the little boy shaped grotesque figures down

the dim aisles of the woods, and wondered how it

would be with travellers lost in their depths. He
was not sorry when they reached the ' meeting-house,'

a black old pile of planks, propped upon logs, with

a lono- shelter-roof for horses down the side of the

paveyard. A couple of sleighs, a rough - covered

wagon called a 'dearbourn,' and several saddled

horses were tied beneath the roof. Two very aged

negroes were seen coming up one of the cross-roads,

and the shining, surging Chesapeake, bearing a few

pale sails, was visible in the other direction. Some

boors were gossiping in the churchyard, slashing their

boots with their riding-whips ; one lean, solemn man

came out to welcome the preacher, addressing him
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as 'Brother' Bates; and another led the sulky into

the wagon-shed, and treated Bob to some ears of

corn, which he needed very much.

Then they all repaired to the church, which looked

inside like a great barn. The beams and shingles

were bare ; some swallows in the eaves flew and
twittered at will; and a huge stove, with branching

pipes, stood in the naked aisle. The pews were hard

and prim, and occupied by pinched-visaged people ; the

pulpit was a plain shelf, with hanging oil-lamps on

either side ; and over the door in the rear projected

a rheumatic gallery, where the black communicants

were boxed up like criminals. A kind old woman
gave Paul a ginger-cake, but his father motioned him
to put it in his pocket; and after he had warmed
his feet, he was told to sit in the pew nearest the

preacher, on what was called the 'Amen side.' Then
the services began, the preacher leading the hj-mns,

and the cracked voices of the old ladies joining in

at the wrong places. But after a while a venerable

negro in the gallery tuned up, and sang down the

shrill swallows with natural melody. The prayers

were long, and broken by ejaculations from the pews.

The text was announced amid profound silence, after

everybod}^ had coughed several times, and then the

itinerant launcheil into his sermon. At first it was
dry and argumentative, then burdened with divisions

and quotations, but in the end he closed the great

book, and made one of those fierce, feeling appeals

—brimming with promises of grace and threatenings

of hell—in words so homely that all felt them true,

while the wild, interpolated cries of the believers

thrilled and terrified the young.
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Little Paul heard with pale lips these grim, religious

revelations, and his child's fancy conjured up awful

pictures of worlds beyond the grave. He wondered
that the birds dared riot in the roof; the sky in

the gable-window was full of cloudy marvels; and
the snow beat under the door like a shroud blown
out of one of the churchyard tombs. The closing

prayer was said at last, the unconverted walked
away, but five or six communicants remained to tell

their secret experiences in the ' class-meeting.' Paul's

father gave him permission to go into the yard if

he liked, and the boy got into the sulky, beneath

the buffalo-hide, and heard the sobs and hymns float-

ing dismally on the wind. Grim shapes thronged his

mind again, wherein the Bible stories were mingled

with tales of gliosts and strange nursery fables.

They chased each other in and out, generating others

as they went, and then came drowsiness, and Paul

slept.

The class-meeting lasted an hour. It was ver}'

fervent and demonstrative ; and when it was over,

the kind old lady who had given Paul the ginger-

bread asked the preaclier home to dinner. She said

that roasted turkej^ wild-duck, and pumpkin-pie were

waiting for them ; and Mr Bates thought fondly what

a treat it would be for Paul on his birthday. He
was to preach again that afternoon seven miles away,

and so moved briskly towards the sulky.

' The poor fellow is asleep,' said the preacher,

seeing that the curly head was not thrust up at his

approach. ' I wonder of what he dreams ?
' He drew

near as he spoke. Old Bob was munching his corn

sedately. The sulky had a saucy air ; the robe nestled
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in the front, with the tiny stool peeping fi-om a

corner; but Paul was not there. The preacher called

aloud ; the horses raised their ears in reply, and the

wheels crackled in the frozen crust. He called again

;

some sleigh-bells jingled merrily, and then the pines

moaned. He looked into the other vehicles ; he

watched for the little foot-tracks in the snow; he

ran back to the old church, and searched beneath

every pew.
' Brethren—sisters,' he cried, * I cannot find my

boy!' and his voice was tremulous. They gathered

round him ; and some said that Paul had ridden away
with the worldly lads, others that he was hiding mis-

chievously. But one silent bystander looked into the

drifts, and traced four great boot-marks close to the

sulky. He followed them across the road into the

pines, and out into the road again, where they were

lost in the multitude of impressions. 'Brother,' he

faltered, ' God give you strength ! Your boy has been

stolen—kidnapped !

'

The old man staggered, but the kind lady caught

him, and as he leaned upon her shoulder his face

grew hard and blanched ; then he removed his hat,

and his gray hairs streamed over his gaunt features.

' Let us pray !
' he said.

They searched the country that afternoon ; but the

forests were vast, and they met with no cheer. The

preacher plodded to his appointment as if he had

still a child, and his sermon was as full and straight-

forward as before. He announced his bereavement from

the pulpit when he had done, and the whole country

was alarmed and excited. He bore the tidings to his

desolate home, and his stricken wife heard it with
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a stern resignation. Thenceforward he preached more
of the burnimnf pit, and less of the golden city; his

eyes were full of fierce light, and his visage grew
long and ghastly. He denied himself all joys and
comforts ; his prayers rang in the midnight through

the- gloomy parsonage ; and he toiled in the ministry

as if reckless of life and anxious to lose it in his

Master's service. The end came at last; the world

closed over the grim couple, and they hoped through

the grave's portal to find their child.

When Paul awoke from his nap in the sulky he

found himself far in the forest, and moving swiftly

forward. A huge negro, with bloodshot eyes, was
transferring him to an evil-looking white man, and

he struggled in the hitter's arms, crying for his papa.

The negro drew a long knife from his breast and

flourished it before Paul's face. * Hold um jaw, or

I kill um dead !
' he muttered. ' Got um grave dug

out yer.'

' Oh, yer young yerlin
!

' said the other man, boxing

Paul's ears; 'yer don't know yer own father, don't

yer ? I 'm yer parpar !

'

' You are not
!

' cried Paul. ' Where are you taking

me ? Where is the church, and the sulky, and old

Bob?'

The negro drove his knife so close to Paul's throat

that the boy flinched and shrieked.

' Yo' dar to say fader to anybody,' yelled the

negro, ' and I cut yo' heart out ! Yo' dar to tell

yer name, or yer fader's name, or wha' yo' come

from, and I cut yo' eyes out ! I cut yo' heart and

eyes out—do yo' yar ?

'

The lad was cowed into cold, tearless terror; he
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shrank from the glittering edge, and trembled at the

giant's murderous expression. He thought they had

brought him to this lonely spot to slay him, and he

embraced silence as the only chance for his young

life. He wondered if this were not one of his wild

imaginings, or if it had not something to do with

the punishment pronounced in the morning's fierce

sermon. The two men came to a ruined cabin after

a while ; it was buried in deep shade ; the logs were

worm-eaten, and the clay chimney had fallen down.

They climbed by a creaking ladder into the loft,

and laid Paul upon a ragged bed. A young negro

woman and her child were there, and the boy saw

that her foot was shackled to the fl^oor, for the chain

rattled as she moved. They gave him a piece of

beef and a corn-cake, and stripping him of his tidy

clothes, dressed him in the coarse blue drilling worn
by slaves. The two men drank frequently from the

same bottle, talking in low tones, and after a

time both of them lay down and slept. The woman
dandled her child to and fro, for it moaned pain-

fully, and the pines without made a deep dirge.

No birds trilled or screamed in this desert place,

but a roaring as of loud waters was borne now
and then on the twilight : it was the bay, close

below them, making thunder upon the beach.

When Paul woke from his second sleep he was
on the deck of a vessel. The shore lay beneath him,

and the waves heaved behind. It was night; the

snowflakes still filtered through the profound dark-

ness, and the wind whistled in the rigging. A red

lantern moved along the beach ; some voices were

heard speaking together, and one of them said,

Courage and Conflict. Z
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' Don't be afraid of the boy ; I have sold lots paler

than him. Lick him smartly if he gammons, and

he '11 tell no tales.'

Then they lifted the anchor aboard, the tide

floated off the sloop, and they were soon scudding

before the wind, under a freezing starlight. Two
weary days passed over Paul of travel by land and

water. They came to the city of Richmond at last,

and he was marched, with five other unfortunates, to

the common slave-pen. It was situated in a squalid

suburb, surrounded by a high spiked wall, and

entered by an office, from which a watchman could

observe the interior through two grated doors. The

pen consisted of a paved area, open to the sky

—

except on one side, where it was protected by a

shelvino- roof—and of a iail or den. The latter was

walled up in a corner, but its inmates could look

out upon the area through a window in the door,

and their savage features, revealed at the bars, so

terrified Paul that he retreated to the opposite

corner, afraid to look towards them. Now and then

they howled and blasphemed, for two were delirious

from drunkenness, and one was desperate from rage,

and as they moved like tigers to and fro their

irons clanked behind them, dragging on the stone

floor, A number of women were huddled together

beneath the roof, some as fair as Paul, others as

black as ebony. Some held babes to their breasts;

others had no regard for their offspring, but sat

stolidly apart while their children cried for nourish-

ment. In the open place a bevy of the coarser

inmates were holding a rude dance; a large, gray-

haired man patted time or'juber' with his feet and
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hands, calling the figures huskily aloud ; while the

women, with bright turbans tied round their heads,

grinned and screamed with glee as they followed

the measure with their large, heavy shoes. Their

eftbrts w^ere directed not so much to pace as to

strength, for some kept up the dance a wdiole hour,

divesting themselves of parcels of clothing as they

proceeded, and breathing hard as if weary to ex-

haustion. The men applauded vociferously, coupling

the names of the performers with wild ejaculations,

but subsiding when the keeper appeared at the door

occasionally to command less noise. Remote from

the bacchanals crouched a serious group of negroes,

who sang religious melodies, quite oblivious of their

wild associates ; and in still another quarter a humor-

ous fellow was enlivening his constituents with odd

sayings and stories.

Paul's heart sank within him as he looked upon
these scenes ; a sense of his degradation rushed over

his young mind, and he threw himself upon the stones,

with his head in his hands, and wept hot tears of

bitterness. Henceforth he should be a creature—

a

thing—a slave ! He must know no ambition but

indolence, no bliss but ignorance, no rest but sleep,

no hope but death. Long leagues must interpose

between himself and his home ; he should never

kiss his mother again, or kneel with his father in

the holiness of prayer. The recollections of his

childhood should be crushed out by agonising ex-

periences of bondage; he would forget his name
and the faces of his friends, and at last preserve

only the horrible consciousness that he was the

chattel of his master

!
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Days and weeks passed over Paul, and he found

no opportunity to tell his story. They kept him

purposely that he might forget it, or feel the hope-

lessness of relating it. Other wretches came and

went, till there remained none of the original

inmates of his prison, and he learned to mingle

with his coarse companions, joining sometimes in

their gaiety, and the high walls stood for ever

between his dreams and the sky, till their sombre

shadows were printed upon his heart. The boy's

turn came at length. He climbed the auction-block

before the gaping multitude, and leaped to show his

suppleness. They were pleased with his still serious

manner, the paleness of his skin, his thoughtful eyes,

and the shining ringlets of his hair. Bids were

bandied briskly upon him, and the auctioneer rattled

glibly of the rare ' lot ' to be sold.

' Who owns the boy ?
' cried a bystander.

' Colonel Jeems Purnell of the Eastern Shore,'

answered the auctioneer. ' His mother is a likely

piece that will be in the market presently.'

Tears came to Paul's e3^es, but he held down the

great sob that started to his throat, and called lustily,

' It is a wicked story ! My father is white, and my
mother is white ! I am not a slave, and they have

stolen me !

'

A loud, long laugh broke from the crowd, and

the trader cracked a merry joke which helped the

pleasantry.

' We may call that a " white lie," ' he said ;
' but it

is a peart lad, and the air with which he told it is

worth a cool hundred. Going at four hundred dollars

—four hundred,' &c.
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The bidding recommenced ; the ' article ' rose in

esteem, and Paul was pushed from the block into

the arms of a tall, angular person, who led him into

the city. That afternoon he was placed in a railway-

carriage ; and on the third night he was quartered in

Mobile, at the dwelling of his purchaser. The tall

person proved to be the agent of a rich old lady

—

a childless widow—who required a handsome, active

lad to wait upon her person and make a good

appearance in the drawing-room.

She had many servants, but Paul was not com-

pelled to associate with them, and Ids duties were

light, though menial. When his mistress went out

to walk he must carry her spaniel in his arms. He
must stand behind her at dinner, wielding a fly-brush

of peacock's feathers. He must run errands, and be

equally ready to serve her whims or satisfy her wants.

She was not harsh, but very petulant, and had Paul

been hasty or high-tempered his lot might have been

a bitter one. On the contrary, he was quiet, docile,

and bashful, and he pleased her marvellously. If he

sometimes wept for the happy past, or felt a child's

strong yearnings for something to love, he hid his

grief from those about him, and sought that con-

solation which the world cannot take away in the

simple prayers he had conned from his mother.

He was a slave, but not a negro. His pleasures

were not theirs, for he had quick intelligence, and
he shrank from their loud glee. Their blood had
thickened through generations of bondage, and, trained

in the harness of beasts, they had become creatures

of draught. His had rippled bright and brisk through

generations of freemen, and a year could not drag
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him to their level. He had learned to read and write,

and it was his habit to stand at the window in his

leisure moments adding to his information from some

pleasant book ; but his mistress supposed that he was

looking at the pictures merely, till one day, entering

the dining-room softly, she heard him reading aloud.

He had a sweet boy's voice, which somewhat pacified

the anger she felt at such presumption in a slave

;

and though at first rebuking him, she reconsidered

the matter during^ the evenincr, and bade him read to

her from a new novel. Thenceforward Paul gained

favour, and his mistress found it convenient to employ

him as an amanuensis. She released him from menial

duties, and gave him neat attire, and it was wonderful

how well these accessories became him. He was un-

assuming as before, submitting with patience to his

lot, and at length he became indispensable to Mrs

Everett. Her attachment to books of fiction amounted

to dissipation, and the part that he bore in their

perusal developed his warm imagination, till his fan-

cies were brighter than romance—they became poetry.

The one great grief of his life touched his whole

face with a pensive melancholy, but he forbore to

tell his true history again, preferring to wait for

some golden moment when he might be believed and

emancipated.

From the beofinnino- Mrs Everett's agent disliked

him. Wait was a Northern adventurer—cool, coura-

geous, and ambitious—who had settled in the South

with the resolution of becoming rich, and he had

pursued his purpose with steady inflexibility. He
was not a bad man, but a bitter one, and Paul had

in some sort divided Mrs Everett's esteem with him.
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Previously he had been her sole and undisputed

adviser, and as she was readily influenced, he hoped

in course of time to be accepted as her second

husband. He was young and manly, and she was

giddy and middle-aged. Her relatives held him in

contempt, but he had proved his courage, and they

did not care to cross him. But with the coming of

Paul he had lost somewhat of her regard, and he

laid it to the boy's charge. Paul read his calm

purpose in his keen eyes, and shuddered at the

thought of some day falling into his relentless

hands. He laboured to conciliate his enemy, but

with little effect, until one afternoon Wait told him

to obtain permission from Mrs Everett and come to

the office. He dictated some ambiguous letters to

Paul, and gave him many papers to burn, meanwhile

inspecting a pair of long pistols which he took from

a portmanteau. It was late in the afternoon when

he had done, and then he bade Paul take the case of

pistols, slip quietly into the street, and walk straight

on till he was overtaken. He had obeyed, not without

suspicion, and when he reached the city limits, found

the agent, to his great surprise, seated in a carriage.

Two other persons attended him, and one, who was

bald and wore glasses, had a case of surgical instru-

ments lying at his feet. Paul climbed to the driver's

box, and they dashed along by the water-side, meeting

a second carriage on their way. The last rays of

sunset were streaming over the low landscape when
both carriages stopped, their occupants dismounted,

and Wait came to the front and reached up his

hand to Paul.

' Good-bye, boy,' he said in a tone of unwonted
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tenderness ;
' remain here a moment, and you will

see me again.'

They filed along a dike separating two SM^amps,

and turning down to the beach, were hidden behind

a line of cypress-trees. For a few moments Paul

only heard the roar of the surf, the noise of the

distant town, and the short breathing of the sedate

negro beside him. Then there were shouts as of a

person counting rapidly, and two reports, so close that

one seemed the echo of the other. A few minutes

afterwards the agent appeared, leaning upon the arms
of his attendants. He was divested of coat and vest,

and as he came nearer, bareheaded, Paul saw that

his face was colourless and working as from deadly

pain. His shirt was perforated close to the collar,

and the blood flowing beneath had stained it to his

waist, and dripped in a runnel from his boots. He
fainted when he had taken his seat ; and as the

carriage rolled away Paul looked back towards the

duelling-ground, and beheld two men bearing upon
their shoulders a stiff, straight burden wrapped in

a cloak. The second carriage passed him, driven

swiftly, and it seemed to emit a chill draught upon
Paul, like the damp wind from a tomb; it was the

presence of death, at whose very mention we grow
cold.

Wait had vindicated his courage, but at the expense

of his life. He lingered on in agony many days; and

Paul so pitied him that he stole into his darkened

chamber and begged to do him kindnesses. The
grim man lay implacable, waiting for death ; but one

night, as he writhed with the dew upon his forehead,

Paul heard him mutter, ' My God, my mother !

'
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The boy remembered a quaint text of Scripture

—

' Save me, O God ! for the waters are come in unto

my soul '—and he repeated it in the strong man's

ear.

' Go on,' cried Wait, rising upon his elbow ;
' I have

heard that before : tell me the rest
!

'

' I have the good book here,' replied Paul. ' I am
sure it will be pleasant to you, sir, if you will let

me read.'

' Do so, boy ; I used to know it well. An old

friend taught those strange words to me, but I have

foi-gotten them now.'

Paul read some soothing and beautiful psalms,

which took his companion's mind back to his native

mountains and the white spire of the village church

where he had worshipped with his mother. The
hard lines melted in his face as he listened ; but

Paul lit upon a bitter verse, and the agent's con-

science began to trouble him. He could not look

into the boy's eyes, for they seemed to rebuke him,

and at last he commanded Paul to stop. It was
midnight. They heard the great clock in the hall

strike twelve, and all the household slumbered.
' Go to your mistress's room,' said Wait ;

' tell her

that I must see her now—she must come at once.

The morning may never come to me. Go ; God bless

you!'

He called Paul back when he had got to the door,

and added falteringly, 'My boy, do you say your
prayers ?

'

' Yes, sir.'

' Would you mind thinking of me when you say

them to-niofht ?

'
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' I do so every night, sir.'

' Good-night.'

Paul heard the agent sobbing as he stole away;

but when he knocked at Mrs Everett's door she

answered petulantly, and at first she refused to rise.

She had little self-denial; it would pain her to

enter a dying-chamber, and she would have left

Wait to perish had not some passage from the

romances entered her head of dead folk with secrets

on their minds haunting the living. It would

be very terrible to be haunted, and she was

frightened into obedience. When she returned her

mind was disquieted, and she made Paul stay in

her room to compose her with cheerful talk. Finally

she fell asleep, and he hastened to the agent's

chamber. It was very dark within, and he waited

a moment that the other might recognise him. Wait

seemed to be in deep slumber, though Paul could

not hear him breathe; but as the lad ventured to

place his head upon the quilt it encountered a hand

so cold and hard that it seemed to be marble. Paul

knew that he need no longer remember his enemy

in his prayers.

What transpired between his mistress and her

agent at this dying interview Paul could not sur-

mise, but he believed that it concerned himself. He
perceived that Mrs Everett treated him more con-

siderately afterwards ; and many times, as he looked

up from a long silence, he found her regarding him

inquisitively. She asked him strange questions once,

bearing upon his early life, and he was almost

encouraged to reveal the secret of his birth, but

she seemed to divine his purpose and changed the
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theme. Something troubled her, he knew ; and when

he applied himself to conciliate and cheer her, at

those moments she suffered most. Had she loved

the stern, ambitious man whose closed chamber still

chilled her mansion ? Was it because she was child-

less and travelling graveward ? Or did she cherish

a mother's feeling for Paul, and wish that he was

of her race and worthy to be her son ? Towards

each of these theories he inclined, favouring the

last, and finally he concluded that she did not love

but feared him. He had grown tall and manly. An
individual beauty, rather of mind than of face,

developed in him, and his mistress had been pro-

digal of favours, so that his dress and ornaments

corresponded with his person. He might have ruled

rather than served in her dwelling; but content

with the recognition of his equality, he maintained

the same modest guise, and his mistress felt an

uneasy pride in his promotion. One day he found

her weeping, and when he spoke she answered

bitterly :
' Paul, you have ceased to love me

;
you

are ungrateful
;
you wish to be free—you would

leave me.'

He responded pleasantly— for he had become

familiar with such moods—that he had found a

new romance, which he would read. It was not a

long story, but a thrilling one, and was based upon the

simple narrative of Joseph in bondage. The outline

was true, the details were fabulous, and the old lady

marvelled that a theme so trite could be so well

embellished. He read far into the night, and she

bade him leave the book upon her table that she

might peruse it again.
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' It is manuscript,' he said, ' and this is the only-

copy.'

' Why, Paul,' she cried, ' how came you by it ?

'

' I wrote it myself.'

Paul was indeed the author, having filled in the

sorrows of his hero from his own experiences. Mrs

Everett was loud in its praises ; she was sure that

it indicated genius, and she lay awake that night

meditating an act of charity and of justice. She

would make a freeman of Paul, and he should find in

far lands that equality which he could not obtain in

his own. They would journey together. He should

have means and advantages, and should become her

protege and heir. But the strong self-love defeated

this resolve. If Paul were not bound to her by law

he might forsake her, and she could not bear to

lose him, for he had become a part of her heart

;

but when she broached the matter Paul gave his

parole never to leave her without consent. He was

still a slave, with the taint of a trampled race in

his blood, and he said nothing to Mrs Everett of

his origin. They crossed the seas ; they dwelt in

pleasant places, beneath soft skies, and Paul grew in

knowledge. But his patron was still harassed by

some deep remorse. She hurried him from city to

city, like the fabled apostate, and at length fell sick

in London on the eve of their return to America.

Paul gleaned from her ravings in delirium the cause

of her unrest : Wait had made known to her, on the

night of his decease, the secret of the young man's

origin, and had conjured her to do justice to the

lad. Her self-love had deterred her in consummating

this duty, and conscience had therefore tortured her.
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She was enabled to reach New York, where she left

the preacher's son the bulk of her property, and

received his gratitude and forgiveness before she

died.

Paul was free—haunted no longer by horrible pre-

monitions of future suffering—and his first impulse

was to return to the Eastern Shore and discover his

desolate parents. His recollections of them were

imperfect. He preserved many trifling circumstances,

though more important events were forgotten ; but

as he made his way to the old village his heart

beat high. There were the negro quarters, the corn-

fields, the twisting fences, and at last the shady

stone parsonage—recollections they seemed of objects

beheld in a foggy dream. They directed him to the

Methodist church, a prim, square structure in the

centre of the village—a tavern on one side, a court-

house and a market on the other ; and when the

sexton threw open a window the bleared light fell

upon a marble slab set in the wall

:

NEAR THIS SPOT LIE THE REMAINS

OF Rev. Titus Bates,

FOR two years pastor OF THIS CONGREGATION,

AND OF Peggy, his wife.

' THEY HAVE CEASED FROM THEIR LABOURS, AND THEIR

WORKS DO FOLLOW THEM.'

Paul's hopes fell. He walked through the village,

friendless, and impelled by his swift-coming fancies,
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strolled far into the suburbs. A crowd was collected

round a squalid negro cabin, and, less by interest

than by instinct, he bent his steps towards it:

'What is the matter, friend?' he asked of a by-

stander.

' The boys hez scented kidnappers to this shanty,'

answered the man ;
' and, by doggy ! they goin' to

trap 'em !

'

The mob seemed to be fearfully incensed as Paul

pushed close to the scene. There were said to be

two of the man-stealers, both of whom had been

very daring and successful. He heard their names

called as Peter Gettis and Dave Goule, and the

opinion was expressed that the first-named would

not yield without a desperate struggle. The mob
was hot and claniorous, and while a selected

committee entered the den to search it, the rest

brandished clubs and knives, and yelled for justice

and blood. Word came at length that the kidnappers

were concealed beneath the floor of the cabin; and

at the hint a score of stalwart fellovVs began to pull

up the planks, while their associates formed a wide

circle round, prepared to prevent escape. Finally

the cry arose, ' Here they air ! This is them ! Drag
'em out ! Whoo-oop !

'

The men within the cabin rushed throui^h the

doors and windows as if pursued, and a stalwart

negro, with bloodshot eyes, almost naked, and

tlourishing a huge knife, staggered to the threshold

and glared fiercely around him.

The circle stood firm ; some were clubbing their

cudgels, others lifting their blades, and here and

there along the line rang out the click of a pistol.
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* Come, Pete,' cried one of the ringleaders ;
' you 're

treed, Pete ! Don't be a fool, but give yourself in.'

The negro gnashed his teeth, and his wild eyes

glared like coals of fire.

' Do yo' gib me faiah play ?
' he bellowed, extending

the knife.

' Yes, Pete—yes I ' answered the multitude.

' Then look heah
!

' answered the wretch, drawing

his knife across his throat. He staggered into the

air like an ox, cursing as he came ; they parted to

avoid him, and as he reached a fence a few rods

from the cabin he leaned upon it, and swaying to

and fro, raised his horrible eyes to the sky.

Paul recognised his ancient captor with a thrill

and a silent prayer. Vengeance had come in His

own good time, and Paul felt no bitterness towards

the poor fellow, but craved forgiveness for his

slipping soul.

The second offender burrowed so remotely that

the mob could not drag him from his covert. They
struck at him with knives, and hired dogs to creep

beneath the logs and rend him, but in vain. At
length one of the ringleaders obtained a torch, and
the cabin was fired in several places. The flames

spouted into the night, bursting from the small

windows, and the roof fell in with a crash, scattering

ashes and red-hot coals. They could hear the shriek

of the victim now, and he was seen dancing among
the firebrands, for the blaze encircled him like an
impassable wall. He made a desperate rush at

length to overleap the fire, and his figure, magnified

by the red light, looked gigantic as he sprang high

into the air. A dozen pistols clattered together;
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the man fell heavily forward, tossing up his

scorched hands, and the fizzing, crackling timbers

closed darkly above him, to the thunder of his

executioners' huzzas.

Paul did not reveal himself. He left the village

stealthily, and journeyed northward. Years after-

wards a name was added to the tablet in the old

church

:

HERE LIE ALSO THE REMAINS OF

THE Rev. Paul Bates.

'HE WENT ABOUT DOING GOOD.'

THE END,

Edinburgh : Printed by W, & R. Chambers, Limited.
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